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Preface
The Symposium on Ion Beam Processing of Advanced Electronic Materials
was held on April 25-27, 1989, in San Diego, California, U.S.A., as
Symposium C of the 1989 Spring Meeting of the Materials Research Society.
The purpose of the symposium was to explore the physical and technological
basis for future ion beam processing of semiconductor devices. More than 60
papers from 11 countries were presented on fundamental and applied aspects
of ion implantation and irradiation of electronic materials. The present
symposium follows a similar symposium on this topic held at the 1985 Spring
Meeting of the Materials Research Society and published as Volume 45 in the
MRS Symposium Proceedings Series.
The symposium included sessions on Shallow Implantation and Solid-Phase
Epitaxy, Damage Effects, Focused Ion Beams, MeV Implantation, High-Dose
Implantation, Implantation of III-V Compounds and Multilayers, and
Implantation in Electronic Materials. Significant progress has been made in
the understanding and application of ion implantation at both very low and
high energies, in the control and utilization of damage effects in ion beam
processing, and in the use of ion beams to fabricate buried layers and
submicron structures. The 54 papers included in this proceedings serve to
define the present state of knowledge in ion beam processing of electronic
materials.
The editors thank invited and contributing authors, session chairmen,
reviewers,, and MRS staff and program officials for their help in organizing
the symposium and publishing this volume. We are particularly indebted to
K. C. Brunson and L. W. Hinton of Oak Ridge National Laboratory for their
administrative support over the past year.
N. W. Cheung
A. D. Marwick
J. B. Roberto
August 1989
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Part I. SHALLOW IMPLANTATION
AND SOLID-PHASE EPITAXY

POINT DEFECT ENGINEERING APPLIED TO
SHALLOW JUNCTION ULSI PROCESSING
George A. Rozgonyi and J. W. Honeycutt
North Carolina State University
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Raleigh, NC 27695-7916
Abstract
We describe how a simple qualitative understanding of the interfacial reactions occurring
during typical ULSI processes for junction formation, dopant activation, and contact silicidation
can be used to eliminate end-of-range interstitial dislocation loops and beneficially impact the
diffusion of dopants. Following a brief discussion of the well-documented effects of oxidation
and nitridation on extended defects and dopant diffusion, conditions for elimination of
implantation-induced defects are specified. Cross-section and plan-view TEM along with angle
lapping and chemical etching of implanted and diffused junctions are presented to illustrate the
application of point defect engineering to process technology.
Introduction
A number of fundamental materials science and technology problems are associated with the
fabrication of low-resistance, shallow source/drain electrical junctions. These junctions, which
are crucial to the success of sub-micron ULSI, will require a junction depth of 70nm, as dictated
by the scaling criteria for a 0,25(im MOS device. Since silicidation is generally used to reduce the
source/drain sheet resistance and increase circuit speed, the 70nm deep junction will be partially
consumed during the silicide reaction. It is, therefore, imperative that the dopant distribution,
silicon consumption, and silicide metallurgical phase be precisely known. Furthermore, in order
to simultaneously produce both ultra-shallow and low leakage junctions, each of the ion
implantation, annealing, and silicide formation process steps must be integrated into one intimate
and reproducible processing sequence. This process integration must be supported by a tight
characterization feedback loop covering structural, chemical, and electrical measurements of each
step. In the domain of structural and defect characterization, there is much evidence that interface
reactions (metal/Si), thin film growth (oxide, nitride), and free surface/ambient (Ar, N2, H2,02)
effects, along with ion implantation induced damage, will perturb the near-surface point defect
concentrations. Consequently, the position and level of electrical activation of dopants, and the
size and density of crystal defects can only be properly controlled if the type and concentration of
the dominant point defect is known. This paper will make an attempt to place these interactions in
perspective and thereby provide a program of point defect engineering for shallow
junction/contact technology.
Process-Induced Point Defects
A. Oxidation and Self-Interstitials
It is convenient to discuss process-induced point defects in the context of the thermal
oxidation of a silicon surface, which will generally produce an effective injection of silicon selfinterstitials. These excess interstitials provide the driving force for measurable growth of
oxidation stacking faults (OSF), enhanced diffusion of B and P, and retarded diffusion of Sb
(for review see [1-3]). The situation for OSF's is schematically shown in Fig.l, where Q ' is the
concentration of self-interstitials injected at the SiO2/Si interface. The growth or shrinkage of
OSF's is determined by the near-surface excess interstitial concentration, yin Fig.l, which is
often complicated in CZ wafers by oxygen precipitation in the bulk[4]. The mechanism of selfinterstitial generation at an oxidizing interface is intimately connected with the fact that silicon
oxidizes via diffusion of oxygen from the free surface through the SiO2 layer down to the
moving SiO2/Si interface. It has been speculated that due to interfacial stresses or incomplete
reaction, unreacted Si at this interface becomes available to migrate into the substrate, forming the
basis for self-interstitial injection and OSF growth[5] as illustrated in the left-hand portion of
Fig.l. The same end result of interstitial injection has been arrived at by Tiller, et al.[6J
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Fig.l. Schematic illustration of the effects of near-surface point defect
concentrations on growth and shrinkage of oxidation stacking faults. Q is
the interstitial concentration; while superscripts i andeq represent values at
the interface and for OSF equilibrium, respectively.
involving interfacial formation of a-cristobalite plus interstitial Si ions, as well as by Tan and
Goesele[7] based on SiO2 viscoelastic flow to accommodate the volume increase associated with
formation of new SiO2 at the interface. However, in this paper we will emphasize the atomistic
diffusion models such as that presented in Fig.l, because of parallels with metal silicide/silicon
interface reactions to be discussed below.
It was recognized early on that the addition of a chlorine-containing species would lower the
growth rate of OSF's and reduce the temperature threshold for the dissolution or retrogrowth of
OSF[8-10]. It is believed that upon reaction of Cl with Si at the SiO2/Si interface, either a
vacancy is generated, or simply that the concentration of self-interstitials, Q , is lowered to the
point where the overall point defect balance is closer to the equilibrium state. Thus, OSF
shrinkage is enhanced, as illustrated at the right side of Fig.l, and oxidation enhanced diffusion
of those dopants which diffuse by an interstitialcy mechanism is reduced.
Table I. Comparison of processing conditions, interdiffusion phenomena, and
process-induced point defects produced during oxidation, nitridation, and silicidation.
Reaction

Temp /Time

Diffusion

Scale

Si Oxidation

900-1100°C-hrs

O2U

t>1000A
large area

Si Oxidation

>1100°C-hrs

Film

Interface

1 phase
(SiO2)

I source
Vsink

(SiO)

large area

1 phase
(SiO2)

I sink
Vsource

t>1000A
large area

1 phase
(Si3N4)

I sink
V source

Si It, O2U t>1000A

Si Nitridation

>1000°C-hrs

Sift

Silicidation

<900°C - sees

Sift or Mtt

t<1000A multiphase depends on
diffusion{?)
sub-u. area

It is interesting to note that for high temperature (T>1150°C) oxidation, the point defect
producing/absorbing properties of a SiO2/Si interface change, i.e. it becomes a vacancy source
and/or a sink for self-interstitials[l 1]. This effect is again attributed to the details of the reaction
kinetics, i.e. the solid state diffusion in the growing oxide film. It is believed that at high
temperatures, there is a non-negligible flux of either Si[12] or SiOf 13J away from the interface
and into the oxide, leaving behind vacancies which enhance Sb diffusion[ll], and retard P
diffusion[12j. Similarly, enhanced OSF shrinkage[14], enhanced Sb diffusion[15,16], and
retarded P diffusion[15,16] have been observed for the case of thermal nitridation of Si in NH3,
where Si is apparently the dominant diffusing species[17]. Thus one can intuitively predict
enhanced/retarded diffusion of dopants and growth/shrinkage of extended defects in Si due to
interfacial point defect generation, provided the thin film reaction kinetics are understood. Table I
summarizes for typical processing conditions the reaction mechanisms and interface properties
for low and high temperature oxidation, thermal nitridation, and silicidation reactions where
either metal or Si may be the dominant diffusing species.
B. Ion Implantation Induced Defects
A pervasive type of process-induced defect Is that produced at the end-of-range of an
amorphizing ion-implantation, following recrystallization via solid phase epitaxy and dopant
activation, as shown in the cross-section TEM of Figs. 2a and 2b [18J. These end-of-range
dislocation loops are confined to the region of the original amorphous/crystalline interface. They
are always of interstitial character, consistent with the intuitive notion of a high concentration of
displaced knock-on Si atoms being produced just below the amorphous layer. Options for
reducing or even eliminating these interstitial loops have been discussed by Ajmera and Rozgonyi
[19] for the particular case of a Ge preamorphized, B-implanted junction. They recommended
three process modifications designed primarily to reduce the near-surface concentration of
interstitiais, namely:
i) lower the implantation energy of the amorphizing ion,
ii) lower the implant dose, and
iii) control the annealing ambient to produce a non-oxidizing or slightly reducing surface
reaction.
These effects are schematically illustrated in Fig.3 where Q is plotted as a function of depth. A
comparison is given for a deep, high dose implant annealed in an oxidizing ambient (• in Fig.3),
or a reducing ambient (solid line); versus a shallow, low dose implant (dotted lines). The ambient
control, item (iii) above, provides for a minimum injection of interstitiais at the free surface if the
surface is non-oxidizing; the lower dose recommended in item (ii) lowers the concentration of
knock-on interstitial Si atoms; and finally, the lower implantation voltage in item (i) moves the
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Fig.2. Cross-section TEM micrographs of Si, preamorphized by a triple Si
implantation at 77K, see ref.[18]. (a) as-implanted, (b) after RTA at 1150°C/10s.
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Fig.3. Schematic illustration of silicon self-interstitial concentrations (Q) during
annealing of an ion-implanted Si surface[19]. Ci B and Q L are the interstitial
concentrations in the bulk and at the depth of end-of-range dislocation loops,
respectively.
a/c interface closer to the free surface, which may act as an effective sink for interstitials. The
issue of proximity to a free surface has been addressed by Ganin and Marwick[20] who created
shallow and deep bands of end-of-range defects by In implantation at low and high energies,
respectively. By etching the surface of the sample with the deeper implant such that the residual
damage was at the same depth as that of the shallower implant, they found that the kinetics of
end-of-range damage removal is primarily dependent on the concentration of self-interstitials
beyond the amorphous/crystalline interface, which is greater for higher energy implants. The
above procedures for reducing interstitial concentrations are quite effective in an RTP system at,
e.g., 1050°C for 10sec[19], but are generally not able to eliminate the end-of-range defects using
more limited thermal budgets. However, by considering processes which offer vacancy
injection, as described in the next section, an extension of the interstitial reduction defect
engineering options can be offered.
C. Silicidation-Induced Vacancies
Because all the dominant observable process-induced extended defects are of interstitial
character, there has been a great deal of interest in processes whose impact in silicon involves
vacancy generation. Until recently, either nitridation, or very high temperature thermal treatments
have been the means of vacancy injection. Lately, however, it is becoming increasingly evident
that silicidation reactions also perturb point defect concentrations (both interstitial and vacancy) in
the substrate[21-27]. Since the silicidation reaction occurs directly on the implanted junction
region, it offers the most compatible opportunity to control point defect concentrations such that
they beneficially influence shallow junction properties (dopant profiles and residual ion-implant
damage). The various point defect-generating, point defect-controlled, and dopant-influenced
interactions which should be considered for a metal silicide contact to an ion-implanted shallow
junction are depicted schematically in Fig.4. The dominant interactions are indicated by solid
lines for each process. Namely, the ion implantation and annealing conditions determine the presilicidation junction depth and the level of residual damage. Likewise, the metallization and
subsequent silicidation anneal result in a silicide film with a predictable sheet resistance and
silicon consumption. The dashed lines in Fig.4 depict the interactions which are less obvious and
have been shown to vary with, e.g., the particular dopant present in the substrate, or the details
of the implant process. Most importantly, the silicidation reaction is a likely candidate for defect
engineering using the beneficial effects of vacancy generation to counteract the effects of
implantation damage annealing processes dominated by interstitials.
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Fig.4. Illustration of the point
defect controlled or dopant-influenced
interactions occuring during silicided
shallow junction processing.

A'i in the case of oxidation and nitridation, interfacial point defect generation during
silicidation is believed to be directly determined by the details of the interdiffusion between Si
substrate atoms and the other reacting species, i.e. the metal film (see Table I). For example,
observations of pile-up (segregation) of implanted As in Si during growth of a near-noble metal
silicide layer (PtSi, Pd2Si) have been explained[21,22] by the predominant diffusion of metal
atoms to the silicide/silicon interface (analogous to oxygen motion during oxidation). It was
speculated that the near-noble metal atoms diffuse into interstitial sites in the silicon lattice during
the reaction, weakening the silicon-silicon covalent bonds, and thus leading to dissociation of
silicon atoms from their lattice sites and production of vacancies and/or self-interstitials[21].
Additional evidence of point defect generation during silicidation was provided by Ohdomari, et
al.[22], who saw shrinkage of implantation-induced extrinsic dislocation loops during Pd2Si
formation, presumably due to recombination of the silicidation-induced vacancies with
"interstitial" atoms contained in the loops. Although the phenomenon of dopant segregation
under the silicide is considered a useful by-product in silicidized shallow junction processes,
there are other thermal stability, resistivity, and silicon consumption issues which favor other
silicides under which dopant pile-up does not occur. Due to their lower resistivites, as well as
their superior thermal stabilities, TiSi2 and CoSi2 are the prime candidates for silicide contacts to
shallow junctions. In contrast to the dopant pile-up observed for near-noble metal silicides,
dopant incorporation into the silicide and subsequent loss to the ambient can be a serious
problem, especially for TiSi2 formation on boron-implanted junctions[26]. A summary of the
resistivities, calculated silicon consumption ratios, and diffusing species for Ti, Co, and Pt
silicides is given in Table II[29].
Table II. Comparison of silicon consumption ratios, resistivities, and diffusing
species of Ti, Co, and Pt silicides.

tmetal

t3i
tsilicide

Diffusing
Species

500-600

1.32

.67

Pt[35]

28-35

TiSi2(C54)

650-850

2.24

.90

Si [36]

13-16

CoSi2

600-800

3.63

1.04

Co [37]

15-20

Silicide

Formation
Temp. (°C)

Pt

PtSi

Ti
Co

Metal

tsi

Resistivity

(liQ-cm)

Recently, the observations of Ohdomari, et al.[22] of a reduction in ion implantation induced
damage during Pd2Si reactions have been extended to TiSi2 by Maex, et al.[23] and Wen, et
al.[24,25]. In refs. [24,25] cross-sectional TEM revealed complete annihilation of Ge
implantation-induced end-of-range damage due to TiSi2 formation, as shown in Fig. 5. Complete
damage removal was observed only when the silicide sheet resistance, which is a measure of
both the thickness and the resistivity of the film, was about 3QJsq or less. Fig.5b shows the
annihilation of end-of-range damage during a silicidation anneal of a 30nm Ti layer at 650°C for
lOsec plus 85O°C for lOsec. A conceptual model was proposed to explain this effect, as shown
in Fig.6, based on the Ti-Si reaction occurring by the predominant diffusion of silicon atoms
through the growing silicide. As silicon atoms break away from the substrate, a vacant lattice site
is left behind. These vacancies then diffuse to the damaged region and recombine with interstitial
atoms contained in dislocation loops. The dislocations thus shrink by climb processes until they
are eventually completely dissolved.
An alternate "marker" experiment for the qualitative identification of point defects involves
the comparison of diffusion profiles or junction depths as a function of process conditions. A
particularly useful structure for comparing the relative effects of silicidized and passive or
masked areas is shown in Fig. 7. This figure documents the influence of a vacancy flux as
observed by Jiang and Honeycutt[30], who delineated a retarded B diffusion profile under a
TiSi2 interface. This optical micrograph of an angle-lapped, polished, and preferentially etched
surface contains a blanket layer of B, implanted into a Ge-preamorphized substrate at lOkeV,
lxlO^/cm^, with patterned TiSi2 regions initially ~60nm thick. Note that the p + implanted
surface is not etched during 10 sec in a Secco[31] solution. This allows delineation of a
concentration (diffusion depth) difference of ~20nm when the silicide region is compared with
that under the masking oxide. These procedures were previously used by Hu[27], who observed
enhanced diffusion of buried layers of both Sb and B during a long time (lOhr) 1050°C anneal of
a TaSii.8 layer, which was known to absorb Si to form the stoichiometric TaSi2 phase.
Although the model of vacancy injection due to silicon diffusion away from the substrate
interface is heuristically appealing, its application may not be universal to all reactions where
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Fig.5. Cross-sectional TEM micrographs of Ge preamorphized, B
implanted junction regions of an
MOS device[24,25]. The Ge
implantation end-of-range damage
present in the form of extrinsic
dislocation loops in (a) is
annihilated during two-step
annealing of a 30nm Ti film at
650°C for 10 sec plus 85O°C for 10
sec to formTiSi2 (b).
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Fig.6. Schematic illustration describing the model for vacancy injection and ion
implantation damage removal during TiSi2 formation[24,25J.

Fig.7. Nomarski optical micrograph and schematic diagram of a bevel polished and
preferentially etched sample illustrating retarded B diffusion under a TiSi2 layer
formed at 650°C for 120sec.

silicon is the dominant diffusing species. Fahey and Duttonl26J have pointed out that oxidation
of a deposited \VSi2 layer, where silicon atoms diffuse through the silicide to form SiO2 at the
surface does not produce an enhanced diffusion of buried layers under the silicide. Also, recent
results by the authors of the present paper have shown that ion implantation damage removal may
not occur in processes very similar to those of Wen, et al.L24J where complete damage removal
was expected from considerations of the silicide thickness and annealing times and temperatures.
Figure 8 shows a cross-section TEM micrograph of a sample after two-step Ti-silicidation, for a
process identical
to that of Wen, et al.124] with the exception of a lower Ge energy and dose
(60keV, 3xlO14/cm2, compared to Wen's 85keV, lxlO15/cm2). The thickness of the silicide in
Fig.8 is ~60nm, which according to the previous results, should have totally annihilated the endof-range damage, especially since the residual damage is less severe and closer to the surface
than for the deeper Ge implant of Fig.5. We note, however, that the silicide sheet resistance of
this sample was about 4Q/sq, greater than the maximum of 3QJsq necessary for damage removal
as reported by Wen et al.[24] for a silicide thickness of ~60nm. Multiplying the silicide thickness
by the sheet resistance yields an electrical resistivity of ~24(j.Q-cm, considerably higher than the
expected value of ~15|iQ-cm (see Table II). X-ray and electron diffraction were used to verify
that the low resistivity C54 form of TiSi2 was the only phase present. The reason for the
unusually high resistivity of this silicide film has not been determined, but wafer cleanliness
(native oxide) prior to metallization and/or RTA ambient purity (oxygen), resulting in an impure
silicide is suspected. The higher resistivity is indicative of an interfacial reaction for which an
idealized Si diffusion model would not hold, or that an increase in interfacial vacancy
recombination had occurred. Any mechanism which raises the resistivity may also act to reduce
the level of vacancy injection. As discussed by Fahey et al.[3,26], a silicon/thin film interface
may not only act as a point defect generation source, but also as a sink for the interfacially
generated point defects. In addition to the effects of diffusing species, stress, etc., the efficiency
of interfacial recombination processes should depend on the atomic arrangement at the interface,
which obviously varies between deposited and thermally grown films, and between the various
silicide phases. Thus one might speculate that the interface between Si and an epitaxial or
preferentially oriented CoSi2 film, the lattice parameters of which differ by only 1.2%, may be a
less efficient point defect source/sink than e.g., a randomly oriented, polycrystalline TiSi2/Si
interface. Such a comparison between various silicide reactions as point defect generation
sources/recombination sinks is in progress at NCSLJ.
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Fig.8 Cross-section TEM micrograph showing persistence of residual end-ofrange damage in a Ge-preamorphized (60keV, 3xlO 14 /cm 2 ), B-implanted
(lOkeV, lxlO'Vcm2) sample, following two-step annealing of a 3()nm Ti layer,
process identical to that of Wen, et al.|24] except for lower Ge+ energy and dose.
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Even if one accepts the idea that vacancy injection occurs during Ti silicidation, the defect
removal mechanism is still unclear. For example, consider the two-step silicidation process of
Wen, et al.[24] which resulted in complete annihilation of implantation damage. The thickness of
the silicide (and thus the quantity of vacancies injected) is determined by the metal deposition
thickness and its reaction with Si during the first 650°C/10sec anneal (resulting in a high
resistivity silicide possibly containing the C49 TiSi2 phase). Unreacted metal and reaction byproducts (TiOxNy) are then removed with a selective etch. Thus, if damage removal or enhanced
diffusion depends only on the Ti-Si chemical reaction itself, it should occur prior to the final
850°C/10sec anneal, which is necessary to achieve low resistivity. In fact, this is indicated in the
diffusion front of Fig.7. The vacancies created during the low temperature silicide reaction may
also be driven towards the end-of-range loops during the high temperature resistivity anneal.
However, there will also be an opportunity for the injected vacancies to recombine at the surface
or in the bulk before reaching the depth of the end-of-range damage. Current knowledge of
interstitial and vacancy recombination kinetics in Si is still in a dynamic state of development[3J,
and more precise experimental data are needed to assist in formulation of accurate modelsl34J.
Lur, et al.[32,33] have examined a wide variety of silicides (both metal and Si diffusers) and
concluded that damage removal can occur after the silicidation reaction is complete. They attribute
the defect annihilation not simply to vacancy formation during the reaction by the diffusion of Si
substrate atoms, but also to stress relief after the silicide is formed. The various models of point
defect generation during oxidation, combined with the results of Ahn, et al.[35J, which showed
enhanced diffusion of Sb and enhanced OSF shrinkage during annealing of a deposited nitride
layer, where no chemical reaction occurred, also suggest that factors other than the reaction itself,
such as stress, may play an important role in point defect generation kinetics. In consideration of
all of the above results, both the growth of thin films and their mere presence will impact
substrate point defect concentrations. It is obvious that further investigations of both the effects
of silicide formation on dopant diffusion and extended defects, as well as the point defect
generation mechanisms are necessary.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it appears that the determination of the true driving force for defect and
dopant profile control during silicidation will require a high level of process purity and control of
silicide interface reactions. We see these processing requirements evolving to a point where they
parallel those which are currently used for S1O2 gate dielectrics. Because of the large number of
silicides currently under study and the variety of chemical, physical, and metallurgical phases
possible, the resolution of this problem will continue to require an extensive array of structural,
chemical, and electrical diagnostic tools to be applied to each system. Accepting these difficulties,
it is still possible to apply a defect engineering approach to process integration of shallow
junctions and their low resistance contacts using the concepts outlined in this review.
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IS THE END-OF-RANGE LOOPS KINETICS AFFECTED BY SURFACE
PROXIMITY OR ION BEAM RECOILS DISTRIBUTION?
E. Ganin and A. Marwick
IBM Research Division, T.J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
Abstract
We studied formation and annihilation of dislocation loops formed beyond the
amorphous/crystalline interface after indium and boron dual implantation and subsequent annealing in the 800-1100°C temperature range. The residual damage for low (40
keV) and high (200 keV) energy In implants were compared. The depth of the amorphous region in the sample implanted with the higher energy ions was reduced by using
anodic oxidation and etching, to equate it with that of the sample implanted by lower
energy ions. This enabled the study of the effect of surface proximity on residual disorder upon annealing. The damage was strongly dependent on the energy of In ions. No
end-of-range damage was observed for the low energy implant. High energy implantation
resulted in end-of-range dislocation loops, stable below 1050°C. The loops kinetics was
neither affected by their proximity to the surface, nor by In precipitation. Monte-Carlo
full cascade simulation has been used to estimate the depth distribution of interstitials
and vacancies produced by In implant.
Introduction
Ion implantation of silicon (Si) by heavy ions is known to cause formation of a
continuous amorphous layer, provided the implant dose is exceeding the amorphization
threshold. Below the amorphization threshold, formation of "buried" amorphous layers,
not extending to the surface, is usually observed. The amorphous layer regrows
epitaxially during subsequent annealing, leaving dislocation loops beneath the original
amorphous/crystalline (a/c) interface. The loops are considered to nucleate from the
excess interstitials created by the implantation [1]. This particular type of residual radiation disorder, called end-of-range damage, was extensively studied in the recent years
[2]. The "amorphization technique" is widely used in shallow junctions formation to
prevent channeling of light ions like boron [3,4]. Therefore, it is important to control the
residual damage, induced by amorphization. Complete removal of end-of-range damage
is desirable since the presence of dislocation loops in the depletion region of a junction
detriments the device performance. However, the end-of-range loops are harmless,
when remote from the depletion region [4]. Complete elimination of dislocation loops
has been reported to take place at sufficiently high thermal budgets [3-6]. However, the
mechanism of defect annihilation is still not well understood. The conditions, under
which complete annihilation occurs, seem to be dependent on a type of ion species used
for the amorphization, their dose and energy. It has been reported repeatedly that for
thin amorphous layers, when the end-of-range loops are close to the surface, the annihilation occurs at temperatures lower than in the case of thick layers [5,6]. Thus, it has
been suggested [6], that the proximity of end-of-range loops to the free surface plays a
dominant role in defect annihilation. However, in those reports, the significance of ion

beam energy has nol been taken into consideration. Using different energies may have
implications on the residual damage, others than variations in the amorphous layer depth.
It is well known that, the higher the ion beam energy, the thicker the amorphous layer
formed during implantation. However, the question remains, whether the energy of the
implanted beam affects the residual damage distribution beyond its unavoidable effect
on the amorphous layer depth. Is indeed the facilitated damage annihilation, observed
for thin amorphous layers, caused by surface proximity, or the implant beam energy is
affecting the end-of-range loops kinetics? This paper is an attempt to answer that question.
Experimental
Indium was implanted into n-type (100) Si substrates with energies of 40 keV and
200 keV and doses ranging from 5 x 1013 /cm 2 to 3 x 1014 /cm 2 . Boron (B) was subsequently implanted into amorphized Si at 5 and 17 keV respectively, with 1 x 1015 /
cm2 dose. Plan-view and cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) was applied to study the endof-range loops formation and annihilation at different rapid thermal annealing (RTA)
cycles. RBS channeling ( 1 MeV, He + beam ) was used to determine the thickness of the
amorphous layer. Anodic oxidation was performed by using Si wafer as anode placed
into electrolyte solution. Self-limiting oxidation of Si at room temperature occurs, when
the current flows from Pt cathode to the Si anode. The oxide, grown on Si, was measured
by ellipsometer and removed by HF etch. SIMS analysis was applied for concentrationdepth profiling of In dopant. RTA annealing was performed in a Heatpulse-410 apparatus, using Ar ambient in a temperature range 850-1100°C with the increments of
25°C.
Results
Fig. 1 demonstrates residual structure produced by In ions implanted into Si at 40
keV (Fig.la) and 200 keV (Figs.lb, lc) at doses 5 x 1013 /cm 2 and 3 x 1014 /cm 2 and
annealed at 950°C for lOsec. No end-of-range dislocation loops are present in the case
of low energy implant (Fig.la), while the same dose of the 200 keV implant creates a
wide defected region confined between ~46 nm and 140 nm distance from the surface.
(Fig.lb). Increasing the 200 keV implant dose to 3 x 1014 /cm 2 results in a narrow band
of end-of-range loops beneath the a/c interface at ~ 160 nm depth. Apparently, the low
dose 200 keV implantation was not sufficient to produce continuous amorphous layer
extending to the surface and buried amorphous layer was produced. To make a fair
comparison between the residual structure produced by the low and the high energy implants, one has to start with similar initial structure, which implies having continuously
amorphous layers. Inevitably, the dose required for amorphization is higher in the 200
keV case. That is why in the following experiments we concentrated mainly on two
samples: i) 40 keV/ 5 x 1013 /cm 2 ( Sample 1 ) and ii) 200 keV/ 3 x 1014 /cm 2 (
Sample 2 ).
Random and aligned RBS spectra of as-implanted samples showed that the amorphous layer thickness was ~56 and 160 nm, corresponding to the cases presented in Figs,
la and lc prior to annealing. B implantation was needed to obtain p + junctions for the
electrical characterization.
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Fig. 1 XTEM micrographs of (100) Si implanted and RTA annealed at 950°C
: a)In is implanted at 40 keV/5 x lO'Vcm2; B is implanted at 5 keV/1 x
b)In is implanted at 200 keV/5 x lO'Vcm2; B is implanted at 17 keV/1 x
c)In is implanted at 200 keV/3 x lO'Vcm2; B is implanted at 17 keV/1 x
Free surface is indicated by arrows.

for 10 sec
lO'Vcm2;
lO'Vcm2;
10'Vcm2.
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Fig. 2 Aligned RBS spectra of implanted samples: Sample 1 implanted with In at 40
keV/5 x lO'Vcm2 and B at 5 keV/1 x lO'Vcm2; Sample 3 implanted with In at 200
keV/3 x lO'Vcm2 and B at 17 keV/I x 10'Vcm2, exposed to anodic oxidation and
etch.

However, since the damage produced by B ions implanted into amorphous Si is negligibly
small in comparison with the one produced by In, for the experiment described here, the
presence of B is not significant.
The maximum concentration of In, as shown by SIMS, was 1.8 x 10'<J /cm 3 and
3 x 10|l) /cm 3 for samples 1 and 2, respectively. These values are above the solubility
limit of In in Si [7], and precipitation of In occurs upon annealing. Indium precipitates (
5-10 nm ), which are readily visible in sample 2 (Fig. lc), have a certain crystallographic
relationship with Si lattice, as reported previously [8]. The precipitation was not pronounced in sample 1. However, at a certain annealing conditions, In clusters were detected with high resolution XTEM.
The end-of-range dislocation loops beneath the amorphous layer in sample 2 were
stable in a temperature interval of 8OO°C-1O5O°C. Beyond 1050°C the loops begin to
disappear and by 1075 °C complete removal of end-of-range damage was achieved. On
the contrary, no loops were observed in sample 1 at any of the 10 sec annealing cycles
in the same temperature interval.
To decouple the effect of the amorphous layer thickness, i.e. the end-of-range loops
proximity to the surface, from the energy of the implanted beam, part of the thicker
amorphous layer was removed. This was done by anodically oxidizing sample 2 and then
removing the oxide. The process was repeated 15 times until the a/c interface was
brought to the same distance from the surface as in the sample 1. This sample, obtained
by etching away the top layer of sample 2, will be referred as sample 3. Again, the 10
sec RTA annealing cycles were repeated for sample 3 and compared with the original
sample 2. RBS channeling results for samples 1 and 3, presented in Fig. 2., show equally
thick amorphous layers in both samples.
Plan view TEM micrographs, corresponding to samples 2 and 3 after 10 sec anneal at
950°C, are presented in Figs. 3a and 3b. The end-of-range loops structure of both
samples is identical, despite the different proximity of the surface.
To verify that precipitates do not affect the annealing kinetics of end-of-range loops, one
sample was anodically oxidized to remove only ~50 nm from the surface, leaving the
precipitates inside the sample. The subsequent annealing of that sample resulted in the
end-of-range structure similar to the cases of samples 2 and 3.
Discussion
The experiment described above demonstrated that in spite of the close proximity
of the a/c interface to the free surface in sample 3, the end-of-range loops kinetics remained mainly unchanged, as compared with sample 2. Therefore, the difference between samples 1 and 2 in defect generation upon annealing, should be attributed to the
energy and dose of the implanted In ions and not to the proximity of the surface.
Monte-Carlo full cascade simulation with TRIM [9] for 10000 ions have been used
to estimate the depth distribution of the vacancies and interstitials produced by 40 and
200 keV In ion implantation. The radiation damage distribution is shown in Fig. 4, as the
interstitial concentration, normalized to one implanted ion.
One can estimate the amount of the damage by simple integration of the recoils
beneath the amorphous layer, assuming that only the ion recoils penetrating beyond the
a/c interface contribute to the residual damage. This integral is illustrated by a crosshatched area for each curve.

1 0 0 nm
Fig. 3 Plan view TEM micrographs of implanted sample after 950° C/10 sec anneal: a)
Sample 2 implanted with In at 200 keV/3 x 1014/cm2 and B at 17 keV/1 x 10 l5 /cm 2 ;
b) Sample 3 implanted as sample 2, subsequently subjected to anodic oxidation and etch.
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Fig. 4 Damage distribution in Si implanted by In at 40 and 200 keV.
The number of interstitials produced by 200 keV In ions is more than 20 times the one
created by 40 keV beam. Taking into account the dose and the depth below the
amorphized region in which the interstitials are distributed, as defined from Fig.4 ,

one can derive the total number of interstitials as 2.25 x 10|lJ /cm* and 1.3 x 1021 /cm 3
in samples 1 and 2 respectively. One should keep in mind that the end-of-range dislocation loops are formed from excess interstitials, and those are only a small fraction of
the total number of interstitials created by radiation [1]. The excess interstitials are those
left after recombination with vacancies, including dopant ions. However, we make a
straightforward assumption, that the number of excess interstitials at the end of the
annealing cycle is roughly proportional to the initial number of interstitials created by
radiation.
This experiment demonstrated that the effect of surface proximity on residual radiation damage is negligibly small if any, as compared with the effect of recoils distribution, which strongly depends on energy of the primary beam. However, we can not rule
out the possibility of the surface serving as a sink for the excess interstitials, if passivation
of the surface by a native oxide is prevented. Generally, this is not the case, since formation of a native oxide is usually unavoidable.
Summary
Surface proximity was not found to affect the residual damage distribution for the
case of In implanted Si. The role of ion beam energy in residual damage formation is
significant, far beyond its effect on amorphous layer thickness. Lower energy beams are
generating lower concentration of excess interstitials, as compared with higher energy
beams.
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SHALLOW JUNCTION FORMATION IN As-IMPLANTED Si BY LOWTEMPERATURE RAPID THERMAL ANNEALING
M. K. EL-GHOR, S. J. PENNYCOOK, and R. A. ZUHR
Solid State Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6057
ABSTRACT
Shallow junctions were formed in single-crystal Si(100) by implantation of As
at energies between 2 and 17.5 keV followed by conventional furnace annealing or
by rapid thermal annealing (RTA). Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) showed that defect-free shallow junctions could be formed at temperatures as low as 700°C by RTA, with about 60% dopant activation. From a
comparison of short-time and long-time annealing, it is proposed that surface
image forces are responsible for the efficient removal of end-of-range (EOR) dislocation loops.
INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in semiconductor technology require the formation of
shallower device structures [1]. Ion implantation has been the method adopted to
produce fairly accurate junction positions with the required dopant concentration.
However, post-implantation annealing is necessary in order to recrystallize the
amorphous layers and electrically activate the dopant, during which structural
defects nucleate in the form of dislocation loops. These are the main source of
junction leakage and basically have two origins. The first is due to the EOR damage which occurs at the original position of the amorphous/crystalline interface.
The second may occur at the mean projected range due to the release of interstitials
trapped within the regrown epitaxial layer [2,3]. The nature of the EOR damage
depends on ion implantation conditions, especially temperature and the mass of
the ions. At high implant temperatures and large ion masses, dense damage will
be induced. This damage will form loops upon annealing, which will coalesce by
climb and glide mechanisms until a planar dislocation network is formed. The
only way to remove this stable network is through the bulk diffusion of intrinsic
point defects, which leads to dislocation climb. RTA was developed to maximize
bulk Si diffusion for the removal of extended defects while minimizing the
smearing of the dopant profile; a short-time high-temperature anneal favors the
higher activation energy process (self diffusion) over lower activation energy processes (dopant diffusion). In this paper we show that it is possible to efficiently
remove extended defects through nirface interaction, avoiding entirely the need
for significant bulk diffusion.
Arsenic is used as a common dopant in the formation of metal-oxideseiniconductor devices. This has triggered much research to study the damage
produced during implantation of As+ as well as defects remaining after annealing
processes [2-14]. In the case of 13+ [15] and BF+ [16-18] implantation, the EOR damage has been reported to anneal out at temperatures as low as 800°C [18], the proposed mechanism for defect removal being diffusion of point defects [15].
Pennycook et al. [2,3] have studied in detail the evolution of the dislocation network at the projected range in the case of Sb+-implanted Si and have shown that

the loops can be removed by a different mechanism, not bulk diffusion of Si, but
glide of loops to the free surface under the action of image forces. In the present
work, we use the same mechanism to eliminate both projected-range and EOR
damage in the rase of shallow As+ implants.
EXPERIMENTAL
P-type Si wafers of (100) orientation with resistivities of 6-8 Q-cm were implanted at energies between 2 and 17.5 keV and doses of 3xlO14 to ixlO 16 As + /cm 2 .
Implantation was carried out at room temperature at a tilt angle of 7° off beam
incidence with an average current density of ~2 uA/cm 2 . Beam energies between 2
and 8 keV were obtained using a deceleration lens system used for ion beam deposition [19] while the 17.5 keV was produced by implantation of molecular As2 at 35
keV (source extraction voltage). Post-implantation annealing was carried out in a
conventional, quartz tube furnace while RTA was performed using a graphite strip
heater, in both cases under a dry N2 ambient. Annealing temperatures and times
were 600 to 900°C and 40 s to 30 min, respectively. Structural characterization was
done using XTEM, while Van der Pauw measurements provided information
about the electrical activation of dopants.
RESULTS
Figure 1 compares the microstructure resulting from shallow (17.5 keV) As+
implantation of Si at a high dose of ~9xlO15 cm"2 for furnace annealing for 30 min
or RTA for 40 s at temperatures of 800 and 900°C. The furnace anneal at 800°C
shown in Fig. l(a) reveals the EOR damage in the form of dislocation loops at
about 400 A below the surface, while on increasing the temperature to 900°C
[Fig. Kb)], the loops disappeared. Similar results were obtained for RTA. An 800°C
anneal for 40 s [Fig. l(c)l, showed the presence of the band of loops which again
disappeared after the short time anneal at 900°C, as seen in Fig. l(d). The dark lines
in Fig. l(d) are extinction fringes from dynamical imaging conditions so as to
maximize the sensitivity to extended defects.
The EOR damage was moved closer to the surface by implanting at a lower
energy of 8 keV as shown in Fig. 2. Again, a comparison between furnace annealing and RTA was carried out, but now a lower temperature was required for
removal of the loops. They are present after annealing at 700°C [Fig. 2(a) and (c)],
however, they are absent after annealing at 800°C [Fig. 2(b) and (d)]. Again we see
defect removal independent of annealing time. The temperature required is lower
than for the 17.5 keV implant, which correlates directly with the EOR damage lying
closer to the surface, 235 A compared to 400 A for the 17.5 keV implant. Thus, the
annealing temperature depends sensitively on the depth of the damage from the
surface. This depth is also dependent on dose, for example by reducing the dose of
the 17.5 keV implant a factor of 30 to 3x1014 cm'2, the EOR damage was moved
from 400 to 300 A below the surface. In this case, the damage could be completely
removed by 800°C annealing, whereas at the higher dose (Fig. 1) 900°C was
required.

Fig. 1. As+ (17.5 keV, 8.8xlO15 cm"2) implanted into single-crystal Si(100) after furnace annealing at (a) 600°C/30 min and 800°C/30 min, (b) 600°C/30 min and
900°C/30 min, and after RTA at (c) 800°C/40 s and (d) 900°C/40 s.
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Fig. 2. As+ (8 keV, 4xlO15 cm"2) implanted into single-crystal Si(100) after furnace
annealing at (a) 600°C/30 min and 700°C/30 min, (b) 600°C/30 min and 800°C/30
min, and after RTA at (c) 700°C/60 s, and (d) 800°C/40 s.
Figure 3 shows an extremely shallow implant using an energy of 2 keV and a
dose of 3x1014 cm'2. In this case, loops visible after annealing at 600°C for 30 min at
a depth of 70 A below the surface have disappeared completely after annealing at a
temperature as low as 700°C for only 40 s, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In fact, the incomplete band of loops visible after the 600°C anneal indicates that much of the damage has already escaped at this temperature.
Sheet resistivity measurements on the samples implanted at 17.5 keV are
reported in Table 1. For the high-dose case, a resistivity of 95 Q/G was measured,
which is considered to be a good value for such a high concentration sample. Due
to the limited depth resolution of the Rutherford backscattering (RBS) technique,
the peak As concentration was determined from RBS measurements of the total
implanted dose, the depth distributions being calculated by Monte Carlo simulation using the TRIM code [20] (Fig. 4). For the low-dose sample, the peak concentration was calculated to be ~2.0xl020 cm'3, which is just below the maximum As+

Fig. 3. As+ (2 keV, 3x1014 cm"2) implanted into single-crystal Si(100) after furnace
annealing at (a) 600°C/30 min showing a band of discrete dislocation loops
(arrowed) and after RTA at (b) 700°C/40 s.
Table 1. Sheet resistance measurements of As + implanted into Si at an energy of
17.5 keV after RTA at 900°C/40 s.
Dose (cm'2)

Exp.
Theor.

3x1014

8.8xlO15

430
267

95

Trim Calculations for 3x10 14 As in Si
1000.
Q - 2.0 keV
O - 8.0 k«V
& - 17.5 keV

900.
800.
700.
600.

•
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400.
300.
200.
100.

L
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Fig. 4. TRIM calculations for the distribution of 3x1014 As+ in Si '.t energies of 2, 8,
and 17.5 keV.

concentration (2.3xlO20 cm'3) which is electrically active at 900°C [21]. Thus, we
would expect it to be possible to fully activate the low concentration sample at
900°C giving a sheet resistivity of 260 Q/U. However, our measured value of 430
Q./U indicates only about 60% activation of the implanted As, possibly due to enhanced As clustering because of interaction with oxygen very close to the surface
[10-12]. Similar results have been reported by other workers [9].
DISCUSSION
With implantation at conventional energies, the EOR damage removal takes
place through the annihilation of extended defects via the incorporation of intrinsic point defects. The activation energy for defect removal is therefore the same as
for Si bulk diffusion, approximately 5 eV [3]. This allows RTA to be used to
advantage for forming shallow junctions. The high-temperature, short-time
anneal favors a high activation energy process (defect removal) over lower activation energy processes, in particular, dopant diffusion leading to profile broadening.
Recently it has been shown that defect removal can be achieved at temperatures
lower than expected from these considerations when the damage band is close to
the sample surface [16-18], and it has been proposed that this is due to an enhanced
point defect concentration in the vicinity of the surface [13]. It is the purpose of
this paper to point out that there is a second possible mechanism for the removal
of defects close to a surface which avoids entirely the need for significant bulk
diffusion. This is the direct glide of dislocation loops to the surface under the
action of image forces. This mechanism has been observed to remove isolated dislocation loops at the projected range in Sb-implanted samples [2,3].
There are two conditions which must be satisfied for image forces to lead to
defect removal. First, the damage must be in the form of isolated dislocation loops
and not in the form of an extended dislocation network. Second, these loops must
lie within roughly twice their diameter from the sample surface [22-23]. A detailed
study of the evolution of the EOR damage was reported by Mader and Michei [24],
who found that the damage indeed coalesced into an array of dislocation loops of
Burgers vector a/2<110>, all Burgers vectors being inclined to the surface, as
shown in Fig. 5. Only with further annealing did these loops undergo further
reactions leading to the formation of a stable planar dislocation network. If, at the
stage when the loops are still isolated, they are sufficiently close to the surface, we
would expect them to be capable of direct glide to the free surface. The key point
concerning this mechanism is that glide, once initiated, is a runaway process since
the image forces increase as the loop moves closer to the surface. Therefore, we
expect the insensitivity to annealing time which we see experimentally. The shallower the original amorphous layer, the smaller the critical loop size required for
the image force mechanism to work and, therefore, the lower the temperature
required to coalesce the damage to this critical size, as observed experimentally.
If we extrapolate the energy lower than the 2-keV minimum reported here,
we come to the region of beam-assisted deposition. We already show evidence
with the 2-keV implant of significant loop removal at only 600°C, which is a typical substrate temperature used for these deposition schemes. It seems very likely
that the image force mechanism plays an important role in eliminating damage
during low-energy beam-assisted deposition.

Fig. 5. Schematic of an interstitial loop lying on a (111) plane with Burgers vector
b=a/2[101] indicating attraction of image force. Loop glides to surface along the
cylinder shown by dashed lines.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that defect-free shallow junctions can be formed with good
electrical characteristics by As+ implantation into Si followed by low-temperature
RTA. For a 2-keV implant, complete defect removal was seen after annealing at
only 700°C for 40 s. We propose that the mechanism for defect removal is the glide
of isolated dislocation loops to the free surface under the action of image forces.
This mechanism becomes more efficient the shallower the implant.
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ABSTRACT
Recent results indicate that thermal budgets associated with ion implantation
induced end of range damage removal is affected by the presence of a free surface.
Low energy BF2 implants (6 keV) were done into both single crystal and Ge
preamorphized silicon substrates. Rapid thermal processing was used to study the
residual end of range defect structure in the temperature range from 700 to 1000°C.
6 keV, 5E14 cm" 2 BF2 implantation resulted in formation of continuous amorphous
layers approximately 10 nm deep with a mean B penetration of approximately 7 nm.
Conventional TEM analysis found the structures to be completely free of any
spanning "hairpin" dislocations or stacking faults associated with the BF2 implant for
all the annealing temperatures. For anneals between 700°C and 900°C end of
range damage formation resulted, but the size of the dislocation loops remained
small. Annealing at 1000°C, 10 seconds showed no evidence of residual end of
range damage. Location of the end of range damage region close to the free surface
was found to decrease the thermal budget required for the removal of ion
implantation induced radiation damage.
INTRODUCTION
Ultra large scale integration (ULSI) CMOS technology requires junction
depths on the order of 75 nm.1 Formation of n+-p junctions can be achieved by low
energy As ion implantation, however no scheme has been developed for shallow B
doped p+-n junctions. Boron is a light element which has a larger projected range
than As and diffuses rapidly in silicon. The combination of these factors, lead to
deep B profiles even at moderate implant energies.
During the VLSI era various schemes were developed so that B remained the
p-type dopant of choice. Processing techniques included implantation of BF2 and
preamorphization prior to the dopant implant. While these schemes resulted in
shallower doping profiles, they were not without detrimental side effects.
BF2 implantation har been used for years to decrease the effective energy of
the B implant. Only 1 1 /49 t h s of the beam energy is transferred to the B ion. Thus a 6
keV BF2 implant results in a B doping profile typical of an 1.3 keV implant.
Implantation of BF2 introduces a substantial F concentration into the substrate.
Fluorine itself is a small ion and readily migrates during low temperatures anneals.2
Fluorine segregates to the end of range damage and readily out diffuses from a free
surface. Fluorine precipitates on the end of range dislocation loops and has been
used as a marker during SIMS profiling.3 Simultaneously, F has been shown to
segregate to the top most surface of the substrate during regrowth. High F
concentration effects the stacking fault energy of silicon resulting in formation of
numerous stacking faults. Preamorphization of the substrate by Si-self implantation
prior to the BF2 implant has been reported. 2 ' 3 Implantation of BF2 into Si-self
amorphized substrates resulted in a high density of extended defects. These defects
include ion implantation induced damage and spanning dislocations. The density of

spanning dislocations were found to increase when followed by a BF2 dopant
implant.4-5
Preamorphization using Ge implantation prior to the dopant implant has also
been reported. 6 - 7 Ge is a heavier ion and is reported to be isoelectronic in Si.
Advantages of Ge preamorphization include creation of continuous amorphous
layers at room temperature implants using a much lower dose and a single energy
implant. Regrowth of amorphous layers created by Ge implantation were shown to
regrow much cleaner than Si-self amorphized layers. Few spanning dislocations
were observed and complete removal of the residual end of range damage was
shown at lower temperatures.6
EXPERIMENTAL
Samples used in this study were blanket 6 keV, 5E14 crrr 2 BF2 implants into
unpatterned n-type silicon wafers with resistivities of 0.2-0.3 ii-cm. Annealing was
done in an AG associates Heatpulse 210-T tungsten lamp rapid thermal annealer,
under flowing argon. The anneal cycle utilized a 5 sec. ramp up, 10 sec. anneal
cycle. The samples were place face down on a silicon wafer during the anneal.
Temperature was monitored using a thermal couple embedded in a silicon chip
placed near the sample.
Transmission electron microscopy was done using a 200 keV Hitachi H-800
scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) operating in the transmission
m6de. Rutherford backscattering spectrometry was provided by Dr. N Parikh from
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TEM imaging (not shown) found the as-implanted amorphous layer created by
the 6 keV, 5E14 enr 2 BF2 implantation to be 10 nm deep. Mean B penetration was
found to be approximateiy 7 nm using the TRIM monte carlo simulation program.8
The amorphous-crystalline interface was very sharp, indicating the implant will
regrow without formation of spanning hairpin type defects.9
6 keV BF^ Implantation into crystalline Si
Figure 1a is a bright field micrograph following the 700°C, 10 sec. anneal. A
continuous band of defects, with a mean depth approximately of 10 to 15 nm are
present. The defects are located just beyond the original amorphous-crystalline
interface. The defect band is comprised of isolated clusters on the order of 5 nm that
have not coalesced into extended end of range dislocation loops. Dark field imaging
(not shown) did not provide additional information on the type of defect
Figure 1b and 1c are bright field micrographs of the microstructure following
the 900°C 10 sec RTA. The dark objects in figure 1b is gold that was deposited on
the substrate surface prior to TEM sample preparation. The band of defects located
at or near the original amorphous-crystalline interface have coalesced into discrete
dislocation loops The loops are located approximately 10 nm from the surface..
Figure 1c is a plan view micrograph showing the distribution and density of the end
of range dislocation loops. The diameter of the loops are on the order of 15 nm and
are separate from neighboring loops. They have not interacted and formed a
dislocation network seen in higher energy implants.10
Figure 1d is a plan view micrograph of the highest annealing temperature
analyzed, 1000°C for 10 seconds. No extended end of range dislocation loops were
observed. The entire field of the TEM foil which was transparent to the electron

Figure 1d

Plan view TEM micrograph of a 6 keV BF2, 5E14 cm"2 implant
annealed at 1000°C for 10 sec. No evidence of any
extended defects are present.

27 keV Ge preamorphized and 6 keV BFg implanted Si
Figures 2a and 2b are of the 27 keV, 3E14 cm" 2 Ge preamorphization done
prior to the common 6 keV , 5E14 c m ' 2 BF2 implant. Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry found the amorphous layer created by the Ge implant to be 38 nm deep
and continuous. The Ge energy is sufficient to completely contain the as-implanted
B profile within the amorphous layer.11
Figure 2a is a bright field micrograph following an anneal at 700°C for 10
seconds. A wide band of indistinguishable defects about 25 nm wide, beginning at
approximately 43 nm from the surface extend down to approximately 70 nm. The
defect band is comprised of isolated clusters on the order of 5 nm that have not
coalesced into extended end of range dislocation loops. The 6 keV BF2 implant
which can not be seen, appears transparent to the TEM when coupled with the Ge
implant.

Figure 2a

6 keV BF2, 5E14 cnr 2 implant into Ge 27 keV, 3E14 c m 2
preamorphized Si following a 700°C, 10 sec. rapid thermal
anneal. The end of range damage zone is wide with very
small (<5 nm) point defect clusters.

Figure 2b shows that the defect band, seen following the 700°C anneal,
coalesced into isolated dislocation loops during the 900°C, 10 sec anneal. The
loops are approximately 15 nm in diameter and are located 50 nm below the surface,
just beyond the amorphous-crystalline interface found by RBS.
Plan view imaging found no evidence of extended defects following the
1000°C, 10 sec anneal. Regrowth of the amorphous layer occurred without retention
of any end of range damage.

Figure 2b

Same sample as figure 5, but the anneal temperature was
increased to 900°C, for 10 sec. Small dislocation loops are
retained near the original amorphous-crystalline interface.

Effect of the free surface
Figure 3 shows a proposed model relating the effect of the free surface and
the temperature dependent point defect concentration gradient to the enhanced
removal of end of range damage. Free surfaces act as a "perfect" sink for point
defects, pinning the point defect concentration. As a result a point defect gradient
exists from the surface extending into the substrate. The depth at which the intrinsic
point defect concentration is reached depends on the temperature of the substrate.
At room temperature the intrinsic point defect concentration is less, resulting in a
shallower transition zone. As the temperature is elevated to the various annealing
temperatures the transition zone increases in width to compensate for the increase in
the intrinsic point defect concentration. If the transition zone expands to include the
end of range damage an additional driving force is added to the dissolution kinetics.
Qualitatively this explains why a decrease in the minimum energy required to
annihilate the end of range damage has been observed as the implant energy
decreases.
CONCLUSION
Low energy ion implantation damage can be annealed out of the substrate at
significantly lower temperatures than end of range damage located deeper in the
substrate. The actual mechanism for the enhanced defect removal is not yet
quantified. Possible mechanisms include the different stress state felt by the
dislocations when they are in the proximity of a free surface. The free surface acts to
exsert a pulling force on the dislocation loop resulting in more energetic climb
mechanism. Another possible mechanism is the effect the surface has on point
defects, as described above. What ever the mechanism(s) responsible for the
enhanced dissolution, as the implant energies become lower there is a greater
tendency for removal of the end of range damage to occur at lower temperatures.
While no clear winning method or scheme for achieving 75 nm p+-n junctions

Therefore, continued investigations into low energy damage creation, removal and
diffusion are required.
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Schematic representation showing the effect of the free
surface and point defect concentration gradient on the
enhanced removal of ion implanted end of range dislocation
loops.
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ABSTRACT

Complete removal of end-of-range (EOR) defects in ion implanted silicon
has been achieved by the formation and growth of near noble silicides (CoSi2
and NiSi 2 ) and refractory silicides (MoSi2 and WSi 2 ). Continued generation
of vacancies during the silicide growth was found to be essential to reduce
EOR defects. The results are consistent with the suggestion of the presence
of a vacancy diffusion barrier near the EOR defects.

INTRODUCTION
Ion implantation has been found to be compatible with the various
processing steps involved in the silicon device planar technology. For many
applications the doses of the implanted ions are frequently high enough to
render the surface layer of silicon amorphous. A post-implantation thermal
annealing is essential to activate the dopants and regrow the amorphous
layer. A zone of interstitial loops was often formed near the original
amorphous/crystalline (a/c) interface due to residual end-of-range (EOR)
damage from the ions.l The removal of EOR defects in ion implanted silicon
is a long standing problem. The EOR damage is expected to be detrimental to
the junction properties if it is contained within the space charge region of
the junction. As a result, the issue is of particular relevance to the
present and future shallow junction devices. Metal silicides have been
widely used in microelectronics devices. In applications as contacts to
source and drain regions and as electrodes at the gate level, silicides are
often formed on ion implanted silicon. It has been recognized for some time
that residual defects formed in ion implanted silicon could be reduced by
silicide formation. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the EOR ion
implantation damage in a shallow p* junction can be eliminated using
titanium silicide.2 It was suggested that silicon atoms diffuse into the
silicide layer thereby injecting vacancies into the substrate during the Ti
silicidation to annihilate EOR defects.2 In many silicide-forming systems,
such as most near noble metals on silicon, the dominant moving species were
found to be metal atoms. If the EOR defects were eliminated primarily by the
vacancies left behind by silicon diffusion, it would severely restrict the
effectiveness of near noble silicides to remove the defects. It is therefore
to be of interest to investigate the effects of silicide formation, in which
metal atoms are dominant diffusing species, on the removal of LJR defects.
Metal atoms were found to be the dominant diffusing species during NiSi 2 and
CoSi 2 formation. In this paper, we report effective removal of EOR defects
in ion implanted silicon by CoSi 2 and NiSi 2 formation.s>6 For comparison,
data on the removal of EOR defects by the formation of two refractory
silicides, MoSi 2 and WSi 2 , are also included. Mechanisms for the
armililation of EOR defects by silicide formation are discussed. We note
that previous studies showed that complete annihilation of EOR defects by
silicide formation depends on a number of factors, which include distance
between silicide/Si interface and location of the original a/c interface

and/or EOR defects, annealing temperature and time, defect complexity, grain
sizes of silicide, and proximity to the sample surface.s's

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

3-8 ft-cm, 3 inches in diameter, n type Si wafers were used ' ,i this
study. Following a standard cleaning procedure, wafers were implanted with
25 keV B + , 110 keV BF 2 *, 65 keV P + , 65 keV Si + or 150 keV As* to a dose of 5
x 1 0 1 S /era2 at room temperature without substrate cooling unless otherwise
specified. The ion energies were chosen so that their projected ion ranges
are approximately equal. The wafers were oriented 7° off the incident beam
direction to minimize the channeling effect. Some of the samples were oxygen
plasma cleaned to remove the hydrocarbon contaminants at the surface which
were induced during ion implantation. Some of the samples were annealed at
600-1000 °C in N 2 ambient for 1/2 h to regrow the amorphous layers and
activate the dopants prior to metal depositions. Thin Ni, Co, Mo, and W
films, 30 nm in thickness unless otherwise mentioned, were then electron gun
deposited onto the wafers in a vacuum of better than 1x10"s Torr. The
samples were then annealed isothermally in an oil-free vacuum furnace at
600-1000 °C in a vacuum of better than 2x10"' Torr. The annealing time at
each temperature was 1 h unless indicated otherwise. Both cross-sectional
and plan-view thin foils were prepared for TEM examination.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For 110 keV BF 2 + , 65 keV P+, 65 keV Si* and 150 keV As* implantation,
the a/c interfaces were found by TEM to locate at distances about 140, 130,
140 and 200 nm from the silicon surface, respectively, in as iaplanted
samples. For 25 keV B* implanted samples, a defect band centered at a
distance about 150 nm from the surface was observed. It is to be noted that
for 30-nm-thick (Co, Ni) and (Mo, W) films on silicon, about 110- and
80-nm-thick Si are consumed to form (CoSi2, NiSi2) and (MoSi2, WSi 2 ),
respectively.

1.

CoSi 2 formation on (001)Si

A.

800 °C annealing
The density of EOR defects was considerably reduced in B + , P*, and As*
implanted samples. A high density of defects, on the other hand, remained in
BF 2 * implanted samples. As the annealing time was increased to 4 h, a
further decrease in density of EOR defects was found in B*, P*, and As*
implanted samples but not in BF 2 + implanted samples. Examples are shown in
Fig. 1.
B.

900 °C annealing
Total elimination of EOR defects was achieved in B + and P + implanted
silicon. In As* implanted samples, a low density of dislocation loops was
still evident as seen in Fig. 2. The EOR defects in BF 2 * implanted silicon
were found to be most difficult to remove. In samples annealed for 5 min,
all EOR defects were removed in P + implanted samples, whereas a low density
of dislocation, loops remained in B* and As* implanted samples. Examples are
shown in Figs. 1 to 3.

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional TEM micrograph
(XTEM),
bright
field
(BF), P+,
(001)Si, (a) without metal overlayer,
800 °C, 1 h, (b) Co, 800 °C, 1 h, (c)
Co, 800 °C, 4 h, (d) Co, 900 °C, 5
min.
2.

Fig. 2 XTEM, BF, As*, (OOl)Si, (a)
without metal overlayer, 800 °C, 1 h,
(b) Co, 800 °C, 1 h, (c) Co, 800 °C,
4 h, (d) Co, 900 °C, 5 min.

NiSi 2 formation on (lll)Si

The density of EOR defects was considerably reduced in P + and As*
implanted samples after 800 °C annealing. Examples are shown in Fig. 4. A
high density of EOR defects was still present in BF 2 + implanted samples
annealed at 900 °C.

3.

MoSi 2 and NSi 2 formation on ion implanted silicon

MoSi 2 and WSi 2 are isomorphic to each other with almost identical
lattice parameters. They also behaved similarly in the removal of EOR
defects.
A high density of EOR defects were present in all samples annealed at
800 °C up to 1 h. EOR defeats were completely annihilated in Si + implanted
samples after 900 °C annealing. A high density of EOR defects remained in P +
and As + implanted samples annealed at 900 °C for 5 min. As the annealing
time was increased to 15 min, all EOR defects were removed. For B + and BF 2+
implanted samples, ne significant reduction of EOR defects were found after
900 °C annealing. However, they were completely removed after 1000 °C
annealing. Examples are shown in Fig. 5 and 6.

Fig. 3 XTEM, BF, B + , (OOl)Si, (a)
without metal overlayer, 800 °C, 1 h,
(b) Co, 800 °C, 1 h, (c) Co, 900 °C,
5 min, (d) Co, 900 °C, 1 h.

Fig. 4 XTEM, BF, (lll)Si, 800 °C,
1 h, (a) 80 keV, As + , (b) Ni, 80 keV,
As*, (c) 65 keV, P + , (d) Ni, 65 keV,
P+

Two discrete layers of defects were observed in As* implanted (001)Si
annealed at 800 °C. The upper layer of defects was no longer present
following MoSi 2 formation at 800 °C. EOR defects were completely removed by
MoSi 2 formation at 900 °C.
The results showed that total elimination of EOR defects is achievable
for both near noble and refractory silicides formed on silicon under
appropriate annealing conditions in samples implanted by elemental ions. It
has been proposed that the reduction of EOR defects by silicide formation is
due to injection of vacancies originated either from volume shrinkage or
silicon diffusion during silicide formation.2'6 Metal atoms were found to bo
the dominant diffusion species during both CoSi 2 and NiSi 2 formation, which
diminishes the relative weight of the mechanism of injecting vacancies left
behind by Si diffusion during formation to remove EOR defects.
The migration energy of vacancies in defect-free silicon was generally
estimated to be about 0.3 ev. The diffusion distance is of the order of (J\n
in samples annealed for 1 h at a temperature as low as 700 °C. Since the
interstitial defects located at a distance less than 0.1 fJm from the
silicide/Si interfaces were by and large intact in 800 °C annealed samples,
it is apparent that the generation of a high density of vacancies during
silicide formation alone is not sufficient to reduce EOR defects. The
direction of vacancy flow and presence of a vacancy diffusion barrier due to
the strain field of EOR defects are the possible complicating factors. It
seems that continued generation of vacancies during silicide growth,

Fig. 5 XTEM, BF, As*, (OOl)Si, (a)
without metal overlayer, 900 °C, 1 h,
(b) Mo, 800 °C, 1 h, (c) Mo, 900 °C,
5 min, (d) Mo, 900 °C, 15 min.

Fig. 6 XTEM, BF, 65 keV, 5 X 1O 1 S
/cm2, Si*, (001)Si, (a) without aetal
overlayer, 900 °C, 1 h, (b) Mo,
900 °C, 1 h, (c) W, 900 °C, 1 h, and
(d) Mo, 110 keV, BF2*, 900 °C, 1 h.

accompanied by stress relief at the silicide/Si interface which directs the
direction of vacancy flow, was essential to reduce EOR defects. The
compressive stress exerted on the silicon layer immediately beneath the
silicide layer would favor the in-diffusion of vacancies formed during the
formation and growth of CoSi 2 . More effective removal of EOR defects by
annealing at 900 °C as well as by prolonged annealing at 800 °C is
consistent with the suggestion of the presence of a vacancy diffusion
barrier near the EOR defects. The nature of the vacancy diffusion barrier is
not clear at this time. However, a previous study showed that fluorine from
BF 2 , boron and gold were gettered at EOR defects exhibiting a double peak in
concentration, which presumably mimics the strain filed of the EOR defects.7
A minimum in strain may exist within the EOR defects if the strain fields of
defects overlap and reduce their own strain. It is worthwhile to note that
difference in reduction of defects in P + and As* implanted silicon is likely
related to the location of the original a/c interface from the surface being
deeper than that of P* implanted samples.
Dopants were known to redistribute during silicide formation for metal
films on ion implanted silicon.*'9 The redistribution of dopants depends on
doping species, silicide phase, solubility and <M ffnsivi(y of doping atoms.
It was found that some dopants prefer to sl.fiy in sili<:i<l<- layers as woll as
at interface and redistribute at low temperatures.9 II. was also shown that I'
and As atoms have high diffusivities compared with B atoms which appear to
be rather immobile.10 The P and As atoms were observed to redistribute

homogeneously in most silicide layers. However, for B + and BF 2 * implanted
samples, it has been found that the fluorine redistribution profiles are
strongly influenced by the magnitude and distribution of damage that remains
after annealing and therefore fluorine profile has peaks near the surface
and silicide/silicon interface.*'11 On the other hand, boron atoms were
found to shift deeper into the silicon substrate after annealing. The
annihilation of EOR defects in ion implanted samples by silicide formation
is likely related to the dopant depletion in the silicon substrate.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we demonstrated that complete removal of EOR defects is
achievable in silicon implanted by elemental dopants by the formation and
growth of near noble and refractory silicides. It is suggested that
continued generation of vacancies during silicide growth, accompanied by
stress relief at the silicide/Si interface which directs the direction of
vacancy flow, is essential to reduce EOR defects. More effective removal of
EOR defects by annealing at 900 °C as well as by prolonged annealing at 800
°C is consistent with the suggestion of the presence of a vacancy diffusion
barrier near the EOR defects. Effects of dopant out-diffusion and dopant
redistribution during silicide formation on the removal of EOR defects are
discussed.
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ION INDUCED CRYSTALLIZATION AND AMORPHIZATION
OF SILICON
KENNETH A. JACKSON
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974
ABSTRACT
Extensive experimental investigations which have been reported on the
ion-induced motion of the interface between the crystalline and amorphous
phases of silicon are shown to fit a model based on a single defect. The model
accounts for the temperature and flux dependence of the interface motion. The
defects annihilate each other by binary recombination, and have a motion energy
of 1.2 eV. The defect is believed to be the dangling bond in the amorphous
phase.
INTRODUCTION
A thin (1000 A) amorphous layer can be created on the surface of a silicon
crystal by bombardment with silicon ions. Subsequent irradiation with high
energy ions which pass through the amorphous layer can result in motion of the
amorphous-crystal interface at temperatures as low as 150°C.
Detailed
experimental measurements [1-5] have shown that crystallization occurs at
higher temperatures and lower ion fluxes, whereas amorphization proceeds at
lower temperatures and higher fluxes.
A model which accounts for these results is presented below, based on the
following picture. Each ion disturbs the atoms near its path as it passes through
the sample. Most of the atoms return to their original positions after the ion
passes, but some of the atoms that were in the crystal at the interface relax into
non-crystalline positions, so that each ion results in some growth of the
amorphous phase. Each ion also leaves behind defects which provide atomic
mobility, permitting some regrowth of the thermodynamically stable crystal
phase into the metastable amorphous phase. The net rate of motion of the
interface, R, is then given by
R = (a<N>A)/%} - Va0

(1)

where the first term on the RHS is the rate of crystallization and the second is
the rate of amorphization. <N> is the average defect density at the interface,
"a" is the lattice parameter, A is the volume of crystal created by a defect each
time it jumps and %-} is the time between defect jumps. Va is the volume of
amorphous material created at the interface by one ion. It will be assumed that
the defects created by an ion are uniformly distributed across the cross-section
of a cylinder of diameter l0 about its path. The defect density created at the
interface inside the cylinder by an ion is then:
No = Ay/02
where N, is the number of defects created by an ion per unit path length [3J.

(2)

The average time between the arrival of defects in the area l02 is given by
To = l/(/o20)

(3)

where 0 is the incident flux of ions/cm2 sec.
DEFECT CONCENTRATION
We will assume that the defects created by the ion beam annihilate each
other in pairs, at a rate given by:
dNIdt = - APoVtj

(4)

where o2 is the capture cross section for one defect by another, TJ, the defect
jump period, has the form:
1/Tj = v0 exp(-£/k7)

(5)

After the first ion arrives, the defect concentration is given by
N = JVo/(l + yt/x0)

(6)

Y = NooWtj

(7)

where

is the ratio of the defect decay rate to the ion arrival rate. There are two
limiting cases: for large y, the defects produced by one ion substantially
disappear before the next ion arrives; for small y, the next ion arrives before
there has been much defect annihilation, so the defect population builds. It will
reach a steady state concentration, however, since the annihilation rate increases
as the defect density increases. After the i"1 ion arrives, the defect concentration
is given by

N{ = AV/[1 + A W - K0/AU]

(8)

where No' is the defect concentration immediately after the arrival of the ilh ion.
The steady state value of Nol can be determined using Eq. 8 and the average
steady state defect density can then be calculated by integrating Eq. 8:
<WSS> = (NJy)\n{l + (y/2)[l + (1 + 4/Y)1/2]}

(9)

The net crystallization rate can now be obtained using the average steady state
defect concentration given by Eq. 9 in Eq. 1.
R = ( A W a 2 ) ln{l + (y/2)[l + (1 + 4/y)"2]} - Va0

(10)

For large y, the logarithmic term can be approximated as lny, and the growth
rate is given by
R = Alo20\n(y)/^ - Va0

(11)

In Eqs. 10 and 11, both the crystallization rate and the amorphization rate are
linear with 0 and independent of temperature, except for the logarithm term, y
is temperature dependent through xi as given by Eq. 5.
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
For a given flux 0 , Eq. 11 has the form:
R = Ro - b/T

(12)

which is the functional form of the experimental data [3] shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Interface displacement rate for
various temperatures and ion fluxes for 1.5
MeV Xenon ions.
The interface
displacement has been normalized to a
dose of 1O1S ions/cm2. The data are from
Ref. 3, and the lines were calculated from
Eq. 10.

Figure 2.
Dose rate dependence of the
temperature for zero growth rate for 1.5 MeV
Xe ions [3], corresponding to the zero
crossings in Fig. 1.

For zero growth rate, corresponding to the zero crossings in Fig. 1, the linear
dependencies on flux in Eqs. 10 or 11 cancel out and the only flux and
temperature dependencies are from the logarithm term. From Eq. 10, R = 0 for:
1 + (y/2)[l + (1 + 4/y)"2] = exp[Vaa7A/02] = f

(13)

Using Eqs. 2, 3, 5 and 7, Eq. 13 becomes:
0 = [/V,a2av0

exp(-E/kT)/lo*W(H)2\

(14)

which has the form:

0 = 0O

(15)

which fits the experimental data [3] shown in Fig. 2. The slope of the
Arrhenius plot in Fig. 2 gives E = 1.2 eV, the activation energy for the defect
motion.
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FREQUENCY [Hz]
irradiated with a total of
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Figure 3.
Frequency dependence of the interface
displacement at 250"C for a pulsed beam with a peak
displacement was the
current of 72 nA, corresponding to a peak flux of 5x10"
same as it would have
1.5 meV Xe ions/cm2 sec. The beam was pulsed with a
been if the beam had
constant duty cycle of 1/3. The interface displacements
been left on for a total
are normalized to a fluence of 10" ions/cm2. The data are
dose of 1016 ions/cm2.
from Ref. 6, and the interface displacement was calculated
from Eq. 1 using the time dependence of the defect
However,
at
higher
concentration.
frequencies, the interface
displacement corresponds
to a dose of 1016 ions/cm2 at 1/3 the flux.
These observations can be understood as follows.
At low pulsing
frequencies, the average defect density, while the beam is on, is essentially the
same as it would be if the beam were left on continuously. And so interface
displacement is the same for 1016 ions/cm2 as if the beam had been left on. At
high frequencies however, the beam is turned off and on many times before the
next ion is due to arrive, and so the time between ion arrivals is increased by a
factor of 3, corresponding to a factor of three decrease in flux.
The solid line in Fig. 3 is the result of computer calculations, based on Eq.
8, of the average defect concentration as a function of frequency.
The
13
2
calculations fit the data for x0 = 1/45 sec. For a flux of 5xlO ions/cm sec,
this gives a value of l0 = 95A from Eq. 3. Using /V, = 1.3xlO8 defects/cm |7] in
Eq. 2 gives the defect density created by each ion at the interface: No = 1.4xlO20
defects/cm3, or about 0.3%.
Only two of the four remaining parameters v0, a2, A and Va can be
determined from the data in Figs. 1 and 2. The curves in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 were
calculated using y = 6, A = SxlO^cm3, Va = 5xlO"22cm3, a2 = 2.93x10l5 cm2 and
v0 = 4.26x1015 sec1. All of these are reasonable values.
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At temperatures above about
400°C, the crystalline phase grows
into the amorphous phase at a
rate which has an Arrhenius
temperature dependence, with an
activation energy of 2.7 eV [8].
Assuming that the same defect is
responsible for thermal annealing
and for ion beam induced
interface motion, Eq. 4 can be
modified to take into account the
thermal generation of defects [9].
The data for thermal epitaxial
regrowth can then be fitted, using
the crystallization rate in Eq. 3.
This gives a formation energy for
the defect of 1.5 eV. Taking into
account both thermally generated
and ion generated defects [9] then
provides a very satisfactory fit to
the experimental measurements
[4] in the transition region from
ion beam induced to thermal
crystallization, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.
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Figure 4.
Temperature dependence for
thermal regrowth and for regrowth with a
flux of 6xlO12 Xenon ions/cm. The vertical
axis is the interface displacement during the
time required for a dose of 1016 ions/cm2.
The data are from Ref. 4.
The arrow
indicates the temperature of zero growth for
ion beam induced growth. The short linear
section in the transition region should not be
interpreted as giving an activation energy.

CONCLUSION
The model presented here accounts extremely well for the experimental
data, and therefore makes a compelling case for the role of a single defect in
controlling ion induced crystallization. There are two primary candidates for the
defect. One is a combination of vacancies and interstitials in the crystalline
phase. The known properties of these defects make them unlikely candidates for
the defect identified here.
The other possibility is that the defect is a dangling bond in the amorphous
phase. A dangling bond can only be eliminated by another dangling bond, and,
in the interface region its motion can rearrange the amorphous structure into the
crystalline structure. It is believed that the dangling bond in the amorphous
phase is the defect which is responsible for ion beam induced epitaxial
crystallization, and that these experiments provide important new information
about the dangling bond defect.
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DIFFUSION, SEGREGATION, AND RECRYSTALLIZATION
IN HIGH-DOSE ION-IMPLANTED Si

S. J. PENNYCOOK
Solid State Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6024
ABSTRACT
Using the new technique of Z-contrast scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), we have been able to study the segregation of Sb at an advancing SPE growth interface and the resulting interface breakdown. The first direct
information is obtained on Sb diffusion in the amorphous phase, which is many
orders of magnitude enhanced over tracer crystalline values. This controls both
the dopant incorporation and the stability of the resulting supersaturated alloy.
These results are compared to the behavior of the low melting point substitutional
diffusers and the interstitial diffusers.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that solid-phase-epitaxial (SPE) growth can be used to incorporate dopants in Si at concentrations well above their equilibrium solubility with
minimum dopant redistribution [1-4], (at least up to some limiting concentration
[5]). It is also becoming clear from the push towards shallow junctions, that the
removal of extended defects can be accomplished at significantly lower temperatures due to the close proximity of the surface [6,7]. We have reported complete
removal of extended defects at temperatures as low as 700°C [8]. It therefore
becomes increasingly important to understand the limitations of the low-temperature epitaxial growth process for the incorporation of high dopant concentrations,
and also the stability of the resulting highly doped layer.
A number of effects have been observed during low-temperature epitaxial
growth of highly doped silicon. For the low melting point dopants such as In,
interfacial segregation and a push-out effect has been observed [5], and also a competing amorphous-to-crystalline (a/c) transformation [9]. For the high melting
point dopants such as Sb, the limiting concentration is determined by interface
breakdown leading to the formation of extended defects [10]. Provided dopant
concentrations are below these limiting values, SPE growth can proceed to the
surface, resulting in substitutional dopant concentrations which are well above the
solubility limit. Unfortunately, these alloys show greatly enhanced dopant
deactivation due to diffusion coefficients which are greatly enhanced over tracer
values [11]. In this paper we show that all these effects have a common origin;
they result from a diffusion coefficient in amorphous silicon which is greatly
enhanced over tracer crystalline values. Understanding and measuring diffusion
in amorphous silicon now becomes the key to predicting the breakdown of
epitaxial growth and the stability of highly doped shallow junctions.
Our measurements of diffusion coefficients in amorphous silicon have been
made possible by a new electron microscopy imaging technique, Z-contrast STEM.
A small probe scans the sample and the intensity scattered to high angles is
detected by an annular detector, which is placed around the incident beam and
used to form an image. The cross section for scattering into the detector shows
almost the Z 2 dependence expected for Rutherford scattering, giving the images

strong chemical sensitivity [12]. For dopants such as In and Sb in Si, the concentrations at which SPE growth breaks down can be directly imaged for the first time
and correlated with the normal TEM images of the structure [13]. The Z-contrast
images can be taken with the incident beam in either a channeling or a random
orientation. For random incidence the image is sensitive to composition but not
to structure so that amorphous and crystalline phases are indistinguishable. Such
an image is therefore ideal for studying segregation at an a/c interface during SPE
growth. It can also detect precipitation of these dopants in crystalline, amorphous,
or polycrystalline silicon. Under channeling conditions, with a beam size below
the crystal lattice spacing, the lattice can be directly resolved while preserving the
chemical sensitivity of the technique [14]. This represents a fundamentally new
method of high-resolution electron microscopy which has several advantages over
conventional techniques [15].
RECRYSTALLIZATION OF Sb-IMPLANTED Si
Using the Z-contrast STEM technique, we have been able to detect for the first
time the segregation of Sb at an advancing SPE growth front. Figures 1-3 illustrate
how the concentration ahead of the a/c interface gradually builds up until interface
breakdown is induced, and the remainder of the growth leads to highly twinned
single crystal. No sign of precipitation is seen in the Z-contrast image of the
segregated Sb, although with further annealing both precipitation and further Sb
redistribution occur [16]. The initial segregation of atomically dispersed Sb seen
here is controlled by the diffusion coefficient of Sb in the amorphous phase ahead
of the interface D' a and by the segregation coefficient k'. Since we see a definite
segregation peak ahead of the growing interface, this immediately implies that Sb
diffusion in amorphous Si is much faster than the tracer value for crystalline Si;
although the segregation may not have reached its equilibrium level, and the SPE
growth velocity v is dependent on Sb concentration, we can directly estimate
values of k', v, and D' a from the micrographs in Figs. 1 and 2 and the corresponding line traces shown in Fig. 4. If C o is the Sb concentration in the amorphous
phase, the peak concentration ahead of the interface is ~C o /k', and the width of the
segregated peak x ~D' a /v. An average value of k' ~ 0.7 is obtained, much greater
than the equilibrium value of 0.023 [17] and, interestingly, the same as found in the
PO

USSi

Fig. 1. Sb (80 keV, 1.5xl0"16 cm"2) implanted Si(100) annealed at 575°C for 10 min;
(a) conventional TEM image showing end-of-range damage and a/c interface, (b) Zcontrast STEM image showing segregated Sb building up at the a/c interface.

Fig. 2. Same sample as Fig. 1 annealed at 575°C for 15 min, showing (a) onset of
interfacial breakdown via nucleation of twins, (b) a higher concentration of
segregated Sb.

Fig. 3. Same sample after annealing at 575O£ for 20 min, showing twins propagating toward the surface and segregated Sb reducing again.

Fig. 4. Z-contrast intensity traces after (a) 10 min, (b) 15 min annealing (obtained
digitally from Figs. 2 and 3). The Gaussian form of the implanted Sb is seen above
the dotted line and corresponds to a maximum as-implanted Sb concentration of
~6 at.% [12]. The small segregation peak grows as it moves through the peak of the
Sb profile.
case of laser annealing from the melt- [18]. This arises since the value of D/v is also
the same in the two cases, ~3 nm foil the solid phase recrystallization here, and ~3.7
nm in the liquid phase recrystalliza^on work.
The incorporation of dopants: at metastable concentrations is clearly Controlled by the same underlying physics for both liquid and solid phase
recrystallization, as originally suggested by Campisano [4]. However, the limiting
concentration for growth free of extended defects is determined by the mechanism

of interface breakdown, which is different for solid and liquid phase recrystallization. In the case of Sb seen in Fig. 3, it is quite clearly the strain-induced nudeation
of twins. Strain was the mechanism suggested by Williams and Elliman [5],
although this is not the case for the low melting point dopants.
The value of D' a we extract from these profiles is ~2.5xl 0"15 cm2 s-*, a factor of
8
3x10 over the tracer crystalline value at 575°C [19]. This enhancement contrasts
markedly to the behavior of the fast diffusers Cu, Ag, and Au [20], where diffusion
coefficients in amorphous and crystalline Si were found to be quite similar. This
point will be discussed later. The enhanced Sb diffusion is very reminiscent of the
behavior of Sb immediately following SPE growth, where a transient enhanced
diffusion has been observed. The Sb concentration in the recrystallized Si greatly
exceeds equilibrium solubility, so that diffusion will lead to precipitation and
diffusion coefficients can be measured from precipitation kinetics [11]. Figure 5
summarizes the results [21]. A concentration-dependent, enhanced diffusion is
observed characterized by an activation energy of only 1.8 eV, less than half the
tracer value of 4.02 eV [19]. The value of D' a obtained from the segregation
experiments is only a factor of 30 above the enhanced diffusion expected for the
same concentration of Sb immediately following recrystallization.
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RECRYSTALLIZATION OF In-IMPLANTED Si
The case of low melting point dopants is complicated by the fact that if
precipitation occurs the liquid droplets are exceedingly mobile and can migrate at
velocities exceeding SPE growth velocities. Thus, precipitation in the amorphous
phase ahead of the interface could leM to dopant redistribution as the advancing
SPE growth front pushes the mobile droplets ahead of it, as was first observed by
RBS [5]. In this case segregation is coijtrolled by the droplet mobility and not by the
diffusion coefficient of dispersed In atoms in the amorphous Si. This indicates the
importance of Z-contrast observations to determine the state of the In* An

additional complication is the competing a/c transformation, which is greatly
enhanced by a high In concentration. Nygren et al. [9] demonstrated that this
transformation can occur independently of SPE growth and they proposed a
mechanism based on migrating liquid droplets. This was completely confirmed by
Z-contrast observations of In precipitates in a largely untransformed amorphous Si
matrix as shown in Fig. 6 [22]. This allowed an estimate to be made of the diffusion
coefficient of In in amorphous Si from the size distribution of the precipitates,
giving D'a~2.7xl0"15 cm2 s"1. This figure, which must be a lower limit, represents
an enhancement of 107 over tracer crystalline values. As in the Sb case, if we drop
the concentration so that growth proceeds completely through the In dopant
profile, we can estimate the diffusion coefficient in the crystalline phase
immediately after recrystallization from the size distribution of the precipitates
seen in the crystal. From Fig. 7 we obtain a value of D'c~3.2xl0"15 cm2 s"1, a similar
order of magnitude to that found for the amorphous phase. Although the
concentrations are different and in neither case has it been possible to follow the
kinetics in detail, the similarity of these values is a strong indication that, as in the
Sb case, the enhanced diffusion is not strongly dependent on the phase of the Si
matrix.

Fig. 6. In (125 keV, 2x10 1 5 cm' 2 )
implanted into preamorphized
Si(100) and annealed at 600°C for 30
min. (a) Conventional TEM image
showing largely amorphous matrix
with some crystallites of Si and In
precipitates, (b) Z-contrast STEM
image showing In precipitates alone.
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Fig. 7. Conventional TEM image of
In precipitates after recrystallizing In
(125 keV, 3x10 14 cnv 2 ) implanted
Si(100) at 600°C for 30 min.

We have also used a low concentration sample to look for In segregation at
the advancing SPE growth front. In the absence of the competing a/c transformation we would expect segregation effects similar to those observed in the $b case.
However, Fig. 8 appears to show that this is not the case, the segregated In being in
the form of precipitates which simply increase in size as the interface advances.
Since it is known that liquid In drops can efficiently transform the amorphous
phase to polycrystalline Si, this observation is very surprising. It possibly indicates
that, at the growth temperature, the segregated In concentration is below the solubility limit of the amorphous phase and precipitation occurs during subsequent
sample cooling.

Fig. 8. Conventional (a,c)
and Z-contrast (b,d)
STEM images of In (125
keV, lxl 0 1 5 cm"2) implanted Si(100) after annealing at (a,b) 575°C for
10 min, and (c,d) 575°C
for 15 min. The band of
precipitates close to the
sample surface is due to
surface sputtering during
sample preparation

£f-»A

DISCUSSION
From the results presented here it is clear that although the processes
competing with SPE growth are different for the high and low melting point
dopants, in both cases diffusion coefficients before and after recrystallization are
similar, and greatly enhanced over the tracer values for crystalline Si. Previous
work on the fast diffusers Cu, Ag, and Au also indicated similar diffusion coefficients in the amorphous and crystalline phases, but no enhancement over tracer
values [20]. These observations qan be simply reconciled as follows. If we assume
that diffusion mechanisms are essentially similar in the amorphous and crystalline phases, but that the defeat density in the amorphous phase is very much
higher, then all defect mediated diffusion will be enhanced in the amorphous
phase. This would result in the Observed enhanced diffusion of the substitutional
dopants seen here (which diffuse! through interaction with vacancies and Si interstitials) and also the observation^ of enhanced inter diffusion of amorphous Si/Ge
multilayers [23]. The rapid diffusion of Cu, Ag, and Au in crystalline Si is due to
true interstitial diffusion, and this component would not be strongly affected by
the presence of excess vacancies djr Si interstitials.

The transient-enhanced diffusion of the substitutional dopants after recrystallization is then due to the metastable incorporation of these high defect densities
during recrystallization, in exactly the same way that the dopants themselves are
incorporated at metastable concentrations. (Thus we might expect the defect concentration to pile up ahead of the a/c interface, causing the diffusion coefficient D' a
inferred from the segregation data to be higher than would be inferred from a precipitation or profile broadening experiment.) The concentration dependent
diffusion coefficient seen following recrystallization (Fig. 5), indicates that the
concentration of trapped defects scales linearly with dopant concentration. This
suggests that the defect density in amorphous Si may also be dependent on dopant
concentration, which could be directly investigated through further segregation
experiments.
The apparent similarity of diffusion mechanisms in the amorphous and
crystalline phases seems quite reasonable since only the long-range order is absent
in the amorphous phase, and locally the tetrahedral bonding is maintained.
Similarly, a much higher equilibrium (or possibly metastable) defect density also
seems entirely reasonable, and metastable incorporation of these defects during
recrystallization would be expected. The resolution and sensitivity of Z-contrast
STEM can provide much insight into impurity incorporation during SPE growth,
giving fundamental information on diffusion coefficients and solubilities in the
amorphous phase. These properties control not only the recrystallization but the
stability of the resulting supersaturated alloy, and are therefore critical for the
formation of shallow junctions.
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ABSTRACT
Heavily doped Si.Ga has been prepared by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) and by ionimplantation with rapid thermal annealing (RTA) or laser annealing (LA). Peak
substitutional Ga concentrations obtained by each technique were 1.5, 2.5 and 2.9
xl0 20 cm~ 3 , respectively. Substitutional fractions (>9Q%) were similar in the three types of
samples, and the conductivity scaled with the total Ga concentration. A lattice expansion per
substitutional Ga atom in Si of+0.9±0.1xlO~ 24 cm 3 /atom was measured by double crystal
x-ray diffraction. The average nearest neighbor Si-Ga bond length measured with extended
x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) was 0.237 ± 0.004 nm, indistinguishable, to within
experimental error, from the intrinsic Si-Si bond length, 0.235 nm. Combining these two
results the lattice strain per hole in the Si valence band was calculated, +0.4 ± 0.8x1 O ^ c m 3 .
This result complements the lattice contraction per electron in the Si conduction band
(-l.S±0Axl(T2Acm3)
already reported for Si:As [G. S. Cargill III, J. Angilello and K. L.
Kavanagh, Phys. Rev. Letters 61,1748 (1988)].

INTRODUCTION
The effect of substitutional impurities and other point defects on lattice strain in
semiconductors remains an area of active research. Lattice parameter variations and point
defect cluster dynamics have been studied using x-ray diffraction and transmission electron
microscopy [1-3]. However, very few direct measurements of the the local atomic structure
at isolated point defects have been reported [4,5].
Using extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) we have suceeded in
measuring the nearest neighbor Si-Ga bond lengths in heavily doped Si:Ga. Combining this
result with measurements of the overall lattice expansion per Ga atom, the lattice strain per
hole in the valence band have been determined. These are the first measurements of this kind
for an acceptor impurity in Si.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
Si:Ga samples were prepared by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) and by ion implantation
with rapid thermal annealing (RTA) or laser annealing (LA). The LPE samples were
obtained from M. Cardona (Max Planck Institut, Stuttgart). They were grown on (111) Si
wafers at a temperature of 450°C from Ga saturated Si melts to thicknesses of 0.6 and 1.8
microns [6]. Measurements with Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and ion
channeling showed that the Ga was > 95% substitutional and uniformly distributed at
concentrations of 1 and 1.5xl020cm~3.

The Si wafers used for the ion implanted samples were (100) Czochralski grown, boron
doped with a resistivity of 10-20 flcm. Gallium was implanted at room temperature in a
direction 7° from the surface normal at an energy of 100 keV. Ion doses of
3 and 6xlO l5 /cm 2 were obtained as measured by RBS. Rapid thermal annealing was carried
out on the 3xl0 l5 cm~ 3 implanted samples using an arc lamp system. The optimal processing
parameters, 640°C for 2 sec, were chosen based on minimum sheet resisitivity. The final Ga
concentration profile is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The substitutional fraction was greater than 95%
with a peak substitutional Ga concentration of 2.5xl020cm~3. This result for the maximum
Ga solubility after rapid thermal annealing is comparable to reports in the literature [7].
The Si implanted to a dose of 6xl015cm~3 was laser annealed. This was carried out
using a pulsed, frequency-doubled Nd-doped yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Nd:Yag) laser,
wavelength 532 nm, pulse length 5 ns, using a gaussian energy profile, spatially filtered and
focussed to a beam diameter of 1.5 mm. The sample was scanned under the laser in a
hexagonal pattern such that adjacent rows overlapped by 30%. The unusually small pulse
length greatly reduced the Si melt duration (30 ns) and hence the fraction of Ga which
segregated to the surface during the liquid phase regrowth (40%). By comparison, the same
type of sample annealed with a 40 ns pulse length ruby laser (melt duration 140 ns) or a 50
ns Nd:Yag laser both resulted in complete segregation of the Ga. For the 5 ns laser annealed
sample the surface layer (40 nm) containing segregated Ga was removed by ion sputtering.
This was done to avoid interference between EXAFS signals from metallic Ga and Si:Ga.
The final Ga concentration profile of the laser annealed Si:Ga layers is shown in Fig. 1 (b).
The layer thickness was approximately 150 nm with a total Ga concentration of
3.2xl0 15 /cm 2 , approximately the same as that of the RTA sample. The Ga substitutional
fraction was greater than 90% with a peak substitutional concentration of
2.9 ± 0.3xl0 20 crrT 3 near the surface. This value is somewhat less than 4.5x10 cm , the
highest substitutional Ga concentration reported in Si obtained by laser annealing (ruby laser,
15 ns pulse width, room temperature sample.) [8].
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Fig.l. Total and substitutional-Ga concentration profiles of Si:Ga samples prepared by ionimplantation with (a) rapid thermal or (b) laser annealing.
A comparison of the resistivity of the LPE and ion-implanted samples as measured by
the four point probe technique showed them to be very similar (12-16 £2cm). Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) detected lio precipitates, misfit dislocations or other extended
defects in the LPE or LA material. End of range dislocation loops were present in the RTA
sample but again no extended defects were detected in the heavily Ga-doped regions nearer

the surface. Therefore, the Si:Ga layers were assumed to be coherent with the substrate.
Double crystal x-ray rocking curves were recorded from CuK« (4(K)) or (333)
symmetric reflections, depending on the sample substrate orientation. A Si reference crystal
with the same orientation was used as the first crystal monochromater. Results from the LPE
(333) and ion implanted (004) samples are shown in Fig. 2. In each case smaller peaks or a
marked asymmetry on the larger substrate peak is observed towards smaller angles,
indicating an expansion in the lattice in the Si:Ga region. The intensity of the Si:Ga peak is
greatest for the LPE samples, as expected from the greater layer thickness. The strain in die
thicker LPE material can be calculated directly from the peak separation. However, rocking
curve simulations must be used to determine lattice strain in the thinner samples. Simulated
rocking curves based on a dynamical scattering algorithm [9] have been overlaid with the
data (solid lines). The strain profiles associated with each simulation in the case of the ionimplanted samples are shown in the inserts of Fig. 2. Uniform strain profiles, Ad/d equal to
1.60 and OSiO.OSxlO" 4 , were used to fit the data of the LPE samples. The results are
relatively good. Likewise, a relatively good fit to the LA ion-implanted rocking curve data
was obtained with a strain profile corresponding to the shape of the Ga concentration profile
(Fig. 1). However, the strain profile is not unique. Comparable fits could be obtained with
significantly different strain profiles, examples of which are shown in Fig. 3. In each case,
the peak strain magnitude and depth position cannot be uniquely determined without further
experiments. We have therefore assigned a large error to the strain associated with the peak
in the Ga concentration for the ion-implanted and laser annealed sample. In the case of the
RTA sample, expansion associated with the end of range loops dominated the strain profile.
A reliable value for the strain per Ga atom could not be obtained. However, the peak strain
associated with the end of range loops was about JxlQT4.
a)

10'

Fig. 2. Double crystal x-ray rocking curves of
Si:Ga samples prepared by (a) liquid phase
epitaxy (LPE) and ion implantation with (b)
rapid thermal or (c) laser annealing. The solid
lines are simulated spectra. In (a) uniform strain
profiles of 1.60 and lJStO.OSxlO" 4 , 1.8 and
0.6 micron thick layers, respectively, were used
in the simulations. The inserts in (b) and (c)
show the strain profiles used in the simulation of
the ion implanted data.
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Fig. 3. Double crystal rocking curves of Si:Ga samples prepared by ion implantation. The
data is the same as in Fig.2 (b) and (c) but the the strain profiles used in the simulated spectra
(solid lines) are significantly different.
The lattice expansions, Ad/d, at the peak Ga concentration for each sample are listed in
Table 1. Aa/a can be obtained from Ad/d with an appropriate correction for Poisson's
expansion (0.56 for (100) and 0.70 for (111) substrates) [10]. Aa/a and the coefficient of
lattice expansion, /J tot = (Aa/a)/Nca for each sample are also listed in Table 1. The results
for p tot from the LPE and ion-implanted samples agree to within experimental error with an
average value of 0.9 + O.lxlO-^cm 3 .
Total yield EXAFS measurements were made at the Cornell synchrotron facility
(CHESS). The background subtracted and normalized EXAFS data taken from the
1.8 micron LPE sample and the ion implanted RTA and LA samples are shown in Fig. 4 as a
function of wavenumber. Two shell fits to this data have been overlaid. The average value
calculated for the Si-Ga nearest neighbor distance, 0.237 ± 0.004 nm, is indistinguishable, to
within experimental error, from the Si-Si bond distance, 0.235 nm, but is notably smaller
than Si-As bonds in heavily doped Si:As, 0.241 ± 0.002 nm [5]. The result is also smaller
than 0.243 or 0.240 nm published values of the Ga and Si tetrahedral covalent radii predicted
on the basis of covalent-solid lattice parameters [11] and on quantum mechanical
calculations [12], respectively. However, it agrees with more recent results from total energy
calculations by Pandey [13].
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Fig. 4. Extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data, background subtracted and
normalized, plotted as a function of wavenumber for three types of Si:Ga samples: (a) liquid
phase epitaxy, (b) rapid thermal annealed and (c) laser annealed. The lines are two shell fits
to the data.

Sample

Ad/d

Aa/a

NGa

Pxoi

xior4

xlO"4

xl0 20 cm- 3

xlO" 24 cm3

LPE(1.8/im)

(333) 1.60 ±0.05

1.15 ±0.04

1.5 + 0.2

0.84 ±0.1

LPE(0.6/*m)

(333) 1.35 ± 0.05

0.94 ±0.04

1.0 ±0.1

0.99 ±0.1

LA

(004) 5 ± 4

2.8 ± 2

2.9 ±0.3

1.0 ±0.7

RTA

(004) 70 ± 5
(loop dominated)

39 + 2

2.5 ±0.2

Table 1. Strain and concentration data for Si:Ga samples prepared by liquid phase epitaxy
(LPE) and ion implantation with laser annealing (LA) and rapid thermal annealing (RTA).
Tabulated are: the difference in layer spacing measured by from double crystal x-ray
diffraction, Ad/d, the subsitutional Ga concentration, Nc a . from Rutherford backscattering,
the unconstrained lattice parameter difference, Aa/a, calculated from Ad/d and the lattice
expansion per Ga, /? tot = (Aa/a)/Nc a .
DISCUSSION
We assume, following Yokota [14], that the net fractional change in the Si lattice
constant per substitutional Ga atom, /J tot , originates from two independent components (i)
j8 siz , created by the local strain associated with different atomic radii, and (ii) ph, resulting
from the change in the band structure and hence atomic bond lengths created by additional
holes. As in ref. 5, to estimate psiz we use the EXAFS result for the Si-Ga bond length in
Si:Ga, dsjGa. to predict the "natural" bond length of a hypothetical SiGa zincblende structure
[15]. Thus:

ds?Ga = 4/3[ SiGa -

1/4 d
1/

= 0.2377 ± 0.005 nm

and
a§?Ga = (4/3*) d§?Ga = 0.5489 ± 0.01 nm
Then assuming Vegard's Law,
=

=

a Si N G a

0.5482-0.5489±0.01
0.5482 (2.5xl0 22 cnT 3 )

=

^

±

The lattice strain created by holes in the valence band, /?],, can then be calculated.

The experimental error associated with the result for /Jjj is such that the sign of the
strain is inconclusive. And although it is clear that Ga causes an overall expansion in the Si
lattice the proportion of this expansion due to a size effect versus the holes is inconclusive.
However, this is the first direct measurement of the Si-Ga bond length and of /Jh and it
provides significant limits on the magnitude of JSJ,. It is hoped that future refinements in die
experimental procedures will reduce the experimental error.

CONCLUSIONS
Lattice expansion in heavily doped Si:Ga has been studied by EXAFS and double
crystal x-ray diffraction. The Si:Ga was prepared by liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) and ion
implantation with rapid thermal (RTA) or laser annealing (LA). Peak subsitutional Ga
concentrations obtained by each technique were 1.5, 2.5, 2.9xl0 2 0 cnT 3 , respectively.
Lattice expansion was observed in all three types of samples with an average expansion per
substitutional Ga atom of O.QlO.lxKT^crrr. The average nearest neighbor Si-Ga bond
length was 0.237 ± 0.004 nm indistinguishable, to within experimental error, from the
intrinsic Si-Si bond length, 0.235 nm. Combining these two results the lattice strain per hole
in the valence band is +0.4 ± 0.9xl0~24cm3.
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Part II.

DAMAGE EFFECTS

REDUCTION OF EXCESS SELF-INTERSTITIALS IN SILICON BY GERMANIUM
AND SILICON IMPLANTATION-INDUCED DAMAGE
PAUL FAHEY
IBM Research Division, Watson Research Center
Box 218
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598

ABSTRACT
We have investigated a phenomena first reported by Pficster and Griffin, that the presence of implanted Ge in Si can substantially reduce excess self-interstitial concentrations
[ J. R. Pfiester and P. B. Griffin, Appl. Phys. Lett., 52, 471 (1988) ]. By studying the
effects of Ge implantation on P diffusion, we are able to deduce that residual implantation
damage can act as an efficient sink for self-interstitials. This effect can also be produced
by Si self-implantation, demonstrating that there is nothing unique about the chemical
indentity of Ge in reducing self-interstitial concentrations. Our experiments provide solid
evidence that there is no unexpectedly strong interaction of Ge with self-interstitials, a
situation that would undermine the validity of previous Ge diffusion experiments aimed
at studying Si self-diffusion. Our experimental results show that the effect of Ge implantation on P diffusion is a complicated function of implantation conditions. Diffusion is
affected by the order of the P and Ge implants as well as by changes in implant energies
and doses.

INTRODUCTION
Ge is expected to be a relatively inert clement in Si ( when present in dilute concentrations ) for a number of reasons: Si and Ge are perfectly miscible; the tetrahedral covalent
bonding radius of Ge is close to that of Si ( 0.122 nm vs. 0.118 nm, respectively [1] );
and being in the same column of the periodic table as Si, Gc introduces no net charge
to the Si lattice. Because of these considerations, it was first proposed by McVay and
DuCharme [2] that Ge might be used as a tracer to study Si self-diffusion. The study of
Ge diffusion in Si for this purpose is still an active area of research ( see [3] for the most
recent update on these studies ). These experiments all support the proposal of McVay
and DuCharmc that Ge is a relatively inactive element in Si. In contrast, recent work
by Pficster ei al. [4,5] shows implantation of Ge into Si can greatly reduce the highconcentration diffusion of P and reduce <!>r eliminate the oxidation-enhanced diffusion of
B. Both of these phenomena are caused by the presence of excess Si sclf-intcrstitials in
the bulk. In recognition of this, Pfiester and Griffin [4] stated that their work calls into
question the validity of the most basic assumption of Ge diffusion studies: Ge and Si
interact with native point defects in essentially the same manner.
The work of Pficster ei al. is obviously of technological as well as academic interest.
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integrated circuits. Elimination of enhanced dopant diffusion caused by excess iuterstitials
is highly desirable.
The aim of this work is to identify the mechanism responsible for the effects of Ge
implantation on dopant diffusion. We focus mainly on the effects of Gc implantation on P
diffusion, rather than oxidation-enhanced diffusion. Studies have shown that the oxidation
process can be modified when high concentrations of Ge are present at the oxidizing
surface [6-8]. The question of Ge's affecting point-defect generation at the surface by
modifying the oxidation process is a separate issue from the one concerning interactions
of point defects with Ge atoms. Recent work by LeGoues ci al. [9] has demonstrated
that oxidation of a chemically deposited layer of Si5OGe5o suppresses oxidation-enhanced
diffusion of B, presumably by changing point-defect surface reactions. The experiments
of Pfiestcr et al, [4,5] are not complete enough to differentiate between surface and bulk
effects. For example, Pfiester and Griffin reported that annealing a Ge-implanted sample
for 4 hr at 1000°C prior to B implantation did not change the reduction in oxidationenhanced diffusion; however, no TEM was performed and it cannot be decided whether
this means the damage from the Ge implant was not annealed or Ge at the surface altered
point-defect generation.
By studying the effects of Ge implants on P diffusion we are able to separate out bulk
from surface effects. Convincing evidence is presented that shows residual damage from
Ge implantation causes suppression of excess interstitials and that this effect can also be
brought about by creation of damage with Si implantation.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Wafers used in this study are Czochralski-grown (100) substrates of 10-20 fi cm. All
implantations were performed at room temperature with no screen oxides present. Amorphized depths were measured using RBS analysis. Dopant profiles were determined by
cither spreading resistance or SIMS analysis. The junction depths for P profiles analyzed
by spreading resistance were denned as those locations where the carrier concentration
was measured to be 1016cm~3. Spreading resistance measurements give P penetration
depths significantly shallower than those found by SIMS; however, the qualitative behavior of diffusion deduced from the two profiling techniques is consistent for all cases where
the same sample was measured by both techniques. Unless otherwise noted, all annealed
samples were given the following thermal treatment in An 800-900°C ramp, 10 min. ;
900°C, 20 rnin. ; 900-800°C ramp, 15 min.

SELF-INTERSTITIAL GENERATION DURING P DIFFUSION
In this section, we explain why we believe silicon snlf-interstitials are generated during
P diffusion and the mechanisms by which they are generated. It is well known that when
high concentrations of P are present In the bulk ( typically, concentrations exceeding
5 x 1019 cm"3 ), profiles measured afte;t diffusion show a t-liarnct.crist.ir. .shape consisting

of a low-concentration, fast-diffusing tail connected to the high concentration region by a
"kink" in the profile ( see for example Fig. 2 )• Lower concentrations of P exhibit simple
Gaussian diffusion behavior. For high-concentration conditions, there is good evidence
that P generates interstitials as part of its diffusion mechanism. Fahey ei al. [10]
have shown this with the following simple experiment. Buried marker layers of lightly
doped P and Sb are formed in the silicon substrate by implantation and epitaxy ( peak
concentrations < 5 x 1018cm~3 ). Above these layers, higli concentrations of P are indiffused using a POC13 source ( surface concentration ~ 4 x 1020cm~3 ). Then, some
areas of the samples are etched to remove the heavily P-doped layers. This leaves the
buried marker layers in some places on the sample with heavily P-doped layers above
them and in other regions with only undoped Si above them. After annealing in Ar, it
is observed that the diffusion of the buried Sb marker layers is retarded underneath the
heavily P-doped layers compared to the regions where the heavy P doping was etched
away. ( In the latter regions, only normal thermal diffusion of the Sb layer is observed.)
Under the same conditions, the buried marker layers of P show the opposite behavior
of enhanced diffusion below the heavily P-doped layers. This same qualitative behavior
of diffusion enhancement and retardation occurs for the case iii which self-intcrstitials
are generated by thermal oxidation. This indicates that as P diffuses from the heavily
doped layer, silicon self-interstitials are being generated. The experiment of Fahey ei al.
showed that sclf-intcrstitials are generated by high concentration P diffusion when there is
no oxidation of the surface, no in-diffusion, and no precipitation ( surface concentrations
are just below solid solubility limits [11,12] ). It is likely that P diffusing in the interstitial
state Pt-, generates Si interstitials J, in the process of returning to the substitutional state

Pi^PS+J.

(1)

Equation 1 implies that by reducing the number of Si interstitials, the diffusion of P can
be slowed by reducing the number of mobile P atoms in the Pj state. Such a correlation
has been made by Finetti ei al. [13]. They showed that P diffusion can be reduced
during POCI3 depositions by diffusing through a polysilicon layer into the underlying
Si substrate. Furthermore, they correlated the extent of the characteristic tail in the
P concentration profiles with the amount of excess interstitials present by monitoring
diffusion of B buried marker layers: the smaller the P tail, the less enhanced diffusion
of the B layer. We interpret this to mean that the smaller the P tail, the less excess
interstitials are present. Changes in P diffusion, as revealed by profile analysis, are used
in this study as a measure of the effectiveness of Ge implantation in reducing excess
self-interstitial concentrations.
In these experiments, P is introduced into the silicon substrate by ion implantation
rather than chemical deposition. It is likely that excess interstitials are also created by
the implantation process. Numerous studies have shown that enhanced diffusion resulting
from excess point defects produced by ion implantation is a transient phenomenon, typically lasting only a few seconds. The kickfout reaction of Eq. 1 on the other hand lasts for
the entire time of diffusion in our experiments. The distinction between the two sources
of point defects is made in our discussiou comparing the effectiveness of Ge implants in
reducing P diffusion to their effectiveness! in reducing transient-enhanced diffusion of B.

DEPENDENCE OF P DIFFUSION ON Gc IMPLANT CONDITIONS

A matrix of experiments was designed to illustrate the dependence of P diffusion
on Gc and P implantation conditions. The results of these experiments show that P
diffusion is affected by the order of the implant sequence, i.e, P first followed by Ge or
vice versa, as well as by variations in the implantation parameters of P and Ge for a given
arnorphization condition.
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Figure 1: Effects of postamorphization on P diffusion.

Postamorphizing implants

By postamorphizing implants we mean that P is implanted first, followed by Ge implantation. The effects of postamorphizing Ge implants on P diffusion are summarized
in Fig. 1. Samples were implanted with P at energies of 10 keV or 30 keV to a dose of
2 x 10 l5 cm~ 2 . Following this, some samples were implanted with either Si or Ge. After
implantation, samples received a 900cC ramped anneal. Spreading resistance measurements were made on samples and the junction depths determined as described in the
section on experimental details. No difference in junction depths is observed between
samples implanted with only P at energies of 10 keV or 30 keV; the horizontal dashed
line indicates that the final junction depth after anneal is 0.39/mi for samples which did
not receive Si or Ge implants. We first discuss the results for the 30 keV P implants.
Within experimental error (junction dfepths are reproducible within ±0.015/xm ), 50 keV
Ge implants have no effect on P diffusion for Ge implant doses between 3 x 10 H cm" 2 and
3 x 10 l5 cm~ 2 . Increasing the Ge implant energy to 100 keV and 150 keV for the same
doses as the 50 keV Ge implants results in significant reduction of P diffusion. Note also
the important result that the largest deduction in P diffusion occurs by implanting Si,
rather than Ge. ( These Si implant c.< riditions do not amorphize the substrate; see the

section on imnlnnt dumaac for further discussion. )

Fiuurc 2 slmws results from SIMS

analyses of the as-implanted 30 keV P implant and the profiles after annealing for the
Ge conditions specified in the figure. For the case where there is no Ge implanted, the P
profile coincides with the profile shown in Fig. 2 for a 50 keV Ge implant condition.
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Figure 2: P profiles after anneal for postamorphizing conditions. Vertical dotted lines
show the progressively deeper amorphized depths for 50, 100 and 150 keV Ge implants,
respectively ( see Fig. 4 ).
Examining the results in Fig. 1 for the 10 keV P implants, we find the junctions of
the 10 keV P implants are surpisingly shallower than the junction depths of 30 keV P
implants under identical conditions of 100 keV Ge implants. As mentioned before, there
is no difference in final junctions between 10 keV and 30 keV P implants when there is
no Ge present. When Ge is implanted into the silicon in addition to P, the final junction
depths after anneal are evidently very sensitive to the P implant conditions.

Preamorphizing implants

Figure 3 summarizes the results for conditions where the substrate is amorphized by Ge
implantation first, followed by P implantation. Only the P implant condition of 10 keV,
2 x 1015cm~2 was studied. AH samples received the same anneal as the postamorphized
samples described in the preceding section. Qualitatively, Fig. 3 shows that for a given Ge
implant energy, increasing the implanted Gc dose reduces P diffusion. Correspondingly,
for a given Ge implant dose, increasing the Ge implant energy reduces P diffusion. Not
shown in Fig. 3 is the junction depth after anneal for a sample first implanted with Si
at 190 keV to a dose of 3 x 10 ls cm- 2 followed by a P implant at 30 keV to a dose of
2 x 10 l5 cm" 2 . These implant conditions are identical to those for the Si implant shown
in Fig. 1 except for the order of the P and Si implantations. Within experimental error,
the junctions as measured by spreading resistance are the same between the two cases;
however, SIMS profiling shows the higher concentration regions of the P toil to be slightly
( ~ 20nm ) for the case; in which Si minl/mtntion Breredcd P hnplmttatioh,
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Figure 3: Effects of preamorphization on P diffusion.

Comparison between pre- and postamorphizing conditions

Important differences exist between Figs. 1 and 3. For example, based on information
from Fig. 1 alone, one might conclude that 50 keV Ge implants are not effective in reducing P diffusion; however, Fig. 3 shows P diffusion can be reduced dramatically by 50 keV
Ge implants when the Ge implant dose is raised above 3 x 1014 cm" 2 . Comparing results
in Figs. 1 and 3 for the equivalent P implant conditions of 10 keV, 2 x 1015cm"2 , we find
that for the same implanted Ge dose, postamorphization consistently produces shallower
junctions than preamorphization. This is an unexpected result. The as-implanted P profiles are shallower in the case of preamorphizations because of the reduction of channeling.
If the effects of Ge implants on P diffusion are assumed to be the same regardless of the
order of P and Ge implantations, then the preamorphized samples would be expected
to give either the same or shallower junction depths after annealing than the postamorphized samples; our results are contrary to the expectations of this assumption. Pfiester
and Griffin [4] reported in their study that changing the order of B and Ge implantation did not affect results for reduction of oxidation-enhanced diffusion. Our experiments
show that the order of dopant and Gc implantation can be very important. It may be
significant that the B implants used by Pficster and Griffin were nonamorphizing ( 100
keV, 1 x 1013 cm" 2 ) while our P implants amorphize the substrate.
We have also performed TEM examinations and made RBS measurements to investigate differences in the crystalline state that result from prc- and postamorphization
conditions. Discussion of TEM results is deferred to the section on implant damage.
Figure 4 shows the amorphized depths for samples that received 30 keV P implants followed by Ge implants. ( P implanted to a dose of 2 x 1015 cm" 2 at energies of 10 and
30 keV produces amorphized depths of 41 and 70 nm respectively. ) Also shown are
the data of Ozturk et al. [14] from' measurements made on samples implanted with Ge
only. The data for 50 keV Ge implants agree very well between the two studies. With
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Figure 4: Amorphized depths. Samples were postamorphized with Ge, following P implantation at 30 keV to a dose of 2 x 1015 cm" 2 . Also shown are the data of Ozturk et.
al [14] for samples implanted with Ge only.
the exception of the data point for a 100 keV, 3 x 1014 cm" 2 Ge implant, the amorphized
depths measured by Ozturk ei al. lie between the curves generated in this study, as
expected; however the amount of increase in amorphization depths with increased Ge
implant dose seems anomalous, especially for the 150 keV data. Preliminary results for
samples prearaorphized with Ge, or amorphized with Ge only, show amorphization depths
shallower than those shown in Fig. 4. The latter conditions also result in a relatively
weak dependence of amorphization depth on implant dose. This difference between preand postamorphization conditions is still under investigation.

EFFECTS OF Ge IMPLANTATION ON TRANSIENT-ENHANCED DIFFUSION OF
B IMPLANTS
The effectiveness of Ge implantation in reducing transient-enhanced diffusion of implanted
B was also investigated. This part of our study is more limited in scope than the examination of P diffusion.
Fig. 5 shows the effect of Ge preamorphization on a high concentration B implant. The
implant conditions are those specified in the figure. The same 900°C ramped anneal used
in the P diffusion study was performed on these samples. The as-implanted profiles for
cases with and without Ge implants show that the Gc prcamorphization is quite effective
in eliminating B channeling. After annealing, the preamorphized sample shows a slightly
shallower junction than the sample that received no Ge implantation. Simulations with
SUPREM III show that the shallower junction results only because the initial B profile
is shallower in the preamorphized sample, not because of any reduction in transientenhanced diffusion. We have also examined the effect of prcamorphizing with 50 keV Ge
implanted to doses of 3 x 1014 cm" 2 or 1 x 10 l5 cm~ 2 . The 1 x 10 l5 cm~ 2 dose results in
a slight increase in enhanced diffusion. jWe have also found that first recrystallizing the

substrate with a 30 min. anneal at 600cC in Ar does not eliminate transient-enhanced
diffusion. Furthermore, there is no difference in final junction depths when samples are
annealed in an O 2 or Ar ambience.
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Figure 5: Effect of Ge preamorphization on diffusion of a B implant.

DAMAGE AS THE UNDERLYING CAUSE OF DIFFUSION EFFECTS

The basic premise of this work is that residual damage resulting from Ge implantation
is the cause of the reduction in high-concentration P diffusion that has been reported by
Pfiester ti al. [4,5]. Before summarizing the evidence from the present study in favor of
this view, it is first necessary to discuss what the nature of the damage might be and by
what mechanism does it lead to reduced diffusion.
The generation of excess interstitials is responsible for the rapid diffusion of high concentration P and also for oxidation-enhanced diffusion. There are two ways in which
the concentration of excess sclf-interstitials can be suppressed by residual implantation
damage: (1) recombination of interstitials with vacancy-type defects, and (2) absorption of intcrstitials at interstitial-type defects. Ion implantation is expected to produce
both interstitial-type and vacancy-type defects. From studies of samples amorphized by
Si implantation ( utilizing the technique of triple-crystal x-ray diffraction ), Servidori
ei al. [15] found strong evidence that interstitial dislocation loops below the original
amorphous/crystalline interface are extremely efficient sinks for excess intcrstitials. By
first forming the loops by self-amorphization and annealing, then implanting P into the
single-crystal Si, they were able to reduce the transient-enhanced diffusion of P and to
show that this reduction is due to the absorption of interstitials at the dislocation loops.
Much less information about residual vacancy-type defects and their effects on diffusion
have been reported; in part this may be due to the fact that these defects do not image
readily in TEM. In a separate work frojin the one cited previously, Servidori et al. [16]
showed Jhfl&ihcEgJg ft.vnjcanr.y-r.ich layer near tlic wnrfncc in samiilcs mnornhiscd with Si
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and subsequently rccrystallizcd. They also showed dopant diffusion to be affected by the
presence of this layer. More recently, Uedono ei al. [17] detected vacancy-type defects
from B implantation using a variable-energy positron beam technique, but no relation to
dopant diffusion was made.

Evidence from the P diffusion study

The most important inference that can be drawn from the results in Fig. 1 is that
Ge itself is not responsible for the reduction in P diffusion: large doses of Ge can be
present in the same implanted layer as P with no effect, and Si can reduce P diffusion
in the absence of Ge. Another important point worth making is that implanting Si at
190 keV to a dose of 3 x 10l5cm~2 does not amorphize the silicon. RBS analysis shows
that the 190 keV Si implantation docs not change the initial amorphous layer thickness
of 70 nm that results from the 30 keV P implants. In addition, high channeling yields
from the RBS spectrum indicate that the substrate below the amorphized layer is highly
dislocated. These observations support the contention that residual damage from the Si
and Gc implants is responsible for reductions in P diffusion. The differences between prcand postamorphization conditions also support the idea that it is implantation damage,
rather than interactions of Ge with interstitials or P atoms, that is responsible for reduced
diffusion. The location of the Ge with respect to the P is the same in Fig. 3 as it is in Fig.
1 for the 10 keV P implants ( except for the difference in the fraction of the total dose
channeled in the postamorphized case ), yet the diffusion results are different. It is likely
differences in residual damage between pre- and postamorphizations are responsible for
the different diffusion behavior. We discuss preliminary TEM results comparing the two
amorphization conditions in the following subsection.
It is not clear from the dependence of P diffusion on Ge implant conditions whether
the defects responsible are interstitial or vacancy in nature. The trends in these experiments show that higher energies and larger doses lead to more pronounced reduction in P
diffusion. It is known that higher energies and larger doses lead to more interstitial-type
defects at the original amorphous/crystalline interface [14,18]. On the other hand, it is
expected that the amount of vacancy-type defects will increase in the same way. The
much reduced diffusion of the 10 keV P implants compared to 30 keV implants in Fig.
1 is an interesting effect. The work of Servidori et al. [16] showed that the effects of
implant damage on dopant diffusion depend on the location of the dopant with respect
to vacancy-rich or interstitial-rich damage zones. It could be the case that the 10 keV
P implants in Fig. 1 lie within a vacancy-rich layer near the surface while the 30 keV P
implants lie below it; the projected range for the 10 keV implants is ~ 16 nm compared to
~ 36 nm for the 30 keV P implants. Similarly small difference in the location of dopants
led to differences in diffusion behavior in the experiment of Servidori ei al.

Evidence from TEM studies

TEM examinations show two kinds of interstitial-type defects in both pre- and postamorphized samples. The biggest difference between the two arnorphi/.ation conditions
is the proportion of each type of defect in the two cases. In postamorphized samples,
most of the defects are complete ( prismatic ) dislocation loops. These loops grow during
anneal and are able to react with one another. Cross sections show these defects grow
towards the surface and can intersect it, leaving half loops visible. In the preamorphized
samples, most of the defects are stacking fault ( Prank ) loops. Cross sections show these
loops to be confined to layers of a few hundred nm at the original amorphous/crystalline
interface. Comparison with SIMS profiles shows a tendency of P to pile up at either
side of this band of defects. When comparing different implant conditions ( i.e., energy
and dose ) for a given arnorphization method, there appear to be large differences in the
density and extent of the defects; however, the images from TEM do not have a simple
correlation with the diffusion effects observed. This work is still in progress.

Explanation of B diffusion results
Our data demonstrate a distinct difference in the ability of Ge preamorphization to reduce
transient-enhanced diffusion of B compared to high-concentration P diffusion. Little
effectiveness in reducing B junctions was found for the Ge prcamorphization conditions
of 150 keV, 3 x 10 I5 cm~ 2 ( Fig. 5 ). These same Ge implant conditions appear to be
quite effective in reducing diffusion of P implanted at energies of 10 or 30 keV to a dose of
2 x 1015 crn~2. ( Profiles and junction depths for 10 keV implants are shown in Figs. 2 and
3. ) The important question is why transient-enhanced diffusion of B may be reduced
less than high concentration P diffusion, even though both phenomena arc believed to
be caused by the presence of excess self-interstitials. All studies indicate that annealing
of B implants releases a large amount of intcrstitials in the first few seconds of diffusion.
On the other hand, for P diffusion, interstitials arc generated during the entire time of
diffusion. It may simply be the case that interstitials from the B implants are generated
before the internal sinks from Ge implants have time to form. In addition, it should
be recognized that for a given efficiency of interstitial sinks in the bulk, a large enough
concentration of excess self-interstitials will overwhelm these sinks. In view of the short
duration of excess intcrstitials, the large enhancements of B diffusion arc evidence of very
large excess interstitial concentrations. Implantation-induced defects may not be able to
suppress these large concentrations.

CONCLUSION

The experimental results presented in this paper provide sound evidence that residual
damage from Gc implants can substantially reduce excess self-interstitial concentrations.
The fact that these reductions can also be brought about by Si implantation further
confirms the picture of damage acting as a sink for excess inters titials and demonstrates
there is nothing unique about the chemical identity of Ge in this regard. These findings
should go a long way to allaying concerns that previous studies using Ge as a tracer
for Si self-diffusion arc invalid because of some unexpectedly strong interaction between
Ge and native point defects. Our results also show that some of the conclusions drawn
from the small number of experiments of Pfiester et al. [4,5], are not true in general.
For example, that the order of dopant and Ge implantation does not affect dopant diffusion. Other conclusions in their studies may not be generally valid because the effects
of modification of surface point-defect generation by Ge vs. gettering of point defects
by bulk damage were not unarnibiguously separated. In our study, which focused on the
influence of bulk damage on excess interstitials, we have demonstrated that effects on P
diffusion by Ge arnorphization depend on the order of Ge and P implants as well as the
implant parameters ( i.e., energy and dose ) for a given amorphization condition. Our
experiments demonstrate that implant-induced damage alone, without any modification
of point-defect surface reactions by Gc, can greatly reduce excess interstitial concentrations. Creation of the damage responsible for these effects is a. complicated function of
the implant conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Rapid thermal annealed tail regions of shallow junction arsenic implants into silicon
have been investigated. Tail profiles have been produced by an anodic oxidation and stripping
technique after implantation to fluences of 10 to 10 cm and by implanting through a
layer of silicon dioxide. Electrical activation and diffusion have been achieved by rapid
thermal annealing in the temperature range of 800 to 1100 °C. Electrically active defects
remain after annealing. Spreading resistance and deep level transient spectroscopy results arc
presented. The diffusion of the arsenic tail is discussed and compared with currently accepted
models.
INTRODUCTION
Arsenic has been used extensively as an n-type dopant in silicon. Many empirical models
and mechanisms have been proposed for arsenic diffusion in silicon including clustering [16], precipitation [7], concentration enhanced diffusion [4,5], and diffusion by ionized point
defects [8]. As the lateral dimension of VLSI device structures shrink, it becomes necessary
to reduce the junction depth of the device as well. Therefore, a better understanding of the
physical nature and annealing characteristics of the implanted tail region becomes essential.
We define the implant tail as the region beyond the projected range plus the straggle.
A previous study [9] examined the furnace annealing characteristics of high dose arsenic
implants and the associated tail region. The diffusion profile for the tail was found to be
significantly different from the total. Concentration dependent diffusion was proposed as the
mechanism for the enhanced profile motion. Results from anneals above 1050 °C supported
a dcclustcring mechanism and diffusion assisted by a doubly charged vacancy as proposed by
Seidel, et al. [10].
The purpose of the present work is to further investigate the implanted arsenic tail in
silicon after rapid thermal annealing. Electrically active concentration profiles of arsenic in
silicon from bare silicon and through oxide implants are examined. Currently accepted models
for arsenic diffusion in silicon are compared with these results.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

S

Arsenic implanted tails were prepared by two different methods. Both methods were
designed to eliminate the majority of the implant damage to a depth of the projected range
plus the straggle. Doses of 10 . 10 15 , and 10 16 cm"2 were implanted into bare <100> p-typc
silicon. The 10 and 10 cm implants were performed at 50 kcV while the 10 implant
was performed at 100 keV. The high concentration portion of the profile for the above
samples was removed by first anodizing the sample and then stripping in 10% hydrofluoric
acid. After successive strips the tail region of the implantation was all that remained.
Samples were also produced by implanting through a surface oxide. An 80 nm thermal
oxide was grown on <100> n-type silicon samples. Arsenic was implanted into these samples
at fluences of 10 15 and 5 X 10 15 cm' 2 at 140 kcV. The oxide thickness and implant energy
were selected so that the peak of the implant distribution would be within the oxide layer and
the silicon dioxide - silicon interface would be at the projected range plus the straggle. This
was done to keep most of the implant damage within the oxide. After implantation the
thermal oxide was removed by a 10% hydrofluoric acid etch.
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All samples were coated with a layer of spin-on-glass to prevent the evaporation of
arsenic from the surface. Anneals were performed in a Hcatpulsc 210-M rapid thermal
anncalcr for 10 to 300 seconds in the temperature range of 800 to 1100 °C. A nitrogen ambient
was used for all anneals.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Implants into bare silicon
The anneal temperature plays a significant role in the diffusion and annealing
characteristics of the ion implanted samples. Spreading resistance measurements provided the
electrically active concentration profiles of the implanted and annealed samples. At 800 °C
the tails diffused deeper into the original substrate than the total profiles. Fig. la shows
typical profiles for the 10 i 6 cm"2 implants after a 10 second anneal at 800 °C. For anneals
at and above 950 °C the total profile diffuses deeper into the silicon than the tail. This
behavior is shown in Fig. lb for the 10*" cm*2 implants after a 10 second anneal at 1080 °C.
The behavior shown in Fig. 1 was also typical of the high dose furnace annealed samples [9]
and of the 10 cm samples after rapid thermal annealing. These data suggest that before
the total profile can diffuse the implant damage must anneal, whereas the tail diffuses in a
manner consistent with concentration dependent diffusion.
The temperature effect was also studied by deep level capacitance transient spectroscopv
(DLTS). Mesa structure diodes with aluminum contacts were fabricated on the 10 15 and 1 0 °
cm"2 samples. Fig. 2 shows the spectra for the 10 15 cm"2 total profiles after 800 and 1080 °C
anneals for 10 seconds. A third defect appears in the spectrum after the 1080 °C anneal. The
tail profile created from the 10 15 cm"2 implant exhibited the same defect characteristics as
the total profile.
Table I lists the energy levels and defect concentrations derived from the spectra for the
1 0 ^ cm"2 tail and total profile samples. Hautojarvi et al. [14] report a large number of
vacancies throughout the arsenic distribution and beyond after implantation. As can be seen,
the defects that appear at 1080 °C are arsenic and vacancy related. The defects present after
the 800 °C anneal are not identifiable, but are probably related to vacancies since there arc
many vacancies present after implantation. These results are consistent with a dcclustering
mechanism with vacancies being released above 1050 °C as suggested by Scidel et al. [10].
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TABLE I. Results from DLTS study of rapid thermal annealed 1015 cm*2
implanted samples. Study conditions are defined in Fig. 2.
SAMPLE

•«

DEFECT
CONCENTRATION

COMMENTS

800/1E15

TAIL
TOTAL
1080/1E15
TAIL

TOTAL

0.06
0.28

eV
eV
0.04 eV
0.29 eV

1 .4E12 cm-3
1 .1E12 cm-3

Unknoun
Unknown

5 .2E11 om-3
1 .0E12 cm-3

Unknown
Unknown

0.08 eV
0.32 eV
0.35 eV

1. 7E12 cm-3
1. 1E12 cm-3
1. 8E12 cm-3

Unknown (Harris [11])
As related (Troxell [12])
Vacancy complex (Song et al. [13])

eV
eV
eV

1. 0E12 cm-3
1. 2E12 cin-3
2.3E12 cm-3

0.06
0.24
0.32

- Unknown
Doubly Charged V-V(Troxell [12])
As related (Troxell [12])

The lO1^ cm' 2 tail and total profile samples were studied in the same manner. As above,
a peak appeared at the high temperature end of the spectra after the 1080 °C anneal. These
defects are arsenic or vacancy related.
Electrical activation is dependent upon anneal temperature, anneal time, and implant
dose. For the 1 0 ^ cm"2 and above implants electrical activation and diffusion increases with
annealing temperature, as shown in Fig. 3. A study of electrical activation and diffusion
during 950 °C anneals for times between 10 and 300 seconds was conducted. Results from
the 300 second anneal of the total profiles For all doses are presented in Fig. 4. This figure
shows that the electrical activation is both dependent upon anneal time and implant dose.
When the implant dose exceeds the reported solid solubility limit, as in the case of the 10 J 6
cm"2 implant [15], diffusion and electrical activation are concentration dependent with the
electrically active profile being driven into the substrate by the high peak concentration.
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Fig. 3: Spreading resistance profiles for the Fig. 4:Spreading resistance profiles for samples
lQi4 cm"2 (open) and the 10 15 cm"2
annealed for 300 seconds at 950 °C.
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seconds at 800 °C (circles) and 1080
10 16 cm"2. The 10 16 cm"2 implant
°C (boxes). Diffusion is not observed
exceeds the solid solubility limit for
for the 1 0 ^ cm' 2 samples.
arsenic in silicon.

Very little diffusion-was observed for the 10 ^ cm"2 implant. There arc two possible
reasons for the small amount of electrical activation and diffusion. First, this low dose
implant does not exceed the reported solid solubility limit [15] for the temperature range
studied and therefore may diffuse with a diffusivity that is independent of concentration.
Alternatively, since the dose is below that needed to form a continuous amorphous layer, it is
possible that solid phase epitaxial growth does not occur. Solid phase cxpitaxy could account
for the difference in profiles above the 10 ^ cm concentration.
Through oxide implants
Spreading resistance measurements were also performed on silicon samples implanted
through an 80 nm silicon dioxide layer and rapid thermal annealed. Results for 10 second
anneals are shown in Fig. 5. For the 10 cm samples a decrease in the electrical activation
is observed for anneals above 800 °C. In the case of the 5 X 10 ^ cm implant, the electrical
activation is about the same for the 800 and 950 °C anneals and increases at 1080 °C.
Recoil implanted oxygen is known to exist in the silicon substrate after implantation [16].
Oxygen concentrations greater than 10 " cm"' have been calculated in the substrate near the
interface, decaying exponentially with depth. The data in Fig. 5 suggest that this recoil
implanted oxygen plays a role in the annealing characteristics for the above implants. It has
been suggested [17] that the arsenic complexes with the recoiled oxygen and becomes
electrically inactive.
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The results for the two different implantation doses differ. Implantating at 5 X 10 1 5
cm* produces a layer above the reported solid solubility limit [15]. Therefore excess arsenic
drives the diffusion, while clustering and solid phase epitaxy also occur. For the low dose case
solid solubility is not exceeded and the recoil implanted oxygen plays a greater role.
2

CONCLUSIONS
A complete model of ion implanted arsenic diffusion in silicon must incorporate many
effects. These effects include damage annealing, clustering, point defect intersictions, and
concentration dependence. Our results suggest that clustering or precipitation in the damaged
surface region slow the movement of the total profile up to 900 °C. The diffusion of the tail
and 950 °C and above total profile suggest concentration dependent diffusion. Our results also
support a declusteririg mechanism for anneals above 1080 °C. When arsenic is implanted
through an oxide the recoil implanted oxygen tends to complex with the arsenic, effecting its
diffusion and electrical activation.
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EFFECT OF RECOIL IMPLANTATION OF OXYGEN
ON BORON ENHANCED DIFFUSION IN SILICON
D.Fan and R.J.Jaccodine
Sherman Fairchild Center for Solid State Studies, Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, PA 18015
In device fabrication, dopants are frequently implanted into silicon through silicon
dioxide masks. A consequence of this technique is the co-implantation of recoiled
oxygen into the substrate. This study investigates the effect of recoiled oxygen on
the widely observed transient enhanced boron diffusion. Comparison of the
spreading resistance profiles of annealed through-oxide and directly implanted
samples reveals that transient enhanced diffusion of boron can be suppressed by
the former process. Continued annealing of the through-oxide implanted silicon
recovers the enhanced diffusion of boron. This behavior is believed to be due to
precipitation of recoiled oxygen. The mechanisms leading to the above
observations are discussed and transmission electron microscopy support
presented.
INTRODUCTION
Annealing boron-implanted silicon results in transient enhanced boron
diffusion in the tail region. This diffusion tail creates difficulties in shallow junction
fabrication for scaled-down devices. Progress has been made toward
understanding the mechanism leading to the anomalous diffusion effect. Though
still controversial, it is generally agreed that boron diffusion is enhanced by the
interaction with excess silicon interstitials released from the implantation damage
during annealing[1,2].
The study of transient enhanced diffusion of boron has been limited to the
case of direct implantation of boron. Standard process steps however frequently
involve implantation of dopants into silicon through a surface layer of oxide. This
inevitably results in a large amount of knock-on oxygen incorporated in the silicon
substrate along with the expected implantation-induced damage[3]. These oxygen
atoms could greatly effect boron enhanced diffusion. On one hand, precipitation of
the supersaturated oxygen would emit extra silicon interstitials and further enhance
boron diffusion. On the other hand, interaction between silicon interstitials and
oxygen, as was suggested for the trapping of carbon interstitials at interstitial
oxygen sites[4], could suppress the enhanced diffusion of boron. In this paper, the
possible effects will be investigated by comparing the annealing characteristics
between silicon directly and through-oxide implanted with boron. It will be shown
that oxygen does play an import roie in effecting the diffusion of ion-implanted
boron.

EXPERIMENTAL
N-type <100> oriented, 20 ohm-cm, FZ silicon was used in this study. Half of
the wafers were thermally oxidized to grow 870A surface oxides. All the wafers
were then implanted with boron at 25keV to 3X10 1 5 cnr 2 - The implant creates a

dopant distribution which peaks at a depth of about 870A in both the throughoxide implanted and directly implanted silicon. For comparison purposes, the
oxidized wafers were stripped and the non-oxidized wafers etched down, by
anodically oxidizing and oxide stripping, to a depth of 870A. All the processed
wafers were capped with spin-on-glass before annealing.
The anneals were carried out using both furnace and rapid thermal annealers
at 800 to 1000°C for various times. Diffusion profiles were determined from
spreading resistance measurements. The estimation of the as-implanted tail profile
was also obtained by measuring the spreading resistance profile after 800°C
annealing of a 1500A surface etched silicon(non-oxidized). The nearly
damage-free tail region of the implant would result in little movement of the tail, as
will be seen in Fig,1. Excellent agreement between secondary ion mass
spectrometry and spreading resistance profiles has been demonstrated
previously[5]. Defect structures of selected specimens after annealing of the
implanted region were studied by plan-view transmission electron microscopy
(TEM).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Fig.1 shows the spreading resistance profiles for the 1500A surface etched
silicon after 800°C anneals for various times. Profiles were plotted down to the
junctions. As was similarly demonstrated in a previous paper[5], the 1500A surface
etching removes the majority of the implantation damage, resulting in negligible
boron diffusion during annealing. The nearly invariant profiles/junctions therefore
correspond to the initial profile of the implant.
10"
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"10"

Fig.1. Spreading resistance profiles of a 1500A
etched boron-implanted sample annealed at
80CK>C for various times. Results for an
annealed, unetched sample are shown for
comparison. Transient-enhanced diffusion
is eliminated by etching away the implantation-damaged region.
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Fig.2a shows the spreading resistance profiles for the 870A surface etched
silicon after 800, 900, and 1000°C anneals. The annealing times were chosen
approximately corresponding to the enhanced diffusion transients reported in the
literatures[0,7]. Apparently, 87t»A surface etching dees not remove all the
implantation damage, permitting enhanced diffusion in the remaining silicon
substrate during subsequent annealing. The arrow indicates the initial junction
obtained from Fig.1. The corresponding diffusion profiles for the annealed
through-oxide implanted silicon are shown in Fig.2b. It is clearly seen that the
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Fig.2. Spreading resistance profiles of samples a)directly implanted with bororvand etched to 870A,
and b)implanted with boron through 870A oxide, after annealing at 800,900, and 1000°C for times
approximately corresponding to the boron enhanced diffusion transient. Implantation-damage
enhanced diffusion is clearly suppressed in the through-oxide implanted silicon.

widely observed transient enhanced diffusion of ion-implanted boron is markedly
reduced in the case of implantation through oxide. The result also indicates that not
only annealing of implantation damage but also possible oxygen precipitation have
been ineffective in enhancing boron diffusion.
Fig.3 compares the plan-view TEM micrographs of the directly and
through-oxide implanted silicon samples rapid thermal annealed at 1000°C for 10
seconds. The direct implanted samples, Fig.3a, shows scattered elongated
dislocations/dipoies which have been previously associated with the annealing of
rod-like defects during and after transient-enhanced diffusion of boron[8]. Fig.3b,
however, shows that annealing of through-oxide implanted silicon result in a high

Fig.3. Plan-view transmission electron micrographs of samples a)directly implanted and etched, and
b)through-oxide implanted, after rapid thermal annealing at 100CK>C for 10 seconds. Dislocation
density is much higher in the through-oxide implanted silicon.

density of irregularly shaped dislocation loops and stacking faults. These defects
have been identified as "interstitial" type. We believe the highly dense dislocations
are a result of rapid condensation of excess silicon interstitials released during
annealing of implantation damage. This condensation of silicon intertstitials is
probably initiated due to the relaxation of localized stress, induced by either
oxygen or oxygen clusters. By correlating the TEM observation with the spreading
resistance diffusion profiles, it is proposed that the suppression of boron enhanced
diffusion in the through-oxide implanted silicon is due to the formation of the high
density dislocation loops, limiting the interactions between boron and silicon
interstitials. Additional studies currently underway will clarify the early stage
mechanisms leading to the formation of the highly dense dislocation loops.
The fact that precipitation of oxygen, which normally would enhance boron
diffusion by emitting silicon interstitials, seems ineffective during annealing of the
through-oxide implanted silicon is of interest. In fact, the following results show that
an enhanced diffusion of boron, which we attribute to oxygen precipitation, does
occur after an incubation period. Fig.4 compares the 1000°C isothermal annealing
profiles for directly and through-oxide implanted silicon. In Fig.4a, the implantation
damage-enhanced diffusion of boron occurs within the initial 10 seconds rapid
thermal anneal or shorter, after which the diffusion is normally slow. In contrast, in
the through-oxide implanted silicon, as seen in Fig.4b, the initial
damage-enhanced diffusion is suppressed for a certain period of time after which,
pronounced diffusion of boron is again observed. The effective first order diffusivity
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Fig.4. Spreading resistance profiles after 1000°C isothermal anneals of samples a)directly implanted
and etched, and b)through-oxide implanted. The diffusion is normally slow in the directly implanted
silicon after annealing beyond enhanced diffusion transient (approximated by 10 seconds). Note that
in the through-oxide implanted silicon enhanced diffusion of boron is initially suppressed.

for the through-oxide implant, annealed after the incubation period, is ten times
greater than that of boron directly implanted, annealed after the enhanced diffusion
transient (approximated by 10 seconds). This is shown in Fig.5. The time scale is
much greater for the enhanced diffusion afterward in the through-oxide implanted
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Fig.5. Diffusivities of a)directly implanted and b)through-oxide implanted boron obtained from Fig.4
using first order approximation. The abrupt increase in diffusivity for boron in the through-oxide
implanted samples, after 4-5 minutes anneal at 1000<>C, is about ten times greater than the normal
diffusivity obtained in the directly implanted silicon after annealing beyond the enhanced diffusion
transient.

silicon than for the implantation damage-enhanced diffusion in the directly
implanted silicon. The diffusion after incubation period is therefore unlikely a result
of re-emissiort of the initially trapped implantation damage-released silicon
interstitials. We attribute this enhanced diffusion to the emission of silicon
interstitials from oxygen precipitation.
It has been reported that during annealing of oxygen-containing silicon at
elevated temperatures, an incubation period for oxygen precipitation nucleation
exists[9]. This observation has been explained by the exigent volume effect, in
which the nucleation of precipitates is retarded in a homogenized silicon until
small-sized dislocations form by accumulation of silicon interstitials[10]. The model
is not applicable to the present case since high-density dislocation loops, which
certainly provide heterogeneous nucleation sites for oxygen precipitation, already
exist shortly after the annealing begins. We believe that, in the through-oxide
implanted silicon, the ineffectiveness of oxygen precipitation in enhancing boron
diffusion is mainly caused by the trapping effects of the high density dislocations.
For instance, silicon interstitials emitted from oxygen precipitates, that are
nucleated at the dislocations, can be trapped by the dislocations. A more plausible
explanation is the trapping of oxygen atoms at the dislocation sites where the
nucieation of oxygen precipitates is even suppressed. The onset of the oxygen
precipitation-enhanced diffusion would then imply saturation of trapped species.
Detailed mechanism can not be provided at the present time; however, our most
recent study[11] indicates that the process leading to the onset of the oxygen
precipitation-enhanced diffusion of boron possesses an activation energy of about
2.4eV, implying that diffusion of oxyjgen is involved. This seems to support the
above postulations for enhanced diffusion incubation, where migration of recoiled
oxygen to the dislocation is a necessity.

SUMMARY
We have shown that implantation damage-enhanced boron diffusion can be
suppressed when implanting boron through an oxide. Oxygen precipitation-enhanced boron diffusion, having much higher diffusivity, exhibits a long
incubation period. The incubation for the oxygen precipitation-enhanced diffusion
in the through-oxide implanted silicon is attributed to dislocation trapping effects.
The onset of the precipitation-enhanced diffusion probably indicates saturation of
dislocation trapping capabilities in a complex manner.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DAMAGE IN BORON-IMPLANTED
SILICON
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CANTONI
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ABSTRACT
We have performed a systematic investigation of boron implantation at 30
keV into <100> n-type silicon in the 77 -300 K temperature range and mostly at
9x10 xs cm" 2 fluence. The analyses have been performed with ion channeling and
cross sectional transmission electron microscopy both in as-implanted samples
and in samples annealed in vacuum furnace at 500 "C and 850 "C for 30 min. We
confirm the impossibility of amorphization at room temperature and the
presence of residual damage mainly located at the boron projected range. On
the contrary, a continuous amorphous layer can be obtained for implants at 77
K and 193 K; the thickness of the implanted layer is increased by lowering the
temperature, at the same time the amorphous-crystalline interface becomes
sharper. Sheet resistance measurements performed after isochronal annealing
shows an apparent reverse annealing of the dopant only in the sample implanted
at 273 K. The striking differences between light and heavy ions observed at
room temperature implantation disappears at 77 K and full recovery with no
residual damage of the amorphous layer is observed.

INTRODUCTION
Boron is the only used p-type dopant in silicon device technology and it
is generally introduced in the crystal by ion implantation. In current Very
Large Scale Integration devices, where, less than 5000 A shallow junctions are
needed, the implanting energies are below 50 keV and for practical reasons the
sample is held at room temperature. Experimental investigations show that the
amorphization threshold [1] lies, at room temperature, around 1016> cm" a , the
maximum concentration being well above the boron solid solubility limit [2].
Moreover in this energy range significant channeling tails [3] are present.
The electrical activation of the boron atoms, together with the recovery
of the defects occurs at temperatures as high as 800 °C, several hundred degrees higher than the temperature needed to reach the same results after
heavier atom (arsenic or phosphorus) implantation.
Reverse annealing [4-6] of the electrically active boron atoms has been
observed in silicon samples implanted at room temperature. Various mechanisms
have been proposed to explain this phenomenon; some of them assume the formation of boron-silicon compounds, others of boron-defect (vacancy or interstitial silicon) complexes.
The presence of an amorphous layer seems to be mandatory in order to
achieve a full electrical activation with a low temperature process. The amorphous layer can be obtained by using a pre-amorphization technique either with
heavy atoms as Si, Ge, Sn etc.
or by using molecular ions as for instance
BF 2 , BF, BF 3 etc. A possibility to obtain amorphous layer directly with light
ions is to use low temperature implantation.
The purpose of this paper is to characterize silicon layers implanted
with 30 keV boron ions at 77 K and to compare defect recovery and electrical
activation behaviour with those of samples implanted at 193 K and 273 K.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Czochralski-grown, <100> oriented, n-type, 10-15 ohm cm resistivity
silicon crystals were used for the experiments. The " B was implanted at 30
keV with a fluence of 9X101"1* cm"2. All the implants were performed with a current density of 10~ v A/cm1'; and the targets were tilted 8 degrees off the
normal incidence. Samples implanted at liquid nitrogen, dry ice and ice temperatures are referred to as 77 K, 193 K and 273 K, respectively, though a
modest heating (not higher than 5 °C) can occur due to the combined effect of
poor thermal coupling and of the impinging power. After implantation the
samples were furnace annealed for 30 min in the 400 - 1000 "C temperature
range.
The electrical activity of the annealed samples were measured by four
point probe resistivity measurements. 1 MeV ''He' backscattering in channeling
conditions [7], with the detector at 130 degrees out of normal, was used to
follow the
ainorphization-crystallization
phenomena.
The
corresponding
microstructure as a function of the depth were examined using cross section
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with a Philips EM400T microscope
operating at 100 kV. i n B concentration was checked with 71 B(p,*He) H Be nuclear
reaction [7].

RESULTS
Fig. 1 shows the sheet resistance values measured on samples implanted
with 9xl0 a B cm" 2 fluence and after 30 min isochronal annealing at various temperatures. While the 77 K implanted sample reaches the lowest sheet resistance
value after 500 °C and remains almost constant, the 273 K sample has a peak
around 600 °C. It is worth noting that the 77 K samples reach a sheet resistance lower than the others.
Fig. 2 shows the backscattering spectra in <100> channeling condition obtained from samples implanted at three different temperatures at 9x101Ji cm" 2
fluence. An amorphous layer having a thickness of 1700 A at 77 K and 1400 A at
193 K is clearly identified. At the contrary the implantation at 273 K shows
only a peak localized at the boron projected range. The back edge of the amorphous peak of the sample implanted at 77 K, is much sharper than the back edge
obtained after 193 K implant.
Furnace annealing at 500 "C for 30 min produces a complete recovery of
the damage in the 77 K implanted sample and has almost no effect in the 273 K
sample. The sample implanted at 193 K shows, in the region of the original
amorphous peak back edge a well defined peak due to residual disorder.
Treatment at higher temperature, 850 "C 30 min, produces defect coalescence and increases , in the samples implanted at 193 K and 273 K, the dechanneling efficiency. The high temperature annealing has no effect on the 77 K
implanted sample.
TEM observations on cross-sectioned samples of the three as-implanted
specimens and the respective low- and high-temperature furnace treatments
were performed. In Figs. 3a,b,c, three micrographs taken on the as-implanted
samples are reported.
The 273 K as-implanted specimen (Fig. 3a) exhibits the presence of a 1000
A thick
damaged region centred around a depth of about 1000 A, whereas the
193 K and the 77 K as-implanted specimens show amorphous layers which extend
from the surface to a depth of 1250 A and 1500 A respectively (Figs. 3b and
c).
According to ion channeling measurements,
the roughness
of
the
amorphous-crystalline interface is quite different in the two amorphised
samples. The 193 K implanted specimen shows a rough and wavy interface fol-

lowed by a 450 A thick tail of clusters of point defects which, according to
their depth position, can be identified as clusters of interstitial type (Fig.
3b).
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Fig. 1 Sheet resistance measurements performed on samples implanted at
and 273 K. Isochronal heath treatment for 30 min were performed.

77 K

Fig. 2. Backscattering spectra obtained in channeling conditions in samples
implanted at 77 K, 193 K and 273 K.

The same band of defects, below a very smooth interface, is detected in
the 77K implanted sample, but in this specimen their number density and extension in depth (about 250 A) is smaller than in the previous case (Fig. 3c).
Furnace annealing at 500 "C for 30min does not produce an observable
variation of the defective band detected on the 273 K implanted specimen (Fig.
4a).
The same thermal treatment performed on the 193 K implanted sample, accomplishes a complete recrystallization of the amorphous layer, but some dislocations in the regrown crystallized
film are detected. These extended
defects
are created when the advancing and recrystallizing amorphouscrystalline growth front intersects a small crystallite embedded in the amorphous region. The dimensions of the clusters of point defects beyond the
regrown layer is apparently increased by this annealing (Fig. 4b). These
clusters
are also detected in the low temperature annealed sample implanted
at 77 K, but in this case the regrown crystallized layer is defect free (Fig.
4c).
In Figs. 5a,b,c, we report the results of the TEM analysis performed on
the three high temperature annealed samples. The effect of this thermal treatment on the 273 K implanted specimen is to condense the defects present in the
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high stressed layer detected in the low temperature annealed sample; large
dislocation loops at the deeper side of this band are visible (Fig. !ia). In
the 77 K implanted specimen this high temperature annealing is able to induce
a complete recovery of the displacement damage (Fig. 5c), whereas the 193 K
implanted sample still shows extended defects in and beyond the regrown crystalline film (Fig. 5b) .

Fig. 3: [110] cross-section weak beam dark field images (g,5g), g=[lll]
of the three as-implanted specimens; a ) , b) and c) refer to samples implanted
at 273 K, 193 K and 77 K respectively. The arrow marks the surfaces of the
three specimen.

Fig. 4: [110] cross-section weak beam dark field images (g,3g) g=[220] of
the same specimens shown in Fig. 3 and annealed at 500 "C for 30 min. The arrow marks the surfaces of the three specimen.

O

o
Fig. 5: [110] cross-section weak beam dark field images (g,5g) g=[lll] of
the same specimens shown in Fig. 3 and annealed at 850 "c for 30 min. The arrow marks the surfaces of the three specimens.

In these amorphized samples starting at a distance of 600 A from the
surface, a band of small coherent precipitates of a SiB,« phase is also
detected. The precipitation phenomenon is qualitatively explained by the high
boron concentration present in the regrown layer which, at this temperature,
is well above the value of the solid solubility of this element in silicon.
^
A few diodes have been fabricated using n-type <100> floating zone
f material with a 3000 ohm cm resistivity. The implantation was carried out at
77 K at 2x10Xii cm""* fluence. Furnace annealing was performed at 550 "C for 30
min. The back contact was made by an aluminum evaporated film. In reverse bias
condition, the current-voltage characteristics present a sharp increase around
90 V where the total depletion of the wafer occurs. At 80 V the reverse current density is around 100 - 200 nA/cm^, almost the same as observed on diodes
obtained with arsenic implantation.
Similar diodes, made with 273 K implantation, present reverse I-V
characteristics three order of magnitude higher, even after 800 "C annealing.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Most of the experiments have been performed using high dose ion implantation to elucidate the role of the temperature on the residual damage. The
backscattering spectra as well as the TEM cross sections indicate that an
amorphous layer can be obtained only by implanting at low temperatures and
moreover the quantity of the defects at the amorphous-crystalline interface
strongly depends upon the temperature. Implantation at 193 K produces an amorphous layer but a very poor crystalline-amorphous interface which strongly affect the quality of the regrown layer.
The amorphization phenomena cannot be explained with the nuclear interactions alone, and the implanting temperature plays a fundamental role. It allows diffusion and recombination of the defects (8) and also a more effective
quenching of the thermal spike (9).
The quality of the amorphous layer strongly affects the electrical
properties of the layer. The two curves in Fig. 1 show a completely different
behaviour for the two samples implanted at 273 and 77 K, The fact that the 77
K sample completely recovers after 500 "C 30 min treatment indicates that the
"reverse annealing" of boron is a result of the interactions of the dopant
and the defects created during ion implantation and not an intrinsic property
of the B-Si system. The 77 K implanted sample shows also a slight increase in
sheet resistance at temperatures around 600 - 700 "C, which is probably due to
the small concentration of the defects present. This point however needs to be
clarified. Further annealing, above 800 °C, produces a decrease in the resistance and it is probably due to diffusion of boron in single crystal silicon.
At low temperatures, when boron redistribution does not occour, the value of
the sheet resistance is consistent with an active dopant concentration of the
order of 3xl02° cm" 3 , a concentration well above the solid solubility limit.
Since the atomic boron concentration is around 1 0 a i cm" 3 , at high temperatures
precipitates are present, most likely r'-ie to SiB,. complexes. Similar experiments [10] performed at room temperature by implanting boron in silicon
preamorphized samples show an increase in sheet resistance after annealing at
temperatures higher than 800 °C. The behaviour observed in our samples is
quite different, but similar to laser-annealed samples. The high value for the
solid solubility is due to the non-equilibrium processes occurring during the
amorphous-crystalline transformation. The low temperatures involved, of the
order of 500 °C, do not allow the whole distribution and precipitation of
i boron. Similar results have been obtained [10] by room temperature boron implantation in preamorphized silicon.
In conclusion we have shown that low temperature implantation can
produce amorphous layers at doses lower than the ones necessary at higher temperatures and this affects the crystalline quality of the regrown layer.
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Moreover the amorphous crystalline interface is sharper at lower temperatures.
Full recovery is obtained in the samples implanted at 77K after 500 "C temperature annealing; much higher temperatures are needed after 273 K temperature implantation. At 273 K a band of defects is always present.
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Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation for Impurity Gettering in Silicon
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Abstract
We have utilized plasma immersion ion implantation (PHI) to demonstrate effective
gettering of metallic impurities in silicon wafers. Metallic impurities such as Ni, Cu or Au
were intentionally diffused into Si as marker impurities. The Ar or Ne atoms were ionized in an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma chamber. The ions were accelerated
by a negative voltage applied to the wafer and implanted into the wafer. The as-implanted
saturation dose can be as high as 5xl016cm~2. After an annealing step at 1000°C for 1 hour
in a N2 ambient, the retained doses and the amount of gettered impurities were measured >
with Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS). With a retained Ar dose in 10I5cm~2
range after annealing, the gettered Ni, Cu and Au were 3.0xl014cm"2, 3.0xlQ14cm~2 and
4.4xl013cm~2 respectively.
INTRODUCTION
A new ion implantation technique for surface modification, the plasma immersion ion
implantation, (PIII) has recently been demonstrated [1-2]. In this technique, the substrate
is exposed to a plasma containing the ions to be implanted. A high negative voltage
applied to the substrate holder accelerates the ions towards the substrate. Using an electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma, PHI systems are capable of providing extremely high
dose rate for implantation. Since the ion energy is controlled by the applied voltage, very
low energy ion implantation or deposition are possible as well [3-4]. In this paper, we
demonstrate that PIII can be used to getter metallic impurities in silicon. It is well-known
that implantation of various ions, such as Ar and Ne, can form gettering centers in silicon i
[5]. This backside gettering technique is costly with conventional ion implanters because
of the high dose needed. However, the simplicity and high dose rate capability of Pin (
makes this gettering step an attractive process.

Pin SYSTEM
The schematic of our experimental PIII system is shown in Figure 1, which consists of an
electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma source, an implantation chamber, a high voltage power supply, charge and voltage measurement circuits, and diagnostic apparatus.
A. ECR plasma chamber
The plasma chamber was pumped to a base pressure of about 10~7 Torr. Working gas was
then fed into the chamber through a gas pressure controller. A constant pressure at 10~3
Torr range was maintained during operation. The plasma was excited by 2.45 GHz
microwave at the ECR condition. A magnetic field at about 800 Gauss for the resonance
was generated by two water cooled coils surrounding the vessel. The output of a
microwave generator (not shown in the figure) v/as controlled by adjusting the magnetron
current and guided into the ECR chamber through a quartz window. Two bolometers were
used to monitor the forward and reflected microwave power from the generator. A Lang-

muir probe for measuring ion density, an optical emission spectrometer for detecting
excited gas species and a standing wave power meter for checking tuning condition were
connected to the system. With a microwave power of 700 watts and an Ar gas pressure
of 10"3 Torr, the ion density inside the ECR chamber was l-5xl0l2cm~3. In the implantation chamber, an ion density of 10ncnV2 was detected.
-Pulsed high voltage
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Figure 1.

Schematic of the PIII set-up in this study.

B. Pulsed voltage ion implantation
A pulse generator delivers negative voltage pulses to the wafer holder, which accelerates
the positive ions towards the wafer. The negative voltage pulses were created by
discharging a storage capacitor through a spark gap. The firing of the spark gap was controlled by a triggering signal. The gap was flushed by dry N2 for stable performance during operation. Since the voltage on the wafer holder decreases as the charge is gradually
neutralized by the implanted ions, the ion energy is not mono-energetic. The average
potential that the ions experience is about one half of the peak potential. In addition,
charge transfer effect in the plasma during acceleration will further reduce the effective
implantation energy [6]. A current monitor placed between the high voltage pulse generator and the implantation chamber senses the current flow through the wafer holder. Its
output is fed to an integrator to obtain the charge as a function of time. Shown in Figure
2(a) is the equivalent circuit of the charge measurement circuitry. Figure 2(b) is a typical
charge output obtained with a storage capacitance of 500 pF charged to -38 kV at an Ar
gas pressure of 10~3 Torr. The corresponding wafer voltage shown in Figure 2(c) was
measured by an oscilloscope through a 1-to-1000 reduction resistor. The duration of each
implant pulse is about 1 usec. The measured total charge per pulse is about 17u.C, which
is close to the total charge stored in the capacitor (19u.C). The accumulated charge
divided by wafer holder area and electron charge will give an estimated dose. Due to
secondary electron emission and other losses discussed later in this paper, the actual
implanted dose can be much less then the estimated dose. Nevertheless, the estimated dose
can be treated as an upper-limit dose, which is useful for dose dependence studies. With
pulse mode operation, the time-average ion current is proportional to the pulse rate. The
maximum pulse rate of our experimental set-up is 30Hz.
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measurement circuitry. It measures the charge
that flows through the wafer holder as a function of time, (b) A typical output showing the
charge as a function of time during the pulsed
implant process. The duration of each implant
pulse is about within 1 jxsec. (c) The wafer
voltage decay during a single pulse process
measured by an oscilloscope through a 1-to1000 reduction resistor.
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C. DC voltage ion implantation
Instead of using pulsed voltage, an alternative approach for PIII is to apply a negative DC
potential directly to the wafer holder. In this configuration, the charge rate was measured
by a current meter. The dose was simply controlled by the implantation time. In this way,
extremely high implantation dose can be achieved in a time period of seconds. To prevent
excessive wafer heating by high current obtained in DC operation mode, the ion flux has
to be reduced by lowering the microwave power to = 70 Watts.
GETTERING RESULTS
For the implant gettering experiments, p-type CZ silicon wafers with (100) orientation and
resistivity of 15 ohm-cm were used. Ar or Ne was used for the gettering implant, while
Ni, Cu or Au were chosen as the marker impurities. The metallic impurity was first evaporated on the backsides of the wafers and then diffused into the wafers at 1000°C for 1
hour. After surface cleaning, the surface of the wafers were subjected to ion implantation
with PIII at a negative voltage of 20-40 kV, gas pressure of about 10~3 Torr, and a
microwave power of 700 watts. The gettering thermal annealing was performed at 1000°C
for 1 hour in a N2 ambient. The implanted dose and the amount of gettered metallic
atoms were measured with Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS).
A. Pulsed PIII gettering
Two RBS spectra of Au doped wafers with and without the Ar implantation are shown in
Figures 3(a) and 3(b). The gettering effect of Au at the silicon surface due to PHI is evident. No gettered Au could be measured by RBS without the Ar implant, while a layer of
Au atoms with areal density of 4.4xlO13 cm"2 was found after an Ar implant with a
retained dose of l.lxl015cm~2 after annealing. The Ar to gettered Au ratio was about 25.
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RBS spectra of Au-doped Si wafers, (a) without implant; (b) with Ar
implant at a dose of l.lxl015cm~2 and peak voltage of -38 kV. The amount
of gettered Au is 4.4xl013cm~2. The positions of surface peaks for Ar and
Au are marked in the figure. The portion of the spectra containing Ar and
Au peaks are magnified 50 times, (c) with Ar implant in DC configuration
at a dose of 3.3xl015cnT2. The applied DC voltage was -40 kV. The amount
of gettered Au is 6.2x1013cm~2. The positions of surface peaks for Ar and
An are marked in the figure. The portion of the spectra containing Ar and
Au peaks are magnified 40 times.

In Table 1, we summarize the amount of gettered impurities by PHI of Ar and Ne.
No marker metallic impurities were detected by RBS in the non-implanted samples. More
efficient gettering was found for Ni and Cu impurities, probably due to the larger
diffusivities of these metals in silicon. The Ne doses cannot be measured by RBS due to
its light mass. However, the gettering of Au is still obvious by comparing samples with
and without implantation. From the RBS spectra, the Ar profile was found to peak at
about 200 A below the silicon surface. It should be mentioned that some control silicon
wafers without metallic diffusion were also implanted with Ar PIII and analyzed with
RBS. No measurable marker impurities were detected in these control wafers after identical annealing conditions.
B. DC PIK Gettering
Impurity gettering was also achieved with PIII in the DC operation mode. Figure 3(c)
shows the RBS spectrum of an Ar implanted sample with the wafer holder kept at -40 kV
DC during implantation. After annealing at 1000°C for 1 hour, the retained Ar dose was
3.3xI015cm"2 and the areal density of gettered Au was 6.2xl013cm~2.

TABLE I. Amount of gettercd impurities with PHI of Ar and Ne. AH samples were annealed at 1000°C for 1 hour in N 2 ambient after PHI.
Retained implant dose (cm 2)

Amount of gcltcrcd impurity (cm"2)

Ar l.lxlO 1 5 (pulse)
Ar 1.2xlO15 (pulse)

Au 4.4xlO13
Ni 3.0xl0 14

Ar 2.4xlO15 (pulse)
Nc4.7xlO 1 6 * (pulse)

Cu 3.0xl0 14
Au 4.5xlO13

Ar 3.3xlO15 (DC)

Au 6.2x1013

No implant

Gettering not detected by RBS

*Estimated from the total number of discharge pulses and the amount of charge per pulse. The
retained dose is much less as discussed in text.
DISCUSSIONS
It was found that the as-implanted Ar is only a fraction of the measured charge thai Hows
through the wafer holder. For example, with measured charge of 8xlO15 unit charge per
cm2 for pulsed mode operation at -20kV, the as-implanted Ar dose is only 1.2xl015cm~2.
Similar results have been reported by Tendys, et al [2]. This discrepancy can be due to
that secondary electron emission from the negatively biased substrate and the implanted Ar
ions may have multiple ionization states. In addition, surface sputtering and Ar outdiffusion will remove part of the implanted Ar from the substrate. We also found that the
as-implanted Ar dose shows saturation as the amount of total charge increases. By
increasing the wafer holder voltage from -20 kV to -38 kV, an increase of Ar saturation
dose was observed. Evidently the deeper implantation of higher energy ions suppressed the
out-diffusion effect and reduced the percentage of shallow implants which was removed
by sputtering.
We noticed that for most gettering samples the retained doses after thermal annealing
at 1000°C for 1 hour is in the low 1015 range in spite of very different as-implanted doses.
More than 50 percent of the Ar can be retained for samples with 1015 as-implanted doses.
However, the percentage of retained dose is getting lower when the dose gets higher. A
pair of RBS spectra before and after annealing is shown in Figure 4. The as-implanted Ar
dose of this sample was 4.5xl016cnT2. After annealing, the retained dose was only
3.3xl015cm"2. By comparing the positions of the Ar peaks, it is clear that the retained Ar
profile is in the deeper wing of the as-implanted profile. This suggests the substantial Ar
loss is an out-diffusion mechanism during the gettering annealing step. It's interesting to
note that the gettered Au profile coincides with as-implanted Ar profile, both peak at the
depth of 280A\ This observation suggests that the metallic impurities were trapped by
implantation defects instead of the implant species.
With our present experimental set-up, 103 pulses will be needed for a dose of
1015cm~2 over a 50cm2 wafer holder area. It will takes several minutes for a 30 Hz pulse
generator. Since the pulse duration is only about 1 usec, the pulse rate can be raised by
many orders for high dose rate requirements. In the case of DC, our preliminary data
shows that an Ar dose of 4.2x1016cnf2 was obtained in 10 seconds. This dose rate is
extremely high comparing with conventional ion implanters.
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RBS spectra of an Au-doped Si wafer before and after annealing. The Ar
was implanted in DC mode at -40 kV for 1 minute. The thermal annealing
was performed at 1000°C for 1 hour in N2 ambient. The after-annealing Ar
and Au yields are magnified 12 times.

CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated plasma immersion ion implantation of Ar and Ne in both pulsed
and DC modes with an ECR plasma source. The as-implanted saturation dose can be as
high as 5xl016cm"2. This novel implantation technique was successfully applied to getter
Au, Ni and Cu in silicon. Considerations for charge collection, surface sputtering, outdiffusion, and the effect of extremely high dose rate implantation are also discussed.
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ABSTRACT
We have observed strong gold gcttering by implanted carbon in silicon. It was found that the
gettcring agents in carbon implanted layers are point defects associated with singular carbon atoms.
The positions of the gettered Au atoms were found to be distorted substitutional sites. A pointdefect gettering model is proposed to explain our findings.
INTRODUCTION
Impurity gettering is a technique which removes the metallic impurities from the active device region in integrated circuits (IC) fabrication [1-4]. The yield in IC manufacturing can be
strongly affected by the effectiveness of the gettering technique employed. Most of the gettering
schemes utilize extended defects as gettering sites which can facilitate the precipitation of metallic
impurities. These are the cases in intrinsic gettering with oxygen precipitates and backside gettering with implantation damage [5,6]. Recently, it has been demonstrated that implanted carbon in
silicon can form strong gettering centers [7,8]. The gettering behavior of carbon was found to be
fundamentally different from extended defects related gettering. In this work, we have investigated
the gettering mechanism of Au by implanted carbon in silicon.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
N-type (100) Czochralski (CZ) silicon wafers with resistivity of 3-5 ohm-cm were used in
this experiment. To study the gettering effects, Au was first doped into the wafers as marker
impurity. This was achieved by first evaporating 100A of Au on the backside of the Si wafers and
then diffusing it into the wafers at 900°C for 1 hour in a N 2 ambient. Both lOOkeV C ions and
2.4 - 2.8MeV C ions were used in this study. The C doses ranged from 5xl0 14 cm~ 2 to
2x10)16cm
cm-2 . The implanted wafers were subsequently annealed in inert ambient for times from 1
to 12 hours. The annealing temperature was 900 - 1000°C.
A preliminary study was made to compare the gettering effectiveness of the implantation of
various ions and their residual damages. C, O, N, or Ar ions of lOOkeV energy were used and the
implant doses were 1016cm"2 for all samples. To investigate the role of oxygen in carbon related
gettering, a set of samples were implanted with various doses of carbon together with 1016cnT2
oxygen. The energies of C and O ions were both lOOkeV in this dual implant experiment. Since
the projected ranges of lOOkeV C and O ions in silicon are 0.22 |0.m and 0.24 |jjm respectively, the
C and O profiles in the dual implants overlapped one another.
We have used secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), and cross-section transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) to study the carbon
implanted layers and their getlering effects. In the SIMS analysis, a Cs + beam was used for the
profiling. The concentrations of C, O and Au were simultaneously monitored as a function of
depth. In some cases, the Si signal was also monitored to check matrix effects on the uniformity
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of sputtering rate. For all the samples examined by SIMS, no change of the Si matrix sputtering
rate was found in the implanted layer due to the implanted species. RBS was used to measure the
amounts of the gettcred Au and the residual damages for samples implanted with 10()kcV ions.
RBS channeling analyses were also carried out along the <1(K)>, <110>, and <111> axes to probe
the lattice location of the gcttercd Au atoms.
RESULTS

a. SIMS measurements of the gettering effect
The gcttering of Au by implanted carbon in silicon is clearly demonstrated in the SIMS
profiles shown in Figures l(a) and fb). Figure l(a) shows the profiles of C, Au and O measured
from a Au-dopcd silicon sample implanted with 2.8MeV C for a dose of 1016 cm"2. The annealing
condition was 930°C for 1 hour. The amount of gcttcrcd Au by the C implanted layer is about
2xlO 13 cm"2. Figure l(b) was measured from a sample implanted with 2.4McV carbon at a lower
dose of 5xl014cm~2. Again, the gcttcring of Au is evident. For both samples, the profiles of gcttered Au coincide with that of the implanted carbon, and the concentrations of the gettered Au and
implanted C arc approximately proportional to one another, which holds for carbon concentration
ranging from 10l7cm~3 to 5xl020cm~3. This observation strongly suggests that the gettering is
related to the presence of implanted carbon atoms. If Au gettering is through residual defects, the
gettering sites should occur mostly in a defect band which peaks around "the tail t,«t of the
implant profile [12,13].
Another interesting observation is that a large amount of oxygen atoms were also trapped in
the carbon implanted layer after thermal annealing. The amount of trapped oxygen was much
more than the amount of gcttered Au. The oxygen were diffused into the carbon implanted region
from the CZ Si substrates which had a background oxygen concentration in the higUi 10l7cm~3
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Figure 1. SIMS profiles of C, Au, and O measured on carbon implanted samples after
thermal annealing. Au was doped into the samples as marker impurity, (a) 2.8MeV
carbon implant at a dose of 1016cm~2. Annealed at 930°C for 1 hour, (b) 2.4MeV
carbon implant at a dose of 5xl014cm~2. Annealed at 1000°C for 1 hour.

range. It is well known thai carbon can facilitate oxygen precipitation in Si crystals [14-17|. This
observation is a direct evidence showing the syncrgism of carbon and oxygen in intrinsic gcltcring
for CZ Si substrates.
b.

XTEM study of C implanted layers

The samples studied with XTEM were implanted witli 2.4MeV C and annealed at HXX/'C for
1 hour. For C doses of about 1015cm~2, no features were found throughout the carbon implanted
depths. No extended defects could be observed even for doses as high as 1016cm~2. Figure 2 is a
bright field XTEM micrograph showing a high dose carbon implanted layer. The implantation was
made at 2.4MeV for a dose of 2xlO 16 cm"2. The peak C concentration in this case was more than
5x10 cm (1 at%). No extended defects, such as dislocations or precipitates, were found. Only
a shady band with a thickness of about 0.5um could be seen near the projected range of the
implant profile. The diffraction patterns from this layer showed no features different from single
crystalline silicon. This shady band was probably due to the difference in atomic density between
the carbon-rich layer and the silicon matrix. It is well-known that for implant dose higher than
1014cnT2, even light ions such as boron can create an band of dislocations loops after high temperature annealing [12,13]. The anomalous behavior of implanted carbon is under investigation.
One tentative explanation is that the implanted carbon atoms sink the excess Si self-intcrstitials that
are responsible for the dislocation growth [14-17], and thereby quench the formation of dislocations.
,
The absence of any extended defects in the C implanted samples shows that carbon induced
gettering is not through dislocations or precipitate interfaces, but through point defects or small CSi complexes.

0.5]im
Figure 2. XTEM micrograph (bright field)
showing a carbon implanted layer after a 1
hour annealing at 1000°C. The implant
energy is 2.4MeV and the dose is
2xlO 16 cm"2. About two microns of silicon above the implanted layer was sputtered off during sample preparation.
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c.

RBS study of damage and gettering

We have used RBS/channeling to measure the gcttcring effect of various implanted ion
species in Si, and compared the gettcring effects with the residual damages, A 2.14MeV 4He
beam was used in this study. The samples were implanted to a dose of 1016cm~ at lOOkcV for C,

Table I. Comparison of the gettering effects of various ion
species implanted at lOOkeV. The annealing temperature is
1000°C for all the samples. The amounts of the gettered Au are
measured with RBS.
Ion

Amount of Gettered Au(1013 cm 2)

7 (±10%)

Argon
Nitrogen
Oxygen

0.4 (±90%)
0.23 (±50%)
5 (±10%)
13 (±10%)

Carbon
Carbon (FZ)*

in Float-zone wafer
N, O, or Ar ions, and subsequently annealed at 1000°C for 1 hour. RBS was then used to measure
the amount of gettered Au in the implanted layers. Table I summarizes the amounts of gcttercd Au
by the implantation of various implant species. It is clear that the amount of gcttcrcd Au by Ar
and C implantations are more than one order of magnitude higher than N and O implants. In the
case of carbon implant, the amount of gettered Au is about 5xl0 1 3 (±10%) cm"2 in CZ wafers and
1.3xl014cm~2 (±10%) in FZ wafers.
The residual damages after the implantation and thermal annealing were studied with the
RBS/channeling. The channeling yield from the implanted depth can serve as a measure of the
amount of disorder in the crystal. Figure 3 shows the RBS spectra under channeling condition
along <100> direction for samples whose gettcring effects are listed in Table I. Comparing Table I
and Figure 3, we notice that although the crystalline damage due to C implantation is lower than
those of N and O, C is more than ten times more effective in gettering Au. On the other hand,
Ar implantation gives both strong gettering effect and crystalline damage. This finding indicates
that the gettering effect produced by ion implantation is dependent more on ion species than on
implantation damage alone.
Energy (MeV)
16

Figure 3. Backscattering
spectra
along
<100> axial channel
for Ar, O, N, and C
ion implanted samples,
measured
with
4
2.14MeV
He. The
energies and doses for
all
the
ions
are
lOOkeV and 10 16 cm" 2
respectively.
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The triangulation method with RBS/channeling has been widely used to determine the lattice
location of foreign atoms in crystals [18,19]. We have conducted angular scan measurements
along <100>, <110>, and <111> axial channels to probe the location of the gcttcrcd Au atoms in
carbon implanted Si. The samples used in this study were implanted with lOOkeV carbon at a
dose of 1016cm"2 and annealed at 1000°C for 12 hours. A 1.5McV 4Hc beam was used for this
study. Shown in Figure 4 is a channeling spectrum along <100> axis. The amount of Au trapped
in the C implanted layer was about 1.3xl014cm~2, as determined from the random spectrum. Also
marked in Figure 4 is the silicon region which corresponds to the depth where Au was gettercd.
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spectra
along
<100> axial channel
and random direction
with
1.5MeV 4He
beam. Only Au signal
under channeling condition is shown. The
sample was implanted
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Shown in Figure 5(a), (b) and (c) are the angular yield profiles around the three major axes
for the Au signal and Si substrate signal. The yields were normalized to the yield at random orientation. Decreases in backscattering yield are observed along all three axial channeling directions.
Both angular scans around <100> and <110> directions exhibit yield enhancement off the channel
axes due to ion-flux peaking, while <111> direction shows no flux peaking effect. The strongest
enhancement occurs at about 0.4° off; the <100> channel axis (Figure 5(a)). The peak yield value
is nearly 50% above the random yield. The strong flux peaking effect displayed in the angular
profiles around <100> and <110> axes indicates that large portion of the gettered Au are preferentially located in the Si lattice. The shape of the angular yield profiles is consistent with the atoms
occupying distorted substitutional sites [20,21]. The channeling half-angle, \r,A, of the Au <100>
angular profile is approximately 0.1°. Using Lindhard's continuum potential approximation [22],
the displacement from the lattice string is estimated to be 0.6.4. More detailed studies are underway to determine the fraction of Au residing in such positions.
e.

Dose Dependence of Au gettering

Figure 6 shows the amount of gettered Au as a function of the carbon implant dose. Both
SIMS data for 2.4MeV carbon implanted samples and RBS data for lOOkeV carbon implanted
samples are included. The samples were annealed at 1000°C for in a N2 ambient. The anneal time
was 1 hour, except for the group in dash line which were annealed for 12 hours. Figure 6 clearly
shows that the amount of gcttercd Au is approximately linear with dose in the dose range from
5xlO 14 cm~2 to 2xl016cm~2. For the group with annealing time of 12 hours, the C:Au ratio is
about 100:1. This linear dose dependence is in accordance with SIMS profiling results, which
show the profiles of the gettered Au follow those of the implanted C. Such linear relation suggests
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Figure 5.
Angular yield
profiles around (a) <100>, (b)
<110>, and (c) <111> axial
channels for Au signal (diamond) and Si substrate signal
(circle). The dash lines are
drawn only to guide the eyes.
A 1.5MeV 4 He beam was used.
0.0

Till Angle (deg.)

io 1 5

Figure 6. The amount of
gettered Au as a function of
carbon implant doses. The
samples were annealed at
1000°C in a N 2 ambient.
Both RBS data from lOOkeV
implanted sample and SIMS
data from MeV implanted
samples are included.
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that the gcttcring agents are related to singular carbon atoms. If a gcttcring agent is created by two
carbon atoms, the amount of gcttcring should be proportional to (dose)2, since the chance for two
carbon atoms to meet is proportional to (concentration)2.
f.

Effect of oxygen in carbon induced guttering

As shown by SIMS analysis, a large amount of oxygen atoms were also trapped in carbon
implanted layers after annealing. It is therefore important to investigate Uic role of oxygen in carbon related gctlcring. Figure 7 shows the amount of gcttcrcd Au measured in samples which were
implanted with various doses of carbon together with 1016 cm"2 of oxygen. RBS was used to
detect the gcttcred Au atoms. The best linear fit to the gcttering data from single carbon implants
is also shown for comparison. As shown in Figure 7, the implanted oxygen atoms, with a peak
concentration as high as 8xlO 20 cm"3, actually decrease the gettering effect of the carbon implant
by 30%. This (C + O) dual implant experiment demonstrates that that it is the carbon atoms that
account for the strong gettering effect of implanted carbon, rather than the oxygen atoms, or oxygen precipitates.

Annealed at 1000°C for 1 hour

O + C ) Implant

2

4

S

6

10

12

Carbon Implant Dose (1015 cm"2)
Figure 7. The amount of gettered Au in samples with various
carbon implant doses and an additional oxygen dose of
10 16 cm" 2 . Both carbon and oxygen implantations were done at
lOOKeV. The samples are annealed at 1000°C for 1 hour. The
solid line is the best linear fit to the dual-implantation data, while
the dotted line is the best linear fit to the single carbon implantation results shown in Figure 6.

POINT DEFECT COMPLEX MODEL
The gettering results of carbon presented above can be summarized as follows: 1) The impurity gettering is through point defects or small complexes; 2) The gettered Au atoms sit at heavily
distorted substitution^ sites; 3) The concentration of gettering sites is linearly proportional to the
concentration of carbon atoms; 4) C atoms in silicon also trap oxygen atoms, but the presence of
oxygen reduces the gettering efficiency of carbon.
The point defect nature of carbon induced geitering rule out all models involving precipitates,
i.e. oxygen or carbon precipitates, as the gcttering agent. In fact, it has been demonstrated in an
earlier study that the gettering effect of oxygen precipitation layer is much too weak to explain the
gettcring effect of carbon [7,8].

A point defect getlcring model has been proposed earlier [8J, in which carbon getters by
decreasing silicon self-interstitial concentration. It is known that carbon in silicon can shrink the
lattice constant and thereby creates free volumes for carbon/sclf-inicrsiitial agglomerates (SixC)
[14-17]. On the other hand, Au in silicon is mostly substitutional but diffuses as an interstitial
[23,24]. A decrease in Si self-interstitial concentration can enhance Au concentration through the
kick-out mechanism [25]. The linear dependence of gettered Au on carbon implant dose is a
natural consequence of this model.
This model assumes that the gettercd Au atoms reside on substilutional sites. However, our
lattice location experiments show that the gcttcrcd Au atoms arc away from the lattice sites by as
much as 0.6A. This model also predicts that the Au concentration should be inversely proportional
to the concentration of Si sclf-intcrstitials. Since Si self-interstitia's have much higher diffusivity
than carbon atoms in silicon [26], the profiles of the gettcred Au should be much broader than the
carbon profiles, which again contradicts our experimental findings.

O

o
interstitial
Si

Figure 8. A point-defect model in which substitutional C is the
latent gettering agent. The unlabeled atoms are silicon atoms,
(a). An interstitial Au atom near a substitutional C before been
gettered. (b). A substitutional Si atom next to C is replaced by
the interstitial Au. The C atom collapses into the (111) plane
perpendicular to the C-Au direction to release the strain. The
gettered Au atom is then at a distorted substitutional site.

To explain all ihc findings on the gctlcring behavior of carbon, we propose the following
model. In this model, both C atoms and the trapped Au atoms sit in adjacent distorted substilutional sites, as illustrated in Figures 8(a) and (b). It is known that carbon in silicon occupy mostly
substitutional sites. Hov/ever, the C-Si bond distance is only 82% of the bond distance of Si-Si
bond (as in (3-SiC). The lattice is then under strain (Figure 8(a)). When an interstitial Au atom is
next to the substitutional C, a Si atom bonded to C is replaced by the Au atom, releasing a Si
self-interstitial (Figure 8(b)). Because the interaction between Au and C is very weak, the C atom
subsequently collapses into the (111) plane where the other three Si atoms reside. This process
releases the strain in lattice and leaves a large distorted substitutional site for the Au atom. The
three Si bonds next to the Au may also collapse into (111) plane, giving even more room for the
Au atom.
This simple model agrees with all trie experimental results shown in this work. Its pointdefect nature explains the XTEM results and the channeling results on damage study. The lattice
position of the gollered An is in luvoninnce wild the cli;innolii>}> l;illuv locution slncly. T h i s model
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porting evidence is that higher Au concentration was found in carbon-rich regions after Au
diffusion in float-zone silicon [27]. Since carbon also trap oxygen, the presence of oxygen will
reduce the amount of carbon atoms available for gcttcring metallic impurities.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied various aspects of impurity gcttering by carbon in silicon. Using SIMS,
XTEM, and RBS/channeling, it is concluded that the gettcring effect of carbon in silicon is not
through extended defects, but through point defects related to singular carbon atoms. The positions
of the gcttercd Au atoms were found to be heavily distorted substitutional sites. A point-defect
model is proposed to explain our findings.
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CRYSTAL STABILITY AND MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION IN
POLYCRYSTALLINE SI FILMS DURING ION IRRADIATION
Harry A. Atwater(o) and Walter L. Brown(l))
^California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125
W
Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J. 07974.
ABSTRACT
Amorphous Si is nucleated heterogeneously at grain boundaries during irradiation of
polycrystalline Si by 1.5 MeV Xe + ions for temperatures of 150-225 °C. Following formation
at grain boundaries, the amorphous Si layer grows at a rate comparable to the growth rate
of a pre-existing amorphous-crystal interface, resulting in a decrease in average grain size
and a marked change in the grain size distribution. The heterogeneous nuclcation kinetics
of amorphous Si are strongly dependent on grain boundary structure. A simple atomistic
model for amorphous phase formation, which suggests that the nucleation kinetics are
dependent on the point defect mobilities and grain boundary structure, is related to the
experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
Ion beams have been employed to enhance or modify the kinetics of many solid phase
processes, such as impurity diffusion, crystallization, impurity segregation, and grain
growth. Hence understanding the stability of crystals with respect to phase transformations during non-equilibrium processing such as steady state ion irradiation is of considerable interest. Although many studies have been undertaken to investigate the question
of phase stability under irradiation, little progress has been made in relating the structure
of defects, such as surfaces and grain boundaries to phase stability.
Grain boundary structure can have a significant impact on kinetics and phase stability in polycrystalline materials. Anomalously high grain boundary mobilities are seen for
boundaries with a high density of coincidence sites[l]. Grain boundary structure can also
significantly affect phase stability, as evidenced by studies of <011> tilt boundaries in Bi
at the melting temperature which suggested that a quasiliquid layer is present for boundary misorientations of greater than 15°[2]. Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that
grain boundary disordering may occur below the melting temperature, and that boundary
melting is orientation-dependent[3].
High energy ion irradiation of elemental semiconductors provides an excellent experimental system for study of the relation of grain boundary and surface structure to phase
stability, since the target is compositionaliy homogeneous, and the nuclear energy loss is
constant with depth in the range where observations of interface motion can be conveniently made. The critical ion flux and temperature conditions for reversal of an existing
planar amorphous-crystal interface in Si, from crystallization to amorphization, have been
specified[4]. In polycrystalline Si and Ge irradiated at 'higher temperatures, grain growth
occurs, and the grain boundary migration rate is weakly temperature-dependent and proportional to the density of atomic displacements at grain boundaries[5]. Here we report
on microstructural evolution and the relation between phase stability and the structure of
grain boundaries in poly crystalline Si during ion irradiation, in the regime of ion flux and
temperature where interface reversal occurs at a pre-existing amorphous-crystal interface.

Dark

Bright Field

F"' 1 ' 1 Amorphous Phase

100 urn

Figure 1: During irradiation of a columnar polycrystalline Si film with 1.5 MeV Xe +
and a flux of 3.5 x 1012/cm2-sec at 178 °C, amorphization is initiated at high-angle grain
boundaries, as seen in the bright field TEM micrograph in (a). In (b), the dark field image
was formed with diffracted intensity from the first amorphous ring in Si.
EXPERIMENTAL
Si films 1000 A-thick were deposited by chemical vapor deposition onto thermally
oxidized Si wafeis. Columnar polycrystalline films with average grain diameter of approximately 800 nm were produced by annealing at 1000 °C for 5 hours. These samples were
irradiated with 1.5 MeV Xe + with ion fluxes in the range 3.2 x 1012 - 4.0 x 1012/cm2-sec.
One series of irradiations was conducted in which the substrate temperature varied from
150-261 °C, and ion flux and dose were held constant, at 3.5 ± 0.3 x 1012/cm2-sec and 3
x 10 15 /cm 2 , respectively. A series of isothermal irradiations was performed at T = 178.5
± 0.5 °C, and constant flux of 3.5 ± 0.5 x 1012/cm2-sec. For this scries, the ion dose was
varied in the range 1 x 1014 - 3 x 10 16 /cm 2 . After irradiation, samples were examined
using transmission electron microscopy.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the above irradiation conditions, nucleation of amorphous Si occurs heterogeneously
at high angle grain boundaries in polycrystalline Si for temperatures less than 225 °C.
Figure 1 clearly indicates growth of amorphous Si at grain boundaries for irradiation with
1.5 MeV Xe + and a flux of 3.5 x 1012/cm2-sec at 178 °C. Figure 2 illustrates the variation
of the film microstructure and grain size distribution with Xe + ion dose. Note that after
irradiation with 3 x 10 15 /cm 2 Xe + , the average grain size actually increases with respect
to its value for 1.7 x 1015/cm2 since small grains disappear with greater frequency in this
dose interval(i.e, this is the interval in which the initially average-sized grain disappears).
The variation of amorphous fraction in the film, x, with ion dose at T = 178 °C is shown
in Fig. 3(a). When replotted as in Fig. 3(b), a constant nuclcation rate is expected to yield
a linear dependence of log[logl/(l — x)] with log[Dose] in the absence of any restriction
in the availability of nucleation sites. The deviation from linearity is a manifestation of
the depletion of available grain boundary sites for nucleation of amorphous Si[6].
f
The stability of polycrystalline Si with, respect to amorphization was investigated in the
range of temperatures 150-261 °C. Results of these irradiations are summarized in Table I.
Previously, we Slave measured in this range the displacement rate of a pre-existing, planar
amorphous-crystal interface of (001) orientation (for both amorphization and crystallization). Figure 4 is a comparison of the measured amorphous fraction with the amorphous
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Figure 2: Microstructure of an initially polycrystalline 1000 A thick Si film after 1.5 MeV
Xe + ion irradiation at 178 °C for various doses is shown. Also shown are diffraction
patterns and the corresponding grain size distributions.
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Figure 4: Comparision of the measured amorphous fraction with the amorphous fraction
calculated assuming the measured initial grain radius, and an amorphous layer growth
rate equal to that of a pre-existing amorphous-crystal interface under the same irradiation
conditions. A constant dose of 3 x 1015/cm2 Xe + was employed for temperatures in the
range 178-261 °C.

10 nm
Figure 5: High-resolution electron micrograph of a S = 27 symmetric tilt boundary and a
S = 3 twin boundary about the <110> zone axis. The 1000 A thick Si film was irradiated
with 1.5 MeV Xe+ ions at 178 °C and a flux of 3.5 x 1012/cm2-sec. The micrograph
indicates that the amorphous phase nucleated at the high angle boundary at the top, and
has begun nucleation at the S = 27 symmetric tilt boundary. No amorphous phase was
detected at S = 3 twin boundaries for these irradiation conditions.

fraction calculated assuming the measured initial grain radius, and an amorphous layer
growth rate equal to that of a pre-existing amorphous-crystal interface under the same
irradiation conditions, for a constant dose of 3 x 10"/cm 2 . This correlation indicates
that following nucleation, the growth rate at a non-planar amorphous-crystal interface in
polycrystalline silicon is essentially identical to the growth rate at a pre-existing planar
interface.

Table I
Morphology of polycrystalline Si films irradiated with 1.5 MeV Xe + .
Temperature
(°C)
150
177
179
201
208
224
229
261
178
178
178
178
178
178
178
178

Dose
cm" 2
3.4 x 10"
3.0 x 10"
3.0 x 1 0 "
3.0 x 10"
3.0 x 10"
3.0 x 10"
3.0 x 10"
3.0 x 10"
1.0 x 1014
3.0 x 10"
1.0 x 10"
1.7 x 10"
3.0 x 10"
5.8 x 10"
1.0 x 1016
3.0 x 1016

Flux
cm~2-sec~1
3.5 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.5 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.5 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.5 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.5 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.5 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.5 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.5 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.8 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.8 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.8 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.8 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.8 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.8 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.8 ± 0.3 x 10"
3.8 ± 0.3 x 10"

Morphology
Completely Amorphous
Crystalline Islands in Amorphous
Crystalline Islands in Amorphous
Crystalline Islands in Amorphous
Amorphization a,t Boundaries
Amorphization at Boundaries
Completely Polycrystalline
Completely Polycrystalline
Completely Polycrystalline
Completely Polycrystalline
Amorphization at Boundaries
Crystalline Islands in Amorphous
Crystalline Islands in Amorphous
Crystalline Islands in Amorphous
Completely Amorphous
Completely Amorphous

Matrix
Matrix
Matrix

Matrix
Matrix
Matrix

CRYSTAL STABILITY-BOUNDARY STRUCTURE RELATION IN SI DURING IRRADIATION
The majority of grain boundaries in our polycrystalline Si films are high angle grain
boundaries, whose boundary structure and orientation relationship are difficult to determine. These boundaries dominate the microstructural evolution of the film during ion
irradiation. However, we were able to determine the structure and orientation relationships
for certain special grain boundaries, and to determine qualitatively the relation between
boundary structure and amorphization kinetics.
The nucleation rate of amorphous Si at S = 27 symmetric tilt boundaries along the
<110> zone axis is much lower than the rate at adjacent high angle boundaries. Moreover, S = 3 symmetric tilt (twin) boundaries along <011> appear to be stable against
amorphization. These observations, illustrated in Fig. 5, are a qualitative indication of
the relationship between grain boundary structure and stability under irradiation.
We speculate that the grain boundary structure, and the relative mobilities of vacancies and self-interstitials play a key role in determining the amorphization kinetics. The
above experiments clearly indicate that amorphous phase formation is nucleated heterogeneously at grain boundaries prior to homogeneous nucleation in the crystal. In single
crystals under conditions of uniform irradiation, growth of the amorphous phase is initiated at crystal surfaces, rather than in the bulk[4]. Grain boundary dislocations can act

i

as sinks for vacancies and self-intersitial atoms during steady state ion irradiation, and
the grain boundary sink strength should be, in principle, boundary structure-dependent.
Models for symmetric tilt boundaries about [110] using Keating potential [7] and total
energy calculations [8] indicate that grain boundary energy is orientation-dependent. The
[110]D = 27 tilt boundary can be resolved as a array of edge dislocations, while the [110]
S = 3 tilt boundary contains no edge dislocations, and thus is not expected to have
a sink strength for point defects. Experimental evidence suggests that the silicon selfinterstitial is very mobile even at cryogenic temperatures[9], while the vacancy motion,
although weakly activated, is considerably slower[10]. Hence for vacancies and interstitials generated by collision cascades in the vicinity of a grain boundary, the boundary will
act as a more effective sink for the more mobile interstitial, leading to art excess vacancy
concentration within a characteristic vacancy diffusion distance of the grain boundary. In
the context of this picture, amorphous Si is nucleated when the vacancy concentration
exceeds a critical value. Although it cannot be shown to be unique, this atomistic view of
point defect mobility and boundary structure-dependent sink efficiency accounts for the
experimentally observed heterogeneous amorphization kinetics.
In summary, we have shown that the amorphous phase is nucleated he^erogeneously at
structural defects, such as grain boundaries, in Si during MeV ion irradiation. The kinetics
of amorphization of polycrystalline Si are grain boundary structure dependent, but once
the amorphous phase is nucleated, growth occurs in manner similar to growth at planar
amorphous crystal interfaces. The observed kinetics suggest that the relative mobilities of
point defects and their interactions with sinks can lead to an excess vacancy concentration
in the vicinity of a grain boundary which mediates the nucleation of the amorphous phase.
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ABSTRACT
Ions of boron, phosphorous, titanium and neon were implanted into (0001) oriented 6H
SiC crystals at 300 K. Implantation energies and fluences were chosen to produce equal
(calculated) displacements per atom at similar peak damage depths and a randomized
(metaminct or amorphous) zone extending to the front surface. RBS/channeling was used to
test the amorphization criteria. Dopant effects on regrowth kinetics and microhardness have
been determined by isochronal annealing.
INTRODUCTION
SiC is a wide bandgap semiconductor with many potential applications in high
temperature electronic devices. Dopant incorporation during growth by sublimation or CVD
methods or by subsequent diffusion is difficult and ion implantation is receiving increasing
attention. Previous studies have not provided consistent data for evaluation of as-implanted
damage profiles, amorphization conditions or regrowth kinetics for different dopants [1-11].
The purpose of this study was 1) to further test the usefulfulness of a relatively simple
amorphization criteria by extension of earlier studies on N and Al [12.13], and 2) to
determine whether the electronic nature of the dopant affects regrowth of the amorphous
layer and recovery of properties such as near-surface microhardness.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Silicon carbide <0001> crystals were selected from the D149 and D143 sublimation
growth run samples, and determined by transmission Laue patterns to be mixed polytype but
mostly 6H SiC. These samples are completely transparent, but slightly yellow in color.
Those utilized for RBS/channeling measurements were approximately 1 cm x 0.5 cm and 1
mnjuthick,. They are compensated, slightly n-type, with an impurity concentration of ~5 x
10 /cm . Crystal faces were lapped flat and parallel to the (0001) plane with a 0.1 /mi
diamond finish. An oxidation and acid stripping process was then used to remove any
residual damaged layer left after the final diamond polish.
Reference samples for channeling were provided by placing a tantalum mask over
~l/3 of the specimen surface during implantation. Implants were made at 300 K. Current
densities were typically 0.5 /iA/cm .
The calculation of deposited damage energy, S~(x), and amorphization criteria for SiC
have been discussed previously [12]. The calculated Sp.(x) curves. Figs. 1 and 2 of reference
[12], were used to determine first, the fluences of B, r, Ti and Ne required to produce equal
numbers of displaced atoms in the SiC crystals at a peak damage depth. ~x . of 0.1 ftm.
Based on previous results [12], a critical deposited damage energy of 2 x 10 "1<eV/cm was
then used to estimate the fluences required to produce an amorphous zone extending from
x to the front surface using Equation 1. The resultant implantation conditions are listed in
fable 1.

... , Cl
? x 1 0 2 1 keV/cm 3
Critical Fluence =
H=—
r

S D (x)

M,

(1)

x io'

TABLE I.
Implantation Conditions for B. P, Ti and Ne Ions Calculated to Produce
an Amorphous Zone Extending from the Peak Damage Depth at
0.1 Microns to the Front Surface of a SiC Crystal at 300 K
2
Fluence (ions/cm )
Ion
Kinetic Energy. keV
from Equation (1)

B+
Ne +
P+
Ti +

50
135
150
250

3
2
9
5

x
x
x
x

10 15
10 15
10U
10 14

Post-implantation isochronal (1800 s) annealing was performed at temperatures of
573-1233 K in vacuum at a pressure of 2.7 x 10
Pa. All crystals were analyzed by
RBS/channeling and microhardness measurements after each anneal stage.'
A 1.5 MeV He beam f r o m a 2 MV Van de Graaff was used for the RBS
measurements. Beam currents were normally 15 nA and the spot size was 0.8 mm. with a
beam divergence of <0.03 degrees. RBS measurements with made at 168*. Each RBS
spectrum obtained from an implanted or implanted and annealed crystal was directly
compared with a spectrum from the corresponding non-implanted portion of the crystal, and
normalized with respect to the randomly aligned backscattering yield.
Hardness indentations parallel to a [1210] facet were obtained on a Tukon hardness
tester calibrated for loads > 10 g. A Knoop indenter was used with loads of 10-300 g.
Actual Knoop Hardness Numbers (KHN) were calculated from micrographs of the indents
taken on a Reichert optical microscope at lOOOx.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RBS/channeling spectra of implanted and annealed crystals are shown in Fig. 1. The
neon fluence, chosen primarily to study effects on microhardness. is a factor of 3 higher than
the critical value given in Table I. This fluence was clearly sufficient to produce a
randomized or metaminct distribution of Si atoms from R to the front surface of the
crystal. Similar atomic displacements have also occurred irl the carbon sublattice. The
direct backscattering carbon peak, however, cannot be readily unfolded from the composite
dechanneling spectrum at low channel numbers because of the relative scattering efficiencies
and signal to noise ratio. The displaced Si atoms are stable and very little lattice recovery
occurs during successive 0.5 h anneals at increasing temperature up to 1173 K.
RBS/channeling measurements of displacements in the Si sublattice after implantation
of P. B, and Ti to the conditions shown in Table I are also summarized in Fig. 1 .
While
the phosphorus implant produced amorphicity over most of the expected depth range, the
boron and titanium implants resulted in much narrower direct backscattcring peaks. Also,
the experimental x values show some variability. These differences are probably related, in
part, to the efficiency of energy transfer for the three species. The efficiency of these ions
for displacing either Si or C atoms is different because of significant mass differences with
respect to both elements in the host lattice.
Table II gives the calculated maximum fraction of kinetic energy transferred in "hard
sphere" collisions of ions with Si and C atoms. The calculations suggest the likelihood of
different amounts of displacement damage on the two sublattices. It is not possible,
however, to quantify the relative sublattice displacements without a detailed calculation of the
energy transfers through multiple collisions of the "primary knock-on atoms" or PKA's and
their progeny [14]. This has not been performed in the current investigation. Qualitatively,
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Figure 1. RBS/Channeling spectra from unimplanted (n-i) and implanted
and annealed (0001) 6fl SiC a) neon b) boron c) phosphorous
d) titanium

B and N ions preferentially displace carbon atoms, while Al. P. and Ti ions should
preferentially displace silicon atoms. Neon ions are expected to displace Si and C atoms
approximately equally. Examination of the collective RBS/channeling direct backscattering
peaks and TEM results (not shown) from both these data and the Al and N implantation
studies reported previously indicates that the amorphization criterion holds for Al[t[ . N .
P ,(and I\le ), and but slightly underestimates the fluences required for B and Ti . Table
II. For the latter two ions, the mass of the implanted ion is either smaller than that for a
carbon atom or larger than that for a silicon atom.

TABLE II
Calculated Maximum Fraction of Kinetic Energy Transferred in "Hard-Sphere"
Collisions of Ion of Mass m, with Silicon and Carbon Atoms
Maximum Fraction '
of Kinetic Energy
Transferred
Ion

B
N
IMe
Al
P
Ti
a) Calculated from T =

M

l

10.8

14
20.2
26.98
30.97
47.90

Si

Tc

0.80
0.89
0.97
0.99
0.99
0.93

0.99
0.99
0.94
0.85
0.80
0.64

T

Observed
Extent of
Arnorphicity
To x = 0
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Wo

(4M1M2)/(M1+M2)2.

Annealing/recovery behaviors are also documented in Fig. 1. It is interesting to note
that, while some recovery was observed after the 573 K anneal for all three specimens, it
accelerated at the higher temperatures for the B and Ti implants, with the latter showing the
greatest reduction in damage. Clearly, the recovery behavior of the B and T i implanted SiC
specimens is not the same. This suggests that either the rearrangement of bonds to permit
crystal regrowth is dependent upon the electronic nature of the dopant, or that the asdeposited damage structure was sufficiently different for the two ion species. In all three
specimens, recovery (i.e., regrowth of single crystal SiC) occurs from both sides of the
amorphous zone. However, in the P-implant. which had a broad a-SiC region extending
almost to x = 0, minimal regrowth is observed from the front surface.
As described elsewhere [ 1 2 ] . i n t e g r a t i o n over the area under the Si d i r e c t
I backscattering peak gives the effective number of displaced silicon atoms projected per unit
area of the implanted surface. The fractional damage recovery with annealing can also be
described in terms of the change in area under the peak and provides an easy means for
comparing effects for different ions and fluences. Fig. 2a shows the results for the P . B .
and T i
implanted and annealed SiC specimens. Both the extent of recovery after the
isochronal anneals and the rate of recovery are different for the three crystals. Comparison
with Fig. 2b, however, indicates that some of the differences may be explicable entirely on
. the basis of different initial damage states prior to annealing [12]. The annealing behavior
of the T i
implanted sample is very similar to the Al
doped crystal which was also
implanted to produce a buried amorphous layer near x . but insufficiently heavily for the
amorphous region to reach the surface. Similarly, the annealing behavior of the P
implanted sample closely resembles the data for the Al implant of highest fluence. For the
B implanted sample, the situation is less clear. The annealing behavior is consistent with
an initial damage profile between those shown for an Al
implanted crystal with a
amorphous region extending to the surface and a more heavily doped and damaged region.
However, this does not agree with the RBS/Channeling curve for the as-implanted boron
doped crystal. The possibility of chemical/electronic effects of the dopant on regrowth of
the SiC crystal for the boron cannot be entirely ruled out.
Knoop microhardness measurements for the B , P . T i
and Ne implanted and
annealed SiC crystals are presented in Fig. 3. It was not possible to obtain a valid hardness
j number for the boron doped crystal in the as-implanted condition because of extensive lateral
j fracturing due to the very brittle nature of the surface. The hardness data indicate a
' definite dependence of the near-surface mechanical properties on the dopant. Phosphorus and ,
titanium (and neon) implantation produced softening. Boron implantation hardened and
embrittled the surface. The boron effect is similar to the hardening observed in the low
- fluence implantation of aluminum reported earlier [13] but the effect is much larger for boron.
i The hardening is probably attributable to a combination of solid solution, precipitation and
i solute-defect strengthening mechanisms in the SiC crystals. Annealing at 1233 K results in
i complete recovery to the unimplanted hardness level.
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of damage recovery calculated from
integration over the area under the Si direct backscattering peak:
a) B , P and Ti implantation; b) A l + and N + implantation [12]
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Figure 3. Knoop microhardness measurements of Ne , B , P and Ti
implanted and annealed 6H SiC

As discussed elsewhere [13] creation of an amorphized damage zone tends to soften
the near surface region. Thus, on the basis of the RBS/channeling results, it was
anticipated that the phosphorous implanted sample would have a lower KHN value than the
titanium implanted crystal. The converse is true. Moreover, with post-implantation
annealing, both the P and Ti doped samples first recover to the unimplanted hardness
level then soften again at the highest annealing temperature. It is concluded that the nearsurface mechanical properties, as reflected in indentation response, depend on the
chemical/electronic nature of the implant species as well as on the number of atomic
displacements.
SUMMARY
1.

The critical deposited damage energy to produce a metaminct (randomized or
amorphous) state in SiC is 2 x 10
keV/cm for N. Al. P. (and Ne) ions. Higher
values are required for B and Ti which are lighter or heavier than C and Si,
respectively.

2.

Annealing and regrowth rates depend on the number of atomic displacements for 300
K implantation. They are relatively insensitive to the chemical/electronic characteristics
of the implanted ions with the possible exception of boron.

3.

Microhardness effects are complex and vary with the chemical/electronic nature of the
implanted ion.
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IN-SITU REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS OF SEMICONDUCTORS
DURING ION IMPLANTATION
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Sensors Sources and Signal Processing Research Group, Faculty of Engineering, Rand
Afrikaans University, Johannesburg 2000
ABSTRACT
Damage introduced during ion implantation of semiconductor materials coalesce at
a certain critical dose, for a particular energy and ion species. After this threshold dose
rapid changes occur in the reflectance. This may be used for studying the amorphization
process, or it may be applied as a non—destructive dosimeter and uniformity tool.
An automated reflectomcter was developed for studying reflectance during ion
implantation of semiconductors with various ion species.
Results on argon and
phosphorous implants into silicon at energies ranging from 50 to 240 keV are presented.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Ion implantation is a well established technique for the introduction of dopants
into semiconductors. Crystalline silicon can be transformed into amorphous Si by ion
implantation [1]. High-^dose implantations produce a heavily damaged or amorphous
layer near the surface. For device manufacture it is usually necessary to remove the
damage by an annealing process in order to achieve electrical activation [2] of the
implanted dopants.
Therefore the mechanism of amorphous layer formation and
recrystallization are of considerable interest. Diverse experimental techniques have been
employed to study the nature of the damage, amorphization and recrystailization
associated with ion implantation and subsequent annealing.
Optical techniques provide the possibility of in—situ measurements of reflectance
or transmittance during implantations or during annealing.
Changes in the optical
reflectivity of polished Si wafers due to ion implantation were reported in 1969 by Kurtin,
et al [3], and Hart, et al [4]. There exists general agreement now that these changes occur
as result of a modification in the optical constants of a thin layer near the crystal surface,
leading to interference effects [3-15].
The recent increased interest in this subject is related to the possibility of in—situ
measurements of reflectance during implantation.
An automated reflectometer was
developed for studying the reflectance of ion implanted silicon.
2.

REFLECTOMETER

The reflectometer is shown schematically in fig. 1. It employs a laser (currently a
He—Ne laser with A = 632.8 nm) as the optical excitation. The optics consist of an
attenuator, mirrors ki, k3, ks, beam splitter kg, quartz windows k2 and k4 covered by
anti-reflective coatings and Si P-I—N photodiodes Di and D2.
The sample is mounted in a Faraday cup at an angle of approximately 7* with
respect to the ion beam. The angle of incidence of the laser beam is less than 5* with
respect to the surface normal, justifying the assumption of near—normal incidence.
Provision has also been made for secondary electron suppression. The implantation area
is defined by an aperture with a diameter of 55 mm.
The system is computer controlled with facilities for automatic calibration,
adjustable data capture rate, data storage, signal processing and graphics.
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3.

MODEL

3.1

Damage profile and boundaries.

The damage profile in ion—implanted semiconductors is approximately of Gaussian
shape for fluence less than the threshold for amorphization [6,16,17].
_

.A.

(1)
where Xd = range of the damage profile
and AXd = standard deviation of" the damage profile.
Sigmund and Sanders [16] have shown that there is a one—to—one correspondence between
(Xd,AXd) and the projected range and standard deviation of the profile for the implanted
ions.
X d = aR P
and

(2)

AXd = bARP

(

(3)

The a and b are dimensionless constants with values depending on the mass ratio of the
projectile and the target atoms.
From profiling data obtained using various techniques such as Rutherford back
scattering [IS], ESR [19], and optical reflectometry in conjunction with layer removal
[6,7,17], it appears that the peak value of the disorder D is an increasing function of ion
fluence. However, above a certain critical dose, which is a function of the ion species, ion
energy and implantation temperature, the damage saturates. This leads to a flat-topped
profile with approximately Gaussian shoulders.
The material constituting the
flat—topped portion is assumed to be totally amorphous. If the ion energy is high enough,
this damage layer is buried beneath the crystal surface, sandwiched between a layer of
single crystal material and the bulk crystal.
The damage is related to the ion fluence through the theoretical work of Kinchin
and Pease [20]. One can estimate the number of atoms N t that will be displaced by a
projectile as it comes to rest.
This estimate is based on the assumption that
displacements result from a strong Coulomb interaction between the projectile and the
target atom. By employing the Gaussian shaped profile as proposed by Sigmund and
Sanders [16] and the number of displaced atoms Nt, one can relate the damage D(x) to
thefluence <p.

^ — exp [ -(x - X / / 2 A X 2 1

(4)

!7T A X d

It is therefore possible to solve for the boundaries of the totally amorphous layer.
/2

(5)
where Dth is the threshold for amorphization.
3.2

Optical model.

It has been established experimentally that the refractive index of ion implanted
semiconductor material is different from that of undamaged single crystals [eg. 9—14]. It
can therefore be expected that the optical constants change in >••. continuous fashion
throughout the damaged layer. Following damage saturation, the structure consists of a
uniform amorphous layer, flanked by shoulders consisting of a mixed phase [21] with
optical constants that change progressively from the values for single crystal material to
those corresponding to the amorphous material. The optical model is presented in fig. 2.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were performed using CZ-grown electronic grade single crystal
silicon substrates with the following specification: (lll)-orientation, 76.2 mm diameter,
3S0 ± 20 jrai thick, mirror—shine polished on one side, matt finish on back-side, p—type,
boron-doped, 8fi — cm ± 1 5 % .
Directly prior to implantation, the wafers were chemically cleaned using a standard
cleaning procedure. We performed reflectivity vs dose experiments by implanting 31 P*
and 40 Ar + into the Si with a dose range of l x l 0 1 6 c n r 2 . The beam current (5 //A), the
tilting angle (7*), and implantation aperture (55 mm diameter) were kept constant
throughout the experiments.
5.
and
5.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
31

The reflectance versus ion dose was measured for samples implanted with
P + between 50keV and 240 keV at a dose rate of 0.2^A/cm 2 .

40

Ar +

Argon.

The experimentally determined curves for argon implantations at 50, 100,150 and
200 keV, are presented in figs. 3(a) — (d), respectively. The R vs. N curves for the
various energies are qualitatively the same.
One can observe a pre—amorphous zone at low dose where only small changes in the
reflectance are noticeable. Interference maxima and minima may occur in this dose range,
especially for the higher energy implants (>100keV).
In the intermediate dose range, the reflectance increases rapidly with increasing
dose. The amorphous threshold has been exceeded, and the internal layer of amorphous
material becomes continuous. The higher refractive index of amorphous silicon causes the
rapid increase in reflectance. With the proper compensation for the interference effect,
one may deduce the threshold dose for amorphization from this region of the curve. It is
obtained from the intersection of the pre-implanted reflectance and the asymptote to the
curve.
In the third section of the curve, interference maxima and minima are observed as a
result of the increasing thickness of the damage layer. The interference pattern is damped
as a result of the relatively large extinction coefficient of the amorphous silicon. The
refractive index (n,k) of the a — Si may be obtained by doing a curve—fit in this region.
The experimental values of the threshold dose for amorphization for Ar in Si range from
1.4 x 1014 ions/cm 2 at 50 keV to 1 x 1015 ions/cm 2 at 200 keV.
A very interesting feature of the argon implanted silicon, is the appearance of sharp
peaks in the reflectance at high dose. This may be seen in fig. 3(a), but the effect is
especially evident in fig. 3(c) (150 keV). The origin of this effect has not conclusively
been identified, but it is believed to be stress related. This effect is presently under
investigation.
5.2

Phosphorous.

The experimentally determined curves for phosphorous implantations at 100, 160
and 240 keV, are presented in figs. 4(a) — (c), respectively. These curves are qualitatively
the same as those for argon. The threshold for amorphization, however, has shifted to
higher fluence. This is to be expected since the phosphorous ion is lighter [1]. The
experimental values of the threshold dose for amorphization for P in Si range from
3xlO 1 4 ions/cm 2 at 50 keV to. 6 x 10l» ions/cm 2 at 240 keV. Detailed model
calculations and curve fits had been performed previously for 50 keV implantations [22].
From those results it is evident that the model yields values of the refractive index ol the
amorphous layer (1I2 = 4.4 — i0.67) which compare well with electron beam evaporated
amorphous silicon (n = 4.3 - 4 . 4 and k = 0.7-0.8 at 632.8 nm) [23]. Ellipsometry also
gives comparable results [14].
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6.

CONCLUSION

A close dependent increase in the optical reflectivity of ion implanted Si is observed
during ion implantation as a result of the fact that the crystal is damaged. The dose and
energy dependence of the reflectivity is a complicated function of tue depth distribution of
the damage and the parameters of the damage layer.
Reflectance measurements for argon and phosporous implantations into Si in the
energy range 50—240 keV and dose up to 1 x 1016 cm"2 were obtained using an automated
in—situ reflectometer. The measured reflectance agrees qualitatively with the conceptual
model. At nigh Ar dose sharp peaks were observed in the reflectance curves. This effect
is attributed to stress.
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Part III. FOCUSED ION BEAMS

FOCUSED ION BEAM INDUCED DEPOSITION
JOHN MELNGAILIS AND PATRICIA G. BLAUNER
Research Laboratory of Electronics, M.I.T., 77 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02139
ABSTRACT
Focused ion beam induced deposition is already in use commercially
for the repair of clear defects in photomasks, where missing absorber is added.
Research is being carried out to extend this technique to the repair of x-ray
lithography masks and to the restructuring and repair of integrated circuits,
particularly in the prototype phase. In this technique a local gas ambient is
created, for example, by aiming a small nozzle at the surface. The gas
molecules are thought to adsorb on the surface and to be broken up by the
scanned focused ion beam. A deposit is formed with linewidth equal to the
beam diameter which can be below 0.1 ^m. At small beam diameters and low
currents (50-100 pA) the time to deposit 1 um3 is in the vicinity of 10-20 sec. If
the gas is a hydrocarbon, the deposit is largely carbon, which is useful for
photomask repair. On the other hand, if the gas is a metal halide or a metal
organic, the deposit is metallic. The deposits have substantial concentrations
of impurities due to the atoms in the organometallic, to the ion species used,
or to the ambient in the vacuum chamber. Thus the resistivities of the
"metal' films deposited typically range from 150 to 1000 nflcm which is
usable for some repairs. (Pure metals have resistivities in the range 2.5 to 12
|j.Qcm.) We have deposited gold from dimethyl gold hexafluoro acetylacetonate and have achieved linewidths down to 0.1 |xm, patches of 1 \im
thickness with steep side walls and in some cases, resistivities approaching
the bulk value. Other workers have reported deposits of Al, W, Ta, and Cr.
We will review previous work in the field and present some of our own
current results.
INTRODUCTION
The patterning of thin films is a key step in the fabrication of almost all
microelectronic devices. In conventional processing, conductors, for
example, are created by (1) depositing a thin film of metal using evaporation
or sputtering, (2) covering the surface with radiation sensitive polymer, (3)
patterning the polymer using incident radiation (lithography), and then (4)
removing the metal from the areas not covered by the polymer. This
multistep process treats the entire sample the same, i.e. the remaining film is
the same thickness everywhere but patterned into, perhaps, millions of
features.
In some cases, such as pattern repair, device customization, or in-situ
fabrication, a beam writing process may be desired. Such a process combines
deposition and patterning into a single step but is necessarily slower since the
writing is done serially, point-by-point. Photon beams (usually lasers),

electron beams, and ion beams have been used. An appropriate gas ambient,
often a metal organic or a metal halide, is created over the sample and a
chemical reaction is produced at the point where the beam is incident. By far
the most widely studied of these processes is laser deposition/*) which has
been demonstrated for local wiring of integrated circuits.^) Ablation is used
in conjunction with the deposition to cut conductors or to make via holes in
insulating layers.(2) These processes are generally limited to dimensions well
above 1 urn.
Electron beams and ion beams, on the other hand, can operate in the
submicrometer regime and thus are of interest for repair processes as
dimensions of microelectronic devices shrink. With electron beams a
number of materials have been deposited with submicrometer dimensions
including: Cr(3)(4), W^< 5 ) , Au<5), and Fe<6). Tungsten deposition by ebeams has been proposed for x-ray mask repair/?) The removal of material
by e-beam in a controlled fashion is more difficult although stimulated
etching of Si with XeF2 at 0.5 urn dimensions has been reported.^)
This paper will focus on ion induced deposition. This is of particular
interest because focused ion beam systems have recently been developed.
(For a review of the subject see Ref. 36.) These ion beams operate with a
bright liquid metal (usually Ga) ion source and usually produce beams
focused to a spot below 0.1 |im at energies in the 20-70 keV range. Ion beams
can be used to induce deposition at submicrometer dimensions. In addition,
when no gas ambient is present, the same beams can remove material by
sputtering with control of dimensions down to 0.1 um. The focused ion
beam can also be used for imaging when secondary electrons (sometimes also
ions) are collected. This works very much like a scanning electron microscope, except that the surface is eroded. By frame storage techniques this
erosion can be kept to about a monolayer.
The combination of deposition, milling and imaging has been
exploited commercially in focused ion beam repair of photomasks.(9-15) See
Fig. 1. This is likely to be the preferred technique over laser repair as
dimensions shrink below 1 um (Ref. 16). Similarly focused ion beams are
also expected to play a role in microelectronic circuit repair or restructuring as
dimensions shrink. Cutting of conductors has already been used, as well as
voltage contrast imaging (see Ref. 17 and 18 for a review of this field and
references to the literature). Recently two metal lines have been joined by
milling through the passivation layers and depositing a tungsten connection
from one line to another. (22) VV(CO)6 gas was used, and the deposited

material had a resistivity of 30 to 50 times higher than pure bulk W. The
resistance of the connection was nevertheless acceptably low.
Another application which is motivating research on focused ion beam
induced deposition is x-ray lithography mask repair. For X-ray lithography,
the masks used have the same dimensions as the final samples. Demagnification which is sometimes used in optical lithography is not available. Thus
x-ray masks for the next generation of devices will have minimum features
in the range of 0.25 to 0.3 Jim and metal absorber thickness of 0.3 to 0.7 urn,
depending on the x-ray wavelength used. The repair of such high-aspect ratio
features of small dimensions presents special challenges. In milling off
unwanted features redeposition effects have to be considered^) and in the
deposition of absorber, sidewall steepness and material density are important
issues. &0)
In this paper we will discuss ion induced deposition, review the results
obtained so far, speculate on the mechanism of the process, and consider the
applications.
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Fig. 2: Schematic of the focused ion-beaminduced-deposition apparatus. The inset
shows the details of the gas feed. The ion
beam is scanned over the area of the surface where the flux of gas is incident.

ION INDUCED DEPOSITION

a)

Apparatus
As discussed above, what is of current technological interest is focused
ion beam induced deposition. The apparatus used commercially usually
consists of a focused ion beam column which is differentially pumped and a
gas feed system which points a fine nozzle at the sample surface where the
ion beam is incident.(10-15) In some cases the "gas" is a solid at room
temperature e.g. Cr(CO)6 (Ref. 21), or W(CO)6 (Ref. 22). Then all of the gas
feed system has to be heated. The apparatus used at MIT which does not
include a heated feed system is shown schematically in Fig. 2 (Refs. 23 & 24).
The gas pressure on the sample is a function of nozzle height above the
sample. The pressure on the substrate at the point where the ion beam
writing is carried out was measured as a function of nozzle height by
replacing the sample with a "stagnation tube" as shown in Fig. 3. Using these
results as calibration one can perform deposition experiments at various gas
pressures by simply varying the tube height above the sample.
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Fig. 3: The pressure as a function of
nozzle height above the sample
(measured for dimethyl gold
hexafluoro acetylacetonate (DMG
(hfac)). A 1 mm diameter hole is in
the sample and is connected to a
capacitance manometer which reads
the pressure. From Ref. 24.
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Another scheme for creating a local gas ambient consists of enclosing
the sample in a box (as shown in Fig. 4) which has a hole in it through which
the ion beam enters. Except in cases where the sample is close to the hole,
this arrangement provides a measurable, uniform pressure on the sample.
This scheme was used in the earliest experiments.(25,26)

Ion Beam
(broad or focused)

Measure
Pressure

Gas In

Fig. 4: For some studies of ion induced
deposition the sample is enclosed in a
cavity where a uniform gas pressure is
maintained and into which the gas
enters through a small hole.

Vacuum Pump

In order to study the fundamental process by which an ion beam causes
adsorbed gas molecules to break apart, a broad ion beam such as from an
implanter can be more convenient than a focused beam. Large area deposits
can be formed, noble gas ions can be used, and the mass and energy can be
varied easily.^5,27,28,30) The results should be directly comparable to
focused ion beam induced deposition in those cases where the focused beam
is scanned rapidly enough so that the deposition rate is independent of scan
rate. (29) This is generally the region in which one would wish to operate
with a focused ion beam since at slow scan speeds the deposition rate drops
because the supply of adsorbed molecules is depleted/24,29)
The ion induced deposition process can be affected by the temperature
of the sample. Accordingly, heated and cooled stages have been used/28/30)
In addition, in-situ measurement of adsorption rates and deposition rates can
be readily obtained by using a quartz crystal microbalance as the "sample"
(Ref. 3132).
b)

Films deposited
Ion induced deposition has been demonstrated with a number of metal
halides and metal organic gases, as well as with hydrocarbons. In many
instances, high concentrations of impurities are observed in the film in
addition to the desired metal. There are three main sources of impurities:
the parent molecule, e.g. films made from metal organics usually contain
carbon; the incident ion, if Ga is used it will, of necessity, be implanted in the
film; and the ambient, if the vacuum level is 10"6 torr then a monolayer can
form in about 1 sec, partly oxidizing a reactive metal film during growth.

Under ideal conditions, namely, a metal halide gas, an ultrahigh vacuum
chamber, and the incident ion of the same species as the metal to be deposited
or perhaps a noble gas ion, high purity metal films should be achievable.
Depositions under such conditions have as yet not been reported. The results
reported so far have been summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
Most films are seen to contain high concentrations of impurities and to
have resistivities much higher than bulk metal values. The exceptions are
the gold depositions carried out on samples at elevated temperatures (100160° C) using dimethyl gold hexafluoro acetylacetonate, (C7H7O2F6AU),
abbreviated as DMG(hfac), and the tungsten deposits formed in well pumped
vacuum systems. For the gold films, the higher temperature presumably
permits the hydrocarbon products of the dissociated DMG(hfac) to desorb
before they are in turn broken up by the incident ions.(30,33)
The gold films deposited at room temperature using an Ar ion beam
have carbon concentrations of 30-50%. Transmission electron microscope
studies of these films indicate that initially the gold grows in unconnected
islands of about 40-60 nm size.(30) Since the electron diffraction pattern of
this film is that of pure gold, the carbon must be between the islands. Crosssectional TEM indicates that, as these films thicken, a columnar structure
results. (30) The film deposited at elevated temperatures on the other hand
shows the continuous polycrystalline structure expected for e-beam
evaporated films (see Fig. 5). Films deposited at room temperature with a Ga
focused ion beam have similar island structure when examined by TEM. (24)
Fig. 5: Transmission electron
micrographs of gold films grown by
ion-induced deposition at two
substrate temperatures: (a) Room
temperature, nominal thickness
60 nm, 70 keV Ar+ ions at 0.7 uA/cm 2 ,
total dose lX1016/cm2. The film is
seen to be made up of unconnected
gold islands. This discontinuous
columnar structure was observed by
cross sectional TEM to persist even to
250 nm thicknesses, (b) 160°C,
otherwise same conditions, thickness
100 nm. The film is seen to be
continuous and has the
microstructure typical of
conventionally evaporated films
(from Ref. 30).

Deposit
Composition

Resistivity
(jiQcm)

Gas
(Reference)

Ion, Energy

A1(CH3)3
(1)

Ar+ 50 keV

13

A1:O:C
14:70:16
59:39:2

Ta(OC2H5)5
(2)

Ar+ 50 keV

27

Ta:O:C
56:27:17

WF6(RT)
(2)

Ar+ 50 keV

31

W:O
75:25

WF6 (80K)
(2)

Ar+ 50 keV

3800

high oxygen
content

WF 6
(3)

Ar+ 750 eV

4 x 10"4

5

W:0:C
90:5:5

350
(Bulk = 4.6)

WF 6
(7)

Ar+ 500 eV

1 x 10-6

W:F:C
93.3:4.4:2.3

10
(Bulk = 4.6)

W(CO)6

Ga+ 25 keV

W:C:Ga:O
75:10:10:5

150 - 225

W:C:O
50:40:10

100

Current
Density
(A/cm2)

"Yield"
(atoms/
ion)

2

(4)
W(CO)6 <Ga/In/Sn 16 keV
(8)
(40° C)
Cr(CO)6
(5)
Styrene
(6)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Au+ 50 keV

0.7

Ga+ 20 keV

0.5

Cr:C:Au:O
40:40:16:4
3.6

C:O
65:30
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Table 2. Ion Beam Induced Au Deposition Using DMG (hfac)
Deposit Characteristics

Ion
System
Focused Beam

Energy

Specie:

40keV

Current
Density
4-1000

9 *

,uA/cm

Substrate
Temp.
Room
Temp.

Yield
(Au Atoms/ion)

Broad Beam

Ga+

20keV

Ga+

70keV

Ar+

70keV

Ar+

5keV

Ar+

200
. 100-125 °C
|iA/cm

(Atomic %)

~

~3

50% Au
35% C
15% Ga

500-1,500

~3T

80% Au
10% C
10% Ga

3-20

Ga+
40keV

Composition , Resistivity

3

25-100

Room
Temp.

15-25

50-65% Au
50-35% C

10,000

0.7|iA/cm

100-160 °C

50-60

> 90% Au

3-10

2
5|iA/cm

0-15 °C

3-12

50-65% Au
50-35% C

0.7-7 •

Ref.

t Measured assuming a film density is equal to that of Au.
*Average current density of a rastered beam. The instantaneous current density was 0.3-3 A / c m .
1. P.G. Blauner, J.S. Ro, Y. Butt, and J. Melngailis, to be published J. Vac. Sci. Technol. BJ1989).
2. P.G. Blauner, J.S. Ro, Y. Butt, and J. Melngailis, submitted for publication.
3. A. Wagner and J.P. Levin, Ion Implantation Conference, Kyoto, Japan, 1988.
4. J.S. Ro, A.D. Dubner, C.V. Thompson, and J. Melngailis, Mat. Res. Soc. Proc. 1QL 255 (1988).
5. A.D. Dubner and A. Wagner, to be published, J. Appl. Phys. (July 15,1989).
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c)

Mechanism
A model for the deposition process has been formulated in terms of the
adsorbate coverage and the ion and gas fluxes(24'31/34) which is similar to the
model proposed for electron beam induced deposition/5) Such a model
would be useful for predicting how a given deposition system could be
optimized. However, as yet the fit with experimental data is uncertain and
optimum conditions can best be determined by measurement. For example,
in gold deposition consider the case where the focused ion beam is scanned
fast enough to avoid any transient, local adsorbate depletion effects. Then the
rate of film growth will increase with average current density until the
average adsorbate density becomes depleted. At that point the deposition rate
falls rapidly and in fact would become negative as milling takes over
(Fig. 6). These results indicate that, for a given focused ion beam current and
gas flux, there is a minimum area which can be continuously scanned to
achieve maximum growth rate and scanning a smaller area will lead to a
reduced rate and, eventually, milling. Thus for a 100 pA beam a 7 urn x 7 um
area can be scanned, but for smaller areas the beam would need to be blanked
off for part of the time.
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o<J
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Au Film Growth Rate as a
Function of Scanned
Current Density

Fig. 6: The deposition rate
as a function of average
current density (Ref. 24).
The pressure of the DMG
(hfac) gas is constant at
10 mtorr.
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As more data becomes available the type of models discussed up to
now(24,31,34) can no doubt be refined to describe ion induced deposition.
However, the underlying mechanism responsible for coupling the energy of
the scanning ion to the molecules adsorbed on the surface remains
unexplained. The quartz crystal microbalance experiments permit the density

of adsorbed molecules to be measured and at the same time also the
deposition yield (number of atoms deposited per incident ion). The cross
section is then estimated to be 2 x 10~3 cm 2 for 5 keV Ar ions. @1) T n j s means
that on the average all molecules are decomposed within a 2.5 nm radius of
the point of impact. At 5 keV the yield at pressures of ~5 mtorr is about 4
atoms/ion while for 70 keV Ar ions(3°) the yield is 60. The density of
adsorbed molecules was not measured in the 70 keV experiment, but since
the dependence of density on pressure is very slow in the range of 1-20 mtorr,
the coverage is likely to be similar. Thus the cross section is about a factor of
15 higher, and we can say that the incoming ion decomposes the molecules
within a 10 nm radius.
How does a molecule sitting on the surface 10 nm from the point of
ion impact receive enough energy to break apart? Three mechanisms can be
imagined: electromagnetic radiation, electronic excitation, 'and atomic
motion e.g. collision cascades or lattice vibrations. The fact that heavier ions
under the same conditions have a significantly higher yield tends to favor the
atomic motion, since lighter ions would be expected to produce more
electronic or electromagnetic excitation. The limited data available^28) for the
deposition from WF£ is summarized in Table 3, and compared to the energy
loss mechanisms for the incident ion. Clearly neither electronic energy loss
rate of the incident ion nor the loss rate to substrate nuclei correlates perfectly
with the yield. For what it is worth, we note that the square root of the total
loss rate correlates reasonably well with the yield. More data is very much
needed for yield as a function of ion mass and ion energy to shed light on the
mechanism.
The scanning tunneling microscope may be a useful tool for observing
the size and shape of deposited material due to individual ions. In fact, the
reverse process, craters created by incident ion sputtering, has been observed
by scanning tunneling microscopy. &7) For 8 keV Kr ions incident on a PbS
(001) surface the area surrounding the point of incidence over which atoms
are displaced from equilibrium is seen to be 3 to 5 nm in diameter. (37)
APPLICATIONS
a)
Photomask repair.
In the case of photomask repair most of the systems designed use
carbon deposition to replace missing absorber material,(9-15) although Cr is
also used.(21) One preferred carbon source that has been reported is
styrene( 35 ) (Table I). The deposition time can be estimated from Table 4.

Table 3. Mechanisms of Ion Induced Deposition
(Film deposited from WF6 at 20 mtorr, Ions 50 keV 1 uA/cm 2
by Gamo et al. ref. 28)
Rate of
Energy
Loss to
Electrons

Rate of
Energy
Loss to
Nuclei

(b)

(b)

keV/jim

keV/um

Ion
Range
in W
Rp (um)

5.9

225

15

.110

.090

Ar

14.1

770

690

.015

.014

Xe

27.9

830

2900

.008

.005

Deposition
Ion Yield (a)
He

Range
Straggle
Rp (um)

Notes on table:
a)

Calculated from data of K. Gamo et al. Microcircuit Engineering 5,163 (1986)
assuming pure tungsten is deposited.

b)

Calculated using the TRIM program, original developed by J.P. Biersack and
J.F. Ziegler, see for example, Ion Implantation Techniques, Eds. H. Ryssel and
H. Glawischnig, Springer-Verlag, (1982), p. 122.

Table 4. Time to deposit 1
(or 5 x 10 10 atoms)
Beam Current
(nA)

Beam diameter
(assuming 4A/cn\2)
(urn)

Yield
(atoms/ion)

Time
(sec)

0.1

0.06

3

28

0.1

0.06

10

8.3

1.0

0.18

3

2.8

1.0

0.18

10

0.83

Clearly to deposit large areas with high resolution will take considerable time,
but then most repairs are not expected to exceed a few square micrometers.
b)
X-ray lithography mask repair.
The repair of clear defects (missing absorber) in x-ray masks will require
high aspect ratio structures to be deposited. If the x-ray wavelength is in the
range of 0.9 to 1.4 nm, then the absorber, say gold or tungsten, has to be about
0.3 to 0.5 urn thick. Thus minimum circuit features of 0.3 urn will lead to
aspect ratios in excess of 1:1. In addition, the features will need to have nearly
vertical side walls. Fig. 7 shows a photo of a 3.4 x 3.4 urn patch of gold 1 urn
thick with almost vertical side walls. Since the gold contains a substantial
percentage of carbon, the x-ray 'transmission is no doubt increased. In practice,
this can be compensated for by increasing film thickness. Such patches are
now being evaluated on x-ray masks at the Fraunhofer Institute in Berlin.
Tungsten patches produced by ion induced deposition have 'also shown x-ray
opacity/ 20 )

Fig. 7: SEM of a 3.4 x 3.4 m deposit
shown in perspective (top) and in
profile (bottom). This feature was
written at a deposition rate of 11 A/s.
The height (~1 um) and high aspect
ratio of the edges of this deposit are of
particular interest for application in
x-ray lithographic mask repair. Ref. 23.

c)
Circuit repair.
For restructuring or repair of the conductors on integrated circuits the
deposited film must be conducting. In many cases short distances are covered
and the deposited film can be thick so that resistivities up to 100 times higher
than the bulk metal value may still be acceptable. In addition the contact
resistance between the existing metal and the deposited metal must be low.
Low resistance "jumpers" of W deposited using W(CO)6 have been used to

connect adjacent metal lines.(22) No evidence of contact resistance was
reported.
We have deposited gold films with 'inewidlhs down to 0.1 urn (see
Fig. 8). In some experiments thin lines were deposited across 4 fingers of Al,
nichrome, or Au. By comparing 4 point and 2 point measurements we found
that the contact resistance was negliable (24,33) As shown in Table 2, we have
succeeded in depositing gold films with resistivity nearly equal to the bulk
metal value. This should make repair of integrated circuits more convenient
in that thinner films can be used.

Fig 8: SEM of deposited line. This line
was written by repeatedly and
continuously scanning of 50 pA ion
beam over 25 um at 300 cm/s for 30 s.

0.1 jim

In any repair process the ability of the focused ion beam to image the
area to be altered is critical as well as the ability to mill out via holes through
the passivation layer and to cut conductors where needed.
In-situ deposition of contacts on IH-V's, for example, is another
potential area of application, particularly if lower energy ions can be used.
CONCLUSIONS:
Focused ion beam induced deposition is a novel process which is as yet
not understood in detail. A number of metals have been deposited with
submicrometer control of dimensions and some of the deposition parameters
have been studied. The field is motivated by applications in photomask
repair, x-ray mask repair and by circuit restructuring and repair.
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LATTICE DEFECTS GENERATED BY ION IMPLANTATION
INTO SUBMICRON Si AREAS
M. TAMURA, S. SHUKURI and Y. KAWAMOTO
Central Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd., Kokubunji, Tokyo 185, Japan
ABSTRACT
Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy observations have been
carried out to clarify two-dimensional depth distributions of lattice defects
generated in high-dose (5 x 10^5 ions/cm^), P, As, BF2 and B implanted, annealed submicron Si areas as a function of implantation areas. Monte Carlo
simulation is also adapted for ion-implantation into submicron Si through
fine mask patterns to predict the effect of mask size on spatial damage and
impurity profiles. Simulation results predict that the above profiles have a
strong mask size dependence for regions below the critical size, where the
dopant concentration decreases and damage depth moves toward the surface-side
with a reduced implantation area. Some experimental results support simulation results, although most defects, mainly in the P and A«s implantation, are
confined within the original amorphized layers, independent of mask size.
However, in BFQ and B implantation, unexpected defect behavior such as variations in defect distribution from one implanted layer to another is found to
occur in submicron regions doped by implantation.
INTRODUCTION
Continuous demands for the miniatuarization of individual devices in Si
LSIs have led to the development of finer and shallower junctions formed by
ion implantation and annealing. With the reduction in junction size, it has
become more important in designing junctions to precisely know the two-dimensional distributions of primary and secondary defects and impurities in implanted and annealed layers. The following parameters mainly determine the
two-dimensional distributions of the ion-implanted area including impurities
and defects: (1) mask-pattern dimensions, (2) lateral straggling of implanted
ions, and (3) subsequent thermal processes. There have been a few reports on
the spatial distributions of impurities and lattice defects in ion-implanted
submicron regions after annealing [1 - 4J« So far, we have reported some
characteristic features of defects both in focused ion beam implanted layers
[2, 3] and in regions implanted through fine mask patterns by a broad beam

m.
The present paper reports the two-dimensional distributions of damage in
ion-implanted submicron Si areas obtained by simulation and experiments.
First, we discuss changes in the spatial distribution of damage with a reduction in pattern sizes into which implantations are carried out. These
changes in spatial distribution are based on Monte Carlo simulation results.
Then, the two-dimensional defect distributions obtained by cross-sectional
transmission electron microscope (XTEM) observations are reported on highdose P, As, BF~ and B implanted submicron (100) Si areas.

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Simulation program
The Monte Carlo program, developed by Ishitani et al. [5J> was used to
follow the three-dimensional trajectory of the energetic ions in amorphous Si
substrates as well as to calculate the primary displacement energy transferred to the lattice atoms. In this program, the two-body collision model is
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Fig. 1 Two-dimensional Frenkel pair density contours normalized by a peak concentration for 70 keV, B implantation as a
function of mask opening size.

employed and the two-body interaction potential is the Moliere type [6]. In
the calculation, 4- x 10-^ incident ions were used with a fixed incident energy
to simulate the three-dimensional distribution of primary damage due to ion
implantation below the surface.

Primary damage calculation
The distribution of Frenkel pairs was calculated using the Kinchin-Pease
equation. The total number of Frenkel pairs, v, produced by primary nuclear
energy transfer was determined from
v = 1 for E^ < E v < 2.5 E^,
v = 0.8 E v /2 E d for 2.5 E d < E^, where E v and E d are the transfer energy of
the nuclear collision and displacement energy (approximately 25 e V ) , respectively.
Figure 1 shows a typical example of calculation results indicating twodimensional Frenkel pair density contours normalized by a peak concentration
for 70 keV, B ion implantation. Mask pattern sizes are between 0.04. and 0.4
ym. Results clearly show that the maximum concentration depth of Frenkel
pairs approaches the surface-side with the decrease in mask size.

EXPERIMENTS
Conventional P, As, BFo and B ion implantation was carried out through
striped windows in 400 nm poly-Si on 20 nm SiO 2 deposited on (100) Si. Window opening size varied mainly between 0.1 and 1.0 um. The implantation with
a dose of 5 x lO 1 ^ ions/cm2 was done through 10 nm thick SiO2 layers for all
ions used here. Implantation energies were 50 and 140 keV for P, 25, 80 and
150 keV for As, 25 and 70 keV for BF 2 and 10, 70 and 100 keV for B. After
implantation, 15 min isochronal annealing was performed in a dry No atmosphere. The two-dimensional depth distribution of defects formed in implanted
layers was then observed by XTEM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prediction by simulation
Monte Carlo simulation results predict some specific features of mask
size dependence of both defect and impurity distributions in submicron regions implanted through fine mask patterns. Figure 2 shows the mask size dependence of depths of the maximum Frenkel pair concentrations normalized by
depths of the maximum impurity concentrations for various implantations indicated in the figure. The results clearly show the Frenkel pair depths move
toward the surface with the decrease in mask size when the mask size diminishes below the threshold value for each implantation. It can be clearly
understood from the figure that the threshold size becomes smaller with an
increase in implanted ion mass: that is, it is 0.4. ym for 70 keV B, 0.1 ym
for 100 keV P and 0.01 um for 100 keV As. This result is mainly due to the
magnitude of the lateral straggling of each ion.
The simulation program used here does not take into account the knock-on
effect caused by interactions between host atoms for damage accumulation.
This is to keep the calculation simple. Therefore, the damage depth for
heavy ion, particularly As, should be shifted to deeper regions in real situations than in simulated ones.
Similar mask size effect on damage depth is also observed for the same
ion species used for implantation, if the implantation energy is varied.
This feature is typically shown in Fig. 3 in the B implantation. In the 10
keV B implantation case, the critical mask size for making the defect distribution change is below 0.1 ym, about 1/4. as small as that for 70 keV B implantation. This is also due to the degree of lateral straggling.
Another typical situation showing the mask size effect on the behaviors
of implanted impurities and generated defects in submicron areas can be seen
in Fig. 4-* Here, we see that the maximum concentration of defects and impurities decreases with a decrease in mask size below the threshold value.
The critical size is about 0.4 um for B, 0.2 ym for P and 0.1 ym for As.
This result suggests that the impurity concentration doped by implantation
will vary for each implanted region, if various submicron sizes below critical ones are included in the doping area for implantation.
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In addition to these phenomena, it
is important to note the lateral spread
of implanted ions outside patterned
areas. The ratio of the lateral spread
of B concentration contours, D, to the
mask opening size, d, is shown as a function of mask size and implantation energy in Fig. 5. Two different curves are
shown for ion concentration contours of
10~ and 10"-3 from the maximum value.
The ratio of the lateral spread of
implanted ions to the mask opening size
increases sharply for mask sizes below
0.3 urn for 70 keV and 0.1 urn for 10 keV
implantation, as the figure clearly
shows. These results strongly indicate
that interactions between impurities and
/or defects will occur severely between
adjacent different implanted areas with
submicron sizes smaller than a 0.2 ^
0.3 um mask opening, although low energy
implantation, such as 10 keV, can shift
the critical size into smaller values
for this phenomenon to occur, as suggested
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from the figure.

Damage formation and its annealing behavior
P and As implantation
In this section, characteristic features of defects generated in highdose (5 x 10^-5 ions/cm ) P and As implanted and annealed layers through submicron mask patterns are described. XTEM micrographs showing two-dimensional
distributions of defects generated in submicron areas with different mask
sizes by 50 keV, P implantation are summarized in Fig. 6. In as-implanted
layers, continuous amorphous Si (a-Si) layers are formed from the surface to
a depth of 107 nm in each submicron implanted layer, irrespective of mask
size. The angle of the poly-Si mask edge to the substrate surface is approximately 70°. Therefore, the poly-Si masks are partially amorphized even for
surface regions near the substrate surface. After 800°C annealing, the well
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Fig. 5 Ratio of
lateral spread of B
concentration contours, D, to mask
opening size, d, as
a function of mask
size. Two B implantation cases
with 10 and 70 keV
implantation enegies are compared.
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known dislocation loop formation occurs just below the original amorphous/
crystalline (a/c) interface for all the implanted layers. Together with this
loop formation, dislocation loops are also formed near the range, R p (r^60 nm)
for samples with mask opening sizes larger than 0.3 Mm, as shown in the
figure.
The dislocation loops at the R p are considered to be originating from
precipitation due to the high-concentration P atoms at R p , where P atoms K 8
x 10^0 atoms/cm^ at R p ) exceed solid solubility limits C H X lO 2 ^ atoms/cm-')
at 800°C. However, interestingly, no loop formation at Rv is detected for
any samples, with mask opening sizes below 0.1 urn, as recognized from the figure. This fact may reflect that the maximum impurity concentration slightly
decreases below the solubility limit at 800°C for implanted layers below 0.1
um regions, as discussed in the previous section in connection with Fig. A.
Annealing at 1000°C in Fig. 6, results in complete elimination of all
the dislocation loops formed at 800°C. However, defects just under the mask
corners remain in all the implanted regions. These defects exist separately
under two mask edges for samples with mask sizes above 0.1 (jm, but interactions between these defects occur in implanted regions with smaller mask
sizes than 0.1 Mm, as shown in the figure. Such a mask edge defect formation
process has already been discussed for high-dose As implantation by considering two-dimensional SPE recovery process of implantation-induced amorphous
layers with circular profiles under the mask edges [7].
Figure 7 shows XTEM results for a 14.0 keV P implantation case. Here, a
continuous amorphous layer of 270 nm, thicker than that of the 50 keV implantation, is equally formed in individual implanted layers. We also note that
this thick amorphous layer formation results in the 0.2 ym extension into the
Si substrate surface under the poly-Si mask edge. Thus, although the two-dimensional amorphous shapes in the 14.0 keV P implantation are different from
those in the 50 keV P implantation, the structure and nature of secondary defects generated after 800 and 1000°C are nearly the same as those observed
in the 50 keV P implantation except for the following two slight differences:
One is that dislocation loops at the R p depth are not generated in all the
submicron areas mainly due to the decrease in the maximum impurity concentration l>3.6 x 1 0 2 0 atoms/cm^) at R p by the increase of implantation energy.
Another is that the mask
edge defect generation is
CO
0.1pm
0.(K-0.08iim
0.3um
clearly observed even
after 800°G annealing. No
special size effects on
CLdefect generation and
OD
distribution after annealing are also detected in
14.0 keV implantation.
In As implantation,
the shapes of amorphous
regions and the nature of
post-annealing-induced
defects in submicron
regions showed nearly the
same features as in the P
implantation, although the
survival or elimination of
R defects after high-temlOOCC1
perature annealing varied
according to implantation
50keV, P, 5x10 15 ions/cm 2
energies. This phenomenon
is attributed to the dif- Fig. 6 XTEM micrographs showing two-dimensional
ference in interactions
distributions of defects observed in 50 keV, P
between recoiled oxygen
implanted subrnicron areas. Mask opening size
atoms and R p defects. We
and annealing temperatures are indicated.
have already shown in 80

U-J

keV As implantation that oxygen
atoms of about 2 x 1 0 ^ atoms/cm^
have a strong pinning effect on R p
defects [8]. Whereas, oxygen
above 2 x 10^9 atoms/cm-^ has the
reverse effect, i.e., dissolution,
on these defects [8]. One typical
example is shown in Fig. 8 for 25
keV As implantation. Here, no R p
depth (^22 rim) defects remain in
the original amorphized regions
which have an equal thickness of
about 4.0 nm in individual implanted submicron areas, after 800°C
annealing.
The maximum concentration of
As atoms at an R p depth under 25
keV, 5 x 10 5/cm ^ implantation
condition is about 2.5 x
^1
atoms/cm^, well above the solid
solubility (^2 x 1 0 ^ atoms/cm^
[9]) at 800°C. Nevertheless, the
fact that precipitate-related R D
defects are completely eliminated
clearly suggests that the interaction between high-concentration
knocked-on 0 and As atoms after
800°C annealing suppressed the As
clustering phenomenon in these
submicron regions. In this connection, such Rp depth defects
were severe in both 80 and 150 keV
implanted layers even after 1000°C
annealing. This is considered to
be because of sharp decrease in

0.3 vm

KOkeV, F?5x10l5ions/cm2

Fig.
7 XTEM micrographs showing two dimensional defect distributions observed
in 140 keV, P implanted submicron areas.
Mask opening size and annealing conditions are indicated. Note severe defects under mask edges after annealing
at temperatures above 800°C.

0.3-0.4um

0.1 -0.2 urn

Fig.
8 XTEM micrographs showing
two-dimensional defect distributions observed in 25 keV, As implanted submicron areas. Mask
opening size and annealing temperatures are indicated.

1000°C

0.1um
2 5 keV, As, 5x 10 15 ions/cm
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knocked-on 0 concentration at the Rp depth for both 80 and 150 keV, resulting
in the stabilization of Rp defects by pinning them.
From the above results, we can conclude for high-dose P and As implantation into submicron Si where continuous amorphous layers form that (1) amorphous depth variation was not observed among samples with implanted submicron
areas under the present experimental conditions; (2) all the defects generated after annealing were confined within the original a-Si regions; (3) common defects observed in all the submicron regions were the mask edge defects
which were generated by a complex recovery process of mask c-dge amorphous
layers. They survived in all the submicron regions even after 1000°C annealing.

BFg and B implantation
In this section, characteristic features of defects in submicron regions
with high-concentration p-type layers doped by BF 2 and B implantation are
described. In BF2 layers implanted at 25 and 70 keV, amorphous layers were
formed from the surface to 4.0 nm and 110 nm depths, respectively. These
depths did not change among samples with different submicron regions. The
annealing sequence results of defects by XTEM observations are shown for 25
keV implanted layers in Fig. 9- At 800°C annealing, two higH-density defect
bands remain. One exists near the surface region and another along
the original a/c interface. The former defects are composed of microtwins,
as already revealed in 110 keV BF 2 implantation by Nieh and Chen [10]. The
latter, a/c dislocation loops, are decorated by F atoms, as clearly shown by
the F profile results in BF2 implanted layers [11]. Accordingly, the loopband width is three or four times larger than that observed in P and As
implanted layers.
As a result, in implanted layers with a 0.1 ym mask opening size, some
a/c interface defects were observed to be grown, extending from the a/c
interface to about a 50 nm depth into the substrate. These severe defects
almost disappear at 1000°C annealing, as
seen from the figure. Since F atoms at
1000°C move to the substrate surface
0.1pm
0.3um
[12], the pinning effect of F atoms on
defects vanished, resulting in an a/c
interface dislocation loop dissolution.
Only a low density of raicrotwins was observed in the top surface region about
as impl.
30 nm in thickness from the surface, but
no bubble formation [10] was observed.
These defects disappearance results were
independent of mask size.
On the other hand, in 70 lceV BF 2
implantation, the decoration effect on
800°C
a/c dislocation loops by F atoms at 800
°C weakend in the micrograph in comparison with the 25 keV implantation. This
may be due to the separation between the
Rp depth of F and the a/c interface.
iooo°c
Therefore, defects (twins near the surface and a/c dislocation loops) were
25keV, BFj.5xl015ions/cm2
almost confined within the original a/c
regions after 800°C annealing. However,
Fig. 9 XTEM micrographs showing
in some submicron regions, rodlike detwo-dimensional defect distribufects were found to exist outside the
tions observed in 25 keV, BFp
a/c interface at a depth of 100 - 150 nm
implanted subinicron areas. Mask
below the a/c interface. The same reopening size and annealing temsult has already been observed in 110
peratures are indicated.
keV BF 2 implanted and 700 - 900°C

annealed Si for blanket implantation [10]. Such
a phenomenon as where defects laterally distribute
under the mask material beyond the a/c interface
was not observed.
(a)
However, contrary to the results of the 25
keV implantation, the generation of severe defects
extending into the area beneath the original a-Si
layer was observed in 1000°C annealed submicron
regions, although rodlike defects were completely
absent. Typical examples are shown in Fig. 10
for the samples with 0.3 Uin mask opening size.
Figure 10(a) shows an example where defects
(b)
are confined within the original a-Si layers, and
10(b) and (c) show examples where they grow from
the a-SJ areas into outside ones. Thus, the
grown defects' twc-dimensional distributions
varied from sample to sample with submicron implanted layers. The figure also clearly shows
that defect types such as long-elongated dislocations about 0.4 )jm in length along the <211>
(c)
direction (Fig. 10(c)) and large loops (Fig. 10
(b)) differ in these respective implanted regions. Such behavior of residual defects after
1000°C annealing markedly contrasts with that
observed in the P and As implanted layers, where
70keV,BF 2 ,5 x I0 l 5 ions/cm 2 .1000°C
all the defects remained within the original a-Si
layers, even if the situation is the same as the
continuous amorphous layer formation is similarly
Fig. 10 XTEM microcreated in the submicron regions. It is not
graphs showing defect
clear at the moment whether or not this differbehavior variations
ence can be attributed to the existence of
from sample to sample
high-concentration F atoms in the BF2 implanobserved in 70 keV,
tation.
3F2 implanted and
It is understood that no clear mask edge
1000°C annealed subdefects are generated in BF2 implanted layers by
micron areas of 0.3
comparing Figs. 6, 7 and 8 with Figs. 9 and 10.
pm size.
This result shows another big contrast between P
and As, and BF2 implantation. The SPE recovery
process of a-Si layers in the BF2 implantation
(110 KeV, 5 x lO 3 ^ ions/cm2) is reported [12].
According to the results, the regrowth speed of a BF2 implanted layer is
strongly affected by the concentration of F atoms. The average regrowth
speed of a BF2 implanted layer is roughly 2 nm/min, about 1/20 that of P and
As implanted layers. Another interesting point is that (111) faceting occurs at the growing a/c interface, resulting in the formation of microtwins
near the surface region. These two results suggest that the orientation dependence of SPE regrowth speed is weakened in BF2 implanted layers. This
will result in missing the clear formation of mask edge defects as a consequence of nearly the same slow growth rate of mask edge amorphous layers.
The detailed observations on the mask edge amorphous recovery process will be
reported elsewhere [13]Next, characteristic of defects in high-dose B implanted subraicron areas
are reported. Figure 11 shows XTEM results f.or.a 10 keV B implantation case.
In the present experiment, no amorphous layers were created in the implanted
layers. This is a different situation from P, As and BF 2 implantation.
However, as shown in the figure, a strong black contrast region showing the
damage accumulation phenomenon is detected at about a 0.8 Rp (Rp = 33 nm)
depth in 10 keV implanted layers with sizes larger than 0.3 gm. This damage
accumulation area is seen to slightly move deeper in the substrate in a
0.1 um region. After 800°C annealing, the agglomeration of small dislocation

0.1 um

0.3 urn

CO

CD C3

1000
lOkeV, B, 5x10 l 5 ions/cm 2

Fig. 11 XTEM micrographs showing two-dimensional defect
distributions observed in 10 keV, B implanted submicron
areas. Mask size and annealing temperatures are indicated.

loops is formed at about Rp depth in the region with mask sizes above 0.3
while this defect position in the 0.1 ym is about 2 times deeper than in the
larger mask sizes. However, particular extension of defects into the substrate under the mask material was not observed. After 1000°C annealing,
both dislocation loops and stacking faults are generated in the implanted
layers. Some of these defects are grown to extend into a region of 0.2^0.3
ym depth as shown in the figure. They are elongated along the <211> directions in the micrograph. These defect configuration and formation varied in
the individual implanted submicron areas. This situation is nearly the same
as that described for 70 keV BF£ implantation results in Fig. 10. However,
amorphization and the effect of F atoms on defect formation are excluded in
the B implantation case, when we consider the defect expansion process. The
same phenomenon has already been observed in focused 70 keV B ion beam implantation with a 7 x 10^-4- ions/cm^ dose, where defects remaining after 1000
°C annealing showed remarkably different distributions and shapes in each 0.2
]jm implanted layer [33 •
When there is no amorphous layer formation, point defects which will
form secondary defects, move freely and condense on {111} planes. This forms
residual defcts of different shapes, sizes and types in each implanted region
after high-temperature annealing such as 1000°C. This result is also believed to be affected by the statistical fluctuation in the grov/th of lattice
defects originating from condensed-point defects existing in small dimensions.
In 70 and 100 keV B implantation, nearly the same features of defect
growth and distributions were observed after annealing at temperature above
800 °C. Examples of the nature and distribution of such defects are illustrated in Fig. 12 for 70 keV implantation.
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Fig. 12 XTEM micrographs showing two-dimensional
defect distributions observed in 70 keV, B implanted
submicron areas. Mask size and annealing temperatures are indicated.

The figure shows that defects in 800°C annealed samples consist of
buried agglomeration of small dislocation loops near Rp depth (^ 217 nm) together with rodlike defects extending from the lower edge of the above dislocation loop band into the substrate. The defects extend about two times
Rp below the surface, independent of mask size. Such defects reach to the
surface from Rp depth under the mask edge region by reflecting a 70° inclination of the mask edge to the substrate surface. 1000°C annealing results
reveal the following defect charactersitics: in implanted layers with mask
sizes above 1.0 ym, two different types of defects are present. One is
faulted loops near the surface region. The other is dislocation lines distributed in deeper regions. The dislocation lines are believed to develop
from dislocation loops under the strong strain field induced by the highconcentration B distribution gradient, although they were not observed in
the 10 keV implantation.

Table 1 Maximum defect depths in B implanted submicron areas.
plantation conditions and mask opening size are indicated.

0.1 pm

0.3 pm

>1.C i pm

800 c •c

330 nm

330 nm

330 nm

1000 °C

330 - 400 nm

800°C

400 nm

70 keV

100

Im-

400

- 530 nm
400 nm

530 nm
400 nm

keV
1OOO °C

400

- 500 nm

470

- 530 nm

600

nm

In contrast, in layers implanted through mask sizes below 0.3 um> dislocation lines distribute throughout the entire region from the surface to
depths which are dependent on the mask sizes. The observed depths in which
defects exist are summarized in Table 1.
From Table 1, we note that dislocations generated after the 1000°C anneal are distributed at deeper regions with the increase in mask size.
This feature i nearly the same as dislocations for 70 and 100 keV implantation. This is in contrasts with the result of 800°C in which defects
distribute at the same depths independent of mask size. This fact may have
a strong connection with the B diffusion process; that is, with the movement
of B atoms to greater depths, dislocations will simultaneously move to relax
the strain field induced by solute lattice contraction of B atoms. This
phenomenon suggests that the more B atoms are included in implanted regions,
the deeper the diffused areas are. Therefore, as suggested by simulation
results in Fig. Ui one can speculate that the effective maximum B concentration decreases in submicron implanted regions below 0.3 u m size.
Finally, the spread of defects from the mask edges into the substrate
was compared between calculation and observation results for 10 and 70 keV
B implantation. Results are shown in Fig. 13. Experimentally, the spread
of defects was evaluated as the lateral extension from the mask corner by
neglecting the effect of mask edge inclination to the substrate surface.
Nevertheless, qualitative agreement between simulation and experiment is
obtained. The results indicate that interactions of defects (or impurities)
between adjacent submicron regions including implanted B atoms become quite
important with the increase in implantation energy, for example, from 10 to
70 keV.
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Fig. 13 Comparison of ratio of lateral spread
of defects to mask opening size between calculation and experiment in 10 and 70 keV B implantation into submicron areas. The definition of the ratio is the same as in Fig. 5.
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CONCLUSION
The annealing behavior of two-dimensional damage distribution in submicron Si areas implanted through fine mask patterns was investigated as a
function of mask opening size. This was done mainly through cross-sectional
TEM observations for samples implanted with high-dose (5 x 10 5 ions/cm ),
50 and 14.0 keV P, 25, 80 and 150 keV As, 25 and 70 keV BF2 and 10, 70 and
100 keV B ions. Post-annealed, induced defects in amorphized Si layers by
both P and As implantation were confined within the original amorphized Si,
independent of mask size. However, severe defects other than implantationinduced ones remained under the mask edges as a consequence of the complicated process for recovering the mask edge amorphous layer. In contrast, in
the BF2 implantation with the formation of amorphous regions, there was no
clear mask edge defect generation, although typical phenomena such as defect
extension into deeper regions from amorphous layers in the substrate, were
detected in submicron regions.
In B implanted layers without amorphous formation, defect distributions
varied from one implanted layer to another, indicating that statistical
fluctuations played an important role for growth from condensed-point defects to lattice defects in very limited areas. Monte Carlo simulation also
suggested that spatial damage and impurity profiles in subraicron areas introduced by implantation had a strong mask size dependende.
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ABSTRACT
A mechanistic model of the ion beam induced deposition, (IBID) process is
proposed, and an experimental system for measuring IBID is described. In IBID,
the kinetic energy of the incident ion is deposited in the substrate surface
resulting in the ejection of atoms (sputtering), and the decomposition of
adsorbed molecules. Net deposition occurs when the number of atoms added
through decomposition exceeds the number removed by sputtering.
Gold
films
were
deposited
by
decomposing
dimethyl
gold
hexafluoroacetylacetonate (C7H7F602Au) molecules with a 5 keV argon ion beam.
The beam current density was 5 ,uA/cmz. These films were deposited on quartz
crystal microbalances (QCM). The QCM's provide an in-situ measurement of the
deposition rate as a function of ion dose, dose rate, gas pressure, and
substrate temperature. The mass of the depositing film increases with increasing ion dose. The deposition yield, or mass deposited per incident ion,
is independent of the power input of the ion beam and therefore, the decomposition is not due to macroscopic heating. The deposition yield is shown to depend on the sputter yield of the substrate. The yield increases with increasing
gas pressure and decreasing substrate temperature. This increase is proportional to the adsorption of the organometallic gas.
INTRODUCTION
Deposition of thin films is an important step in microelectronics fabrication. In the past several years, a number of techniques which use lasers
[1], or electron beams [2,3,4] for localized film deposition have been described. In 1984, Gamo et. al [5] described a method of depositing thin metal
films called ion beam induced deposition (IBID). In IBID, metal atoms are deposited on a substrate by decomposing organometallic molecules with an ion beam.
Deposition occurs only where the ion beam is incident on the substrate, and
localized deposition is achieved using a focused ion beam [6].
Thin films
of aluminum [5], tungsten [7], tantalum [7], and gold [6] have been deposited
using this technique.
An experimental system has been built to study the IBID process [8], The
system uses a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) to continuously measure the mass

of the deposited film. The deposition rate is measured as a function of ion
current, gas pressure, and substrate temperature. The QCM is sensitive enough
to measure the adsorption of less than one monolayer of the organometallic
precursor.
Thus, this experimental system is also used to measure gas
adsorption on the substrate as a function of gas pressure and substrate temperature.
MODEL
Figure 1 illustrates a model of the IBID process. A substrate is surrounded
by a few millitorr of an organometallic gas. Some of the gas molecules adsorb
onto the substrate surface. Simultaneously, a beam of ions is incident on the
substrate. The kinetic energy of each incident ion is deposited in the
substrate surface through both nuclear and electronic excitation. This deposited energy results in the ejection of atoms (sputtering), and the decomposition
of adsorbed molecules. Decomposition of the molecules results in the nonvolatile component (the metal atom) being deposited and the volatile components,
such as oxygen and fluorine, leaving the surface. Net deposition of metal occurs when the number of atoms added through decomposition exceeds the number
of atoms removed by sputtering, i.e.,
(1)
where Ynet is the number of atoms deposited per incident ion, Yu is the number
of molecules decomposed by the ion, and S is the number of atoms sputtered by
the ion.
IONS
Sputtered
Atoms

Deposited
Atoms
Figure 1: Schematic of the ion beam induced deposition process. Three
elements are involved: the beam of ions, the organometallic gas, and the
substrate. Atoms are deposited on the substrate surface by decomposing
organometallic molecules with the ion beam. Net deposition occurs when
the number of atoms added through decomposition exceeds the number of
atoms removed by sputtering.

Note that Yliet is the experimentally measured quantity since the QCM measures a
net mass change. The sputter yield (S) can be measured by removing the gas from
the system which reduces decomposition (K,,) to zero. The dependence of the net
deposition yield {Ynet} on the sputter yield (S) in equation 1 was demonstrated
in a previous publication [8]. The number of molecules decomposed per ion
[Y,,) should depend on the number of molecules adsorbed and the ion decomposition
cross section as will be discussed later.
RESULTS
The experimental system and measurement technique are described in reference 8, and will be reviewed only briefly here. The deposited mass is measured
as a function of time by recording the resonant frequency of the QCM e^/ery two
seconds. The gas pressure surrounding the QCM and the ion current hitting the
QCM are recorded as well. The data are stored in an IBM PC/XT and can be uploaded and processed by the host IBM 309G.
Figure 2a shows an example in which gold films were deposited by decomposing
dimethyl gold hexafluoroacetylacetonate C7H7F602Au, (abbreviated (DMG(hfac))
with 5 keV argon ions at two different dose rates (i.e. current densities).
The gas pressure and substrate temperature were held constant during the entire
run at 1 mi 11itorr and 5°C. Negative frequency change is plotted verses time
so that a positive slope corresponds to a mass increase. The mass of the deposit
is shown on the right. The sloped regions of the curve (800-1600 seconds and
2000-2700 seconds) are where deposition took place. The horizontal regions are
where the beam was blocked and no growth occurred. The current densities during
the two depositions were ~ 5 //A/cm2 and ~1.25 //A/cm2 respectively. The reduction in dose rate drastically reduces the deposition rate.
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Figure 2: (a) A plot of frequency vs. time for a gold deposition run in
which the dose rate was varied. The mass of the deposit is shown on the
right, (b) A plot of frequency (and mass) vs. ion dose for the same deposition run. The reduction in dose rate does not affect the slope of
the curve (i.e. yield is unaffected). Thus, the deposition process is
not due to macroscopic heating.

Figure 2b shows the same deposition run plotted as a function of ion dose. The
dose is calculated from the ion current which is recorded as a function of time
during deposition. The reduction in dose rate does not affect the slope of the
curve, i.e. the yield (in units of mass deposited per incident ion). This indicates that the deposition process is not due to macroscopic heating. When
the power input of the ion beam is reduced by a factor of four the yield is not
affected. The change in yield between 800 and 1400 seconds (or 0 to ~45xlO 13
ions) is due to sputtering [8],
Figure 3a shows another deposition run. The deposition was performed with
5 keV argon ions at a current density of 5 fii\/cm2, and DMG(hfac) pressures of
5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.25 millitorr. The QCM temperature was held at 15°C.
The slope of the curve corresponds to the deposition rate in nanograms per
second. The deposition yield (mass deposited per incident ion) can be calculated by dividing the deposition rate by the ion impingement rate. Figure 3b
shows a plot of deposition yield versus time for the data in figure 3a. The
units have been converted from nanograms per incident ion to atomic mass units
per incident ion. An approximate yield of gold atoms deposited per incident
ion is shown on the right of figure 3b. It was calculated by assuming that all
of the deposited mass is gold. While the film contains ~35 to 50 atomic percent
carbon [8], the percentage by weight of gold in the film is very large (>90%)
and dominates the measured mass change. Therefore, the assumption that all of
the deposited mass is gold is not unreasonable. In figure 3b, each step corresponds to a deposition performed at a different pressure (5, 4, 3,2, 1, 0.5,
and 0.25 millitorr). The scatter in the data is due to scatter in the current
reading.
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Figure 3: (a) A plot of frequency and mass vs. time for a run in which
the temperature was held a 15°C and the gas pressure was varied. The
slope of the curve corresponds to the deposition rate, (b) A plot of
yield vs. time for the data in (a). The yield was calculated by dividing
the deposition rate by the ion impingement rate.
From experimental runs like that shown in figure 3, a curve of yield verses
pressure at a single temperature can be generated. By repeating the procedure
at different temperatures a family of yield verses pressure curves can be gen-

erated. The deposition yield increases with increasing gas pressure and decreasing substrate temperature [9].
The QCM is sensitive enough to measure the adsorption of DMG(hfac).
Adsorption isotherms for DMG(hfac) were measured at temperatures and pressures
which correspond to the family of yield curves. The adsorption increases with
increasing pressure and decreasing temperature [9]. Figure 4 shows the result
of plotting the deposition yield curves against the DMG(hfac) adsorption at the
same temperatures and pressures. The dashed line is a least squares fit to the
data.
Figure 4 demonstrates that the deposition yield is proportional to the
adsorption of the organometallic gas (as was postulated earlier). Thus, the
number of molecules decomposed per ion {Ya) depends on the number of molecules
adsorbed and the ion decomposition cross section, i.e.,

•D —

(2)

^

where 0 is the number of molecules/cm2 adsorbed on the surface, and fift is the
decomposition cross section in cm2. Combining equations 1 and 2, the net yield
depends on adsorption, the cross section for decomposition, and sputtering,
i.e.,
(3)

This is the equation for the line in figure 4. The cross section is equivalent
to the slope of the line. For a 5 keV Arf ion, the decomposition cross section
is about 2xlG 13 cm2. In general, the decomposition cross section will depend
strongly on the ion/solid interaction (i.e. ion mass and energy).
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Figure 4: A plot of deposition yield verses DMG(hfac) adsorption for
deposition of gold with 5 keV argon ions. The yield is proportional to
the gas adsorption.

SUMMARY
Gold films were deposited by decomposing DMG(hfac), (C,H7Fr>OzAu), molecules
with a 5 keV argon ion beam. The mass of the depositing film increases with
increasing ion dose, but is independent of ion dose rate (at the current densities used, i.e. <5 /.iA/cm2). Thus, the deposition yield, or mass deposited
per incident ion, is independent of the power input of the ion beam. Therefore,
the decomposition is not due to macroscopic heating. The deposition yield increases with increasing gas pressure and decreasing substrate temperature. This
increase is proportional to the adsorption of the organometallic gas. The decomposition process (addition of atoms to the surface) competes with sputtering
(ejection of atoms from the surface). The following equation can be written
and has been verified experimentally: Ynet = 0 O O — S .
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ABSTRACT
The use of focused and broad beam Ga + implantation for the fabrication of p + -n Si
shallow junctions is explored. In particular, the issue of ion induced damage and its effect on
diode electrical properties is explored. FIB-fabricated junctions exhibit a deeper junction with
lower sheet resistance and higher leakage current than the BB-implanted diodes. TEM analysis
exhibits similar amorphization and recrystallization behavior for both implantation techniques
with the BB case generating a higher dislocation loop density after a 900°C anneal.
1. INTRODUCTION
The fabrication of Si shallow p+-n junction by implantation of Ga and/or other heavy
Column III ions has recently been reported [1-3]. In these prior reports we have concentrated
on using conventional (i.e. Broad Beam) Ga + ion implantation and have achieved junctions
with depths less than lOOnm. We have also reported [4] the use of focused ion beam (FIB)
implantation of the same species to fabricate p-n junctions and thin layers.
FIB technology is a particle beam technology which is proving to be extremely versatile
[5,6]. FIB applications include optical and x-ray mask repair, circuit restructuring,
micromilling, direct-write lithography, direct-write doping, etc. In particular, the direct-write
doping is foreseen to have many attractive features: maskless and resistless processing, locally
customized implant conditions (such as energy, dose, multiple implants, lateral profiling, etc.).
To properly utilize the potential FIB advantages one must understand the nature of ion-solid
interactions which take place at a current density 10 4 -10 5 greater than conventional
implantation. We have previously found that FIB-implanted Ga profiles exhibit a longer tail
and a higher activation percentage than BB-implanted Ga [4]. In this paper, we report on an
investigation of the damage generated by the two techniques and the effect on certain electrical
properties.
We have used (100) Si n-type wafers with a carrier concentration of 5xl0 15 /cm 3 . Prior
to implantation, an 8nm thermal oxide was grown. The Ga implantation energy and dose
ranges were 50-75keV and 1013-1015/cm2, for both methods. The FIB Ga + current and current
density were 200pA and 80mA/cm2 while the corresponding values for the BB Ga + were 75^A
and 0.8j±A/cm2. Some of the samples were pre-implanted with Si (80keV, 2xlO1^/cm2) to
generate an amorphous surface layer. Post-implantation anneals were performed at either 600°C
for 30sec, 900°C for lOsec, or l,000°C for lOsec. The FIB Ga beam was mass analyzed and
found to contain primarily Ga+. In the BB implantations the Ga beam was obtained by mass
separation.
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Ga atomic concentration depth profiles of FIB and BB implantation obtained from
SIMS analysis are shown in Fig. 1 for Ga-implanted at 75keV with a dose of lxl0 1 5 cnr 2 . The
implants were performed into crystalline and into amorphous Si substrates. The peak
concentration occurs at a depth of 46nm in all cases, which is very close to the calculated
projected range of 46.5nm. For implants into c-Si a long Ga tail is evident for both FIB and
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Fig. 1 SIMS Depth Profiles of 75keV Ga FIB and BB As-Implanted p+-n Junctions.
BB, with the former being more pronounced. With the Si top layer preamorphized by selfimplantation, the Ga depth profiles begin to approach the ideal Gaussian distribution. The
corresponding carrier concentration depth profiles obtained from spreading resistance (SRP)
measurements performed after a 600°C anneal for lOsec are shown in Fig. 2. For the
preamorphized case, a junction depth of 130nm is obtained for both BB and FIB samples. For
implants into c-Si, the BB Ga-implanted carrier concentration profile does not change
significantly, while the FIB depth profile exhibits higher peak activation and a deeper tail. This
results in a junction depth for the FIB case of 220nm, as compared to 140nm for the BB
implant. In general, the Ga activation appears greater for the FIB implants in all regions: Rp,
end-of-range and tail. This is probably due to the greater damage, and hence larger number of
Ga-accepting vacancies, created by the FIB implant.
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The electrical properties of BB- and FIB-implanted p-n junctions produced by
implantation with 50 and 75keV Ga for a lxlO 15 /cm 2 dose and annealed at 600°C for lOsec are
summarized in Table 1. The sheet resistance and the junction depth of the p + layer were
obtained from the SRP measurements. Diode leakage current density values were obtained
from 5V reverse bias measurements. Comparing the properties of FIB- and BB-implanted
diodes, a pattern emerges where in general the FIB diodes have a lower sheet resistance, deeper
junction depth and higher leakage current density than their BB counterparts. The lower Rg is
likely due to the higher Ga activation and the longer Xj is caused by a combination of the more
pronounced tail in the atomic depth profile and its higher level of activation. Upon anneal at
900°C, the non-preamorphized samples resulted in a 25-50% increase in Xj, while those with
the Si self-implant showed only a minor increase. The reason for the higher JR in FIB diodes is
not clear, but must be related to a greater level of defects in the depletion layer of the reversebiased junction. In our p+-n junctions, the depletion layer extends primarily into the lightly
doped n-Si substrate.
RBS analysis in channeling mode was performed with a 2MeV He + ion beam on the
BB-implanted samples only. From the aligned spectra of as-implanted samples shown in Fig.
3, amorphous layers of 175 and 120nm are measured to have been produced by the 75keV Ga
implantation, with and without Si preimplant, respectively. The amorphous layers of both
samples were regrown by RTA at 600°C for 30sec. The activated Ga percentage is estimated to
be about 75%, after anneal. A small backscattering peak at the surface implies that the regrowth
was not totally completed. A second peak, at 0.72MeV, is associated with disorder in the endof-range implanted region. BB Ga-implanted samples annealed at 9(K)°C for lOsec indicated
reduced surface damage and somewhat greater end-of-range disorder. The 25 and 50keV Gaimplanted BB samples examined by RBS exhibited amorphous layers of 45 and 85nm,
respectively, prior to annealing. With an anneal at 600°C for 30sec, the samples show similar
behavior as in the 75keV Ga-implanted case.
Cross-sectional TEM analysis was performed using a Hitachi H600 scanning
transmission electron microscope. Only 75keV Ga BB and FIB samples implanted into c-Si
with lxlO 15 /cm 2 dose have been analyzed to date. Fig. 4 shows TEM cross-sections of BBimplanted samples, as implanted and annealed. In the as-implanted case, an SiC>2 top layer is
clearly visible. Next, a uniform amorphized Si region of ~91-92nm is measured. This is
followed by an end-of-range region (1 l-12nm) showing heavy accumulation of point defects.
Finally, the crystalline Si substrate follows. After the 600°C/30sec anneal, the amorphized
region has recrystallized (to a thickness of 98nm) and a line of defects is now observed in the
end-of-range. The BB-implanted sample annealed at 900°C for lOsec indicates that the
individual defects have coalesced into dislocation loops.
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Fig. 3 RBS/Channeling Spectra for BB-Implanted p+-n Junctions.
A very similar behavior is observed for the FIB-implanted samples, as shown in Fig 5
lhe as-implanted sample shows a uniformly amorphized layer of ~113nm, followed by an endof-range defect region of 1 l-12nm. Upon anneal at 900°C for lOsec, a 98nm recrystallized
region is measured along with similar dislocation loops as in the BB-implanted case An
estimate of the dislocation loop (area) density was obtained from these cross-sectional samplesS.SxlQ^lcm1 for the BB case and 2.1xl0l9/ c m 2 for the FIB case.
3. DISCUSSION
From the combination of depth profiles (SIMS and SRPV TEM analysis and diode
electrical measurements some (but not all) of the p-n FIB and BB Ga-implanted junction
characteristics can be understood.
For the non-preamorphized samples, the implanted dose (lxlO 15 /cm 2 ) was higher than
the critical dose for amcrphizing the Si crystal, which is 2xl0l 4 /cm2 for Ga implantation in Si
As confirmed by TEM, amorphous layers were therefore formed during implantation and
recrystallized in the RTA process leading to an activated impurity concentration higher than the
solid solubility at the anneal temperature. From the SRP analysis, peak carrier concentrations
higher than 2xlO'9/cm-3 w e r e observed in the samples w;:h 600°C RTA for 30sec indicating
the activated Ga impurities exceed their solid solubility in Si at these temperatures (<
5xlO18/cm-3, maximum solid solubility of Ga in Si is 4xlO 19 /crrr 3 at 1200°C). The thickness

u t ? e J£ n o r ? h i z e d r e g i o n

w a s f o u n d t 0b e

iW-^Onm from TEM and RBS measurements for

both BB and FIB diodes. This is also consistent with a kink observed in the depth profiles
which is normally located at the amorphous-crystalline interface.
A D D l e T E M a n a l y s i s i n d i c ated that, in so far as it was observable, the damage due to FIB
and BB implantation behaves similarly. Indeed, the first order measurements performed
indicate that the dislocation loop density generated by the broad beam is higher than that due to
the focused ion beam. No defects below the end-of-range were observed in the TEM crosssections of either case. Unfortunately, this prevents us from being able to explain the leakage
current density differences between the two cases, as the dislocation loops lie well inside the
p + -side of the junction. Therefore, further analytical studies are necessary to explain the
difference between FIB and BB implantation.
OTW^ T h 5 a u t h o r s w i s h t o t h a n k S. Hashimoto for the RBS measurements, G. Smith for the
SIMS profiles and T.P. Chow for many useful discussions.
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Fig. 4 Cross-Section TEM Analysis of 75keV Ga BB-Implanted Samples: (a) as implanted
(262,500x); (b) after 6OO°C/3Osec anneal (153,000x); (c) after 9()0oC/l()sec anneal (153,OOOx).

Fig. 5 Cross-Sectional Analysis of 75keV Ga FIB-Implanted Samples: (a) as implanted
(150,000x); (b) after 900°C/10sec anneal (153,000x).
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Part IV. MeV IMPLANTATION

DAMAGE GROWTH IN Si DURING SELF-ION IRRADIATION: A STUDY
OF ION EFFECTS OVER AN EXTENDED ENERGY RANGE
O. W. HOLLAND, M. K. EL-GHOR, AND C. W. WHITE, Solid State Division, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831
ABSTRACT
Damage nucleation/growth in single-crystal Si during ion irradiation is discussed. For MeV
ions, the rate of growth as was well as the damage morphology are shown to vary widely along
the track of the ion. This is attributed to a change in the dominant, defect-related reactions as the
ion penetrates the crystal. The nature of these reactions were elucidated by studying the interaction of MeV ions with different types of defects. The defects were introduced into the Si crystal
prior to high-energy irradiation by self-ion implantation at a medium energy (100 keV). Varied
damage morphologies were produced by implanting different ion fluences. Electron microscopy
and ion-channeling measurements, in conjunction with annealing studies, were used to characterize the damage. Subtle changes in the predamage morphology are shown to result in markedly
different responses to the high-energy irradiation, ranging from complete annealing of the damage to rapid growth. These divergent responses occur over a narrow range of dose (2-3 x 1014
cm"2) of the medium-energy ions; this range also marks a transition in the growth behavior of the
damage during the predamaging implantation. A model is proposed which accounts for these
observations and provides insight into ion-induced growth of amorphous layers in Si and the role
of the amorphous/crystalline interface in this process.

INTRODUCTION
The mechanisms responsible for damage accumulation in Si during heavy ion irradiation
have been the subject of many investigations. Obviously many of the studies were motivated by
the importance of ion-related technologies in the manufacture of Si-integrated circuits. Also, the
commercial availability of low-defect density, high-purity Si single crystal makes it an attractive
material for studying such phenomena. While much progress has been made, no comprehensive
model exists which can predict the nature of the ion-solid interaction over an extended range of
ion mass and energy and substrate temperature. Part of the problem has been in identification of
the many different defects which form during ion irradiation. The Frenkel defect (vacancyinterstitial pair), which is produced directly when ion scattering in the lattice results in atomic
displacements, is mobile at RT (and below). These point-defects will participate in the formation
of other defects; ones which are stable at the irradiation temperature. While much progress has
been made in defect classification [1], little is known about their mutual interaction (which
obviously plays a role in the evolution of the damage morphology during irradiation) or their
formation kinetics.
The understanding of ion-related damage processes is further complicated by an uncertainty
in the role of the collision cascade. The passage of an energetic ion through a solid will initiate a
sequence of displacement events. If atoms are displaced with sufficient energy, their interaction
with other lattice atoms can lead to further displacements. Frenkel pair production is therefore a
cascade process in which the incident ion is simply the primary damage-producing particle. The
total of all such events is commonly referred to as the collision cascade of the ion. One model
envisions that stable damage is nucleated within these dense cascades during the time that it takes
for the energy spike to dissipate [2,3] (i.e., the time for cascade quenching, which is of the order
of 10~12s). Such a model has been referred to as heterogeneous because the nucleation of damage is localized in the vicinity of the collision cascade. An alternate model considers damage
nucleation and growth to occur homogeneously within the lattice as a result of random interaction
between the point defects generated by different collision cascade [4|. Obviously in such a
model, the point defects are assumed to be long-lived relative to the quench time of the cascade so
that they become homogeneously distributed throughout the irradiated region without any spatial
correlation to the cascade volume.
In this paper, damage nucleation and growth in single-crystal Si during self-ion irradiation
over a wide range of ion energy is discussed. MeV ions were used because they offer the

possibility of studying ion-impact phenomena over an extended range of nuclear and electronic
stopping. The nature of the damage growth varied over the penetration depth of the high-energy
ions. Two distinct regions were identified, and the growth behavior in each is discussed. Insight into the mechanisms responsible for the different behaviors was gained from studying the
interaction of the MeV ions with preexisting damage in the Si lattice. Predamaging of the lattice,
prior to the MeV-ion irradiation, was accomplished by 100-keV self-ion irradiation. Different
fluences were used to vary the predamage morphology. Characterization of the damage at the
lower energy was done to better understand its interaction with the MeV ions. However, this
characterization yielded interesting results which, when correlated with the higher-energy results,
leads to a better understand!-ig of ion-induced amorphization of Si and the role of the amorphous/
crystal interface in this process. Analytical techniques used in the study included Rutherford
backscattering/channeling spectroscopy (RBS) and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
EXPERIMENTAL
Czochralski-grown, p-type Si (100) wafers with resistivities between 6-8 £2-cm were used
in this study. High-energy implantations (>1.0 MeV) were done with a raster-scanned beam of
28 +
Si -ions from a 1.7 MeV General Ionex tandem accelerator. An energy of 1.25 MeV and an
average current density <0.4 (lA/cm2 were generally used. The use of a tandem accelerator
insures that the 2 8 Si + beam will be free of any contaminants, such as molecular ions of the same
mass-to-charge ratio, as might be encountered using a single-ended machine. For lower energy
implantations of the Si + self-ion (which were done with a single-ended, mass-analyzed
implanter), isotope 30 Si was used to minimize the possibility of contaminant beams. Postimplantation annealing was carried out in a conventional, quartz-tube furnace in flowing, dry
nitrogen gas. Structural characterization of cross-sectionally thinned samples was done using a
Philips EM400T transmission electron microscopy. RBS with 2.75-MeV-He+ ions was used to
measure damage profiles.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Heterogeneous Model
Brinkman [5] argued that, when the nuclear stopping of an ion is sufficiently high to displace at least one atom per lattice plane, there will be a net outward motion of the target atoms
along the incident ion trajectory. Such correlated motion will produce a vacancy-rich core surrounded by an interstitial-rich region and is known as a displacement spike. He suggested that
nucleation of extended defects such as dislocations can result from such a process. It is clear that
the high concentration of defects localized within dense collision cascades offer other possibilities
for damage nucleation. Swanson [6] studied the ion-induced, crystalline-to-amorphous (c-a)
transformation in Si and concluded that it occurs spontaneously when the free energy of the
defective crystalline regions becomes equal to or greater than that of the amorphous phase. If the
defect density (deposited energy density) is sufficiently high then it was suggested that the c-a
transformation can occur directly within the volume of the collision cascade. For less-dense
cascades, it was envisioned that overlap of the damage regions produced by different ions was
needed to achieve the critical defect density to stimulate the phase change. Discrete damaged
regions associated with collision cascades of ions have been observed by TEM [7-9]. Figure
l(a) shows the cascade damage observed by plan-view TEM in (110) Si after implantation at 80K
with 100-keV Bi + ions to a dose of 1.0 x 10 12 cm"2. The cascades appear as black/white spots
with an average size of 50 A. The image reversal in the figure occurs across a thickness contour
in the sample. The absence of <110> chains of atoms in the central region of the cascade damage
is evident in the high-resolution micrograph in Fig. l(b). Howe et al. [7] showed that the
efficiency of creating such damaged regions was <0.1 when the deposited energy density was
<0.1 eV/atorn and was >0.7 when the density exceeded 0.4 eV/atom. It is tempting to conclude
from such studies that the formation of a continuous amorphous layer proceeds by a coalescence
or overlapping of such regions. Gibbons [10] incorporated this idea into a model which allowed

for amorphization to occur either within a single cascade or as a result of cascade overlap. In the
model, the fractional amorphous area is given as
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where m is the number of ions required to damage a region sufficiently to form the amorphous
phase, O is the ion fluence, and Aj is the cross-sectional area of the amorphous region formed
around the track of the ion. Somewhat surprising, Dennis and Hale [11] found that, for a wide
range of ions (from Li + to Kr1") and implantation temperature (8O-3OOK), the m value determined
from fitting their data to Eqn. (1) was always greater than 1 and was within the 2-3 range. This
is suggestive that some other mechanism for amorphization other than heterogeneous growth
must be considered. This was further confirmed by the work of Ruault et al. [9] who observed
very dense cascades in Si by TEJM. The cascades were found to have an amorphous core, and
their number density correlated well with the implanted fluence. However, it was shown that this
type of damage could not account for the formation of the continuous amorphous layer observed
at higher fluences. Rather, it was found that nucleation of amorphous Si occurred randomly in
the regions between the damaged regions of the collision cascade. This growth mechanism
appeared to be more dominant than the cascade mechanism, and produced an amorphous phase
which had recrystallization kinetics similar to that of a continuous amorphous layer, while the
amorphous cascade regions annealed at anomalously low temperatures.
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Fig. 1. (a) Bright-field electron micrograph in plan view of discrete damage produced by Bi +
(1.0 x lO1^ crrf2, 100 keV, at LN2) implantation of Si (110), and (b) high-resolution image from
a damaged region showing the amorphous structure.
Homogeneous Model
In contrast to the heterogeneous model, is the homogeneous model in which damage
accumulation is envisioned to occur as a result of outdiffusion of the Frenkel defects from the
cascade volume where they interact with defects from other cascades to nucleate stable complexes. Damage is therefore nucleated homogeneously, rather than locally within the region of

the cascade. Clearly, this model assumes that Frenkel defects formed within an ion cascade are
long-lived so that any spatial correlation with the cascade volume is lost prior to their interaction.
While it is reasonable to assume that this model is more appropriate to those cases where the ionsolid combination results in low-density cascades, the observations discussed above for dense
cascades suggest that the homogeneous mechanism may be important over a larger range. While
this model differs from the heterogeneous one, amorphization of the lattice during irradiation is
still thought to occur by a spontaneous phase transformation when the local defect density
exceeds the critical value. However, the onset of amorphization is expected to occur only after an
incubation period (during which damage levels increase to the critical concentration), and thereafter the growth will occur abruptly over a narrow range in dose. This is in sharp contrast to the
heterogeneous model [given in Eqn. (1)] and therefore provides a stringent test to differentiate
between the two models.

RESULTS
1.25 MeV Si+ Ion Irradiation
Aligned and random spectra from Si after implantation with 1.25 Si + ions are shown in
Fig. 2. Spectra from two samples which had been implanted with 0.25 x 10 16 and 1.0 x 10 16
cm"2, respectively, are compared. The deviation of the aligned scattering yield at any point
within the implanted samples from that in the virgin sample indicates the presence of ion-induced
damage. In the spectrum from the sample implanted with the high-dose (HD), the scattering
yield is seen to be at the random level in a region centered on the ions' end of range, EOR, (~1.3
|im). This is consistent with the formation of a buried amorphous layer. By comparison, the
amount of damage ahead of the EOR and extending to the surface is seen to be much reduced.
The results of computer simulation using TRIM [12] of 1.25-MeV Si + ions in Si, normalized to
an implant fluence of 1 x 10 15 cm"2, are shown in Fig. 3. The density of Frenkel defects
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Fig. 2. <100> aligned spectra from Si single
crystals implanted with 1.25-MeV Si+ ions.

Fig. 3. TRIM calculation of the distribution
of Frenkel defects and the implanted specie
for 1.25-MeV Si+ ions in Si.

produced along the path of the ion is seen to increase near the ions' EOR, but the variation is
small and clearly does not directly correlate with corresponding damage levels observed in the
HD sample. The scattering yield in the lower dose (LD) sample is seen to rise slowly in a regular
manner with depth until near the EOR where there is a small but perceptible change in the rate of
increase. This suggests that a discrete change in the damage concentration or type occurs at this
depth similar to that observed at the higher fluence. A comparison of the aligned spectra from the
two implanted samples surprisingly shows that the yield from the top -1.0 \im is the same in
both samples. Apparently, there is some critical level for damage in this region after which no
further growth occurs even though substantial numbers of Frenkel defects are produced within
the region during subsequent irradiation. Therefore, two distinct regions are observed: in the

vicinity of the ions' EOR, damage increases monotonically with dose until the lattice turns
amorphous, while ahead of this region damage growth increases initially with dose but saturates
at a low level. The damage remains saturated until further growth of the buried amorphous layer
encroaches on the region. This is seen in Fig. 4, which compares aligned spectra from three
samples which were implanted with 1.25-MeV Si + ions at slightly different doses. The
formation of a buried layer is clear in all samples. The damage (i.e., scattering yield) ahead of
the buried layer is seen to remain constant, even though there the layer grows with increasing
dose. The abrupt change in the scattering yield in t?oe vicinity of the a-c interface in all samples
indicates a sharp transition between the two phases and is consistent with a layer-by-layer growth
mechanism for the a-layer.
200
1.25 MeV Si+-IMPLANTEO Si(100) ot RT

Fig. 4. Comparison of
aligned spectra from Si
single crystals implanted
with different doses of
1.25-MeVSi+ions.
Cross-sectional TEM micrographs from both the HD- and LD-implanted samples are presented in Fig. 5. The morphology determined from analysis of the micrographs is consistent
with the RBS results above. The formation of the buried layer in the HD sample is clearly seen
in Fig. 5(b). Extended defects and loops are evident both beyond the buried layer and in a
narrow region ahead of the layer. However, the near-surface extending over a range of ~1.0 (im
is remarkably free of any defects. It is clear that nucleation of extended defects such as dislocations is suppressed in this region. The absence of these types of defects plays an important role
(which is discussed later) in the saturation of damage in this region. It is worth noting that the
growth of the buried amorphous layer during continued irradiation occurs only at the a-c interface. The presence of dislocation loops in proximity to the a-c interface was characteristic in all
samples examined in which an amorphous layer was formed. The morphology of the LDimplanted sample is shown in Fig. 5(a). No extended defects are seen over the top -1.0 (im,
while a band of defects is located near the EOR region. These defects were stable to temperatures
in excess of 600°C and are thought to be small dislocation loops.
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Fig. 5. Cross-sectional
TEM micrograph from
Si samples implanted
with 1.25-MeV Si+
ions at a dose of (a)
0.25 x 1()16 and (b)
1.0x10'6 cm"2.

The absence of extended defects in the near-surface after high-energy ion-irradiation suggests that the damage determined by RBS consists of small defect clusters. Since defects anneal
with a characteristic activation energy, they are often mobile in different time-temperature
domains and can therefore be identified by their annealing behavior. Aligned spectra, before and
after annealing at 200°C for 1 h, from the HD SrMmplanted sample are compared in Fig. 6. This
temperature is too low to anneal either dislocations or amorphous damage. It can be seen from
the spectra that, while no regrowth of the buried amorphous layer occurred during the anneal,
most of the damage in the near surface was removed. The characteristic annealing time (e.g., the
time for annealing half of the damage) at 200°C for the defects in this region was 30 min. This is
similar to that for the divacancy which is known to form in Si under certain irradiation conditions
[13]. Therefore, the dominant defect in the region where damage saturation occurs appears to be
the divacancy.
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Fig. 6. Aligned spectra from a Si + (1.25 MeV, 1.0 x 10 16 cm"2) implanted Si sample before and
after annealing at 200°C for 1 h.
Observations presented to this point are thought to be the result of a homogeneous nucleation
and growth mechanism for damage in Si. Insight into details of the model which account for
damage saturation is gained by analysis of the defect reactions using chemical rate equations.
Rather than starting from first principles, only those reactions which are consistent with observation will be allowed. This eliminates any reactions which lead to nucleation or growth of
extended defects such as dislocations. The reason for the absence of these kinds of defects in the
saturated region is unclear at this point. Reactions involving the Frenkel defects are therefore
limited to (a) interstitial/vacancy recombination, (b) divacancy formation by vacancy pairing, and
(c) divacancy annealing by combination with an interstitial. This reaction leads to the following
rate equations for growth of the different defect populations:
dn f
~3t~ = G - k j n j n v - k 2 n i n o ,
-jjp =G - k 1 n i n v - k 3 n * +k2nino,

fa

(2)

where n\, n v , n o are the respective concentration of the interstitial, vacancy and divacancy, and
the k's are the reaction rate constants. The homogeneous generation rate of Frenkel defects by
the ions is given by G. It is clear that there exists a steady-state solution of these nonlinear differential equations. This occurs as a result of a detailed balancing between the annihilation and
creation rates for each type of defect. This balancing is responsible for the saturation of the damage and clearly would not be possible if unsaturable sinks, such as dislocations, were present in
the reaction volume. A square root dependence of the saturation level on dose rate is predicted by
the steady-state solution. This dose-rate dependence was confirmed using different current

density implants (0.4 and 0.1 |xA/cm2). However, the dependency was found to be slightly
weaker than predicted, varying approximately as the cube root of the dose rate.
Medium-Energy nOO-keV) Si + Ion Irradiation
Further investigations into damage effects which occur during high-energy ion irradiation
were done using lower-energy (100-keV) ions to predamage the near-surface region. The morphology of the damage formed during the 100-keV ion irradiation depended on the ion fluence
used. The subsequent interaction of high-energy ions with the predamage was then investigated.
However, before this interaction could be studied it was necessary to characterize the nature of
the damage produced by the 100-keV ions and the growth behavior. Different annealing stages
were studied to determine the nature of the damage present in the implanted region. Well defined
annealing stages have been observed in ion-irradiated Si at 250 and 600°C. As previously discussed, the lower temperature stage is associated with the divacancy defect, while 600°C is sufficiently high to remove amorphous damage f 14]. It should be cautioned that the identification of
the divacancy as the defect annealed at 250°C is somewhat restrictive. Higher-order vacancy
complexes and simple defect clusters which act as trapping sites during the anneal can be
involved in this stage. Extended defects (such as dislocations, staking faults, and twins) generally require temperatures significantly above 600°C to anneal. The distribution of damage was
determined after each anneal stage from ion channeling spectra. The profiles could then be
manipulated to yield the distribution of a particular defect. For example, the difference in the asimplanted damage and that remaining after 250°C annealing yields the divacancy profile.
The variation of the different defects with implantation dose in a depth range of 80-110 nm
is shown in Fig. 7. This depth range brackets the EOR of the 100-keV ions. Only the distribution of the divacancy (i.e., simple defect clusters) and amorphous damage are shown. While
small dislocation loops were observed over a portion of the fluence range, their contribution to
the total damage fraction was very small (-0.02). Total damage is seen to increase with dose in a
very nonlinear manner; initially growing sublinearly with dose, but afterwards increasing quit
rapidly. Such behavior for ion-implanted Si has been reported by others [4,15]. The transition
between these two behaviors is seen to occur at a critical dose of ~2 x 10'^ cm~2. The range of
dose below this transition point will be referred to as region I, while region II will reference the
range above. Not only does the behavior of the total damage change at this critical point but that
of the different defects is also seen to diverge. The damage produced in region I consists almost
entirely of the divacancy defect, while amorphous damage is dominant in region II. The critical
dose marks the onset of the growth of amorphous damage and also a marked increase in the
divacancy population which eventually disappears when the region is completely amorphized.
The divergent behavior of both the total damage, and the divacancy component is seen to correlate with the onset of amorphous growth.
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Fig. 7. Dose dependence of damage (and its components) produced during 100-keV Si+ ion
irradiation of Si (100) single crystal.

It is clear that different defect processes must dominate in the two growth regimes. During
the initial subiinear regime, simple defects are formed and their growth greatly slows near the
transition. These defects (in region I) and their growth behavior is similar to that which occurs in
the near-surface region ahead of the EOR in Si irradiated with the megaelectron volt ions. The
constrained growth in the present case is therefore thought to be the result of a mechanism similar
to that which produces damage saturation during MeV ion irradiation. It should be recalled that
constrained growth was aioibuted to the detailed balancing between simple defect reactions in the
irradiated volume.
The transition between the two growth regimes must coincide with some nucleation
phenomena which precipitates the rapid growth of damage |4J. The presence of dislocation loops
in both regions seems to discount their role in this process, although they may contribute to damage growth in region I. TEM showed that the loop size and density increased slightly through the
transition between the two regions, but the change was continuous and seemed unrelated to the
divergent behavior at the critical dose. Rather, the onset of amorphous damage growth at the
critical point seemed to initiate the different growth behavior. It is believed that the formation of
amorphous damage within the irradiated volume significantly alters the balance between the
defect reactions which is established during the initial growth, as is evidenced by the rapid
increase in the divacancy defect at the critical point. While the details of the process are not clear,
the amorphous Si is thought to trap interstitial-type defects which in turn removes the constraint
on the divacancy growth in the surrounding crystalline regions, permitting it to increase until it
reaches the critical value for amorphization. Therefore, the ion-induced c-a phase transition in Si
is considered to be a cooperative process in which its onset triggers a rapid growth of other
defect-types which then leads to further amorphization. It should be mentioned that this cooperative mechanism is consistent with the growth behavior of the buried amorphous layer which
occurs during high-energy ion irradiation. The growth of the layer is recalled to occur only
within the the vicinity of the a-c interface, while ahead of the layer d: image remained saturated at a
low level. The presence of the a-c interface appears to alter the balance between the various
defect reactions in its vicinity leading to an unconstrained growth of damage which results in
further amorphization.
Since damage nucleation during both medium- and high-energy ion irradiation has been
assumed to be homogeneous in nature (rather than heterogeneous at the site of the collision
cascade), it is of interest to compare the 100 keV results to the predictions of the cascade model
given by Eqn. (1). The curves given for different values of m (the number of cascade overlaps
required to produce the amorphous transition) are shown as the solid lines in the Fig. 8. It is
clear that, for heterogeneous growth, the amorphous transition becomes more abrupt with dose
as the value of m increases. However, it is seen that the actual a-c transition which occurs in Si
is more abrupt than that predicted by Eqn. (1), even for m=12. It therefore seems clear that heterogeneous nucleation does not dominate for self-ion implantation in Si.
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Fig. 8. The variation of amorphous damage with ion dose. Gibbon's model predictions are
given for different values of m by the solid curves. Experimental values for both total and
amorphous damaged produced by 100-keV Si+ ions are given by the data points.

Interaction of MeV-Ions with Preexisting Damage
The interaction of MeV ions with different predamagc morphologies is illustrated in Tig. 9.
Aliened spectra in Figs. 9(a) and (b) are from samples predamaged with 2 x 1014 and 3 * 10 l4
c m ^ implants at 100 keV, respectively. A scattering peak is seen at ~0.09 |xm in each of the
(100 keV) as-implanted spectra indicating a peak in the damage distribution at this location.
According to Fig. 7, the damage at the lower dose consists predominantly of simple defects
(clusters), while substantial amounts of both amorphous damage and divacancy defects are
present at the higher dose. The effect of high-energy ions on each of these different damage
morphologies is seen in the figure by comparing the scattering yield in the as-implanted spectra
(over a region extending to -0.3 fim) with that from samples subsequently irradiated with 1.25MeV Si + ions at a fluence of 10 16 cm' 2 , it is immediately clear that the interaction of the highenergy ions with the two predamage morphologies results in strikingly different results. In Fig.
9(a), it is seen that the predamage was annealed by high-energy irradiation, while in Fig. 9(b)
substantial damage growth occurs as evidenced by the large scattering yield in the near-surface
which approaches the amorphous level. The large scattering yield from deep in the MeV ionirradiated samples is obviously the result of damage produced near the EOR of the 1.25-MeV Si+
ions. TEM examination of the samples confirmed the RBS results. Implantation with 2 * 1014
Si + /cm 2 at 100 keV produces a band of dislocation loops centered near -0.09 |xm which were
observed to be slightly coarsened after high-energy, ion irradiation. Therefore, the ion-induced
annealing in this sample is thought to be the result of a reduction in the divacancy concentration.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of aligned spectra showing the effect of 1.25-MeV Si + ions on samples
predamaged with 100-keV Si+ ions at (a) 2 x 1014 and (b) 3 x 1014 cm"2.
At the higher fluence (3 x 1014 cm"2), a band of small dislocation loops was also observed along
with microdiffraction ring patterns consistent with amorphous Si. Damage growth which
occurred during the subsequent MeV ion irradiation was found to result in the formation of a
continuous, buried amorphous layer in the predamaged region. The markedly different nature of
the interaction of the MeV ions on either side of the critical point (which marks the transition in
the medium-energy, ion-induced damage growth) illustrates the importance of the defect morphology in this process. Predamaging at fluences below the critical point (in region I) leads to an
interaction which results in substantial annealing of the damage, while above this value (in region
II) rapid damage growth occurs. The reason for such behavior is readily discerned. Remember
that, in the absence of any predamage, only divacancy defects are observed in the near-surface
after the passage of MeV ions, and their concentration saturates during irradiation at a very low
value. Predamaging in region I creates a very similar damage morphology, although the concentration of the divacancy defect is higher. This high concentration represents a supersaturation of
these defects relative to the dynamical conditions established during high-energy ion irradiation
and as such is expected to decrease during irradiation to a value consistent with it steady-state
value. However, amorphous damage is formed over the entire region II. This type of damage
has been shown to disrupt the the dynamical balancing which constrains damage growth. Therefore, it is not surprising to find that the interaction of the MeV ions with the amorphous damage
results in rapid damage growth.

CONCLUSION
The dose dependence of damage production during 100-kcV self-ion irradiation of Si was
determined. Two distinct regimes were observed: an initial regime in which growth is constrained and only simple defects are formed, followed by a regime of rapid, unconstrained
growth which results in complete amorphization of the lattice. Damage nucleation over an
extended range of energy for self-ion irradiation of Si was shown to be dominated by a homogeneous mechanism. In this model, the rapid growth during 100-keV ion irradiation is precipitated
by the onset of amorphization. This is envisioned to occur as a result of a cooperative mechanism in which the formation of amorphous damage leads to further amorphization by promoting
growth of other types of defects. The homogeneous model was also shown to account for the
saturation of damage in the surface region which occurs during high-energy bombardment, as
well as the layer-by-layer growth of the buried amorphous layer formed near the EOR of the
ions. Markedly different responses were observed in predamaged Si during irradiation with
high-energy ions, varying from damage annealing to rapid growth. These different responses
were shown to be consistent with the damage growth model.
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ABSTRACT
420 nm thick amorphous Si layers buried in a Si (100) or Si (111) matrix, produced by
350 keV Si-implantation, were irradiated using a pulsed ruby laser. Time-resolved reflectivity
measurements show that melting can be initiated buried in the samples at the
crystalline-amorphous interface. Melting is immediately followed by explosive crystallization of
the buried amorphous layer, which is started from the crystalline top layer. The velocity of this
self-sustained crystallization process is determined to be 15.0 + 0.5 m/s for Si (100) and 14.0 +
0.5 m/s for Si (111). RBS and cross-section TEM reveal that epitaxially grown crystalline Si,
containing a high density of twin defects, is formed in both the Si (100) and the Si (111)
sample.
r

INTRODUCTION
The recently developed technique of high-energy (MeV) ion implantation [1] has
uncovered new areas in semiconductors research. Implantation of high-energy ions in
single-crystal silicon (c-Si) enables the formation of buried amorphous silicon (a-Si) layers,
embedded in a crystalline matrix. Several well-established techniques can be applied to achieve
arwaling of the implantation-damage, such as thermal treatment or laser annealing.
In the past ten years pulsed lasers have been employed to induce rapid crystallization
phenomena in a-Si. Using laser pulses of high energy density (ED), recrystallization of a-Si
surface layers can be achieved via melting of the complete a-Si layer, followed by epitaxial
crystal growth from the c-Si substrate. Furthermore, it has been shown that for low ED
irradiation 'explosive crystallization' can occur in the amorphous material [2-5]. Under suitable
conditions, pulsed laser heating of a-Si surface layers results in formation of a thin liquid silicon
(1-Si) layer at the surface. Since the melting temperature of a-Si (Tma) is approximately 225 K
below that of c-Si (Tmc) [6], this liquid is undercooled with respect to Tmc and formation of
crystalline Si from the melt is thermodynamically favourable. Since a-Si is metastable with
respect to c-Si [7], the transition of a-Si to c-Si via the 1-Si state will lead to an effective
heat-release. Deeper lying a-Si is melted by this heat and will, again, crystallize. In this way a
self-sustained or 'explosive' crystallization process (XC) can take place. XC yields fine grained
polycrystalline silicon (fgp-Si) [2-5]. Until now, the nature of the processes that trigger and
sustain XC is still under debate [8-10J.
In this paper studies on pulsed laser-induced crystallization phenomena in RJ420 nm thick
a-Si layers buried in a Si (100) and Si (111) matrix are presented. It is shown that epitaxial XC
can be initiated buried in the sample at the c-Si/a-Si interface. The velocity at which XC
proceeds in both the Si (100) and the Si (111) sample is determined, and the microstructure of
the crystalline material formed at these velocities is studied in detail.
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EXPERIMENTAL
350 keV 28 Si + ions were implanted into both Si (100) and Si (111) substrates, in a random
direction close to the surface normal. The total implantation dose amounted to 4*1015 cm"2. At
this dose an amorphized region is formed buried beneath a heavily damaged crystalline top layer
containing implantation-induced point defects and amorphous clusters. The surface-damage was
annealed by a thermal treatment of 15 min at 490 °C in vacuum (10 6 mbar). Under these
conditions, no significant solid phase epitaxy of the buried a-Si layer occurs (i.e. < 10 nm) [ 11 ].
Samples were irradiated with a single pulse from a Q-switched ruby laser (k=694 nm) having a
pulse length of 32 ns full width at half-maximum. The ED was varied between 0.15 J/cm2 and
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1.4 J/cra-. Time-resolved reflectivity (TRR) measurements [12] were performed during
irradiation using a continuous wave AlGaAs laser, operating at a wavelength of 825 nm. The
total system response-time was « 1 ns. After pulsed laser irradiation the microstructure of the
samples was analyzed by means of Rutherford backscallering spectromctry (RBS) and
cross-section
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). RBS spectra were obtained by using 2
MeV He+ and a scattering angle of 110°.

RESULTS
RBS data of the Si (100) sample are given in Fig. la. The aligned spectrum of the sample
after implantation and thermal annealing shows a peak at the Si surface backscattering energy
followed by a low yield region, showing that a c-Si top layer is present. Furthermore, a region
at random height is observed, indicating the presence of a buried amorphized layer. At low
backscattering energies the yield is decreased below the random yield, due to channeling in the
c-Si substrate. The thickness of the c-Si top layer is determined to be 130 nm, whereas the
thickness of the buried a-Si layer amounts to about 420 nm. These values are in agreement with
cross-section TEM data of the Si (100) sample before irradiation (not shown) [13].
Figure 2 shows TRR transients recorded during irradiation of the Si (100) sample at
various energy densities. The reflectivity
level before irradiation is 35 % in all cases. For
irradiation with an ED below 0.20 J/cm2 no change in reflectance is measured. At 0.22 J/cm2 a
sudden decrease in reflectance is observed, followed by a maximum and a minimum. Upon
raising the ED to 0.25 J/cm2 8 extrema can be observed. At 0.27 J/cm2 the" last
three extrema are
superimposed on a broader peak appearing in the TRR-trace. For 0.29 J/cm2 this peak develops
to a plateau at 75 %, which equals the reflectivity level of an optically thick 1-Si surface layer.
With increasing ED (up to 1.4 J/cm2, not shown) this high reflectivity plateau (HRP) lengthens,
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Fig. 1 Channeling-RBS spectra for samples
after ion implantation and thermal annealing,
and after subsequent laser irradiation at 0.27
Jlcrn2. Random spectra are shown for
reference, (a) Si (100), (b) Si (111).

Fig. 2 Time-resolved
reflectivity
traces of the Si (100) samples obtained
during laser irradiation at several energy
densities (indicated in the figure).
Reflectivity traces are shifted for clarity
and the arrow indicates the reflectivity
scale. The peak of the laser pulse is
taken as the origin of the time-axis.

but in all cases it is preceded by at least one minimum in reflectance. TRR measurements on Si
(111) show qualitatively the same behaviour for all energy densities.
The RBS spectrum in Fig. la shows that after irradiation at an ED of 0.21 Man2, the yield
from the original a-Si layer is decreased considerably. A plateau at about 60 % of the random
height, indicated in the figure by II**, is observed, lying between two peaks II* and III.
Figure 3a shows a typical (Oil) cross-section TEM micrograph of the Si (100) sample
after irradiation at 0.35 J/cm2. Four distinct regions are present, numbered I to IV in the picture.
A 130 nm thick crystalline surface layer (I) is visible on top of an approximately 360 nm thick
crystallized region (II). After irradiation a 60 nm thick a-Si layer (111) is left, lying on top of the
crystalline substrate (IV). The top 100 nm of the surface layer (I) contains a low density of
dislocations and micro-twins. High-resolution lattice imaging reveals that a large density of
small micro-twins has formed in the 30 nm thick interface area with region II. These
micro-twins are only a few interplanar distances ( d m ) thick. Region II consists of columnar
structures of c-Si. The columns appear to be separated by boundaries perpendicular to the
surface (indicated by arrows in the image) and contain [1001-oriented monocrystalline
Si, as
was determined by electron diffraction. Large twin regions (marked T1) extend from the
column-boundaries into the c-Si. No fgp-Si or amorphous clusters are present in the 360 nm
thick crystallized region.
Figure lb shows RBS results for Si (111). The data confirms formation of a buried
amorphous layer after implantation and thermal annealing. The thickness of the buried a-Si layer
is determined to be ~ 420 nm, that of the crystalline top layer 120 nm, in good agreement with
values obtained by cross-section TEM (not shown) [13]. Upon laser irradiation at 0.27 J/cm2,
the yield from the initially amorphous layer is changed drastically. These changes in the RBS
spectrum are distinctly different than those observed in the Si (100) sample. Near the c-Si
surface region the backscattering yield is decreased to about 50 % of the random height. For
lower backscattering energies the yield increases, reaching the random height at point III.
(011) cross-section TEM micrographs of the sample after laser irradiation at 0.35 J/cm2
(Fig. 3b) show that » 300 nm of the initial a-Si layer is converted into c-Si (II). Besides
[11 l]-oriented columns of c-Si, a high density of twin lamellae, inclined at 70° to the surface, is
observed. These lamellae (marked T in the micrograph) extend from the crystalline top layer
(I) down to the remaining amorphous region (III) and are oriented parallel to {111} planes. The
micrograph also shows the characteristic boundaries, separating [lll]-oriented columns
(indicated'-»'). Large twin lamellae extend from the column-boundaries into the c-Si. Near the
130 nm thick a-Si layer (III) large pockets of micro-twins are present. High-resolution imaging
and micro-diffraction did not show amorp'ious or micro-crystalline areas in the 300 nm thick
c-Si region.
DISCUSSION
1) Melting and solidification scenario
From the TRR, RBS and TEM data the following melting and solidification scenario is
derived. Amorphous Si has a lower melting temperature [6] and a higher optical absorption
coefficient than c-Si. Therefore, during laser irradiation, melting of a-Si r. \- the c-Si/a-Si
interface can occur, while the temperature of the relatively transparent c-Si surface layer remains
below Tmc. Upon melting of a-Si a buried 1-Si layer is formed, having a temperature near Tma.
Hence, the buried melt is undercooled with respect to Tmc and will tend to crystallize. The
non-molten c-Si surface layer acts as a seed for crystallization. Heat release upon solidification
[7] will result in melting of deeper lying a-Si. In this way XC [2-5J can take place; a thin
self-propagating melt moves through the a-Si, leaving behind c-Si.
The optical reflectivity of a sample containing a buried liquid layer was calculated using a
Fresnel matrix calculation for an isotropic planar multilayer system [13J. Calculations show that
variation of the depth of a buried liquid layer gives rise to minima and maxima in the reflectivity
of the sample. These extrema are caused by changing interference conditions for light reflected
at the surface and at the buried c-Si/1-Si interface. The calculations strongly indicate that the
oscillations in reflectivity observed in the TRR measurements on Si (100) (Fig. 2) are the result
of the inward motion of a buried melt starting at 130 nm depth. The 1/4-wavelength distance
between two consecutive interference-extrema amounts to 52 nm (13|. From the observation of
eight extrema in the reflectivity transient at 0.25 J/cm2 (Fig. 2) it is inferred that the
self-propagating melt reached a total depth of approximately 500 nm, leaving a 50 nm thick a-Si
layer unaffected. At this depth the process of XC stops, probably because the heat release by
crystallization of 1-Si is insufficient to melt the remaining a-Si, since this a-Si is strongly cooled

by the well-conducting crystalline substrate.
For energy densities above 0.26 J/cm2 the laser pulse supplies enough energy to 2raise the
surface temperature above Tmc. In the ED range between 0.26 and 0.29 J/cm lateral
inhomogenieties in the laser spot result in formation of a non-uniform and optically thin (i.e.
<10 nm at A^=825 nm [14]) surface melt. This melt does not
completely shield the oscillations in
reflectance caused by XC. In the ED range of 0.29 J/cm2 upto 1.4 J/cm2 an optically thick 1-Si
surface layer is formed, giving rise to an HRP in the TRR-traces (Fig. 2). In all cases at least
one minimum in reflectance is observed, indicating that melting of c-Si at the surface is always
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Fig. 3
(Oil) cross-section [$00] bright-field TEM micrographs after irradiation at 0.35 J/cm2.
(a) Si (100),(b) Si (111).

preceded by buried melting in die a-Si layer.
TEM (Fig. 3a) shows that most of the crystalline silicon formed by XC in Si (100)
samples has the same orientation as the surface layer. This implies that crystal growth during
XC has taken place epitaxinlly in the [100] direction; crystallization occurs at the trailing c-Si/i-Si
interface. The twin regions, present in the crystallized material, are formed by twinning about
{111} planes during crystal growth.
Scattering from the large number of micro-twins near the c-Si surface region results in
peak II in the RBS-spectrum (Fig. la). Both dechanneling from these twin defects and the
presence of column-boundaries and twin regions in the epitaxially grown Si (100) may result in
the relatively high channeling plateau IT* in the RBS spectrum. Peak III at random height in the
RBS spectrum (Fig. la) and region III in the TEM picture (Fig. 3a) indicate
that a thin
amorphous layer remained unaffected after irradiation at 0.27 J/cm2 and 0.35 J/cm2
respectively. This corroborates the idea that XC quenches within
the a-Si near the c-Si substrate
as was also derived from the TRR measurements at 0.25 J/cm2.
TEM reveals that columns of epitaxially grown c-Si, containing a high density of thin (i.e.
< 30 nra) twin lamellae, are formed in the Si (111) sample. Direct scattering and dechanneling
from the mixture of differently oriented c-Si result in an increase with depth of the channeling
yield of the crystallized layer in the RBS spectra, as can be seen in Fig. lb.
2) High-speed crystal growth
From the calculated position of the interference-extrema [13] and the time differences
between the consecutive extrema in the TRR-trace of 0.25 J/cm2, the XC velocity is determined
as a function of depth (Fig. 4) for the Si (100) sample. It is found that the process proceeds at a
mean velocity of 15.2 m/s and is stopped abruptly. By averaging over several experiments, the
velocity of the self-propagating melt was found to be constant over depth at 15.0 ± 0.5 m/s for
Si (100). This analysis shows that the epitaxial crystal growth proceeds at a speed near the
maximum value at which any growth of Si (100) from 1-Si can take place [15J. It has been
demonstrated that amorphization occurs if the crystallization velocity exceeds 15.0 ± 1.5 m/s
[15]. Twin defects have been shown to form during crystal growth at high (15 m/s) velocities
[16], which tallies with the presence of micro-twins in the Si (100) grown by epitaxial XC.
Analyzing the TRR measurements for Si (111), an average XC-velocity of 14.0 ± 0.5 m/s
was determined. In the past, high-speed melting and recrystallization processes in Si have been
studied using ultra-short (1 ns) laser pulses [16]. On the basis of computer modeling of these
experiments, the amorphization threshold for Si (111) has been estimated to be 12 m/s.
Furthermore, breakdown of perfect epitaxial growth on Si (111) has been shown to occur above
5 to 8 m/s, due to formation of twin defects [16]. In comparison with epitaxial growth on Si
(100), single crystal growth on (111) planes is hampered by a relatively high barrier to plane
nucleation. Crystal growth is facilitated if twinning about (111) planes occurs, since nucleation
sites become available at facets in the growing surface. XC was measured to proceed at a
macroscopic velocity of 14.0 ± 0.5 m/s. This implies that for the present experimental
conditions the amorphization threshold lies well above the estimated value of 12 m/s [16]. As
the crystallization process is influenced by the density of nucleation sites, the apparent
discrepancy between the maximum growth velocities in the two experiments may be related to
differences in twin density.
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3) Comparison to conventional XC
Tsao et al. [8] have suggested that 'conventional' XC [2-5] of amorphous top layers is
triggered and sustained by nucleation at the leading 1-Si/a-Si interface of the buried melt,
providing an explanation for the formation of fgp-Si by this type of XC. Roorda et al. j 10J have
proposed that nucleation occurs in the solid a-Si layer during the heating phase prior to melting.
The nuclei formed would grow upon exposure to undercooled 1-Si. It appears that neither of
these nucleation processes play a role in epitaxial XC, since fgp-Si is absent in the c-Si formed
in both Si (100) and Si (111). This will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming publication [17].

CONCLUSIONS
Amorphous layers buried in crystalline Si can be crystallized using pulsed laser irradiation.
Under specific irradiation conditions melting can be induced in the buried layer, whereafter
epitaxial explosive crystallization is triggered from the crystalline surface layer. The
crystallization velocity in Si (100) and Si (111) has been determined using real time reflectivity
measurements. Explosive crystal growth in Si (100) proceeds at a velocity of 15.0 + 0.5 m/s,
yielding epitaxially grown c-Si columns. Growth on a Si (111) top layer proceeds at a
macroscopic speed of 14.0 + 0.5 m/s, indicating that under the present experimental conditions
the amorphization threshold for crystal growth on Si (111) is significantly higher than the
maximum value of 12 m/s obtained in earlier experiments [16]. The crystal growth rate for Si
(111) may be enhanced by inclined twin defects. No polycrystalline grains have formed during
the crystallization processes in both Si (100) and Si (111). This implies that heterogeneous
nucleation at the leading 1-Si/a-Si melt front [8] or solid state nucleation [10] do not play a role
under the circumstances of epitaxial explosive crystallization.
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MeV IMPLANTATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE
H. KANBER, J. C. CHEN, AND M. J. BARGER
Hughes Aircraft Company, Microwave Products Division, 3100 W. Lomita Blvd., Torrance,
CA 90509
ABSTRACT
We investigated n-type MeV implants into semi-insulating GaAs to fabricate fully
implanted varactor diodes for monolithic millimeter-wave applications. Single and multiple
implants of Si from 6 to 2.5 MeV and 6 MeV S implants in GaAs were studied before and after
capless furnace annealing and rapid thermal annealing by chemical profiling using secondary
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and electrochemical and traditional differential
capacitance-voltage profiling. A buried active layer at a depth of 2.8 p.m with a peak carrier
concentration of 2.5 x 10 18 cm"3 was achieved by using 6 MeV Si + 4 MeV Si + 6 MeV S
implants and rapid thermal annealing them at a temperature 1050°C for 10 seconds. The
r

chemical profiles are correlated to the electrical profiles to determine activation and annealing
behavior of MeV Si and S implants in semi-insulating GaAs.
INTRODUCTION
Selective ion implantation is one of the primary fabrication techniques for monolithic
integration of different types of GaAs devices on monolithic microwave and millimeter-wave
integrated circuits (MMICs). Through the years, selective ion implantation has been used to
develop a very sophisticated FET-based IC technology in GaAs. Advanced future circuits will
require monolithic fabrication on the same wafer of FETs and other types of GaAs devices,
which at present can only be made in hybrid form. An example is the family of devices that
requires a buried n + layer: mixer diodes, vertical varactors, and vertical PIN diodes. The
monolithic integration of varactor diodes and GaAs FETs is a critical fabrication technology,
since these devices are key components in V-band 60-GHz control circuits based on
semi-insulating GaAs. The requirement of a buried n + layer 2.5 to 5 nm deep below the GaAs
surface led us to decide on using 6 MeV Si and 6 MeV S implants. The projected range R p and
the implant profiles of deep MeV Si implants in GaAs are areas of very active research in several
laboratories [1-3] and are not fully established. High activation of these deep implants requires
furnace annealing at high temperatures, above 850°C, or using relatively novel rapid thermal
annealing at elevated temperatures. We present in this paper optimization of rapid thermal
annealing cycles for combined multiple Si and S MeV implants in GaAs. Atomic concentration
and electron concentration profiles were measured for as-implanted, furnace annealed, and
rapid thermal annealed GaAs wafers.
EXPERIMENTAL
The wafers used in this study were semi-insulating GaAs grown by the high-pressure
liquid encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) technique. They were implanted with 28 Si and 3 2 S ions
using" single and multiple implant schedules, as shown in Table I. The MeV implantation was
performed at Universal Energy Systems at Dayton, Ohio, using a 1.7 MV Tandetron
accelerator. Using triply charged ions, energies up to 6 MeV were obtained with 1.5 MV on the
terminal. To reduce channel ing effects, t h e wafers were mounted with a 7-<legr<w tilt and with

TABLE I
HIGH ENERGY Si + S IMPLANTATION FOR FULLY
IMPLANTED VARACTOR DIODES

Wafer #
16

Species
28

Dose
(cm"2)

Energy
MeV

Rapid
Thermal
Anneal

Si

1E14

6.0

900°C/30 m
950°C/30 m

950°C/10 s
1000°C/10s
1050°C/10 s

Si

1E14

6.0

900°C/30 m
950°C/30 m

28
Si
28

950°C/10 s
1000°C/10 s
1050°C/10 s

6.6E13
6.3E13

4.0
2.5

28 S i

1E14

6.0

900°C/30 m
950°C/30 m

950°C/10 s
1000°C/10 s
1050°C/10 s

28 S i

6.6E13
1E14

4.0
6.0

28

17, 18
Si

19, 20, 21

CAT
Furnace
Anneal

32g

the major flat rotated 20 degrees with respect to the horizontal plane of the beam. Wafer 16 was
implanted with 6 MeV 28 Si only to study the implant profile and its annealing behavior. Wafers
17 and 18 were implanted with 28 Si at 6.0 MeV, 4.0 MeV, and 2.5 MeV to produce a squareshaped buried n + layer. We also used 32 S implantation at 6 MeV to raise the carrier
concentration above the 1 x 10 18 cm' 3 level, since Si is known to be amphoteric in GaAs. At
these higher energies, the maximum carrier concentration that can be obtained from Si
implantation alone is only 7 to 8 x 10 17 cm' 3 [2]. Thus, wafers 19, 20, and 21 were implanted
with both 6.0 MeV and 4.0 MeV 28 Si and 6 MeV 3 2 S ions. We used both capless furnace
annealing by the controlled atmosphere technique (CAT) [4] and rapid thermal annealing
(RTA) to activate the implants, as shown in Table I. The capless furnace annealing was done
with an ASH3/H2 atmosphere-supplied arsenic overpressure; the RTA was carried out in a
Heatpulse 410 system in a face-to-face configuration with a bare GaAs wafer in a pure Ar
atmosphere.
The atomic concentration profiles were obtained by secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) analysis at C. Evans and Associates, Redwood City, CA. The electrical profiles were
obtained by Polaron electrochemical profiling. Traditional differential capacitance-voltage
(C-V) profiling was also used to study the near-surface electrical profiles by metallized Pt-Au
Schottky dots and mesa etching 1.94 to 2.8 jim for the back contact.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Atomic Concentration Profiles of MeV Implants
The SIMS profiles of the Si and S MeV implants in GaAs are shown in Figures 1 through 4.
Figure 1 shows the 6 MeV Si chemical concentration as a function of depth into GaAs after
implantation, after furnace annealing, and after rapid thermal annealing. The SIMSdetermined experimental projected range for the 6 MeV implant is at 2.98 jim, with a peak Si
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concentration of 1.6 x lO^cm"". As expected, Si does not diffuse in semi-insulatingGaAs after
either method of annealing, and the SIMS profiles confirm this. Figure 2 shows triple Si
implants of G MeVJ 4 MeV, and 2.5 MeV that produced a flat-topped buried n + layer between
1.8 and 3 |j.m. Again, there was no diffusion or movement of the Si after both furnace annealing
and RTA. Figure 3 shows the SIMS profiles of the combined 6 and 4 MeV double-Si implants
and the 6 MeVS implant after implantation. Since 3 2 S is slightly heavier than 28 Si, the S peak
at its projected range R p (=2.88 jxm) with a peak atomic concentration of 1.05 x 10 18 cm"a is
slightly shallower than the 6 MeV Si peak at a depth of 3.12 /im. Figure 4 shows the same
profiles of Figure 3 after capless furnace annealingat 950°C for 30 minutes and rapid thermal
annealingat 950°C for 10 seconds. Comparing Figures 3 and 4, the Si profile is the same as the
as-implanted profile. However, the S diffuses considerably during furnace annealing both at
900°C (not shown) and at 950°C. An advantage of rapid thermal annealing is that it inhibits
the fast S diffusion by the interstitial mechanism. The RTA-annealed S profile shown in
Figure 4 is the same as the as-implanted S profile shown in Figure 3. These data indicate that
RTA is a suitable technique for annealing of MeV S implants.
Electrical Profiles of MeV Implants

'

The annealing schedule for Si and S MeV implants into semi-insulating GaAs was
described in Table I. Each wafer was divided into five pieces; two pieces were annealed by
capless furnace annealing with As overpressure, and the remaining three pieces were rapid
thermal annealed in a face-to-face configuration with a pure Ar atmosphere. A comparison of
the furnace-annealed Polaron profile with the RTA-annealed profile of the 6 MeV Si implant is
shown in Figure 5. An anomalous result of p-type conductivity near the surface of the
implanted GaAs wafer was seen in all the furnace-annealed wafers. The causes and possible
impurities contributing to the p-type conductivity, whether originating from the substrate or
from the furnace environment, are currently under investigation. We have previously seen
impurity redistribution both in furnace annealing [4] and rapid thermal annealing [5]. There
was negligible diffusion noted in the Polaron profile upon annealing the single 6 MeV Si
implant at the higher temperature of 1050°C for 10 seconds. Figure 6 shows the maximum
activation of the triple Si MeV implants for RTA conditions of 950° C for 10 seconds. The peak
carrier concentration of 8.6 x 10 17 cm' 3 was obtained at a depth of 2.87 n.m. Addition of the
6 MeV S implant to the double 6 MeV + 4 MeV Si implant enabled us to raise the carrier
concentration above the 1 x 1018 cm"3 level. We obtained a maximum carrier concentration of
2.0 x 10 18 cm"3 at a depth of 2.8 ixm for the furnace annealed (950°C for 30 minutes) multiple Si
and S implant with the chemical profiles shown in Figure 4. Figure 7 shows the electrical
profile of this multiple implant after RTA annealing at 1050°C for 10 seconds. A maximum
carrier concentration of 2.5 x 10 18 cm"3 was measured at a depth of 2.74 p.m for the multiple Si
and S MeV implants. Comparing Figures 4, 5, and 7, it can be seen that RTA annealing is
advantageous for the combined Si and S MeV implants since it sharpens the electrical profile
and achieves the highest carrier concentration measured.
Our goal for this study was to optimize the implant and annealing schedules to be able to
fabricate fully implanted varactor diodes for V-band phase shifters. The fabrication sequence
would require additional shallower implants to create an n- region and a very shallow p +
region near the surface. Thus, we studied the near-surface region after MeV implantation and
annealing by traditional Schottky metallization and differential C-V profiling using a Miller
Feedback C-V system. The detailed electrical surface profiling involved photolithography,
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metallization of'Schottky dots using Pt-Au alloy, and mesa etching 1.94 to 2.8 jim for the back
n + contact. Overall, our surface profiling of the near-surface region, which is shallower than
0.6 jim, indicated that the carrier concentration was less than 1 x 1016 cm' 3 between the
surface and 0.6 to 0.8 nm from the surface for all MeV implant and anneal conditions studied in
this paper. There is a gradual rise in the n-type carrier concentration profile from 0.6 jini
(where n < 1016 cm'3) to 1.2 jim (where n = 6 to 7 x 1016 cm"3) following the near-surface tail
of the MeV implants. We verified that the leadingtail of the MeV implants near the surface was
abrupt after implant annealing and that the carrier concentrations near the surface regions of
these GaAs wafers were low enough that we would fabricate the shallower layers required for
the varactor diodes by further ion implantation. These device fabrication and device results
will be described in another publication.
CONCLUSIONS
Chemical SIMS profiles and electrical carrier concentration profiles have been obtained
for Si and S implants between 2.5 and 6 MeV in semi-insulating GaAs substrates. Both furnace
annealing between 900 and 950 °C for 30 minutes and rapid thermal annealing between 950
and 1050 °C for 10 seconds were used to activate the MeV implants. No redistribution of Si was
observed using either annealing technique. On the other hand, for S implants, RTA seems
advantageous over furnace annealing because it prevents the redistribution of the
fast-diffusing S ions. A buried active layer at a depth of 2.8 p.m with a peak carrier
concentration of 2.5 x 1018 cm"3 was achieved by using 6 MeV Si + 4 MeV Si + 6 MeV S
implants and rapid thermal annealing them at a temperature 1050°C for 10 seconds. This
implant and anneal optimization study leads to the capability to fabricate fully implanted
varactor diodes for monolithic millimeter wave circuit applications.
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INFLUENCE OF THE TEMPERATURE OF IMPLANTATION ON THE
MORPHOLOGY OF DEFECTS IN MeV IMPLANTED GaAs.
G. BRAUNSTE1N, SAMUEL CHEN, S.-TONG LEE AND G. RAJESWARAN.
Corporate Research Laboratories, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY 14650.
ABSTRACT
We have studied the influence of the temperature of ijMdantalion on the
morphology of the defects created during 1-MeV implantation of li^Blo GaAs, using
RBS-channeling and TEM. The annealing behavior of the disorder has also been
investigated.
Implantation at liquid-nitrogen temperature results in the amorphization of
the implanted sample for doses of 2x10^4 cm'2 and larger. Subsequent rapid thermal
annealing at 900° C for 10 seconds leads to partial epitaxial regrowth of the
amorphous layer. Depending on the implantation dose, the regrowth can proceed
from both the front and back ends of the amorphous region or only from the deep
end of the implanted zone. Nuclcation and growth of a polycrystalline phase occurs
concurrently, limiting the extent of the epitaxial rcgrowth. After implantation at
room temperature and above, two distinct types of residual defects arc observed or
inferred: point defect complexes and dislocation loops. Most of the point defects;
disappear after rapid thermal annealing at temperatures > 700° C. The effect of
annealing on the dislocation loops depends on the distance from the surface of the
sample. Those in the near surface region disappear upon rapid thermal annealing at
700°C, whereas the loops located deeper in the sample grow in size and begin to
anneal out only at temperatures in excess of 900°C. Implantation at temperatures of
2 00 - 300°C results in a large reduction in the number of residual point defects.
Subsequent annealing at 900°C leads to a nearly defect-free surface region and,
underneath that, a buried band of partial dislocation loops similar to those observed
in the samples implanted at room temperature and subsequently annealed.

INTRODUCTION
The recry/itallization behavior of GaAs, ion-implanted in the keV energy
regime, is a complex process which depends strongly on implantation and processing
parameters.. Under implantation conditions that induce the formation of a continuous
amorphous layer (low temperature of implantation, high dose), thermal annealing
can result in polycrystal formation, epitaxial regrowth, formation of stacking faults
and microtwins, nucleation of dislocation loops and other phenomena, depending on
the temperature and duration of the annealing stage J ' ^ However, when the
implantation conditions are such that the amorphous layer is not formed
(implantation at or above room temperature, low dose), appropriate thermal
annealing can result in very low levels of residual defects.' Furthermore, when the
temperature of implantation is near or above room temperature, significant dynamic
annealing of the implantation damage occurs, reducing the amount and influencing
the nature of the residual lattice defects.1-^ More specific details about the recovery
of GaAs as a function of implantation and annealing conditions in the keV energy
regime can be found in references 1, 2, and 3, and references therein.
A rather complex recrystallization
behavior can also be expected in McV
implantation of GaAs. It has been shown recently that the lattice structure of GaAs is
highly preserved after implantation of 1-MeV Si ions, at room temperature, to doses
as high as 1x10^° cm'2.4,5,6 y n c intense dynamic annealing which takes place
during the McV irradiations not only prevents the amorphi/.ation of the lallicc but

also induces ihc formation of certain well-defined lattice defects. Indeed, only
perfect and partial dislocation loops have been identified by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) analysis of the as-implanted samples. In addition, the presence of
discrete point defect complexes was inferred as a result of ion-channeling studies.
Most of the point defects annealed out upon rapid thermal annealing at 500 - 700°C
for 10 seconds. Concurrently, the near surface region became increasingly defect
free while, deeper into the sample, the dislocation loops transformed into the
imperfect type. With increasing annealing temperature the loops grew in size while
decreasing in number, but did not completely disappear, even after annealing at
1050°C. In the present work we have studied the influence of the temperature of
implantation on the build-up, and subsequent annealing behavior, of defects in GaAs
implanted with 1-MeV Si ions over an extended implantation temperature range
varying from -198°C to 300°C.

EXPERIMENTAL
Semi-insulating, (100) GaAs samples were implanted in a nonchanneling
direction with 1-MeV Si ions at temperatures between -198°C and 300°C. Doses
ranging from 1x10^3 cm~2 to 1x10*6 C m-2 w e r e employed. In drder to evaluate beam
heating effects a very thin thermocouple was glued to a test sample, which was
subsequently irradiated at various temperatures. It was found that when the beam
current density was kept below 0.75 u.amp/cm > the temperature of the test sample
would not rise more than 20 - 30°C above the temperature of the copper block used as
sample holder, irrespective of the implantation temperature. Consequently, a beam
current of ~ 0.7 (lamp/cm^ was employed throughout the present study. Rapid
thermal annealing (RTA) was carried out under flowing nitrogen gas at
temperatures of 500°C, 700°C and 900°C for periods of 10 to 40 seconds using GaAs
proximity capping. The residual disorder, after implantation
and after subsequent
annealing, was investigated using 2-MeV He + + channeling and cross-sectional TEM.

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows aligned channeling spectra of GaAs implanted with 1-MeV Si
ions, to a dose of 5x10^ cm"2, at various temperatures. The aligned and random
spectra of unimplanted GaAs are also shown. The aligned spectrum of the sample
implanted at -98° C coincides with the random spectrum over the entire implanted
region, revealing the formation of a continuous amorphous layer. However,
significant recovery of implantation damage, revealed by the reduction in scattering
yield particularly in the near-surface region, is evident when the implantation
temperature is increased to -52°C. The aligned spectrum of the sample' implanted at
room temperature (24° C) shows further reduction of residual disorder, and is
characterized by a gradual increase in yield with increasing depth. A similar
dcchanneling depth dependence, but with a uniformly reduced yield, is observed in
the sample implanted at 204°C.
The different characteristics of the ion-channeling spectra, shown in Figure
1, suggest that, by varying the temperature of implantation, not only the amount of
residual defects can be changed but, more significantly, the nature of these defects
can be altered. In order to test this assumption we have investigated the recovery,
upon RTA, of the radiation damage produced by implantation at various temperatures
(i.e., the annealing behavior of different types of defects).
Figure 2 shows channeling spectra of GaAs after implantation with 1x10* 5
Si/cm-^ at -198°C and after subsequent annealing at 900°C for 40 seconds, illustrating
the annealing behavior of a continuous amorphous region. The aligned spectrum of

the annealed sample exhibits the characteristic surface peaks for As and Ga,
indicating almost complete recovery of crystallinity in the near surface. Below that,
there is a very steep rise in backscattcring yield reflecting the existence of a rather
sharp interface between a crystalline region in the near surface and a disordered
region underneath. The aligned yield, corresponding to the disordered region, does
not reach the random level, indicating that it is a buried band of polycrystallinc, or
partially crystalline, material that retained some alignment with respect to the
underlying lattice structure. The deeper end of this defective band is much shallower
than the original amorphous-crystalline interface in the as-implanted sample,
revealing that lattice recovery has also proceeded from the underlying unimplantcd
crystal.
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Figure 3 presents the annealing behavior of fro/cn-in lattice defects, formed
after implantation of GaAs with 1x10^ Si/cm 2 at -198°C. A disorder peak is noticeable
centered at about 0.8±0.1 urn in good agreement with TRIM^ calculations. The
dcchanncling yield is observed to decrease gradually with increasing annealing
temperature. Upon RTA at 900°C for 10 seconds the yield of the aligned channeled
spectrum is only slightly higher than the spectrum of unimplautcd GaAs, indicating
thai most of the defects have been annealed out.
Finally, Figure 4 shows channeling spectra of GaAs after implantation with
5 x l 0 1 5 Si/cm 2 at 300°C and after subsequent RTA al 500°C, 700°C and 900°C for 10
seconds, illustrating the annealing behavior of the defects created in highleinpcraturc implantations. The aligned spectrum of the as-implanted sample shows a
gradual increase in backscaltcring yield with increasing depth similar to that of the
GaAs implanted al 204°C in Figure 1. No major change is observed after RTA at 500°C.
The spectra corresponding to the 700°C and 900°C anneals exhibit a peculiar sigmoidlikc shape, already found in samples implanted al room temperature and rapid
thermally annealed at 700 - 900°C.^'" In the near-surface region ihe yield coincides
with that of unimplanted GaAs, indicating complete recovery of implantation
damage. However, deeper into the sample, a pronounced rise of the backscattcring
yield reveals the presence of residual defects. In references 5 and 6 we have shown
that the sigmoid-like spectrum reflects the formation of a burjed band of partial
dislocation loops.
DISCUSSION
The results of the present work indicate that in McV-implantation of GaAs the
temperature of implantation has a significant role in determining the nature of the
radiation-induced defects. At about liquid-nitrogen temperature defects have very
low mobilities. Thus, when the implantation is performed in this temperature regime,
lattice displacements remain essentially frozen-in. For 1-MeV Si implanted into GaAs
at -198°C to the relatively low dose of 1x10^ c m ' 2 radiation damage most likely
consists of vacancies, sclf-intcrstitials, point-defect complexes and possibly small
amorphous clusters. As the implantation dose is increased, the amount of disorder
increases until a continuous amorphous layer throughout all the implanted region is
formed. When the temperature of implantation is raised, migration of selfinterstitials and vacancies becomes possible due to increased thermal activation as
well as radiation-enhanced mobility. Mobile point defects have larger probabilities to
annihilate by recombination or by agglomeration into extended defects, thus
inhibiting amorphization and giving rise to the process of dynamic annealing. In
fact, a competition takes place between the accumulation of lattice disorder and the
dynamic annealing process, which is particularly evident in the sample implanted at
-52°C. In the near surface region of this sample, dynamic annealing predominates
and the aligned yield is close to that of samples implanted at higher temperatures.
Deeper into the sample, where the nuclear energy deposition is higher,
accumulation of lattice disorder prevails and the aligned channeling spectrum shows
a damage peak which appears to track the nuclear-energy-loss depth distribution. A
TEM study to determine the nature of the defects in this region is underway.
When the GaAs samples are implanted at or above room temperature, dynamic
annealing prevails. No amorphicily could be detected by TEM analysis in 1-McV Si,
room-temperature implanted GaAs, even when the dose was as high as lxio'6 cm" 2 .
Indeed, in previous works^.6 w c have shown that the lattice structure of GaAs,
implanted at room temperature with 1-McV Si ions, consists of isolated partial and
perfect dislocation loops as well as discrete point-defect complexes dispersed in
perfectly crystalline material. We have also observed that a large fraction of the
point defects created in room temperature MeV implantations were annealed out
after RTA at 500°C for 10 seconds. Correspondingly, the aligned channeling spectrum
of the sample annealed at 500°C showed a uniformly reduced yield with respect to the

present study shows a uniformly reduced dcchanncling yield wilh respect to the
sample implanted at room temperature. This similarity suggest that dislocation loops
arc the predominant residual defect after implantation of GaAs with 1-McV Si ions at
204°C.
Having established the nature of the implanlation-induced lattice defects as a
function of implantation temperature and dose, we proceed to discuss the annealing
behavior ot the defects.
The recrystallization of the continuous amorphous region, formed by high
dose implantation at -198°C, appears to be the result of two competing processes:
epitaxial rcgrowlh, proceeding from both the surface and the deep amorphouscrystalline interface, versus grain nuclcation and growth in
the central zone. A
similar phenomenon was observed by F. Xiong cl ai.^ in their study of amorpiiization
and rccrystallization of MeV-implanlcd InP. Our interpretation is further supported CO
U2-J
by the cross-sectional TEM micrographs, shown in Figures 5a and 5b, of a sample CO
implanted at -198°C with 1-McV Si ions to a dose of 1x10'^ cm" 2 and subsequently
rapid thermally annealed at 900° C for 10 seconds. In the micrograph of the asiinplanted sample we observe a uniform amorphous region starling at the surface CD
and ending, in a rather sharp amorphous-crystalline interface, at a depth of about
or

Figure 5: Cross-sectional TEM micrographs of GaAs implanted at -198°C with 1-McV Si
ions to a dose of i x l O 1 6 cm" 2 ; (a) as implanted and (b) after RTA at 900°C for 10
seconds.

1.3 u,m. The micrograph of lhc annealed sample shows the formation of a
polycrystailine structure which is narrower lhan the original amorphous region, hi
the polycrystallinc region the grains closer lo the surface arc much larger than
those closer to the buried interface, although no epitaxial regrowlh proceeding from
the surface is observed in this sample, ll could be that, for samples implanted with
doses lower that 1x10*6 cm" 2 like the one in figure 2, small crystallites remain after
implantation which serve as seeds for epitaxial rccryslallizalion upon annealing.
The rest of the discussion of the dependence of annealing behavior on the
temperature of implantation is based on the results of our previous works^«6 which
were briefly summarized in the introduction section. The disorder created by 1x10*4
Si/cm.2 implanted at -198°C gradually
decreases with increasing
annealing
temperature and is almost completely annealed out after RTA at 900°C for 10 seconds.
We interpret this behavior as proof that the implantation-induced defects were
mainly point defects or small point defect aggregates since more complex extended
defects, such as dislocations, or continuous amorphous regions, as described above,
exhibit a very different recovery behavior in this temperature regime. We have
already argued that after implantation at 204 - 300°C most point defects have been
annealed out and only dislocation loops remain. The annealing behavior of the
sample implanted at 300°C supports our assumption. Little change is observed in the
channeling spectrum after RTA at 500°C, the temperature at which recovery of point
defects appears to be the dominant annealing process. Furthermore, the sigmoid-likc
channeling spectra observed after RTA at 700° C and 900° C has been shown to
represent a signature for the transformation of perfect into partial dislocation loops.
Annealing at a temperature of 1050°C for 10 seconds was not sufficient to completely
anneal out these dislocation loops.
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ABSTRACT
Rutherford backscattering/channeling analysis was used to study the damage creation
processes occuring during 1 MeV O + implantation in silicon. The target temperature was varied
from RT to 500°C using beam heating. The corresponding damage profiles and dechanneling
behaviour were studied. Several implantations were performed at 77K for comparison.
Transmission electron microscopy observations were connected to the dechanneling
measurements in order to determine the dominant kind of defect in each case.
For 77K implants, the defects are mainly interstitials distributed according the energy
deposition in elastic collisions, extending up to the surface. At 500°C, the defects are imperfect
dislocations confined in a narrow band around the mean range of oxygen ions. We demonstrate
that dechanneling in samples implanted at intermediate temperatures results from a mixing of
point defects and distorsion centers. The relative importance of the two kind of defects is
followed as a function of implantation temperature.
INTRODUCTION
High energy implantation is one of the most promising new areas of implantation
technology for Si integrated circuits. Several advantages are offered by MeV implantation,
particularly the possibility to dope below the surface [1] or through overlayers [2] or to form
buried insulating [3] or conductive [4] layers. Most of the physical mechanisms known in the
traditional energy range of ion implantation (< 200 keV) are not basically modified at high
energy. However, there are several differences which lend themselves to new applications and/or
lead us to reconsider some particular points. Damage creation mechanisms are particularly
concerned since they can be modified by the combined effect of the reduction in the primary
defects production rate, increased distance from surface and beam heating. Surprisingly, there
have been few papers dealing with defects produced by MeV implantation and their annealing.
We only know that "there are distinct regions in which different damage nucleation and growth
mechanisms are dominant" [5] and that secondary defects exist which cannot be completely
annealed out even after long high temperature heating cycles [6J.
The aim of this work is to collect further informations about the damage production
mechanisms at high energy with a particular attention devoted to beam power (i.e. temperature)
related effects like dynamic annealing, agglomeration of single defects and nucleation of
secondary (extended) defects. The nature, number and distribution of damages created by 1 MeV
oxygen ions in silicon have been investigated as a function of dose and using different beam
power densities. These results have been compared to the damage parameters measured at 77K.
An attempt is made to describe the evolution of each kind of defects as implantation temperature
increases.
EXPERIMENTAL
1 MeV oxygen ions were implanted in single crystal silicon wafers using a 4 MV Van de
Graaff accelerator. During implantation, the samples were slightly tilted (= 10°) relatively to the
<100> axis in order to minimize channeling. The beam current was varied from 0.1 up to 7-8 nA
and the total dose from 10*6 to 1 0 ^ cm"2. The temperature reached during implantation
strongly depends on experimental conditions : wafer size, wafer holding, scanning system,
scanned area relatively to total (radiating) area, surrounding,... [7]. In our case, the samples
were thermally insulated and the O + beam was electrostatically scanned over the area of 1 cm^.
The target temperature was calibrated and often checked as a function of the beam power Pj,
using a test sample of the same size in which a thermocouple was embedded and cemented. The

Fig. 1 : Calculated (dashed line) and measured
equilibrium target temperature as a function of
incident beam power.
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Beam powar(W)

calibration curve is shown in Fig. 1. The wafer temperature varies as (P^W indicating that ion
beam power and radiative losses are in equilibrium. The latter is reached after a time
corresponding to a dose of about 10*5 cm"2. In these conditions, even with the moderate O +
current which can be obtained with our accelerator, temperatures as high as 500°C can be
achieved. It must be emphasized that higher temperatures could be reached using conductive but
also reflective wafer holders [7].
A different set-up was used for implantation at 77K. In this case, smaller samples were
placed on a goniometric holder which can be cooled by a flow of liquid nitrogen, they were
implanted at lower doses in order to obtain similar defect concentrations and analysed in-situ
using the same accelerator.
The disorder created by the O + bombardment was mainly examined by the Rutherford
backscattering (RBS)/channeling technique [8,9]. The energy of backscattered particles was
measured with a surface barrier detector located at 160° with respect to the incident beam.
Random and <100> aligned spectra were recorded on both implanted and unimplanted part of the
samples. Attention was paid to frequently change the beam spot location in order to avoid the
damage produced during the analysis. The profile of displaced atoms was extracted from direct
scattering events and that of more complex defects by estimating or measuring the dechanneling
level as a function of depth. Additional informations on the nature of the defects have been
obtained by varying the energy of the analysing particles (He + or protons) [10J. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) observations (plan views) have been connected to these
energy-dependent dechanneling measurements in order to determine the dominant type of defects
in each case.
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Fig. 2 a and b : Backscattered spectra of+ 3 MeV He + random14and <100>
aligned on Si before
and after bombardment with 1 MeV O at (a) 77K - 3 x 10 c n r 2 and (b) 5(X)°C - 4 x 10 1 6
cm~2. The dechanneling level in (a) (dashed line) was calculated using a plural scattering
cross-section. The mean projected range of O + (1.3 \im) is marked by an arrow.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The dependence of both production and depth distribution of defects on implantation
temperature is evidenced in Fig. 2a and b. At 77K (Fig. 2a), a dose of 3.10*4 cm'2 is nearly
sufficient to amorphize the crystal and the damaged region extends up to the surface. At 5(K)°C
(Fig. 2b) a dose of 4.10*6 cm~2 does not produce any displacement in the first (im of silicon. A
sharp increase of the dechanneling level occurs at 1.3 p.m which is exactly the mean projected
range (Rp) of 1 MeV O + in silicon [11].There is practically no direct scattering observed in this
case.
In a first stage, we will try to demonstrate that the nature of defects is very different in
these two extreme situations. By measuring the dechanneling fractions of aligned particles when
passing through the disordered region as a function of their energy E, we can distinguish
between obstruction and distorsion defects [12]:
- obstruction centers refer to randomly distributed isolated or clustered point defects or
even small amorphous zones [10]. They do not induce any lattice deformation around them. In
the case of axial channeling, the dechanneling cross section (OJI) (see definition in [10J) on this
first kind of damage is given by the Rutherford cross section (or by a multiple scattering cross
section in the case of a large concentration of defects), integrated over all angular deviations
greater than the critical value [10]. In such a case, a^\ varies as E" a where 0.5 < a < 1 (a = 1
for small point defect concentrations ng\ and a = 0.5 for large Ji^i [13]). More refined
calculations of the dechanneling cross section lead to the same conclusion [13,14|;
- distorsion centers refer to stress-induced lattice deformations around more complex
defects like dislocations or precipitates. The maximum curvature of atomic rows as a function of
the distance from the defect center can be estimated from elastic theory and the dechanneling
cross section c ^^ calculated from the condition that the force due to the repulsive
potential
of the
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row must be greater than the centrifugal force of the particle[15]. If the strain extends
infinitevely as around a perfect edge dislocation a ^ varies as VE [15]. A similar result was
obtained using a Monte Carlo simulation and was often experimentally verified [16,17]. If the
strain is limited as around dislocation loops, 0^2 varies as \E~up to a threshold energy and
becomes constant higher [18J.
Assuming an additivity rule of the contributions to dechanneling coming from the two
kinds of defects we can define the dechanneling parameter P^OO directly proportional to the
dechanneling cross sections c,jj and a^2 a °d related to the experimentally measured
dechanneling fractions in damaged <XD) and virgin (Xy) silicon [9]:

P

d 00 = °dl

"dl <Z>d z

+

°d2 I nd2 <z) d z = Pdl <x) + Pd2

1-XyOO
and P. (x) = In

(2)
l-ZD(x)

di
and n^OO are the local concentrations of obstruction and distorsion defects respectively.
The values of the dechanneling parameter P^ measured behind the damage peak are reported in
Fig. 3. as a function of the ratio E/Zj $Z\ is the atomic number of the particles), for two samples
damaged at 77K using 2xlO^O + /cm2 and 3xl0*^O+/cm2. These results show that P j varies as
E-0-5, demonstrating that the defects are randomly distributed interstitials. Their mean
production rate is estimated to be ~ 5000 per incident ion, in agreement with the model proposed
by Thompson and Walker [19].
Once known the dominant defect in these samples, we are able to separate dechanneling
events and direct scatterings using the well known iterative procedure [8] and a plural scattering
cross section [20]. This gives the dechanneling level as plotted in Fig. 2a which connects with
the experimental spectrum beyond the damage peak. The difference between this level and the

total backscattering yield gives the depth distribution of displaced atoms. This profile is shown to
correspond to that of energy deposited into elastic collisions [21].
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A similar investigation was performed on samples implanted at 500°C (Fig. 3). P^ first
increases as VE and becomes constant at higher energies. As mentioned above, this behaviour
indicates that the dominant species are extension limited strain defects. More precise informations
on the morphology of these defects may be drawn from TEM observations (Fig. 4a and b).

Fig. 4 a and b : Plan view TEM micrographs of the Si sample damaged with 4 x K)'^ O+/cin2 at
500°C : (a) bright field ; (b) weak beam.

The bright field picture (Fig. 4a) shows an important density (5.10*0 cm'2) o f linear
dislocations whose length ranges from 20 to 100 nm. The weak beam micrograph (Fig. 4b)
reveals that they are dissociated. Because of the narrowness and depth of these defects, it was
not possible to evidence neither the stacking faults contrast nor the habit plane. However, these
results strongly suggest that the drastic increase of dechanneling observed in Fig. 2b is mainly
due to imperfect dislocations. Their profile can be determined using the relation (1) in which the
first contribution (Pdi) is neglected :
1-X v (x)

(3)

. 1 - XD 00 J
<j2 is estimated knowing the total concentration of dislocations from the TEM micrograph. Fig.
5 shows that the dislocations form a narrow band (FWHM * 100 nm) around the mean projected
range of oxygen ions.

Fig. 5 : Concentration profile of the
dislocations produced during the implantation of 4 x 10 1 6 0 + /cm 2 at 500°C.
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Fig. 6 a and b : TEM micrographs of the sample damage with 4 x 10 1 6 O+/cm2 at 28()°C : (a)
bright field ; (b) weak beam.

Between the two extreme situations described above, one can reasonnably think that, as
implantation temperature increases, the defect accumulation progressively changes from the
simple agglomeration of point defects to the nucleation and growth of extended defects. Such an
intermediate situation is shown in Fig. 6a and b. A large variety of defects are present in the
crystal. The bright field micrograph (Fig. 6a) shows local variations of contrast due to elastic
strains around defects. The weak beam observation (Fig. 6b) reveals aggregates, probably
amorphous, embedded in the crystalline material and a large density (a few l()lu c m -2) o f sm all
diameter (3-4 nm) spherical precipitates (probably SiC>2). The RBS spectra also show a mixing
of different defects since simultaneously direct scattering events and a high dechanneling level is
observed (Fig. 7). Furthermore, the latter cannot be connected to the experimental level beyond
the damage peak using only a plural scattering treatment. We demonstrate that in all these
intermediate cases, the variation of the dechanneling parameter P j with He + energy can be fitted
using the two contributions :
A
p
=

(4)

di

s/E

In other words, the main contributions to dechanneling are point defects and unlimited strains.
The dislocations observed at 500°C are not actually formed but distorsions exist. A similar
behaviour was already observed for B + implanted silicon at lower energies' [22].
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We have studied the relative importance of P^i and P(]2 to the total dechanneling parameter
as a function of implantation temperature (Fig. 8). Keeping in mind that P j \ and P$i a r e
proportional to the total number of each type of defects, Fig. 8 shows that the production of
interstitials progressively diminishes (at 280°C there are only 16 displacements per incident ion)
while that of distorsions increases. The dashed lines in Fig. 8 are only to guide the eye ;
presently we are not able to distinguish between a continuous or a step by step transformation
from point defects to dislocations. It must be pointed out that the mean transition temperature
(here - 250°C) between type 1 and type 2 defects should depend on Frenkel pair production rate
(i.e. on both mass and energy of implanted ions). Furthermore, in the precision limits of our
measurements, it seems that the partition between the two kinds of defects is not dose dependent
except in three particular situations :
- at low dose (< 5.10^ O+/cm2) where distorsions are difficult to bring out: either the
sensitivity of our experiment is not sufficient or there is a minimum dose required for their
apparition (= 1 0 ^ 0 + /cm2). j | i e non-linear behaviour of the production of distorsions was
often observed in other experimental situations [22, 23, 24| ;

- at very high dose (> S.IO1^ O + /cm 2 ) and low temperature (<2OO°C) when a critical
point defect concentration is achieved and amorphization occurs. In such a case, the term P J J
increases drastically;
- at very high dose and high temperature (> 300°C) where we have observed that the
production of distorsion centers (term P^j) saturates.
Finally, assuming that the depth distribution of point defects follows that of the energy
deposited in elastic collisions and that strains have a gaussian profile centered at 1.3 (im, we
have reconstructed several aligned RBS spectra of crystal damaged at different temperatures. The
only fitting parameter was the width of the strain distribution which was varied between that
measured at 500°C and that of the O + distribution. The profile of point defects was normalized
knowing that the total number of diplaced atoms extracted from P J I and using the dechanneling
cross section measured at 77K. Such calculations are shown to fit exactly the experimental
spectra (Fig. 7). This result confirms our assumptions concerning the presence of two dominant
kinds of defects and that they are mainly located in two distinct regions : point defects spread
roughly from surface up to Rp and distorsions are confined in a narrow band around Rp. Both
production and annealing of type 1 defects seems to be only related to collision parameters and
target tempeature and hence is insensitive to the implanted ion specie [5] while distorsions should
depend on the formation of precipitates (i.e. on impurity concentration).
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we demonstrate that the dechanneling behaviour of light particles in silicon
crystals damaged by MeV O + ions using different beam powers results from the presence of two
main kinds of defects : point defects and distorsions. Isolated or clustered point defects are the
dominant species up to an implantation temperature of 200-250°C while distorsions, probably
located around SiO2 precipitates, become the major dechanneling centers at higher temperatures.
The two kinds of damage are produced in two distinct regions : point defects extend from surface
up to Rp, distorsions are centered on Rp.
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Part V. HIGH-DOSE IMPLANTATION

PARTIALLY IONIZED BEAM DEPOSITION OF THIN FILMS
T.-M. Lu
Center for Integrated Electronics and Physics Department
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180
ABSTRACT
It has been shown recently that using less than a few percent of self-ions, i.e., ions
derived from the deposition material itself, (partially ionized beam (PIB) deposition), one
can dramatically modify thin film properties. In this paper we discuss phenomena such as
surface cleaning, enhanced surface ordering, and ion-induced surface damage associated with
PIB-surface interactions. PIB metal deposition has been emphasized.
Introduction
It is known that ion bombardment during film growth can dramatically modify the compositional, structural, and electronic properties of the films[l]. One of the most important
features in the ion-assisted techniques is the fact that additional deposition parameters related to the ion bombardment are provided to give additional degrees of freedom to control
the film properties. Very often, inert gas ions such as Ar+ are employed to assist the film
growth. Examples can be found in many plasma-assisted and ion-beam-assisted deposition
techniques. Sometimes reactive gas ions such as O + are used to study compound formation.
Examples are reactive plasma-assisted (or activated reactive) and reactive ion-beam-assisted
deposition techniques [1].
Recently, a number of researchers [2-9] have employed self-ions, which are derived from
the deposition material itself, as the source of ions to control the properties of elemental
thin films. Very often, only a small amount of self-ions are employed in the deposition.
The ion/atom ratio in the beam is normally less than a few percent. A bias potential of
0-5kV is applied to the substrate during deposition. This technique has been generally called
the partially ionized beam (PIB) deposition. In this paper, we shall describe some of the
important characteristics involving PIB deposition.
PIB Sources
The design of a PIB deposition system is very similar to that of ion plating technology
[10] except that no foreign gas such as Argon is used. A wide variety of PIB sources have
been used to deposit metal, semiconductor, insulator, and polymer thin films. A conventional
PIB source involves first evaporation of the deposition material and then ionization of the
vapor stream. A bias potential is applied to accelerate the charged species to the substrate.
Evaporation of the material can be achieved by several means: resistance heating, inductive
heating, and electron-bombardment heating. The vapor stream is then partially ionized by
electron impact ionization. An example of the conventional PIB source design is shown in
Fig. 1. The deposition material is vaporized in a high purity graphite crucible by electron
bombardment heating. The electrons are drawn from a hot filament and are accelerated
towards the crucible, heating it upon impact. The evaporated vapor stream is then partially
ionized in an ionization unit located a few centimeters above the crucible. In the ionization
unit, a hot filament provides electrons for the impact ionization of the vapor stream. Also
falling in this class of design is the ionized cluster beam (ICB) deposition technique [A]. The
only difference is that in the ICB deposition the crucible is covered with a cap containing
a small orifice so that the vapor stream undergoes a supersonic expansion through it for
cluster formation.
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Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of the conventional partially ionized beam deposition system.
The ion/atom ratio of the vapor stream received at the substrate depends on the potential
and the current used for the impact ionization as well as the size of the substrate and the
source to substrate distance. For a two-inch substrate and a source to substrate distance of
one foot, the maximum value of the ion/atom ratio one can achieve with this design is about
0.1%. The total ion beam current is a fraction of a mA. However, recent studies [11-14]
of the PIB deposition indicated that very often a dramatic change of the film properties
occurs with an ion/atom ratio ranging from 0.1 to 2.0%. It is therefore desirable to have a
PIB source design such that a higher ion/atom ratio value can be achieved without a severe
restriction on the size of the substrate.
One way is to install a conductance-limited ionization unit [3,15] so that a high vapor
pressure can be confined in the ionization unit for more efficient ionization. Another way
is simply to ionize the vapor stream closer to the crucible opening where the vapor density
is higher [2,9]. Fig. 2 shows the later design [2]. In this scheme, the ionization unit is
completely removed. A helical coil or a set of U-shape grids is placed on top of the crucible.
Electrons from the filament are drawn not only to bombard the crucible to heat it, but
also are drawn toward the region above the crucible by the coil or grids to ionize the vapor
stream coming out of the crucible. That is, a common filament is used to provide electrons
for both the crucible heating and the ionization of the vapor stream. The ion/atom ratio
can be easily controlled by varying the vertical position of the crucible. Depending on the
distance between the source and the substrate, an ion/atom ratio of 50% can be achieved.
Typically, for a source-substrate distance of 30cm, one can obtain an ion/atom ratio up to
8%, or about 10mA of the total beam current. Very uniform ion beam current distribution
can be obtained over four-inch diameter area with this source to substrate distance.
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Fig. 2 A schematic diagram of the partially ionized beam deposition system with a high
ion/atom ratio.
There are other ways to obtain a high ion/atom ratio. In the conventional e-beam
evaporation technique in which an energetic electron beam is used to heat the charge directly
without an excessive heating of the boat that contains the charge, one can easily get a few
percent of self-ions [1]. Unfortunately, it is not possible to vary the ion/atom ratio. An
extreme case of the high ion/atom ratio source is the mass-separated pure ion source for
ion-beam deposition [16]. Here a hundred percent ions are used in the deposition. We shall
not discuss this case here.
PIB Induced Surface Cleaning
One of the remarkable achievements in the PIB technology is the ability to deposit
epitaxial films at lower substrate temperatures in a conventional vacuum condition without
in-situ cleaning of the substrate prior to deposition [7,9,17,18]. To form an epitaxial layer one
must have a clean surface free of contaminants. The observation of the epitaxial growth of
thin films without in-situ cleaning of the substrate therefore implies that the PIB technique
possesses a self-cleaning capability.
Before the substrate is loaded into the chamber for deposition, it is normally cleaned
by some chemical means. After the chemical cleaning, except for certain substrates such as
graphite, the surface immediately becomes oxidized. A thin layer of oxide, together with
some contaminants such as hydrocarbons would inevitably exist at the surface. After the
substrate is loaded into the chamber, the substrate must be cleaned in the vacuum prior
to deposition for subsequent epitaxial growth of the overlayers. A routine surface cleaning
technique is to use Ar or Xe ions of several kV to sputter the surface [19]. After the removal
of the contaminants, the surface is normally badly damaged, and a thin layer of clean, but
disordered material is formed at the surface. The surface is then annealed at an elevated
temperature to recrystallize the damaged layer for subsequent epitaxial growth. Another
way to clean the surface in vacuum is simply to heat the substrate to higli temperatures so
that the impurities would be desorbed from the surface. For example, for the Si substrate,

an oxygen impurity can be desorbed at 850°C and a carbon impurity at 1200°C. After the
surface is cleaned, it may be re-contaminated quickly if the vacuum is less than 10~9 Torr.
Therefore, for an in-situ cleaning process to be effective, one must operate at an ultra-high
vacuum condition.
In the PIB case the process of removing impurities may be quite different. The film
deposition is occurring at the same time as the ion bombardment. With a substrate bias
of lkV, the penetration depth of metal ions into the Si substrate, for example, is less than
30A [20]. For a deposition rate of 15^4/s, the interface becomes buried in a few seconds.
Assuming that the ion/atom ratio used in the experiment is less than 2%, the self-ions
which are responsible for the removal of the contaminants have been estimated to be less
than 5xl0 +14 /cm 2 [21]. This dose is at least one order of magnitude lower than that used in
the conventional sputter-cleaning of surface impurities using inert gas ions [19].
The impurities, including hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon, at the interface between the
PIB deposited metal film
and the substrate have been measured using secondary ion mass
spectrometry [21] and XH(15N, cry)12C nuclear resonance reaction [22] techniques. Fig. 3 is a
plot of the hydrogen concentration at the metal/Si interface as a function of the metal ion flux
arriving at the substrate in the first 10 monolaycrs of PIB deposition. The plot includes both
Al/Si and Cu/Si interfaces.
The hydrogen concentration at the Al/Si and Cu/Si interfaces
was obtained using the XH(15N, <*7)12C nuclear resonance reaction and secondary ion mass
spectrometry techniques, respectively. The Al film was deposited at a bias potential of +1.5kV
and the Cu film at lkV. The hydrogen concentration at the Cu/Si interface for a Cu flux
of ~2.5xlO+14 ions/cm2 (equivalent to a 2% ion/atom ratio) shown in the figure is actually
equal to the background hydrogen concentration in the Si substrate. That is, for this ion
flux the additional hydrogen impurity located at the substrate surface due to contamination
prior to deposition has been completely removed during the deposition.

-3

$ (10E14ions/cm2)
Fig.

The relative hydrogen concentration, ln(N/N o ), as a function of the metal ion flux
$. Nc is the hydrogen concentration at the metal/Si interface when no ionization
is applied to the beam, i.e., the zero ion flux case. The Al/Si and Cn/Si dal.a were
obtained by the nuclear resonance reaction[22] and secondary ion mass spectrometry[2l] techniques, respectively.

The hydrogen desorption cross section, calculated from the slope of the plot shown in
Fig. 3, is about 10~14cm2. Similar desorption cross sections have been found for oxygen and
carbon impurities. These are unusually large desorption cross sections. Conventional inert
gas ion beam sputtering processes gives a desorption cross section of the order of 10~15cm2 or
less. In the sputter-cleaning of the substrate using inert gas, it is believed that direct collisions
between the ions and the impurities located at the surface, together with the usual cascade
process are significant processes responsible for the removal of the impurities [19]. In the PI13
surface cleaning, these processes alone do not seem to be able to give such a high desorption
cross section. It has been suggested [22] that the "thermal spike" mechanism [23,24] may
also play an important role in the desorption of surface impurities. In this process, a very
high surface transient temperature can be induced at the surface locally to desorb a number
of impurities per impinging ion. Assuming that the transient "thermal spike" generated by
each ion can heat (and therefore "clean") a surface area having a diameter of ~1(M, the
whole surface can be covered with the spikes during the initial stage of deposition with less
than 1% of self-ions. However, there has not been a strong experimental demonstration of
the existence of the thermal spike.
For effective surface cleaning the bias voltage has to be equal to or larger than lkV. The
optimum bias potential for cleaning the surface impurities should depend somewhat on the
material deposited and the type of impurities to be removed.
i

If the ionization is turned on during the subsequent film growth, the surface cleaning
continues in the growing film itself [21]. High purity thin films can therefore be grown at
less stringent vacuum conditions.
P1B Induced Substrate Defects
It has been shown that the optimum bias potential that leads to metal/Si epitaxial
growth is around lkV. This voltage is sufficiently high to cause the desorption of surface
impurities which is necessary for epitaxial growth, but not high enough to cause severe
damage in the substrate. This is because the ion dose is small. The interface is buried
by the growing film in two seconds for a deposition rate of 15>l/sec and the ions cannot
penetrate to the substrate during the subsequent growth. For example, high quality Al/Si
contacts can be formed with a bias potential of lkV and an ion/atom ratio ranging from
0.1 to 1.6%. Our recent cross section transmission electron microscopy study [25] shows
no observable ion-induced dislocations or other extended defects near the substrate surface.
Unusually uniform and stable Al/Si Schottky diodes with barrier heights as high as 0.77eV
can be obtained [26,27].
For a bias potential larger than lkV, surface damage occurs and the quality of the
interface deteriorates. Good quality metal/Si contacts cannot be formed for a bias potential
larger than 2kV [21,27,28]. No epitaxy has been observed for potentials larger than 2kV.
(The situation may be different for PIB semiconductor deposition. For examples, single
crystal Si/Si [7] and Ge/Si [5] can be formed at 5kV and lOkV, respectively.) At these
bias potentials, the Schottky barrier height reduces and the leakage current increases. An
anomalous frequency dependence in the C-V characteristics was observed for the Al/Si film
deposited with a bias potential of 2.5kV [28]. More interestingly, at this bombardment
voltage, an inverted n-type surface layer on an otherwise p-type substrate was observed in
samples of ultrathin (10-50.4) Al/Si films [29].
DLTS (deep level transient spectroscopy) has been used to study levels in the band gap
induced by the energetic ion bombardment near the substrate surface during the growth
of the Al/Si thin films [30]. Fig. 4 shows the DLTS spectra on Al/Si Schottky contacts
deposited with the bias potentials of 0, 0.5, 1, and 3kV. The ion/atom ratio has been fixed
at 0.1%. These films were deposited at room temperature. No deep levels were created for
bombardment voltages less than lkV. At lkV, one deep level was observed. At 3kV, five
deep levels were detected. Some of these levels have been identified. Level Ej, with the
activation energy of 0.23eV, corresponds to a singly charged divacancy. Level E3 has an
energy of 0.38eV and is either due to a neutral state divacancy or the E-center. All these

levels can be completely eliminated after annealing the sample at 400°C lor an hour. The
bias potential range for the creation of deep levels agrees qualitatively with the structural
and electrical measurements regarding the ion-induced substrate damage.
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Fig. 4 DLTS spectra obtained from the Al/Si films deposited by the P1B technique with
the bias potential of OkV, 0.5kV, lkV, and 3kV.
PIB Thin Film Modifications
Similar to many ion-assisted deposition techniques, the PIB technique can be used to
modify and control many thin film properties. Examples are: promotion of adhesion, reduction of stress, increased density, and control of orientation and epitaxy. Many desirable
electrical and optical properties are a result of these structural modifications. The extra
kinetic energy provided by the energetic ions can improve the dynamics of film formation by
increasing the mobility of the atoms arriving at the surface. For an ion/atom ratio of 1%,
the average energy per atom arriving at the surface is lOeV. This is two orders of magnitude
higher than the energy provided by thermal means.
Many low temperature metal and semiconductor epitaxies have been reported using
the PIB deposition technique [5-9,17,18]. An example is the room temperature epitaxy of
the very large lattice mismatch Al(lll)/Si(lll) system at a conventional vacuum condition
without in-situ cleaning[17,18]. A high-resolution electron transmission microscopy study
shows that the interface appears to be incommensurate [18], and therefore not strained.
This observation opens the possibility of growing a dislocation free and strain free thin film
which cannot be achieved in small lattice mismatch systems.
A dramatic change of the texture of metal films deposited on an amorphous surface can
be obtained using the PIB technique [11,31]. Fig. 5 is a summary of X-ray 20 diffraction
measurements performed to study the effect of the ion/atom ratio on the Al thin film (5000.A
thick) texture deposited by the PIB technique on an oxidized Si substrate. Both X-ray
Al(lll) and Al(200) peaks are plotted as a function of the ion content (ion/atom ratio) in
the beam. The bias potential was kept at 2kV. The results demonstrate the existence of
an optimum condition for growing a highly oriented thin film. For the 2kV bias case, the

optimum condition occurs at an ion/atom ratio of 0.7%. This value increases as the bias
potential is reduced. The existence of an optimum ion content for growing an oriented film
implies at least a twofold role of the ion bombardment during the film formation. First,
ion bombardment supplies the energy required for atoms to overcome an activation energy
barrier for the formation of the low energy ( i l l ) plane. Second, too high an ion content
or bombardment energy may create severe extended defects so that the texture growth is
inhibited. The existence of two competing factors guarantees an optimum condition for the
texture growth. Highly textured grains can enhance the electromigration resistance of the
films.
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Fig. 5 The measured X-ray 20 diffraction intensity of the Al films deposited on SiO2 surface
by the PIB technique is plotted as a function of the ion content (ion/atom ratio) in
the beam. The bias potential was kept at 2kV. Note the difference in scale for the
(111) and (200) peaks.
PIB can also be used to control the morphology of thin films during growth. Both "Al
plugs" [13] and a planarized Al layer [32] can be deposited on deep oxide vias or trenches.
Thick Al films (~4-5/mi) can be produced without the usual columnar structure [14]. Control of thin film structure and morphology is an important area of research for multilevel
interconnect and packaging applications.
Discussions
One main advantage of the PIB deposition technique over many other ion-assisted deposition techniques is that no foreign gas is used during the film growth and tlierefore no gas is
incorporated in the film. Since the self-ions have the same mass as the surface atoms during
the growth, energy transfer of the ions to the surface atoms via collisions is most effective.
The surface mobility of the growing film is expected to be higher. The self-sputtering of
the deposited material in the PIB deposition is not considered to be a serious problem due
to the small amount of ions used in the deposition. The sputtering yield of the deposited
material due to the ion bombardment can be high, but the amount that gets sputtered away
represents only a small fraction of the total deposited material.
In cases where in-situ cleaning is not required, it may in principle be possible to operate

the P.IB deposition at a lower bias potential (lower than lkV) to obtain similar thin film
modifications described in this paper by using a higher ion/atom ratio. The extreme case
would be to use a 100% self-ions [16]. In practice it is much harder to generate such a metal
or semiconductor ion beam with very high current for a high rate of deposition. Even if one
can generate such a high current beam, the density of the beam may still be limited by the
space charge effect.
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ABSTRACT
Buried layers of CoSi2 have been successfully fabricated
in (100) single crystal silicon by
17
implanting
350
kcV
Co*
to
doses
in
the
range
2
7
x
10
cm*at
a
temperature of ~55()°C. For closes >
4 x 1017 HCo* cm 2 , a continuous buried layer of CoSi2 grows cpilaxially, during implantation. Alter
annealing (1000°C 30 minutes) continuous layers of stoichiomclric CoSi2, which arc coherent with ihc
matrix arc produced for doses > 4x 1017 59Co* cm2. For doses of < 2 x 1017 59Co* cm2, discrete
octahedral precipitates of monocrystalline CoSi2 arc observed. Isochronal annealing (for 5s) at
temperatures in the range 800-l200°C, shows that at temperatures > 9(X)°C there is significant
redistribution of the Co from B-typc or interstitial sites -» substitutional A-lype lattice sites. As the
anneal temperature is increased there is a corresponding improvement in the crystallinily and
coherency of the Si and CoSi2 lattices. This shows that at a given temperature much of the Co
redistribution takes place within the first 5s of the anneal.
INTRODUCTION
Recently it has been demonstrated that Ion Beam Synthesis (IBS) is a viable technique for
producing both surface and buried silicide layers [1-12]. This involves the implantation of high doses
of energetic transition metal ions into (100) or (111) silicon substrates, which are subsequently
annealed at 1000°C for 30 minutes. Silicidc layers fabricated using IBS have possible applications as
metal bases for bipolar transistors [13-14] and as surface/ buried interconnects or contacts f 15]. IBS
silicides offer several distinct advantages over conventionally grown surface silicidc films. These
include some of the lowest reported resistivities for thin film silicides [1-2,9]. Additionally single
crystal aligned CoSi2 films can readily be grown on (100) silicon using IBS, whereas, it is very
difficult to grow this type of film using evaporation or MBE growth techniques f 11,16|. In this paper
we study the effects of dose, annealing temperature and time on the evolution of the CoSi2 layers. This
is in order to gain a belter understanding of the physical processes which operate during their
formation and so optimise the implantation and annealing parameters.
EXPERIMENTAL
3 inch device grade (100) 20-30 fJcm (B doped) silicon wafers were implanted, over an area of
6.25 cm1 with 350 kcV 5'Co* to doses of 2 - 7 x IO'7 MCo* cm2. During implantation, the silicon
substrate was maintained at a temperature of ~ 550°C using ion beam healing. Subsequent to
implantation, the implanted area was cul into smaller specimens, one specimen from each wafer was
retained in its 'as implanted' state and the others were annealed. The annealing was carried out either
in a conventional nitrogen How furnace at 1000°C for 5 or 30 minutes or in a dual graphite strip
anncalcr [17] where isochronal 5s anneals at 800°C, 900°C, 1000°C. 1100°C and 1200°C were used.
Specimens arc identified by the dose of Co implanted. Thus specimens 1, 2 and 3 were implanted
with doses of 2 x 1017 59 Gr cnv2,4 x 1017 »Co* cm-2 and 7 x 10" wCo* cm 2 respectively. The specimens
were analysed by Ruihcrford Backscaitering (RBS), Cross Sectional Transmission Electron
Microscopy (XTEM), High Resolution Electron Microscopy (HREM) and spreading resistance
measurements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
a) As Implanted Structure
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Fig 1: Non channelled RBS spectra for specimen 1 (fig la, 2 x 10" »Co* cm*, 350 keV), 2 (fig lb, 4 x 10" »Co*
cm-1, 350 keV) and 3 (fig lc, 7 x 10" »C<r cm J , 350 kcV) as implanted 0, annealed 1000°C 5 min § and
annealed 1000°C 30 min Q.

Figs la, b and c show the non-channcllcd RBS spectra, for all three specimens, in the region of the
spectrum (channels 280 -375) corresponding to the cobalt depth distribution, before and after
annealing at 1000°C for 5 and 30 minutes. The cobalt distributions, prior to annealing, are essentially
gaussian with the tail of the distribution extending up to the silicon surface. At the peak of the
distribution, as the dose increases, x in the formula CoSix decreases from 4.7 (specimen 1) to 2.1
(specimen 2) to 1.8 (specimen 3).

Fig 2: HREM micrograph of specimen 1, showing both A- and B- lypc CoSi2prccipi
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A HREM image of specimen 1 (fig 2) shows discrete precipitates of both A- and B- type CoSi2 at
the peak of the implanted distribution. For a dose of 4 x 1017 MCo* cm-2 XTEM micrographs (fig 3a)
[10] reveal that a continuous layer of CoSi2, which is coherent with the matrix is formed during
implantation. Above and below this buried layer precipitates of both A- and B- type CoSi2 arc
observed.

Fig 3: XTEM micrographs of specimen 2 (4 x 10" "Co1 cm2, 350 kcV) a) as implanicd, b) annealed 1000°C 5
min and c) annealed 1000°C 30 min.

The channelled and non-channelled RBS spectra for specimen 3, prior to annealing, are shown in
fig 4. The spectra can be divided into four distinct regions: Region I; Cobalt depth distribution from
the surface (channel 375), Region II; Silicon ovcrlayer, Region III; Loss in the silicon yield, due to the
presence of the cobalt atoms, Region IV; Silicon substrate. Comparison of the channelled and non
channelled spectra in regions I and HI, shows a significant degree of dechannelling. Since the
channelled spectrum was taken with the specimen aligned to facilitate channelling in the (100) single
crystal silicon substrate, the reduction in the channelled yield within the implanted layer indicates that
it is coherent with the silicon. Comparison of the channelled and non channelled spectra in region I
shows that close to the silicon surface (z) (channels 342 - 356) 79% of the implanted Co is in
substitution^ sites. The percentage of cobalt in substitutional sites falls at the peak of the implanted
distribution (y) to 37%. This is consistent with the formula of CoSi,„ derived from the RBS spectrum
and implies that the excess Co atoms arc accommodated in interstitial sites. Beyond the peak of the
distribution (x) the amount of cobalt in substitutional sites increases to 50%. At the interfaces between
the synthesiscd layer and Hie very thin silicon ovcrlaycr (region II) and silicon substrate (region IV)
there is a slight rise in the cobalt dcchanncllcd yield. This increase can be correlated to both the
presence of B-typc CoSi2 precipitates (in addition to A-typc) above and below the buried layer and to
damage introduced by the ion beam, during implantation. Below the synlhesised layer this damage is
in the form of 311 defects which result from a supcrsaturation of silicon self intcrstilials [10-12,18].
Fig 4: RBS non-channel led (a) and channelled
(b) RBS spectra of specimen 3 (7 x 10" »Co*
cm 2 ,350 keV) prior lo annealing.
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b) Furnace Anneals at 1000°C
mrS#A pa' l b a n d l c a l s o s h o w l l l c c o b a l * d i s t r i b u t i o n s . for specimens 1, 2 and 3 after annealing at
1000 C for 5 and 30 minutes. After 5 minutes annealing the cobalt distribution has become more
rectangular and for the two highest doses saturates at a level commensurate with CoSL. A tail in the
cobalt distribution is still seen extending up to the silicon surface in figs la and lb (indicated by ->)
Alter 30 minutes annealing the profiles arc very similar in shape to those after 5 min annealing,
however the cobalt tail is no longer apparent. XTEM micrographs of specimen 2, before and after
annealing at 1000°C for 5 and 30 minutes arc shown in figs 3a, 3b and 3c respectively. The structure
of the as implanted specimen (fig 3a) lias already been discussed in the previous section. After
annealing at 1000°C for 5 min, a continuous layer of CoSi2, which is aligned with the matrix is
observed. Precipitates of A-typc CoSi2 are also observed in the silicon ovcrlaycr (shown by -» in fig
3b). These precipitates account for the tail in the cobalt distribution observed in the RBS spectrum
After annealing at 1000°C for 30 min (fig 3c) the structure is very similar lo that after 5 minutes
annealing, however, the silicon overlayer now appears to be devoid of CoSi2 precipitates. This
indicates that the CoSi2 layer grows by gcttering Co released from the dissolution of smaller
precipitates, in the wings of the distribution. Consequently as the anneal time is increased the silicon
overlayer and substrate become progressively denuded of Co as ihe buried layer grows For
specimens 1 and 3 a similar type of behaviour is observed. However, for specimen 3, the excess
cobalt at the peak of implanted distribution also migrates to the wings where it reacts with silicon to
form the disilicidc phase. For this specimen most of the migration appears to be towards the lower
CoSij/Si interface as most of the silicon overlaycr has been consumed during implantation. For
specimen 1, the volume concentration of cobalt, at the peak of the distribution, is insufficient, even
after annealing for 30 min to synthesisc a continuous buried layer and so discrete A-type octahedral
precipitates of CoSi2 arc formed. After annealing for 5 and 30 min defects arc observed in both the
silicon ovcrlayer and substrate. These are thought to result from stresses introduced during the
annealing process. Such stresses may arise from the differences in the thermal expansion coefficients
of CoSi2 and Si (10.44 and 3 ppm/°C respectively [19]). The Si/CoSi2 interfaces have been examined
by HREM [10]. This shows that in some places the interfaces arc planar and atomically abrupt where
as in otliers steps of up to 150A occur [10J.
c) Spreading Resistance Measurements
Depth resolved spreading resistance (R.) measurements similar to those described by Lindner et al
[6,9] were carried out on specimen 1. After implantation the R, value al the profile minimum is found
to be six orders of magnitude below that of the bulk silicon substrate. An R, profile after annealing at
1000 C for 30 min is shown in fig 5. Due to the finite probe volume contributing to each point of
measurement the thickness of the synthesiscd layer appears broadened with respect to XTEM and RBS
results. R, is now reduced by seven orders of magnitude. Taking into account the substrate resistivity
of 20-30ncm this indicates a very low resistivity of the synlhesiscd layer comparable lo the best
reported values for UHV thin films [eg. rcf 20].
Fig 5: Spreading resistance profile of specimen 1
(2 x 10" »Co- cm=, 350 keV) after 1000°C 30 min
anneal.
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d) Rapid Thermal Isochronal Annealing
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Fig 6: Channelled RBS spectra of specimen 3
(7 x 10" "Co1 cm1, 350 kcV) aflcr 5s RTA
anneals at 800°C (a), 900°C (b), 1100°C (c) and
1200°C (d).
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Fig 6 shows channelled RBS spectra for specimen 3 after annealing, for 5s, at 800°C (curve a)
900°C (curve b) 11OO°C (curve c) and 12OO°C (curve d). For reasons of clarity the channelled
spectrum after annealing for 5s at 1OOO°C is not shown. The regions labelled I-IV in fig 6 can be
correlated with the areas discussed in fig 4. As the anneal temperature is increased, there is a
reduction in the dechannellcd yield in all four regions. This can be correlated with the migration of
cobalt from interstitial —> substitutional A-type sites and the annealing of the implantation induced
damage. The reduced channelled yield in region III also indicates that the coherency between the
synlhesised layer and the matrix is increasing with increasing anneal temperature. In region I, the
channelled spectrum, after annealing at 800°C for 5 s (curve a) is very similar in profile to that after
implantation (fig 4). However, after annealing at 900°C for 5s (curve b) the channelled yield has been
significantly reduced and the dcchanncllcd fraction within the synlhcsiscd layer is approximately
constant. The shapes of the channelled spectra b-d, in region I, arc similar, however, the dcchanncllcd
yield decreases with increasing annealing temperature, as progressively more cobalt atoms move into
subslitutional A-typc lattice sites. These results show, that even for very short annealing times (5s) at
temperatures >900°C there is rapid migration of the excess interstitial Co from the peak to the wings
of the distribution. For the highest anneal temperature (1200°C 5s) the resulting structure is
comparable to structures annealed at 1000°C 30 min.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that by implanting cobalt into silicon at temperatures of ~550°C it is possible to
fabricate layers of CoSi2 which have a high degree of coherency with the matrix. For doses > 4 x 10"
M
Co* cm 2 at 350kcV a continuous buried layer of CoSi2 grows during implantation, above and below
this layer precipitates of A- and B- type CoSi2 arc observed. For a dose of 2 x 1017 59Co* cm-2 the
synlhcsiscd layer is discontinuous and consists of discrete precipitates of both A- and B- type CoSi2.
After annealing at 1000°C for 5 niin the distributions become more rectangular and for the two highest
doses saturate at a level commensurate with stoichiomctric CoSi2. Some cobalt in the form of discrete
A-typc CoSi2 precipitates is also prcscntin the silicon ovcrlaycr giving rise to a tail in the cobalt
distribution which extends up to the silicon surface. Aflcr annealing at 1000°C for 30 min CoSi2
precipitates arc no longer observed in the silicon ovcrlaycr as all the Co has been gcllcrcd by the
buried layer. For the lowest dose the volume concentration of Co is insufficient to form a continuous
layer, even after annealing, and so the synlhcsiscd layer consists of discrete octahedral precipitates of
CoSi2. 5s anneals carried out on the highest dose specimen, at temperatures of 800-1200°C indicate
that as the anneal temperature is increased there is a corresponding improvement in the crystallinity of
the synlhesised layer, the silicon overlaycr and the substrate. This can be correlated with a migration
of Co atoms from interstitial to A-typc substitutional sites, and the annealing of implantation induced
damage. The coherency between the synlhcsiscd layer and the matrix also improves accordingly.
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LATERAL CONFINEMENT OF SILICIDE LAYERS SYNTHESIZED
WITH HIGH DOSE IMPLANTATION AND ANNEALING
ALICE E. WHITE, K. T. SHORT, S. D. BERGER, H. A. HUGGINS,
AND D. LORETTO
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974
ABSTRACT
Using mesotaxy, a technique which involves high dose implantation followed by
high temperature annealing, we have created narrow wires of CoS"i2 buried beneath
the surface of a silicon wafer. The implantation masks are fabricated directly on the
silicon substrate using high resolution electron beam lithography in combination with
reactive ion etching. TEM analysis shows that the wires are single-crystal and
oriented with the substrate with very abrupt interfaces. The electrical continuity of
the wires has been confirmed with electron-beam-induced current measurements.
INTRODUCTION
We have already demonstrated that, after implantation of Co into silicon and
annealing at 1000°C, the Co in the implant distribution coalesces to form a buried
single-crystal layer of CoSi2 [l]. In order to explore whether this process operates
laterally as well as in the direction of the ion beam, electron beam (e-beam)
lithography and reactive ion etching were used to create an ion implantation mask to
fabricate narrow wires. The advantage of this approach is that these wires naturally
form with very abrupt interfaces and are free of the residual damage effects which
ordinarily result from etching structures of this type.
MESOTAXY
Details of the mesotaxy process for CoSi2, a cubic silicide with -1.2% mismatch
with silicon, are given in ref. 1. Briefly, a high dose of Co (~3X10 17 /cm 2 ) is
implanted at — 200 keV into a Si wafer which is held at 350°C in order to promote
dynamic annealing. This results in a roughly gaussian profile of Co buried beneath
the surface of the Si. In the as-implanted sample, 50% of the Co occupies
substitutional sites and there is no amorphous material. When this sample is
annealed at 600°C for 1 hr. and 1000°C for 1/2 hr., the Co coalesces to a well-defined
layer of CoS'12 and the crystallinity of the Si overlayer improves dramatically. TEM
examination shows that these layers are single-crystals aligned with the substrate and
they have atomically abrupt interfaces in both (100) and (111) Si.
The structural integrity of the CoSi2 layers is reinforced by their electrical
characteristics [2]. The residual resistivities of the mesotaxy CoSi2 layers in (100) Si
are ~l//0-cm, lower by a factor of two than the best UHV-deposited CoSio [3]. This
implies that the electron mean free path (X) in these layers is greater than 1000A, so
we have the hope of making a metal structure with dimensions that are smaller than
X in order to study quantum size effects [4j.

NANOSTRUCTURE FABRICATION
The mesotaxy layers can be made thinner by reducing the implant dose [2j, so
we thought it would be interesting to try confining them laterally as well. This
procedure is outlined in Fig. 1. A Si wafer with 5000A of thermally-grown SiO2 on it
is coated with ~2000A of PMMA. Then a wire pattern is exposed in the resist using
a JEOL JBX-5D e-beam lithography system with an ~150A probe size. After
development, a 200A layer of chromium is evaporated onto the wafer surface at an
oblique angle so as to coat only the resist surfaces. The chromium then serves as an
etch mask for transferring the pattern into the SiO2 using reactive ion etching with
CHF3 gas. The PMMA and chromium are then removed in acetone and the sample is
mounted in the implant chamber, heated to 350°C, and implanted with 170 keV Co
to a dose of 2X10 17 /cm 2 . The oxide thickness was chosen to insure that all the Co
ions hitting the masked region would be stopped in the mask. Following the 600°C
anneal, a CVD oxide cap is deposited to protect the Si surface during the 1000°C
anneal. Both the oxide cap and the masking oxide are removed by etching in
buffered HF after the two-step anneal is complete.
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Fabrication process for CoSi2 nanostructures.

STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION
Arrays of wires lying along the 110 direction with linewilhs from 1/im to 1500A
were fabricated for study with TEM. Fig. 2 shows the electron diffraction pattern
from a single wire. The presence of sharp 200 diffraction spots confirms that the
wire consists of single-crystal CoSi2 aligned with the Si. When a single wire is
imaged in plan view using the 200 reflection which originates solely from the silicide
(Fig. 3), it looks remarkably similar to the cross-sectional view of a mesotaxy layer
indicating that the mesotaxy process operates laterally as well as vertically. This
wire has a linewidth of ~ 1500A with the same abrupt interfaces that were observed
for the layers. Reductions of greater than 20% in the actual wire linewidth from the
size of the opening in the mask were obtained because of the lateral coalescence of
the Co to form the silicide. The plan view image also shows dense bands of
dislocations running parallel to the wire on either side, although they are difficult to
see because of the choice of imaging condition.

Fig. 2:

Fig. 3:

• Plan view dark field image
of a C0S12 wire.

Electron diffraction pattern
from a single wire.

Fig. 4:

Dark field image of the cross-section
of a CoSi2 wire.

Examination of one of the wires in cross-section reveals that the CoSi 2 /Si
. interfaces prefer to form on (111) planes (Fig. 4). The dislocation bands can be seen
more clearly in this view and appear to run from the CoSi2 wire to the Si surface also
along (111) planes. These dislocations form during the anneal, presumably to relieve
the stess in the wire. Although the top surface of this particular wire appears to be a
bit rough (probably because of irregular etching of the oxide mask), the other
interfaces are of very high quality and have been formed totally without etching.
In addition to the wire arrays, a bridge structure was fabricated in order to
investigate the electrical characteristics of these wires. This consisted of several
wires of varying widths, all 10/izm long, stretched between two contacts. The
measurements were complicated by the fact that the CoSi2 was completely
surrounded by low resistivity Si. However, we were able to check the continuity of
the wires using electron-beam-induced current (EBIC). This was accomplished by
contacting the buried metal structure and scanning the e-bearn across the sample.
Electron-hole pairs are generated by the beam, and these carriers are collected by the
Schottky contact providing contrast in the EBIC signal. This is illustrated in Fig. 5
which shows both the backscattered electron image and the EBIC image of one of the
wires. Since the wire appears bright in the EBIC image, it is electrically continuous.
All 23 wires that were measured at room temperature were conducting over the
entire 10,um length.
We were also able to measure the residual resistivity of a 1/tm wire by taking
advantage of the superconducting properties of CoSio. Measuring the resistance
change between the two contacts as the silicide went through the superconducting
transition (at ~1.3K), made it possible to separate the contribution of the silicide
from the contribution of the silicon. The result for this wire was p=0.5/<fi-cm at
1.3K.

Backscattered Electron Image

Fig. 5:

Backscattered electron (top) and
EBIC (bottom) images of a 1/xm wire.

SUMMARY
We have fabricated buried single-crystal CoSi2 wires in Si using high dose
implantation through oxide masks. These wires have sharp interfaces and crosssectional areas as small as 2X10~10cm2. They are electrically continuous over
micrometers of length and preliminary transport measurements show that they have
resistivities that are comparable to the mesotaxy CoSi2 layers. Since the
implantation masks are produced by e-beam lithography, there is considerable
flexibility concerning the size, shape, and crystallographic orientation of the: final
nanostructures. In this way, we hope to study both the growth mechanisms and the
transport properties of these structures as a function of these variables.
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FORMATION OF BURIED IRIDIUM SILICIDE LAYER IN SILICON
BY HIGH DOSE IRIDIUM ION IMPLANTATION
K. M. Yu, B. Katz, I. C. Wu, and I. G. Brown
Center for Advanced Materials, Materials and Chemical Sciences Division
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley CA 94720
ABSTRACT
We have investigated the formation of IrSi3 layers buried in <111> silicon. The layers
are formed by indium ion implantation using a metal vapor vacuum arc (MEVVA) high current
metal ion source at room temperature with average beam energy «130 keV. Doses of the Ir ions
ranging from 2xlO16 to 1.5xlO17/cm2 were implanted into <111> Si. The formation of IrSi3
phase is realized after annealing at temperatures as low as 500°C. A continuous IrSi3 layer of
=200 A thick16 buried
under =400 A Si was achieved with samples implanted with doses not less
than 3.5xl0 /cm2. Implantated doses above 8xl016/cm2 resulted in the formation of an IrSi3
layer on the surface due to excessive sputtering of Si by the Ir ions. The effects of implant dose
on phase formation, interface morphology and implanted atom redistribution are discussed.
Radiation damage and regrowth of Si due to the implantation process was also studied.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, several studies have been published describing silicide formation by high dose
implantation of transition metal ions. Silicides which have been formed by this process include
CoSi 2 [1-6], TiSi2 [1,7,8], CrSi2 [3,4,9], FeSi2 [9], and ViSi2 [10]. White et.al. [2-4] have
fabricated epitaxial buried layers of CoSi2 and CrSi2 by implanting metal ions into a heated Si
substrate (~350-450°C) with subsequent annealing at ~1000°C. In fact, buried silicide formation
has only been observed when implantation was carried out at elevated substrate temperature
(300°C) [2,7,9]. This is thought to be the result of diffusion of the metal ions away from the
surface so that the net implantation profile becomes deeper than that expected by theoretical
calculations [2].
We have chosen to study the formation of IrSi3 by Ir ion implantation because IrSi3 has
several interesting structural and electrical properties which make it a unique silicide system. In
the last ten years, only a few reports were published on the solid-state reactions between thin film
Ir on Si [11-14]. Among the metal silicides, IrSi3 has the highest silicon concentration (75%)
and therefore requires the least amount of metal atoms for its formation. When IrSi3 is formed
by implantation with Ir ions, this means less sputtering of the Si and shorter implantation time
due to the relatively small dose of Ir ions needed. Solid-state reactions between Ir thin films and
Si substrates indicate that the formation of IrSi3 phase is initiated at an annealing temperature
around 1000°C [11], higher than the formation temperature of any other metal silicides. Because
of its high formation temperature, IrSi3 formation does not follow the diffusion controlled
kinetics as in most cases since at such high temperature diffusion of the Ir and Si are very fast in
the layer. Instead, IrSi3 formation was governed by nucleation controlled kinetics [11] where the
growth of the silicdie did not follow a layer-by-layer process.
According to Ishiwara et.al. [15], lattice mismatch between IrSi3 (hexagonal with
a=4.354 A and c=6.628 A) and <111> Si is 1.87%, so that epitaxial growth of IrSi3 on <111>
Si is very likely. Recendy Chu et.al. [14] investigated the epitaxial growth of IrSi3 on <111>
and <100> Si and observed large grains of ~30|im-40^m of epitaxial IrSi3 can be formed on
<111> Si. Formation of epitaxial buried IrSi3 layer is therefore very possible with high dose ion
implantation. In addition to the interesting structural properties, Schottky barriers formed
between IrSi3 and n-Si exhibit barrier heights=0.94eV, the highest in any silicide/silicon contact
structure. In this work we investigate the formation of buried layer of IrSb in <111> Si by direct
Ir ion implantation into Si at room temperature.
EXPERIMENTAL
The implantation was performed by MEVVA (metal vapor vacuum arc) high current ion

source [16]. Briefly, in this ion source the highly ionized metal plasma that is created in the metal
vapor vacuum arc discharge to provide the "feedstock" from which the ion beam is extracted.
For this work beam extraction voltage was 50kV. The mean charge state of the iridium ions
produced was measured and was =2.6. Since no energy analysis was carried out the mean
implantation energy for this work was =130kV. The wafer was cooled by thermal conduction of
the support structure. The beam pulse repetition rate was limited to 5 pulse/second to avoid
overheating of the target. No intentional heating of the wafer was applied and hence the
implantation was considered to be carried out at room temperature. The ion current density was
~20-30nA/cm2. Implantation doses varied from 2xlO16 to 1.5xlO17/cm2.
Annealing was carried out in the temperature range of 400-900°C for time duration of 20
mm. to 5 hr. in flowing N 2 with the samples covered by a blank Si wafer. Another set of
samples has undergone rapid thermal annealing (RTA) in Ar ambient at 820°C for 20 sec
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) with 1.8 MeV 4 He + ion beams was used
to study the ion dose, depth profiles, atomic composition and interface sharpness of the
structures. The backscattering angle 8 was 165° and the samples were tilted with the beam to a
surface normal angle =60-65° to improve depth resolution to :S50A. X ray diffraction (XRD) in
the Seeman-Bohlin geometry was carried out for high sensitivity phase identification Phase
tormed m a <100A thick layer can be identified by this technique. Microstructures and interface
morphology were studied by transmission electron microscopy (TiZM) in both plane-view and
cross-sectional modes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows a series of RBS spectra for Ir implanted samples with different doses
lhe total Ir doses in these samples as measured by RBS are 3.5,7.0 and 8.0xl016/cm2 while the
intended doses were =3.5,7.0 and 10xl016/cm2. Therefore, the maximum retention doses for
130 keV Ir implanted into Si is =8xlO 16 /cm 2 . Note that the thickness of surface Si layer
decreases and the signal moves to the surface as the implanted dose increases due to sputtering of
Si by the Ir ions. For low dose implants (<3xl0i 6 /cm 2 ), the Ir profile in Si shows a Gaussian
shape with range straggling =190 A while the calculated value according to the LSS theory for
130 keV implant is =100 A. The broadened Gaussion distribution comes from the multiple
charge states of the Ir ions in this work. For high dose samples (>7xlO16/cm2), the implant
profile becomes flat-top with a low energy tail.

Fig. 1. RBS spectra of as-implanted
samples for various doses. The doses
indicated are the retained doses measured
by RBS. Note that the Ir signal moves
toward the surface as the dose increases.
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The surface Si layer thickness as measured by RBS is plotted against the total dose in
Figure 2(a). When extrapolating the curve to high dose, we observe that ~1017/cm2 of implant
dose is needed in order to sputter away all the Si on the surface. This is consistent with the RBS
results in Figure 1 where16we observe
that all the surface Si is sputtered away in the sample with a
retained dose of 8xlO /cm2. The projected range can also be estimated to be -530 A by
extrapolating this curve to zero dose. This is in good agreement with the calculated value of
550 A for 130 keV Ir ions implanted into Si from the LSS theory. In Figure 2(b), the peak
concentration of the Ir atoms are plotted against the total measured dose. A linear dependence up
to 30 atomic percent of Ir in Si is observable in this figure. For the stoichiometric IrSi3, Ir
content in the silicide is 25 at.%. From 2(b), we can estimate that a total dose of ~6.3xlO16/cm2
is needed so that the peak Ir concentration reaches 25 at.% which we call the stoichiometric dose
level16 (Nt) st . XRD analysis of samples with retained Ir doses varying from 1.58xl0 /cmVeveals that the IrSi3 phase appears for all doses following annealing at temperatures
above 500°C while the as-implanted samples exhibit an amorphous phase.
The RBS spectra for samples with low dose, 3.5xlO16/cm2 are shown in Figure 3(a)
both for as-implanted and after annealing at 700°C for 1.5 hr. The spectrum for the as-implanted
sample indicates that the original Ir profile is Gaussian with Ir peak concentration =15 at.%
percent buried underneath =400 A of Si. The spectrum for the sample after annealing shows that
the Ir atoms diffuse toward the peak of the profile from both sides forming a close to rectangular
distribution. The buried layer formed after annealing has a nominal composition of IrSi3.4 with
thickness of =200 A. However, it is also observed that in the annealed sample =2 at.%
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Fig. 2. (a) A plot of surface Si layer thickness measured by RBS as a function of total implanted
Ir: (b) A plot of lr peak concentration in Si as a function of implanted Ir dose.
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Fig. 3. (a) RBS spectra of low dose sample, dose=3.5xl016/cm2 as-implanted and annealed at
700°C for 1.5 hr. (b) XRD spectrum for the annealed sample in (a) indicating the presence of
IrSi3 and polycrystalline Si phases.
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of Ir is distributed uniformly in the surface Si layer. The XRD analysis of the same sample
shown in Figure 3(b) reveals patterns of IrSi3 and polysilicon phases. The polysilicon
diffraction pattern in Figure 4, however, has peaks shifted to lower Bragg angle as compared to
the Si standard in the XRD data file indicating an expansion in the Si lattice, Aa/a = 0.04. This
is probably due to the incorporation of Ir atoms in the surface layer as observed in the RBS
results. Electron diffraction study on the surface Si of the annealed sample shows clearly ring
pattern of polycrystalline Si. From the RBS, XRD and TEM results, we conclude that a
continuous buried IrSi3 layer is formed at a retained Ir dose of >3.5xl0 16 /cm 2 (with asimplanted Ir peak concentration = 15 at.%).
RBS spectra for samples with retained dose =7xlO16/cm2, close to (Nt)st, as-implanted
and furnace annealed at 750°C for 2 hr. are shown in Figure 5. The spectrum for the annealed
sample shows sharpening of the Ir profile forming a layer =360 A thick with nominal
composition of IrSi3 buried under =250 A of Si. Similar structure is observed for sample
annealed with RTA at 820°C for 20 sec. XRD on the furnace annealed sample shows diffraction
peaks of the hSi^ and polysilicon phases indicating that the surface Si layer is polycrystalline.
Cross-sectional TEM micrograph of the sample after RTA is shown in Figure 5. The TEM
micrograph shows a continuous IrSi3 buried layer with atomically sharp Si/IrSi3/Si interfaces.
Dark field plan-view TEM image on the same sample shows polycrystalline rod-shaped IrSi3
grains of-5000-1000 A in length formed in Si.
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Fig. 6. RBS spectra of samples
with high dose, 8xlO 16 /cm 2 ,
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Ir implanted Si to a dose well above (Nt)st results in peak Ir concentration above 25 at.%.
Figure 6 shows RBS spectra for samples with retained dose =8xlO16/cm2 as-implanted and
annealed at 700°C for 2 hr. and 900°C for 20 min. The as-implanted sample has a Ir-Si layer of
=400 A thick on the surface with [Ir]:[Si] ratio =1:2.34. The RBS spectrum for the sample
annealed at 700°C for 2 hr. shows layered structure of (170 A) IrSi2.34/(250 A) IrSi3 on Si. A
uniform layer of IrSi3 on Si is achieved after annealing at 900°C for 20 min. Samples annealed
at lower temperatures (500-700°C) only show a sharpening in the Ir-Si layer/Si interface but the
[Ir]:[Si] ratio in the layer remains =1:2.34. However, XRD shows only diffraction pattern of
IrSi3 phase for samples annealed at temperatures above 500°C.
From the RBS and XRD results, we conclude that for samples with doses higher than
(Nt)st, annealing at temperatures in the range of 500-700°C results in the formation of IrSi;?
phase with nominal composition of IrSi3_x. The excess Ir atoms in the layer diffuse into the Si
substrate when the samples are annealed at higher temperatures (>700°C) forming a thicker layer
of stoichimetric IrSi3- RTA at 820°C for 20 sec. on this sample also results in a sharp layer of
stoichiometric IrSi3 on Si.
Ion channeling measurements on the high dose samples shows no reduction in the RBS
yield in the layer for channeling orientation indicating small grain polycystalline IrSi3 in the layer.
A damage layer of=1000 A Si below the IrSi3 layer is observed for the sample which had been
annealed at 500°C for 1 hr. This sample after RTA shows epitaxial regrowth of this Si layer
leaving <200 A of damaged Si. Complete regrowth of the damaged layer is achieved after
annealing at 800°C for 40 min.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully fabricated a buried IrSi3 layer in Si by implantation of Ir ions into
Si at room temperature at an average energy of 130 keV. The critical minimum dose for the
formation of a buried continuous layer of IrSi3 in Si is =3.5x1016/cm2. This critical dose is
much lower than those observed for other buried silicides studied mainly because of the fact that
IrSi3 has the lowest metal concentration in any metal-silicide. IrSi3 phase is formed after
annealing at temperature >500°C for doses as low as 1.5xlO16/cm2.
For samples with doses below (Nt)st, upon annealing the Ir atoms diffuse to the center of
the implant from the tails of the profile. For samples with doses higher than (Nt)S[, annealing at
temperature below 700°C results in IrSi3 phase with higher Ir content (lrSi3_x). Redistribution
of the Ir atoms into the substrate occurs during annealing at temperatures above 700°C forming a
thicker layer of stoichiometric IrSi3- Complete regrowth of the damaged Si below the IrSi3 layer
due to implantation is observed after annealing at 800°C for 40 min.
However, no epitaxial layer of IrSi3 is formed in this study. It is likely that a buried epitaxial
IrSi3 in Si can be formed by Ir implantation in a healed Si substrate where in-situ annealing is
performed.
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BACK CHANNEL DEGRADATION AND DEVICE MATERIAL IMPROVEMENT BY Ge IMPLANTATION
F. NAMAVAR, B. BUCHANAN, E. CORTESI, AND P. SIOSHANSI
Spire Corporation, Patriots Park, Bedford, MA 01730
ABSTRACT
Because of potential "back channel" leakage problems in silicon-oninsulator (SOI) metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices, especially n—channel
MOS devices which must operate in an ionizing radiation environment, it is
desirable to produce Separation by IMplantatlon of OXygen (SIMOX) wafers which
have a layer of poor quality silicon near the Si/buried Si02 interface. At
the same time, these wafers must have low defect, high quality silicon near
the wafer surface for device fabrication.
We have demonstrated that with Ge ion implantation and solid phase epitaxy
regrowth, the surface region of the silicon top layer of the SIMOX wafer is
improved and the region adjacent to the burled S102 is degraded. These
results have been observed by RBS/channeling, XTEM, and plane view TEM.
•

INTRODUCTION
The fabrication of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) material with the Separation
by IMplantation of OXygen (SIMOX) process has gained increasing importance In
the fabrication of radiation hard devices. However, one of the obstacles to
more widespread use of SIMOX material is the high density of dislocations in
the silicon top layer.
Standard SIMOX wafers typically have a silicon surface layer about 1500
angstroms thick and a buried layer about 4000 angstroms thick. The interfaces are generally smooth and sharp, but there are some silicon islands in
the buried oxide layer. The density of defects in this material has typically
been observed at a level of about 10° to 10^-0 dislocations/cm^ [1-3].
Recently, substantial progress has been made in reducing the density of
threading dislocations [4-8].
Although low defect SIMOX material is a prerequisite for fabricating high performance devices, a degraded region at the
Si/buried SiO2 interface may be advantageous for radiation hard device
applications.
We have studied the effect of Ge implantation into the Si top layer of
SIMOX material followed by solid phase epitaxy regrowth to reduce the density
of threading dislocations. At the same time, we produced many end-of-range
defects [9] near the Si/buried Si02 interface.
There are a variety of ways [10] to reduce "back channeling" effects in
metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices fabricated in SIMOX, but preliminary
indications are that the Ge implantation is more practical and achieves both a
higher quality surface Si region and a degraded Si region near the Si/buried
S102 interface with one low dose, room temperature implantation.

BACK CHANNEL LEAKAGE
An MOS device fabricated in SOI material may have an unwanted parasitic
MOS device at the silicon/buried insulator interface after being exposed to
ionizing radiation [10,11]. The passage of ionizing radiation through an
insulator such as Si02 generates free electrons and holes. It is well
known [12,13] that the electrons are more mobile and are swept out of the

oxide and the holes tend to be trapped near the silicon interface. The trapped positive charge induces a negative charge in the silicon at the insulator
interface, which can cause a change in the electrical characteristics of
component MOS devices and can create inversion layers in p-type silicon
(Figure 1) [11]. If the inversion layer connects n-type regions of different
potentials, a parasitic NMOS can be turned on by ionizing radiation, creating
a permanent leakage path (Figure 1 ) .
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Figure 1.

Cross section of NMOS transistor on insulating substrate
illustrating trapped positive charge induced parasitic backchannel and effect on transfer characteristics [11].

Thus, it is desirable to produce a silicon top layer which consists of a
high quality layer at the surface for device fabrication, adjacent to a
damaged layer. The high quality silicon surface layer is used for fabrication of devices and the damaged silicon layer serves to reduce the back
channel current because of reduced mobility in this layer.

IMPROVING THE CRYSTALLINE QUALITY OF SOI MATERIAL BY IMPLANTATION
It has been demonstrated [14] that the crystalline quality of the silicon
layer grown on sapphire substrates (SOS) by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
can be improved by implantation of silicon ions and subsequent thermal
annealing. This improvement can be achieved because defects in SOS material
are planar (twins and stacking faults) [15]. Only amorphization and solid
phase epitaxy regrowth is required to improve the crystalline quality of the
silicon. On the other hand, defects in SIMOX material are threading dislocations, which are linear and align along the (110) direction [1]. Partial
amorphization of the silicon top layer is necessary but not sufficient to
reduce the density of defects in SIMOX since the threading dislocations will
regrow with the Si during solid phase epitaxy.
Threading dislocations are terminated by interfaces and in SIMOX material
these interfaces are normally at the buried layer and the wafer surface. It
has been observed that epitaxially grown layers produced by CVD may also
exhibit the interface effect if the new layer is sufficiently strained
relative to the substrate [16]. We anticipated that implantation of Ge would
not only produce an amorphized silicon layer (as with Si implantation but with

lower dose) but would also create a strained layer because of the larger lattice constant of silicon alloyed with germanium as opposed to that of pure
silicon. Thus, the strained layer would create an artificial interface and
stop the propagation of threading dislocations during solid phase epitaxy
regrowth.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A four-inch p-type silicon wafer was implanted with a dose of 1.6 x
0 + /cm 2 at 160 keV and then annealed for six hours at 1300cC in N2. Pieces of
this wafer were implanted with Ge with nominal doses of 1 x lfA 4 , 5 x 10-*- ,
and 1 x 1 0 1 5 Ge + /cm 2 at 100 and 150 keV. During the Ge implant, the sample
was tilted about seven degrees with respect to the (100) direction to avoid
channeling. The Ge-implanted samples were annealed for 0.5 hours at 850°C in
N2.
An as-Ge-implanted Si control sample (implanted with a nominal dose of 5
x 1 0 ^ Ge+/cm2 at 150 keV) was studied by RBS/channeling measurements. The
aim of these measurements was to determine the depth of damage resulting from
Ge implantation and also to measure Ge concentration. As( shown in Figure 2a,
the damaged silicon layer is about 1400 angstroms thick. The spectrum shown
in this figure is only partially channeled and was obtained without the use of
a goniometer. Figure 2b shows the concentration profile of Ge as a function
of depth. The concentration of Ge at the peak is about 0.08 atomic percent. It
is clear from the RBS data that the depth of damage is almost equal to the
maximum Ge depth penetration.
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Figure 2.

(a) 1.5 MeV H e + RBS spectrum of a Si sample implanted with a
nominal dose of 5 x lO 1 ^ Ge + /cm 2 at 150 keV. Partial channeling was obtained by tilting the sample. (b) Ge concentration
depth profile.

Figure 3 is an XTEM of the SIMOX sample implanted with a dose of 5 x
Ge+/cm* at 150 keV and annealed for 0.5 hours at 850°C in N2. There are
two regions of the silicon top layer. The surface region is about 1200-1400
angstroms thick and is high quality silicon. Only one defect that reaches the
surface is visible in this micrograph. The lower region is about 400-500
angstroms thick and contains a large number of defects. Comparing RBS and
XTEM results, one can see that the width of the silicon region damaged by Ge
implantation (for the as-implanted sample) corresponds to the width of the
high quality surface region of the annealed sample. It appears that the lower
(degraded) region is out of the range of the implanted Ge.

0.5um
Figure 3.

XTEM of a Ge-implanted SIMOX sample (after solid phase epitaxy
regrowth) shows high quality Si in the surface region of the
wafer and damaged Si near the Si/SiO2 interface. Only one
defect reaches the surface of the sample in this micrograph.
(See also Figures 2 and 4 ) .

Figure 4a shows a plane view TEM of the silicon top layer. In this case,
all defects were observed, namely those present in the surface region and in
the lower degraded region. The sample was then thinned from the lower part
of the sample and observed by plane view TEM. Figure 4b shows the plane view
TEM of only the surface region of the silicon top layer. As can be seen, no
defects were observed In the region implanted with Ge. In the region that
was out of range of the implanted Ge (lower degraded region), two types of
defects were observed: threading dislocations and dislocation loops. In
Figure 4a we observed the presence of several threading dislocations. The
length of these defects is reduced as compared to unimplanted SIMOX material.
At this time, we cannot conclude that the apparent shortening of the threading dislocations Is due only to their stopping at the interface with the Geimplanted region; it Is possible that some dislocations change direction at
the interface and angle towards the surface, thus "doubling over" themselves
from the plane view and appearing shortened although actually they extend to
the surface.
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Plane view TEM of Ge-iraplanted SIMOX. (a) Through entire Si
top layer, where dislocation loops and threading dislocations
were observed; (b) Through only the near-surface region, where
no defects were observed.

CONCLUSIONS
Simultaneous improvement of the top silicon layer and degradation of the
silicon at the Si/buried S102 interface has been demonstrated for SIMOX
wafers implanted with Ge. Improving the crystalline quality of the surface
region is essential for high performance device fabrication. On the other
hand, degrading the Si/buried SiO2 interface region may be advantageous for
reducing the back channel leakage current in devices exposed to ionizing
radiation. The mechanisms involved are not well understood. Further studies
of the basic mechanisms are required and device fabrication and testing in the
resulting material is needed for verification.
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ON THE FORMATION OF THICK AND MULTIPLE LAYER SIMOX STRUCTURES
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
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ABSTRACT
This paper will address the formation of SIMOX structures with thick and
multiple buried S1O2 layers by multiple oxygen implantation and growth of
epitaxial Si by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Our results indicate that
SIMOX material can be produced with a buried layer of any thickness or with
any number of distinct buried oxide layers and distinct silicon layers.
Thick and double buried S102 layer material may be useful for high voltage
Isolation and electric field shielding.
In addition, we have demonstrated optical waveguide action in SIMOX
wafers. This suggests that in a double buried Si02 layer system, three
dimensional stacked integration of silicon waveguides is possible, including
two level optical interconnects.

INTRODUCTION
The Separation by IMplantation of OXygen (SIMOX) process has been widely
used in the formation of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) material because of the
high quality and large area of the silicon top layer in addition to the speed
and radiation hardness advantages of SOI in general. Standard SIMOX material
Is formed by a single implantation of oxygen into Si with a dose of 1.6 - 1.8
x 1 0 1 8 0 + /cm 2 at 160 - 200 keV, followed by high temperature annealing.
This results in a Si top layer about 1200-2500 angstroms thick and a buried
SiO2 layer about 3500-4500 angstroms thick.
SIMOX material with a very thick buried oxide layer would be advantageous
because it could provide higher voltage isolation than standard SIMOX. SIMOX
with double buried oxide layers [1] may be useful for electric field shielding [2] as well as possibly for three-dimensional, vertically integrated,
electro-optical guided-wave devices [3,4],
We have previously studied the formation of SIMOX with thick buried oxide
layers by Implanting at 180 keV with multiple steps (without growth of epitaxial Si) until the quality of the Si top layer was significantly degraded.
Our results [5] indicate that the maximum thickness of the buried oxide layer
that can be produced by oxygen implantation using the conventionally and conveniently available beam energy (<; 200 keV) using high current ion implanters,
while still maintaining a high quality silicon top layer, is about 6000-6500
angstroms (with a dose of 2.2 x 1 0 1 8 0 + /cm 2 at 180 keV). The quality of the
silicon top layer (about 1000 angstroms thick) in the sample implanted with
a total dose of 2.2 x 1 0 1 8 0 + /cm 2 is comparable to standard SIMOX. On the
other hand, a sample which was Implanted with a total dose of 2.5 x lO* 8
0 + /cm 2 has a heavily damaged silicon top layer (about 700 angstroms thick)
with many twins and defects.

FORMATION OF A THICK BURIED OXIDE LAYER BY MULTIPLE IMPLANTATION AND GROWTH
OF EPITAXIAL SILICON
The aim of this work was to use a multiple high dose oxygen Implantation
process with high temperature annealing and growth of epitaxial silicon in
order to produce SIMOX material with a thicker buried layer than can be produced without growth of epitaxial silicon. Thicker buried oxide layers can
be produced by growing epitaxial silicon on a standard SIMOX wafer to a
thickness that allows the subsequent oxgyen implantation to merge with the
front of the existing buried SiO2 layer.
For this study, a 4-inch-diameter p-type silicon (100) wafer was implanted
with a dose of 1.7 x 1 0 1 8 0 + /cm 2 at 160 keV at 500-550°C and then annealed
for six hours at 1300°C in N2 (standard SIMOX process). The silicon top
layer was about 1500 angstroms thick and the buried SiO2 layer was about
3700 angstroms thick. To ensure that the thickness of the silicon top layer
was comparable to the range of the implanted oxygen, about 2000 angstroms of
epitaxial silicon were grown on the wafer so that the total thickness of the
silicon top layer was about 3500 angstroms.
The sample was then reimplanted with a dose of 1.5 x lO-^ 0+/cm^ and
annealed for six hours at 1300°C in N2. Figure 1 is an XTEM of this sample
(total dose of 3.2 x 1 0 1 8 0 + /cm 2 ). The XTEM shows that we formed a burled
oxide with a thickness of about 7500 angstroms with a silicon top layer about
1400 angstroms thick. The quality of the silicon top layer is comparable to
standard SIMOX. No silicon islands were observed in the SiO2 near the silicon
surface layer. However, there are silicon islands in the buried layer near the
interface of the SiO2 and the Si substrate.
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Figure 1.
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XTEM shows fabrication of SIMOX with a thick buried layer.

FORMATION OF TWO BURIED OXIDE LAYERS BY MULTIPLE IMPLANTATION AND GROWTH OF
EPITAXIAL SILICON
The process we used for formation of two buried layers is similar to that
used to produce SIMOX with very thick buried layers. In this case, however,
the thickness of the epitaxial silicon is increased so that the second
implantation is not in contact with the already formed buried SiO2 layer.
For this study, a 3-inch-diameter p-type silicon (100) wafer was implanted
with a dose of 1.75 x 1 0 1 8 0+/cm2 and then annealed for six hours at 1300°C
in N2 (standard SIMOX process). Five thousand five hundred angstroms of epitaxial silicon were grown on the wafer. The wafer was then implanted with a
dose of 1.7 x 1 0 1 8 0 + /cm 2 and annealed for six hours at 1300°C in N2.
Figure 2 Is an XTEM of a SIMOX wafer with two buried oxide layers (5500
angstroms epitaxial Si grown). As can be seen, the first burled layer (produced first) is about 4000 angstroms thick, the buried silicon layer is about
3000 angstroms thick, the second buried SiO2 layer is about 4000 angstroms
thick, and the silicon top layer is about 1500 angstroms thick. The buried
silicon and the silicon top layer remained single crystal and are of a quality
comparable to standard SIMOX. The buried oxide layers have sharp and smooth
interfaces.
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Figure 2.

XTEM illustrates fabrication of double buried layer SIMOX.

OPTICAL APPLICATIONS OF SIMOX MATERIAL
Crystalline silicon, surrounded by lower-index claddings, is a low-loss
waveguide for Infrared light in the 1.3 to 10 micron wavelength range. At 1.3
microns, the refractive index of S102 is 1.45, compared to the 3.50 index of
Si.
Thus, Si-on-Si02 (SOI) provides tight confinement of light in Si;
greater confinement than in III-V heterostructure waveguides. Also, curved
SOI channel waveguides can be made with smaller radii of curvature than those
of III-V guides.
Figure 3 demonstrates optical waveguiding at a wavelength of 1.3 microns
In a SIMOX sample with a silicon top layer about 2 microns thick on a burled
SiO2 layer about 4000 angstroms thick which was formed by the standard process. The single crystal Si top layer was thickened by growth of epitaxial Si
by CVD. The photo shows near-field pattern of cleaved output end of planar
waveguide. The waveguide length is 1.1 cm. Light was focused into the
cleaved Input end with a 40x lens. Figure 4 shows the experimental apparatus.
SIMOX material with much lower density of defects and better Si crystal quality than that shown in Figures 1 and 2 has been produced at Spire and used for
waveguiding (see Figure 3 ) . Defects contribute to optical guided-mode scattering. However, this is not a large effect in the samplei shown in Figure 3,
and the optical propagation loss due to defects is estimated to be less than
1 dB/cm.
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Figure 3.

Optical waveguiding at a wavelength of 1.3 microns in a 2 micron
thick layer of silicon on a 4000 angstrom thick buried layer of
SiO2 (SIMOX). Photo shows near-field pattern of cleaved output end of planar waveguide. The waveguide length is 1.1 cm.
Light was focused into the cleaved input end with a 40x lens.
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Arrangement used to observe optical waveguiding in SIMOX.

Silicon guided-wave components and silicon electronics can be integrated
in one SIMOX wafer. When optical sources and optical detectors are added to
the wafer, the electronic ICs can communicate with each other by optical signaling at high data rates. In other words, guided optical interconnects are
possible in SIMOX. (For the 1.3 micron wavelength, Si LEDs and Si Schottkybarrier photodiodes are being developed [3]).
We speculate that optical waveguiding can be obtained in both silicon layers of a double buried-layer SIMOX wafer (in Si level #1 and Si level #2).
When the SiO£ layer between 1 and 2 has a thickness of one micron, the
guided optical signals in 1 will be independent of those in 2 because the
guides are not coupled. Alternatively, optical signals can be transfered
from one level to another at certain locations. For example, if the thickness of the 1-2 SiO2 layer is reduced locally to 1000 angstroms, waveguide
theory predicts that the waveguides in 1 will couple strongly to waveguides
in 2 at that location. As reference 6 suggests, it should be possible to
construct complex networks of Si channel waveguides in both levels by appropriate photoraasking and etching during the SIMOX processing.
The free-carrier plasma effect in SOI [7] provides a means for electrooptic modulation and switching in SOI waveguides. For example, electrooptical switching between levels 1 and 2 of the double SIMOX should be feasible. For this purpose, a novel 2 x 2 silicon switch has been proposed [8].
It employs a voltage-controlled phase shift in a 3-D waveguide-coupling region
between levels 1 and 2.
Two-level SIMOX (Si/SiO2/Si/SiO2 on silicon) offers 3-D opto-electronic
integration. ' There are two novel and real possibilities for 3-D integration:
(1) optical interconnects In both SI levels, and (2) electronic ICs in the top
level with a "subterranean" optical interconnect in the lower level. In either
case, the waveguides are not altered by the annealing cycles.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we have demonstrated the formation of thick and double-layer
buried oxide with a multiple implantation process and growth of epitaxial Si
by CVD. The Si/SiO2 interfaces are abrupt and the density of defects in
both the buried Si layer and the top Si layer is comparable to standard SIMOX.
Optical waveguiding at the 1.3 micron wavelength has been clearly demonstrated in our SIMOX wafers [9]. These results, combined with recent progress
made in the field of silicon electro-optics, suggest the possibility of guidedwave optical interconnects and 3-D opto-electronic integration in double buriedlayer SIMOX.
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OXYGEN DOPED SILICON SURFACE LAYERS BY ION IMPLANTATION
K.Srikanth and S. Ashok
Department of Engineering Science & Mechanics and Center for Electronic Materials
and Processing, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
ABSTRACT
Oxygen doping of silicon with ion implantation has been attempted with the aim of
modifying the surface electrical properties of the substrate. The change in currentvoltage (I-V) characteristics after 1200 °C anneal has been ascribed to the formation
of Oxygen Doped Silicon. The independence of the I-V characteristics on the choice
of top metal contact and the reversal in direction of rectification strongly suggest the
formation of an alloy layer in Si by the implantation. SIMS measurements indicate a
sharp oxygen profile after the anneal and FTIR data show that oxygen is in the form of
SiO2 embedded in a silicon matrix.
'
INTRODUCTION
Oxygen implanted silicon has been widely studied for creating buried SiO2 layers
in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) applications. The implanted/annealed layers, with good
stoichiometry have been characterized by various analytical tools such as HREM, SIMS,
RBS, and AES [1-4]. However there is still much to be understood with regard to defect
formation. The ultimate aim in most experiments is to form a buried insulating layer for
device isolation. However, there is a relatively unexplored area of reseach in which the
oxygen introduced does not form a buried stoichiometric oxide layer, but instead
modifies the electrical propertis of silicon itself. Tabe et al.[5] have done some
pioneering work in this area by evaporating Si under an oxygen ambient in a molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) system. They have fabricated a new wide-gap material, an Oxygen
Doped Silicon Epitaxial Film (OXSEF), for application as emitter in silicon heterobipolar
transistors. In this paper we present our results of a study to "oxygen dope" the silicon
by ion implantation. Such an approach shares with MBE the advantage of a clean and
well-controlled heterointerface, while offering compatibility with standard Si processing.
The choice of ion implant conditions is critical in our experiment as our intention
is not to realize stoichiometric SiO2 as needed in SOI. Implantation was performed over
a set of energies to yield a uniform implant profile, and the doses were adjusted to give
the same peak concentration, which was approximately 10 % of Si bulk concentration.
The beam current was kept below 1 pA/cm 2 to avoid beam heating of the wafers. Post
implant annealing was done at temperatures up to 1200 °C. These conditions are
seldom encountered in SO! fabrication and the results presented here are mostly
complementary and are expected to give a better insight into the interaction of oxygen
in silicon.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Boron-doped Si wafers of (100) orientation and 1-10 ohm-cm resistivity were

implanted in a Varian 350D ion implanter at energies of 20, 30, 50 and 70 keV. The
peak of each of these implants was maintained constant at 7 x 1021 cm"3, resulting in
a uniform layer about 220 nm deep. The cumulative dose was 2.32 x 1017 cm . In
addition, a few samples were implanted at only 20 and 30 keV and others with just 50
and 70 keV. keeping the peak concentration same as before. The beam current density
was kept below 1 uA/cm 2 to limit the temperature rise to below 100 °C.
Annealing of the implanted sample was done in a furnace with flowing Ar at
1000, 1100 and 1200 °C for 1 hour. 1-2 % O2 was added to the Ar flow in order to
avoid pitting the Si surface. Following the implantation and annealing, 1mm dia. metal
dots (Al or Ti/AI) were thermally evaporated on the front side and an Al ohmic contact
was formed over the entire back side. Electrical transport across the implanted layers
was studied by measuring the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics as a function of
temperature. SIMS and FTIR measurements were carried out on unmetallized samples.
Selected samples were also studied for deep levels created by the implantation process
using deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a result of the substoichiometric nature of the implants with no substrate
heating during the implantation and anneal temperatures not exceeding 1200 °C, there
is electrical conduction across the oxygen implanted layers. Hence our electrical
characterization dwells primarily on the current-voltage-temperature measurements.
Fig. 1 shows the Iog\-V plots of the cascaded implant sample with 1000 ,1100
and 1200 °C annealing. These rectifying I-V characteristics are the result of an electrical
barrier arising at the metal/implanted layer or the implanted layer/p-Si substrate
interface. The as-implanted sample shows rectifying behavior in contrast to the "ohmic"
behavior of the unimplanted control sample, indicating an increase in the electrical
barrier. This enhanced barrier in the Al/p-Si structure is due to donor-like defects
created by ion damage and has been universally observed [6,7]. If the ion damage
alone were to be responsible for the change in I-V characateristics, one would expect
reversion of the plots to those of the control after the anneals. With Ar implants it has
been found that thermal anneal at temperatures up to 1000 °C is needed to regain the
control I-V characteristics[7], In the present case however, there is a simultaneous
formation of an implant-generated alloy layer containing oxygen and silicon, whose
stoichiometry is as yet undetermined. After a 1000 °C anneal of the oxygen implanted
sample, the I-V characteristics do not coincide with those of the control. Further, the
characteristics are no longer Schottky diode-like. The deviation from Schottky diode
behavior is result of both the implanted oxygen and any remaining implant damage.
The characteristics of the samples with 1100 C anneal are similar to those of the 1000
°C samples but exhibit increasing dominance of the implanted layer. At 1200 °C, there
is a reversal of the direction of rectification. Now the carrier transport across the
structure can be limited by the Al/Si-O layer interface or by a more complex Si-O
layer/substrate Si heterojunction interface.
It has been reported that the MBE-synthesized OXSEF/p-Si heterojunction has
a valence band discontinuity [5]. It is possible that after the 1200 °C anneal, a similar
effect of the band gap discontinuity leads to the observed I-V characteristics of Fig. 1.
One other possibility is the generation of donors by oxygen, and the characteristics
exhibited may be arising from the interface between the Al contact and the surface
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layer doped by donors (A metal/n-type semiconductor Schottky barrier, consistent with
the observed polarity of rectification after the 1200 °C anneal). Oxygen-related thermal
donors have been observed in oxygen-implanted SOI material giving rise to high carrier
density in the silicon layer close to the surface [8]. In order to gauge the carrier
concentration profiles, spreading resistance measurements were done on these
samples. The 1100 °C sample showed low surface carrier concentration, indicating
partial compensation, but after the 1200 °C anneal, the compensation is greatly
reduced and hence one may rule out the possibility of thermal donor compensation of
the boron dopant atoms as the cause for the observed I-V reversal. As a further check
a different contact metallization was used on the front side. Ti is known to form a high
barrier on p-type Si and a correspondingly low barrier ("ohmic contact") on n-type Si.
Despite the change in metallization to a low work function metal, Ti, the characteristics
continued to show a very similar trend. The I-V characteristics hence do not originate
from the metal/substrate contact but instead is attributable to the heterojunction
between the oxygen-implanted layer and Si. More detailed examination of the electrical
characteristics is necessary to determine the band diagram of the heterointerface
causing the reversed I-V behavior after the 1200 °C anneal.
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) data on the as-implanted and 1200 °Cannealed sample are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the oxygen profile resulting from
the 20,30,50 and 70 keV cascade implant. Comparing this with Fig. 2(b) for the
annealed sample one can see a distinct redistribution of the implanted oxygen with no
discernable saturation, suggesting a level well below the stoichiometric limit. Another
observation is the steep drop in oxygen concentration from 1022 to 3 x 1019 cm"3 over
a distance of about 30 nm, which compares well with the oxygen profile of MBE-grown
OXSEF [9].
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SIMS profile of oxygen concentration for (a) the as-implanted sample, and (b) sample
annealed at 1200 C for 1 hour.

In an effort of identify the Si-0 phase resulting from the implantation/anneal, Fourier
Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was done on selected samples. The spectrum
for the as-implanted sample, shown in Fig. 3(a) has an absorption peak near a
wavenumber of 970 cm'1. This peak shifts to a higher wavenumber of 1087 cm"1 for
1000 °C anneal and stays the same for the 1200 °C case (Figs. 3(b) & 3(c)). Thepeaks
after post-implant annealing are very close to the SiO2 peak of 1100 cm . The
sharpness and intensity of the peaks increase with annealing, indicating increased
incorporation of oxygen and restoration of substrate crystallinity.
The SIMS data of Fig. 2 shows clearly that we are not reaching the stoichiometric
limit, but the FTIR spectrum exhibits a strong SiO2 signal strength. This leads us to
believe that the oxygen is predominantly in the form of SiO2 embedded in a Silicon
matrix. This is being further confirmed by spectroscopic ellipsometry.
The nature of the defects created by high dose implantation has recently been a
subject of intense study. In our investigation, we have modified the property of the
substrate silicon with a high-dose oxygen implant, yet have significant carrier transport
across the implanted layer. This gives us the opportunity to perform DLTS
measurments on these samples. A preliminary investigation reveals a trap with an
activation energy of 455 meV for the 1200 deg. C anneal sample. Studies comparing
the differently annealed samples will be discussed in a future publication.
CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully modified the surface of silicon by implanting oxygen at
about 10 % of the silicon concentration. This implanted Si-0 layer significantly affects
carrier transport across the interface. The modified layer appears to contain oxygen in
the form of imbedded SiO2 in crystalline Si, even though the implant dose is well below
the stoichiometric limit.
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STUDY OF STRESS AND MORPHOLOGY OF SILICON-ON-INSULATOR
BY MEANS OF ULTRAVIOLET REFLECTANCE SPECTROSCOPY
BEA I LACQUET, PIETER L SVART
Sensors Sources and Signal Processing Research Group, Faculty of Engineering,
Rand Afrikaans University, P 0 Box 524, Johannesburg, 2000, South Africa.
ABSTRACT
SOI material was prepared by implanting a high dose of nitrogen into
crystalline silicon at an energy of 160 keV to form a buried layer of silicon
nitride. Ultraviolet reflectance spectroscopy was employed to characterize
the material. In the current presentation the isothermal annealing behaviour
of the surface material was investigated with regard to amorphization and
stress. Measured UV—reflectance of the samples are compared to simulated
reflectance data which were obtained by presenting the implanted material as a
layered structure with the surface layer consisting of a mixed layer of amorphous and crystalline silicon. From these simulations the percentage amorphization at each stage during the annealing cycle is quantitatively determined.
Stress is qualitatively determined by considering the shift in the position of
the frequencies at which reflectance maxima associated with Van Hove singularities are observed in the ultraviolet range. The annealing cycle used in
this work proved to be adequate for returning the material back to single crystal status and relieving the initial stress in this layer.
INTRODUCTION
Material technologies for high speed integrated circuits are becoming
increasingly important with the demand for real time digital signal processing. Silicon-on-insulator formed by ion implantation is one of the materials
currently under investigation. Vith the availability of high current ion
implanters and the relatively simple operation involved in both the implantation and the post—implant annealing step, ion implanted SOI material could
have the edge on contenders such as silicon—on—sapphire, recrystallized
polysilicon[l], oxidized porous silicon[2], epitaxial lateral overgrowth[3],
graphoepitaxy, laser photochemical deposition, molecular beam epitaxy and
silicon epitaxy on cubic zirconia[4,5]. In all of these technologies
characterization of the material during the experimental stages as well as
during production could be performed in various manners. Ve investigated
optical characterization as a non—destructive evaluation technique which
could be used in both environments. By scanning the energy range from 0.025 eV
to 6.2 eV, a vast amount of information regarding the properties of the
insulator as well as the silicon surfaces can be determined. In this paper we
are presenting results on the reflectance measurements in the 3.1 eV to 6.2 eV
range. The energy of the incident light and the absorption of the material are
such that only a layer stretching approximately 100 nm into the substrate, is
probed.
SAMPLE PREPARATION AND REFLECTANCE MEASUREMENTS
The SOI sample used was prepared on a p-type substrate, 76.2 mm in diameter and (100) orientation. The resistivity was 8.6 ± 1.4 ohm—cm and the
thickness 381 ± 20 (im. The substrate
dopant was boron. The silicon wafer was
implanted to a dose of 1.8 x 1018 cm"2 at an energy of 160 keV. The substrate
temperature during the implant was held at 550 *C. The beam current was approximately 2 mA. Before the annealing step, the wafer, now cut into a number

of pieces, was cleaned, dipped in a 107. UF solution and covered by a 100 nra
layer of SiO2 by RF sputtering. During the sputtering the substrate temperature rose to 80 °C. The subsequent anneal was carried out at a temperature of
1200 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere, for various lengths of time between 15 and 240
minutes. After annealing the SiO2 cap layer was removed and the samples characterized. Apart from the SOI material, reference samples of the substrate and a
thin layer of amorphous silicon prepared by RF sputtering were also analyzed.
A Hitachi model UY-3400 UV-VIS spectrophotometer with a 5° reflectance
attachment was used for the characterization in the mentioned wavelength
range. The angle of incidence approximates normal incidence[6]. The
ultraviolet reflectance spectra are depicted in figures 1 a, b, c and d. These
graphs are of the as-implanted (#P000), 30 minute (#P030), 60 minute (#P060)
and the 120 minute annealed (#P120) samples, respectively. Each reflectance
curve is compared to that of a substrate reference wafer, #PREF, and an amorphous silicon thin film. The implanted material shows in general a higher
reflectance than the amorphous film. After the implant, there is a large
difference in the spectrum of sample (#P000) in comparison with the single
crystal reference. The main features are reduced intensity of the reflected
light and reflectance maxima which appear to be somewhat rounded and shifted
towards lower energies. The position of the peaks associated with the Van Hove
singularities at approximately 3.36 eV and 4.48 eV shifted by 0.11 eV and 0.09
eV towards lower energies. The intensities of these maxima decreased by 5.1
and 9.8 percentage points, respectively. After annealing of all the samples at
1200 °C, there appears to be negligible shift in the peak position at 4.48 eV.
The maximum at 3.36 eV, however, is shifted by between —0.02 eV and 0.01 eV. A
very small difference in the reflectance (<1 percentage point) is observed
after a 60 minute anneal (#P060).
DISCUSSION
Determination of the physical properties and characteristics of material in the ultraviolet are extremely valuable in elucidating structure and
morphology of surface layers or thin films. The presence of lattice damage,
surface roughness and strain in the surface layer of the semiconductor has a
significant effect on the optical properties of the material [e.g. 7 ] . In the
absence of very thin surface layers such as a native oxide, no detectable interference fringes are usually observed in the ultraviolet energy range of the
spectrum. The optical constants of the type of material found in SOI structures such as silicon, silicon nitride, silicon dioxide and amorphous silicon,
change especially rapidly as a function of energy in the ultraviolet. [8,9]
This energy dependence should be kept in mind when the reflectance curves are
analyzed.
In the set of samples under discussion, a reduction in ultraviolet reflectance and a shift in the peak positions with respect to the reference unimplanted silicon wafer are observed. These two observations will be discussed
separately.
Damage of surface layer
Reduction in reflectance with respect to a reference can possibly be
attributed to surface roughness, a surface overlayer, bulk and surface plasmons, and lattice damage. Vhen analyzing reflectance curves in the ultraviolet > it is not always possible to distinguish between the effects that
surface roughness, a very thin native oxide, unintentional mechanical
damage[10] or damage caused by ion implantation [11] have on the measured reflectance curve. In these samples the possibility of the presence of a very
rough surface is discarded, since the frequency dependence of the decrease in

reflectance after the implant with respect to the reference curve is not as
expected from a rough surface[12]. The plausible causes could be (i) a very
thin native oxide and (ii) amorpnization of the surface layer caused by the
high dose implant.
The effect of the mentioned native oxide and an amorphous surface layer
on the reflectance of the implanted silicon wafer has been investigated by
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simulating the possible results and comparing them to the measured reflectance
curves. Figure 2 depicts the reduction in reflectance of crystalline silicon
due to the presence of a thin native oxide. The thickness was varied between 4
and 20 rim.
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Calculated normal incidence reflectance of single crystalline
silicon with an oxide surface layer varying between 4 and 20 nm.

The effect of having amorphized material as a result of the ion implantation
damage is modelled by using an effective-medium approximation [10,13] to
calculate the optical properties of the material, employing a mixture of crystalline and amorphous silicon. Figure 3 shows the result of the calculated
reflectance curves at normal incidence of a silicon wafer in which the volume
fraction of the amorphous silicon in the surface layer is varied between 0 and
807.. The optical constants of the amorphous silicon and crystalline silicon
were taken from Palik[9] . It is evident that an increasing fraction of amorphous silicon results in a reduction in reflectance at large energies.
It is noticed in Figure 3 that an increase in the volume fraction amorphous silicon reduces the amplitude of the reflectance peak, both in percentage reflectance and relative to that of the unmixed crystalline silicon. At
lower energies the reflectance increases above that of the crystalline silicon. In the case of the presence of a thin surface oxide, the absolute reflectance is reduced over the whole energy range depicted, and a slight increase in
peak height at 4.48 eV with respect to the uncovered crystalline silicon surface are observed. The deposited oxide layer was removed prior to the measurements. In the case of the as—implanted p—type wafer (#P000), it is therefore
suggested with reference to figure la that the reduction in reflectance is
probably caused by an amorphous silicon/crystalline silicon mixed layer
reaching to the surface of the material as a result of the high dose implant. A
comparison between the calculated and measured reflectance curves, indicates
that the volume fractions of amorphous and crystalline silicon are
approximately 707. and 307. respectively. After annealing at 1200 *C the 30
minute annealed sample, #P030, still shows reduced reflectance with respect to
the substrate reference sample JfPREF. In this instance, however, the volume
fractions have changed to 307. amorphous silicon and 707. crystalline silicon
according to Figure 3. Samples #P060 and #P120 show reflectance curves which
approximates that of the reference wafer quite well. Any differences in the
reflectance can be attributed to the presence of a thin native oxide layer.
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Calculated normal incidence reflectance of a mixed layer of
crystalline and amorphous silicon with the' volume fraction
amorphous material varying between 0 and 807,.

Strain in the surface layer
A second observation in connection with the reflectance spectra in the
ultraviolet is the shift in the position of the energies of the maxima associated with the Van Hove singularities. The position of the maxima shifted
towards lower energies after the high dose nitrogen implants. After annealing
the direction of the shift is reversed and the peaks almost returned to the
values associated with crystalline silicon. In the case of these samples #P,
shifts of approximately 0.11 eV and 0.09 eV towards lower energies were recorded after the implant for the maxima at 3.36 eV and 4.48 eV, respectively.
After annealing at 1200 *C for 30 minutes, the initial shift of the maximum at
4.48 eV is reduced to zero. Longer high temperature processing, samples #P060
and #P120, does not change the position of this peak. The maximum occurring at
3.36 eV, however, shows a different behaviour as a function of annealing time.
After an initial shift, the 30 minute anneal restores the peak to an energy of
3.378 eV, which is higher than the value #of the reference sample #PREF. Further
annealing for 60 and 120 minutes at 1200 C leads to this peak shifting to lower
energies of 3.355 and 3.336 eV, respectively.
The shift in the position of the maxima is explained by a change in the
band structure of the material[14,7]. This can be caused by stress in the
surface layer as a result of the forced incorporation into the lattice of a
large number of atoms. The large dose of implanted nitrogen ions causes swelling (warping) of the crystal. Since the surface is free, the implanted wafer
is then modelled by a thin membrane on bulk material with anisotropic stress
and strain in the plane of the wafer.
The available literature on the effects of stress on the properties of
silicon pertains to hydrostatic and uniaxial stress. Even though the implanted wafer is in fact a two—dimensional problem, results obtained for uniaxial
stress will be used as a basis in the discussion of the observations. It is
observed in the work by Gerhardtfl5] on the piezoreflectance of silicon in the
ultraviolet that a stress applied along the [100] axis yields a much smaller
stress-optic shift of the reflectance peaks near 4.5 eV, compared to a stress
applied to the [111] axis. For stress along the [111] axis, yielding a tensile

strain component of 0.57., the shift in the peak position is approximately
0.0006 eV towards lower energies. For approximately the same tensile strain,
the peak at 3.4 eY shifts by approximately 0.0025 eV in the same direction. The
shift in the position of this particular peak at 3.4 eV is much larger than in
the case of stress applied to the crystal [100] axis.
Consider tensile stress applied to the [111] axis of samples #P. Should
the observed shift in the peak at 3.4 eV be a linear function of the applied
stress, it would correspond to a tensile strain component of 2.97.. However,
the shift in the position of the maximum in reflectance at 4.5 eV, is extraordinarily high and cannot be explained. One will possibly have to consider the
whole two—dimensional problem.
CONCLUSION
Ultraviolet reflectance measurements in the 3.1 eV to 6.2 eV energy
range on SOI material gave information as to the possible composition of the
surface layer, the presence of surface oxide overlayers and stress of the
material. The information could then be used to determine annealing sequences
after high dose implant to obtain a crystalline surface layer before further
processing can be performed.
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Part VI. IMPLANTATION IN III-V
MATERIALS AND MULTILAYERS

ION IMPLANTATION PROCESSING OF GaAs AND RELATED COMPOUNDS
S. J. Pearton, W. S. Hobson and C. R. Abernathy
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974

ABSTRACT
!

The formation of doped or semi-insulating layers by ion implantation in both Ga- and
In- based semiconductors is reviewed. The Ga-based materials (GaAs, AlGaAs, GaP,
GaSb) tend to show similar characteristics in terms of producing relatively low
(n < 3 x 1018 cm"3) maximum carrier densities for donor implanted layers, and much
higher values for acceptor implants (p < 5 x 1019 cm"3). Ion-induced damage is widely
used for device isolation in these materials, with midgap le/els associated with the damage
trapping free carriers and leading to semi-insulating behaviour. By contrast, the In-based
materials (InP, InAs, InSb and InGaAs) show higher maximum carrier densities for acceptor
implants than for donor implants, and the use of ion damage for isolation purposes is much
less effective than in GaAs. All of these materials display singularly poor regrowth
characteristics, requiring in some cases the use of elevated temperature implantation to
prevent amorphization.
INTRODUCTION
Ion implantation is now firmly established in III-V device technology as the technique
of choice for selectively changing the resistivity of the semiconductor*1'2). This may either
be to create doped regions, or to produce high resistivity layers for device isolation
purposes. In III-V materials the binary nature of the lattice for GaAs and InP makes the
damage removal and dopant activation steps more complex than in Si. Such differences are
exacerbated for ternary (InGaAs, InAlAs, AlGaAs) and quaternary (InGaAsP)
semiconductors. There have been a number of previous reviews concentrating
predominantly on aspects of implantation in GaAs, such as amorphization and
recrystallization*3), annealing using conventional furnaces or transient heating*4"6^ electrical
activation*7'8\ range statistics*9^ or practical considerations in applying the technology*10^.
One of the key differences between implantation in III-V materials relative to Si is that the
best electrical activation in the former is achieved when amorphization is avoided. For
device fabrication, light ions such as Si and Be are typically used, because good activation
is attained for room temperature implantation. By contrast, the use of S, Se, Te or Zn
usually requires elevated temperature (80-200°C) implantation to avoid amorphization if
doses above ~1014 cm""2 are used. Apart from poor electrical activation of implanted
dopants amorphous layers in III-V materials show poor recrystallization characteristics, and
exhibit high degrees of residual disorder in the form of microtwins, stacking faults and
point defects. This is in sharp contrast to the regrowth of amorphous Si, which leads to
defect-free layers in a single solid phase epitaxial step around 550°C. In IH-V's,
implantation can also lead to the creation of regions with local deviations from
stoichiometry resulting from the different displacement properties of the lattice constituents,
which have unequal masses. Inconguent evaporation of the group V element from the
material upon high temperature annealing is also characteristic of compound
semiconductors.
In this paper we review the current state of understanding of damage introduction and
removal steps, dopant activation, chemical and damage-related compensation and some
future directions for implantation in III-V materials. Emphasis will be placed on GaAs
where most information is available, but InP, AlGaAs and other commonly used
semiconductors will be covered.

Damage Introduction and Removal
In III-V's damage accumulation and possible eventual amorphization are modelled using
either a heterogeneous mechanism, in which individual damage clusters are considered to
be amorphous and overlapping of these regions results in complete amorphization (heavy
ions), or a homogeneous mechanism in which the crystal becomes unstable and collapses to
an amorphous state when the defect concentration reaches a critical value (light ions).
Depending on the ion, the dose and the implant temperature the implant damage can consist
of either amorphous layers or extended crystalline defects (dislocations and stacking faults).
In GaAs, amorphous layers recrystallize epitaxially during annealing at 150-20O°C, but the
recrystallized layer is invariably highly defective, consisting of twins, stacking faults and
other defects. These defects anneal out to leave only a high density of dislocation loops in
the range 400-500°C. These loops grow and annihilate above about 700°C, and the
remaining point defect clusters begin to anneal out above about 750°C. Dopant atoms
appear to rriake a short range diffusion to lattice sites around 600°C, but optimum electrical
activity is not obtained until >750°C for acceptors and >850°C for donors. N-type dopants
are more difficult to activate and give lower electrically active concentrations than p-type
dopants in GaAs and AlGaAs, while the reverse is true for InP. Above annealing
temperatures of ~600°C (500°C for InP) the GaAs or AlGaAs surface must be protected
against dissociation by As loss, and at elevated temperatures some dopants also display
excessive diffusion (S and all of the Ga-site acceptors in GaAs and AlGaAs and the
acceptors in InP.
In lll-V's the lattice elements are distinguishable and because they recoil unequally due
to their different masses, local perturbations in stoichiometry are created. The lighter
element recoils further, leading to an excess of the heavier element near the surface
(shallower than Rp) and an excess of the lighter element at greater depths (between
Rp and Rp + ARp). Repair of the lattice during subsequent annealing requires displaced
atoms diffusing back to appropriate sites, and in Ili-V's the diffusion lengths are not great
enough to accomplish complete regrowth. The displaced lattice elements are unable to
move quickly enough to keep up with the growth front, leading to highly twinned material
and eventually to a complete stop of the regrowth if the initial amorphous layer is thicker
than -2000A. The electrical activation in regrown III-V's is significantly worse because of
remanant disorder than if amorphization is avoided. Implantation at elevated temperatures
prevents the formation of an amorphous layer because of the increased mobility of point
defects which are able to recombine and annihilate each other, otherwise known as dynamic
annealing. For room temperature implantation amorphization of InP (and GaP) occurs at
much lower ion doses than for GaAs (and InAs). Table 1 shows the critical dose for
. amorphization ((^AM) an< l corresponding nuclear stopping energy density (GAM) f° r various
ion-substrate combinations. These energy densities correspond to ~10eV per mclecule for
GaAs which f^euld be compared to a requirement of ~100eV per molecule for Si. In GaAs
for LN2 temperature implantation the defect concentration is determined by the nuclear '•
stopping energy deposition and amorphization occurs by the heterogeneous mechanism.
With increasing implantation temperature homogeneous nucleation becomes dominant. By
contrast in InP it appears that even at room temperature, heterogeneous defect nucleation
• plays a role and less energy deposition is required to damage the material.
In crystalline semiconductors unwanted channelling of implanted ions can be reduced or
j eliminated by pre-amorphizing the near-surface region. This is not feasible in III-V's, and •
i in practice to minimize both axial and planar channelling, GaAs wafers are oriented with an
appropriate azimuthal or twist direction (the angle between the wafer flat and the direction
• of beam tilt) in addition to being tilted with respect to the beam direction. This is
' especially necessary for low dose implants where control of the ion profile is critical for

reproducible device performance. Figure 1 shows measured carrier profiles for 29Si ions
implanted at lOOkeV energy and a dose of 5 x 10 i2 cm"2 and annealed at 850°C for a
variety of tilt and rotation angles during the implant step(12). Channelling is minimized for
tilt angles of >7° and rotation angles of >30°. Increasing the ion dose creates damage in
the uppermost GaAs layer which randomizes the beam and reduces subsequent channelling.
Increasing the implant temperatures can either increase or decrease channelling through two
mechanisms-dynamic annealing which reduces scattering out of channels and increased
lattice vibrations which increases randomisation of the beam. Implantation through a thin
layer deposited on the sample surface can also reduce channelling.
Table 1.

Critical values of ion flux (4>AM) a °d nuclear stopping energy density
( G AM) for III-V materials at room temperature01}.

Substrate

Ion

Energy (keV)

0 AM (1013 cm"2)

GAM (1020keV • cm"3)

GaAs
GaP
InAs
GaAs
InP
InAs

Ar+
Ar+
Ar+
Se+
Se+
Se+

20C
200
180
300
300
300

25
10
100
7
2
32

1
5
52
8
3
39
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Figure 1.

Carrier profiles in 29 Si implanted (5 x 1012 cm"2, 100 keV) GaAs annealed
at 85O°C, 15 min, for a variety of tilt and rotation angles during the
implantation02K

Annealing and Dopant Activation
A summary of the characteristics of the most common implant species in GaAs is given
in Table 2. The comments given there are also relevant for AlGaAs and InP. For most
device applications n-type regions are formed by Si implantation. The profile shape is
given by a Pearson IV distribution up to ~700keV and no significant diffusion occurs up to
annealing temperatures of 920°C for GaAs and AlGaAs, and 850°C for InP. In GaAs the
projected range of Si is given by Rp = 2.5E085 (in nm), where E is in keV. The activation
for low doses (<1013 cm ) is <80% for either rapid or furnace annealing, whereas at high

doses a marked saturation in activation occurs as the amphoteric nature of Si becomes
evident and the ions begin to occupy Ga and As sites in equal numbers. The practical limit
to the carrier concentration achievable by high doses is ~2 x 1018 cm"3 which is far below
that required to fabricate non-alloyed ohmic contacts in GaAs (~1020 cm 3 ). For this
reason either alloyed (usually AuGeNi eutectic) contacts are utilized, or a thin contact layer
of doped InGaAs or InAs is grown on top of the structure.

Table 2.

Implanted Species Characteristics in GaAs.
Ion
Si
Se
S
Te
Ge
Sn

Comments
(a) Donors
Good activation for RT implant, versatile range,
amphoteric but mainly donor, D < 10~15 cm2 • S"1 at 850°C.
Good activation for low dose, RT implant, limited
range, D = 5 x 10~15 cm2 • S"1 at 850°C.
Diffuses rapidly during anneal.
Poor activation for RT implant.
Amphoteric species, poor activation.
Amphoteric species, diffuses during anneal,
metastable solubility.
(b) Acceptors

Be

Mg
Zn
Cd
C

Good activation at low temperatures, versatile
range, toxic source, D = 6 x 10~9 e~°-7/kT, getters to surface
during RTA.
Good activation, versatile range, difficult implant
source, getters to surface during RTA, D = 2 x 10~16 e " ° 6 / k T .
Reasonable activation. Like other acceptors will
diffuse during anneal if present at high concentration.
Reasonable activation, diffuses during implantation.
Amphoteric. Requires Ga co-implant to achieve
p ~ W19 cm"3. D < 1(T15 cm2 • S"1 at 850°C.

Selenium is the other major n-type dopant. The ion distribution can be described by a
joined half-Gaussian profile due to a small amount of radiation-enhanced diffusion00).
However there is no significant diffusion during subsequent annealing. The projected range
in nm is given by 2.8E 067 up to 400keV(9). Optimum activation resembles that of Si, but
only if the implant is done with substrate held at >150°C. Se is not an amphoicric species
but for high dose implants at elevated temperatures the maximum doping concentration is
<1019 cm"3. This is true also for the other donor species S and Te. Figure 2 shows Te to
be highly soluble (90% substitutional) after either rapid or furnace annealing, or even asimplanted for elevated temperature implantation(13). The soluble fraction is approximately
two orders of magnitude higher than the electrically active fractions which range from 0.83% depending on the experimental conditions. In other words, substitutionality is a
necessary, but not sufficient, condition for electrical activity.
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Using Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) it has been shown the the
limitation in doping is related to the formation of donor-vacancy complexes (D-VAs) which
are acceptors. Figure 3 shows the situation for S - it occupies two substitutional sites of
equal concentration: (i) an unperturbed As site (S As ), characterized by a S-Ga distance of
2.42A, and (ii) a relaxed configuration with S on an As site (SAs) and an As-vacancy (V As )
in the second neighbor shell, characterized by a S-Ga distance of 2.31 A. These two
populations lead to electrical self-compensation, with the net difference in concentration
being the measured activity. It is possible to increase the activation somewhat by coimplanting As to reduce the number of As vacancies but this has only limited effectiveness
because of the extra damage created by the additional implant.

Figure 3.

Schematic of GaAs lattice showing two configurations of S in implanted
material.

The formation of p-type layers by implantation in GaAs is more straightforward than for
n-type layers. All of the acceptor species show high activation to a much higher dose level
than do the donors. Because of its light mass, Be can be activated at temperatures as low
as 50C°C, although the optimum electrical properties are obtained for 8OO-85O°C anneals.
Be exhibits a Pearson IV-type distribution with a range of 9.9E078 up to 400keV(9). There
is marked redistribution of all of the acceptors during furnace annealing and loss of the
dopant to the surface if the wafer is uncapped during the anneal, even for RTA (Figure 4).
Peak carrier concentrations above 1019 cm"3 are easily achievable by Be, Mg, or Zn
implants, with the maximum reported values near 3 x 1020 cm"3. A comparison of the
sheet activation versus dose for donor and acceptor implants in GaAs is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5.

Comparison of sheet activation versus dose for donors (annealed at 900°C, 10
sec) and acceptors (annealed at 800°C for 3 sec) in GaAs.

In contrast to the situation for GaAs, high electron concentrations are readily produced
by implantation in InP, but hole concentrations above 2 x 1018 cm"3 are difficult to obtain.
There is also a clear advantage to implanting all of the species, both donor and acceptor
(except Be) at temperatures >150°C.
Some form of surface protection must be provided for II1-V materials during implant
activation anneals. In principle annealing GaAs (InP) in an AsH3 (PH3) or As-H 2 ambient
is an ideal solution, but in practice there are problems related to safety issues and gas-purity
when conventional furnace annealing is used. Rapid capless annealing under AsH3 is a
must for many heterostructure-based devices, and commercially available annealing systems
are just beginning to appear. Capless proximity annealing, in which the wafer is placed
face-to-face with another uncapped GaAs wafer, is still the most commonly used method
for RTA, but it is difficult to maintain pristine surfaces over the whole wafer area.
Encapsulation of the GaAs with a dielectric film can also be used, but this is far from ideal
because of the introduction of considerable near-surface strain due to the quite different
thermal expansion coefficients. This can lead to a significant enhancement in the diffusivity
. of some implanted dopants. Plasma-deposited SiNx is the most commonly used
encapsulant but these films are often subject to cracking and peeling. SiO2 allows
preferential outdiffusion of Ga from the surface, while two promising encapsulants are AIN
and PSG (phospho-silicate glass) both of which have similar expansion coefficients to
GaAs. PSG is particularly useful for InP encapsulation.
One of the key features about implant activation in compound semiconductors is shown
in Figure 6. Carrier activation does not occur until most of the implant damage is
removed, and thereafter the gradual removal of point defects with higher annealing
temperatures leads to the optimum activation(15). The reasons for this are dealt with in the
next section. The activation of commonly used donor and acceptor ions in AlxGai_xAs as
a function of AJAs mole fraction are shown in Figure 7. The activation efficiency
decreases with increasing Al composition. It appears that a good deal of the energy
required to move an implanted donor ion onto a substitutional site in GaAs and AlGaAs
actually comes from the need to dissociate defect complexes in which the donor is
incorporated*16). This is in agreement with the EXAFS data discussed earlier.
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Figure 6.

Carrier activation (plotted as % of the final value) in Si and Be implanted
GaAs (1015 cm"2 dose) after rapid or furnace annealing, contrasted with the
disorder remaining at each temperature.
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Figure 7.

Sheet carrier densities in Mg or Si implanted AixGa]_xAs as a function of
ion dose and Al composition.

Chemical and Damage-Induced Isolation
There are two different mechanisms for the production of high-resistivity regions in
compound semiconductors using ion implantation. The first relies on the implantation of a
species which either by itself, or in combination with impurities or dopants already present
in the material, creates a chemical deep level state. The second method which is more
commonly used, uses ion bombardment by neutral species like H, B, or O to create
damage-related deep levels in the material. In either case compensation results from the
trapping of free carriers by the deep level centers, and these levels are not thermally ionized
at device operating temperatures. The two methods are somewhat complementary in that
bombardmenMnduced isolation is effective to a temperature at which the damage anneals
out, typically <600°C in GaAs, whereas chemically-induced isolation requires
substitutionality of the implanted species, which occurs at >600°C.
In n-type GaAs, chemical compensation can be achieved by implantation of Cr or Fe.
These have rather limited ion ranges however, and are not generally useful in device
applications. In p-type GaAs there are in general no deep donor elements that can be
implanted in order to create thermally stable high-resistivity material. For the specific case
of Be-doped GaAs however, oxygen implantation at doses such that the oxygen ;
concentration is above the Be concentration causes formation of a deep Be-O donor i
complex with an energy level near Ey + 0.59eV. This complex is not found with any other j
acceptor or donor dopant.
j
In n-type InP chemical compensation can be achieved with Fe implantation and j
annealing^ \ although once again the layer thickness over which this can be achieved is j
limited by the relatively large mass of the Fe. There is little available information on j
chemical compensation of p-type InP.
\
In n-type AlGaAs, oxygen implantation at concentrations above the donor density I
creates high resistivity material by formation of a deep acceptor level at Ec - 0.49eV which
compensates the electrons from the donor dopants^18V Figure 8 shows the sheet resistivity
of anj*UGaAs (2000A, n = 1.5 x 1018 cm"3) - GaAs (5000A, p = I0 14 cm"3) structure on a
semi-insulating GaAs substrate as function of oxygen or nitrogen implant dose (40,200 and
400keV implant energy) and subsequent annealing temperature. For low doses (<1013 cm"2

at 40keV) the evolution of the resistivity follows the usual damage-related compensation
result. For doses above 1014 cm"2, the oxygen concentration is well above the donor
concentration and this correlates with a considerably greater thermal stability of the now
high-resistivity AlGaAs. The fact that this is a chemical effect is obvious from the result
with N implantation, where the variation of the resistivity of the structure is exactly as
expected for damage-only compensation with a complete return of the initial conductivity
for temperatures above 700°C. The microstructure of the oxygen-related complex is at
present unknown(18). This effect does not occur for p-type AlGaAs.
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Sheet resistivity of AlGaAs-GaAs structure implanted with O or N at various
• doses as a function of post-implant annealing temperature (60s anneals). In
each case the dose for 200 and 400keV ions was 2 and 3 times, respectively,
the dose for the 40keV ions.

Damage-induced compensation is widely used in device isolation schemes. In general
for GaAs and AlGaAs heavier ions are observed to have higher carrier removal rates and
higher thermal stability of the compensation effect than for protons, for example. This is
shown in Figure 9 for ion bombardment of n-type GaAs with H, B, or O. A 200keV O +
ion creates enough damage to trap or compensate 10-30 electrons, and for doses in the
range 1013 - 5 x 1013 cm"2 the maximum resistivity is achieved after annealing at ~500°C.
Below this temperature hopping conduction between closely spaced damage sites leads to a
low mobility conductivity in the material. Annealing up to 500°C reduces this hopping
conduction and the resistivity increases to a maximum. Above 500°C the damage site
density falls below the electron density, and the resistivity returns to its initial value.
Implant damage in GaAs and AlGaAs creates electron and hole traps so that both n- and
p-type material can be made semi-insulating.
Ion bombardment is not as effective in creating high resistivity material in InP(7). In
p-type material high resistances can be achieved with strict control of the dose, while
limiting values of the resistivity of 103 — 104 Qcm are obtained in n-type material.
Ino.53Gao.47As has a small bandgap (~0.7eV), and only very low resistivities are achievable
by ion bombardment, while InAlAs can be made highly resistive 09 ' 20) .
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Evolution of sheet resistance in H, B, or O bombarded n-type GaAs as a
function of post-implant annealing temperature.

Future Directions
There are a number of areas in which emphasis is likely to be placed in the future:
(a) Schottky barrier enhancement - we have recently observed very large increases in
the Schottky barrier height upon high dose As + ion implantation into GaAs, followed by
annealing at 800°C. At As+ doses of 1017 cm"2, a barrier height in excess of the GaAs
bandgap was obtained for TiPtAu contacts. This appears to be due to the formation of a
thin, near-surface layer with properties such that extremely high barrier heights are possible.
(b) Co-implantation with acceptor species - while co-implantation has been studied over
a long period(21>22), the results for donor species are generally somewhat variable.
However for acceptor species, particularly Be, co-implants of As (in GaAs and AlGaAs) or
P (in InP) lead to higher carrier concentrations and much reduced diffusion upon annealing
because of the greater degree of substitutionality of the acceptor^23"25*. As an example,
Figure 10 shows the effect of P co-implantation with Be into InP, after annealing at 850
and 900°C(25), and the advantage over a single Be implant is obvious. The formation of
highly doped, thin p + regions are required for a number of electronic (HBTs) and photonic
(APDs) devices. It is likely that carbon implants will play a role here because of the very
low diffusivity of this dopant (~10"16 cm2 • S"1 at 800°C in GaAs). Co-implantation of Ga
is necessary to achieve high doping concentrations with C.
(c) MeV implantation - buried doped layers have been formed in GaAs by 1-6 MeV
implants of Si and S without the creation of much damage to the near-surface region
because of the relatively small amount of nuclear stopping for high energy ions* • .
Normal energy implants can then be used to form doped layers from the surface to the
buried MeV implant region. The creation of thick high resistivity regions by MeV ion
bombardment may be even more useful.
(d) Ternary and quaternary compounds - the increasing use of InGaAs, InAlAs,
InGaAsP and related materials in photonic devices requires a greater understanding of the
activation efficiencies and diffusivities of implanted dopants than currently exists.

Carrier profiles for P + Be (100 + 20keV at 6 x 1013 cm 2 ) implanted InP
after annealing at 850°C, 15 sec (solid squares) or 900°C, 5s (open circles).
The profile for a Be implant only (open triangles) after annealing at 850°C,
15 sec, the LSS profile for Be (continuous line) and P (broken line) are also
included - from ref. 25.

Figure 10.

SUMMARY
Table 3 summarizes the most commonly used implant species, the activation
temperatures and efficiencies for GaAs, AlGaAs and InP. In the future the limitations to
down-scaling of devices imposed by lateral straggling of implanted ions under masks are
likely to become more evident, and fundamental issues related to the limitations of carrier
concentration in n-GaAs and p-InP need to be understood.
Table 3.

Summary of Implantation Characteristics in GaAs, AlGaAs and InP - after
Donnelly(7).

Common Implant Species

Activation temperature
- Donor
- Acceptor

GaAs
Si(RT)
Be(RT)
Se(200°C)

AlGaAs
Si(RT)
Be(RT)

InP
Si(RT)
Be(RT)
Se,Zn(200°C)

850°C
750°C

900°C
800°C

750°C
700°C

Activation Percentage
Donors - low dose
80%
70%
80%
- high dose
nmax = 2 x l 0 l 8 c m 3 nmax = 1 x 1018 cm"3 "max = 2 X 1 0 1 9 CHI3
Acceptors - low dose
100% (Be)
90%
60%
19
3
18
3
- high dose p max = 2 x 10 cm" Pmax = 8 x 10 cm" p m a x = 2 x 1018 cm" 3
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ABSTRACT
Ion implantation has been used to form an insulating layer in
GaAs/GaAlAs heterostruc.tures for bipolar transistor applications with the
aim of reducing the base-collector capacitance. Two ions have been compared
: boron and oxygen. In both cases magnesium has been implanted to contact
the base layer and rapid thermal annealing has been used to activate this
dopant. We show that the base-collector capacitance can.be lowered by a
factor of ^2 with oxygen, but high oxygen doses (^. 10
ions/cm ) are
necessary to obtain reproducible results. The capacitance is lowered by 9 a
factor of ^ 4 with optimized boron dose. With high boron doses (> 10 /cm")
we have decreased the capacitance by a factor of ^6 but the defects created
during the implantation affect the properties of the emitter and base
layer.

INTRODUCTION
The performances of heterojunction bipolar transistors are limited by
extrinsic parasitic elements and more particularly by the capacitance of
the base-collector region. Among the different solutions oxygen or hydrogen
ion implantation in the collector region has been reported by several
authors |1-6| . Particularly, P.M. Asbeck et al | 1 j have lowered the basecollector capacitance by a factor of 2.5 (at OV) with oxygen implantation
and Nakajima et al | 2 [have reported a lowering factor of 2.6 (at 0V) for
hydrogen doses ^ 5x10
ions/cm . The advantage of the compensation by
oxygen is its high thermal stability (up to 900°C |l,5|) which makes it
adequate for a planar technology, as it avoids a technological step. As a
matter of fact, Mg and 0 implantations can be performed using the same
implantation mask, followed by an annealing step at high temperature.
However- oxygen has the disadvantage of requiring high doses (> 10
ions /cm ) to achieve a significant decrease of the capacitance. Soi in the
case of a mesa technology where no high temperature anneal is necessary
boron or hydrogen ions are more suitable than oxygen. Boron has been proved
to.-be efficient for compensation in GaAs devices at low doses (
10 B /cm ) |6,7| and it has a higher thermal stability than hydrogen, up
to 500°C which is around the usual temperature used for contact alloying.
We have therefore compared the results obtained with oxygen and boron
implantation in GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures. In order to work in similar
conditions both for boron and oxygen and to be able to compare the same
characterizations
of the compensation we have used only a planar
technology. Mg ion implantation has been used to contact the base layer.
In addition to capacitance measurements, we have carried out
electrochemical profiling thus obtaining the carrier profile in each layer
of the heterostructure. We have also performed SIMS measurements to study
the behaviour of oxygen and boron during the annealing step.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mg , 0
and B
were implanted at room temperature using a High
Voltage Engineering 400 kV
accelerator. The samples were 7° off the
incidence direction to minimize channeling effects. In consideration to the
thickness of the different layers of the heterostructures (table I) we have
chosen the following conditions for Mg implantations : 30, 60, 200 keV at
doses of 8x10 , 2x10 , 8x10
Mg /cm
respectively. To reach the
collector layer it has been necessary to perform the oxygen implantation
with an energy of 550 keV, we have used doubly charged oxygen ions. We
varied the oxygen dose from 2.5x10
to 2x10 0 /cm .
.Boron has been implanted with an energy of 320 keV and doses from
1x10
to 2x10
B /cm . Mg has been activated by a rapid thermal anneal, a
pe. k temperature at 900°C (unless when notified) in a commercial halogen
lamps furnace | 8 | . The method to measure the temperature and the
configuration used during RTA have been described elsewhere |9| . In the
case of oxygen, the anneal has been performed after the two implantations
(Mg and 0) but in the case of boron the Mg activation has been performed
before boron implantation. In order to simulate the heat treatment used for
contact alloying and to verify the thermal stability of the compensation,
the boron implanted samples have been annealed at 500°C for 1 to 15 mn.
The compensation of the collector layer has been Verified by two
methods : we have measured the carrier concentration profiles in the
heterostructures with a Polaron semiconductor profile plotter, and we have
determined the capacitance of the extrinsic base-collector region. Mesa
etching has been used to prepare individual diodes of area (120xl20um ) .
SIMS analysis were performed before and after anneal with a cameca
IMS 3F ion microanalyser equipped with a-cesium source.

TABLE I : EPITAXIAL LAYER STRUCTURES USED IN THIS WORK
LAYER
CONTACT LAYER
COLLECTOR

Al FRACTION

0

TYPE

n

+

DOPANT

Si

0

n"
+

Be

+

Si

BASE

0

P

EMITTER

0.3

D

CONTACT LAYER

0

n

Si
SI

CONCENTRATION
18
-3

1-3 x 10 cm
l6

3

1-3 x 10 cm"
IB —3
4-5 x 10 cm
17 —3
3-6 x 10 cm
IB - 3
3-5 x 10 cm

THICKNESS
0.50-0.5B pm

0.39-0.52 )im
0.19-0.23 pm
0.20-0.33 )im
0.10-0.15 um

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
a - Compensation by oxygen
Figure 1 shows the carrier concentration profile for a sample
implanted with Mg Qnly (curve a) and for a sample implanted with Mg and 0
with a dose of 5x10 0 /cm (curve b ) . On curve a, in the p-type region the
hole profile corresponds to Mg up to about 0.4um and to Be (dopant of the
base) from 0.4jjm up to 0.8um. We have previously reported J5 | the "stairslike" shape of the Mg profile and the broad Be profile ; and attributed
this to an interaction between Be and Mg leading to an anomalous diffusion
of these two impurities. In the n-type region the lower doping level (n
2x10 cm } corresponds to the collector layer and the higher doping level
(n ^ 4x10 cm ) corresponds to the collector contact layer. After the

oxygen implantations (curve b ) , the hole profile is identical but we do
not have a p-n junction. We measure a very low hole concentration with a
corresponding large depletion region. We can measure the carrier profile in
the collector contact layer, but it is necessary to etch all the collector
layer which is highly compensated.
From this figure it is clear that we can form an insulated layer by
oxygen implantation. However the minimum oxygen dose to obtain such a
compensation is not reproducible from an heterostructure to another (with
the same dqning leveL;Ln the collector layer), and can vary in a wide range
(from 5x10
to 1x10
ions/cm ) . We found that it is necessary to implant
a high oxygen dose (> 1x10
ions/cm ) to obtain reproducible results. It
seems that the compensation is strongly dependant on the material quality.
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Fig. 1 : Cavr-iev concentrations as a function of
depth after anneal at 900°C, (a) for a sample implanted with Mg, (b) for~a samnle implanted with
Mg and 0 (550 keV3 5x10 0 /cm ).

b - Compensation by boron
In this case, the experiments have been carried out as follows : 1)
Mg ion implantation, 2) annealing at 900°C (peak temperature), 3) B ion
implantation, 4) annealing at 500°C (ta ^imulate, contact alloying).
For Boron doses lower than 1x10 ions/cm the carrier concentration
profile is identical to the profile reported as curve a in figure 1, it is
to say that we have not an insulated layer. With a boron dose equal to
1x10 ions/cm
the annealing step following boron implantation is quite
critical. After annealing at 500°C for 1 mn we have an insulated layer
(carrier concentration profile identical to curbe b of figure I). But if we
increase the annealing duration up to 5 mn the collector layer is no longer
compensated.

12 +
2
We have therefore implanted higher boron doses. With 5x10 B /cm the
compensation is .stable in ^ wider range of time (up to 15 mn). With a boron
dosed of 1x10
ions/cm , the current voltage characteristics of the
Schottky diode (electrolyte-semiconductor) show a strongly compensated
material with an n-type from the middle of the emitter layer up to the
collector layer. This can be attributed to an enhanced hopping conduction
due to the defects created by the high dose boron implantation. But it is
clear that the emitter and the base layers are strongly pertubated, which
is, of course, unacceptable for HBT's process.
It seems then, from these carrier profile measurements, that the
optimum boron dose is equal to 5x10
ions/cm .

c - SIMS measurements
In order to lower the detection limit for oxygen byflSIMS we.fthave
implanted the isotope 18 of oxygen. The atomic profiles of 0
and Si
are
shown in figure 2.a.Two facts must be pointed out : first, a peak of oxygen
at about lum appears after anneal ; it can be attributed to an oxygen
accumulation at the interface collector-collector contact layer during the
anneal. Secondly, in the collector contact layer oxygen diffuses toward the
interface collector contact layer - S.I. substrate. This underlines the
importance of the quality of the interfaces and can explain the non
reproducibility of the results obtained with low oxygen doses.
The atomic profiles of boron before and after anneal are shown in
figure 2.b. There are all identical and do not show any accumulation or
diffusion of boron during the anneal.
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j

Si
At
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|
j
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Fig. 2 : SIMS atomic concentration as a function of depth before
and after anneal
24
18
a - far a sample implanted with Mg
and 0
(550 keV, 5x10
CT/cm*) after RTA at 750°C
b - for a sample implanted with Mg
and B
(320 keV3 1x10
B /cm') after RTA at 750°C or classical furnace anneal
at 500°C for 1 mm (the t
anneals give the same concentration
profile).

d - Capacitance measurements
We have performed oxygen and boron implantations at,, various doses in
the same heterostructure whose collector layer was 4200 A thick with a Si
concentration of 4x10 cm . Figure 3 shows the behaviour of capacitance
versus voltage for a sample implanted with Mg only (curve a) and for
samples implanted with 0 (curves b and c) and boron (curves d, e and f ) .
The capacitance decreases withj,increasing both oxygen and boron
doses. For the oxygen dose of 2x10 0 /cm the capacitance is almost
independant of bias voltage, indicating that we have formed an insulated
layer. At zero bias, the capacitance with oxygen is equal to 3.5 pF, i.e.
2.3 times lower than the value obtained without oxygen (8 pF).
With boron implantation, the capacitance is totaly independant of
bias voltage for the two higher doses (5x10 and 2x10 ions/cm ) and is
much lower as compared to the samples implanted with oxygen. The
capacitance at zero bias is decreased by a factor of 4.2 wifh a dose of
5x10
B /cm and a factor of 5.8 with a dose of 2x10 B /cm as compared
to the sample implanted with Mg only. So, eventhough the emitter and base
layers are strongly pertubated with boron doses equal to or higher than
10
ions/cm
(as we have shown in paragraph b) the capacitance
measurements indicate a satisfactory result. This underlines the importance
and usefulness of the carrier profile measurements.
„
„
also
see
on
figure
3
that
the
higher
boron
dose
(2x10
ions/cm
)
We
is not very efficient as compared to 5x10
10
B /
/cm . As a matter of fact the
capacitance decreases from 1.9 pF to 1.38 pF eventhough the dose increases
by a factor of 40. We end up again with an optimum boron dose around 5x10
ions/cm .

d.j B 5x1011ions/cm2
b :0
a.

c : 0 2x10 14 ions/cm 2

6

e : B 5x10 12 ions/cm 2

.

f : B 2x10 13 ions/cm 2
0

-1

- 2 - 3 -U - 5 - 6
APPLIED VOLTAGE (V)

-7

-8 -9

Fig. 3 : Capacitance versus voltage for diodes
structures fabricated with a sample implanted with
Mg only (a) s for samples implanted with Mg and 0
(b,c) and for samples implanted with Mg and B (d,

e,f).

CONCLUSION
We have compared in this work the compensation of the base-collector
region of HBT's structures obtained with boron and oxygen ion implantation.
We have shown that both ion allows to obtain high resistivity layers
in GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures. The compensation obtained with oxygen is
stable at high temperature (up to 900°C) but it is very dependant on the
quality of the starting material and to obtain reproducible results it is
necessary to implant high oxygen doses (> 10
ionsicm ) .
On the other hand a low boron dose of 5x10
ions/cm decreases the
capacitance by a factor of 4.2 (as compared to 2.3 with oxygen). This dose
seems to be the optimum value.
The carrier profile measurements have given important informations ov
each separate layer of the heterostructures. They indicate a strong
pertubation of the emitter and base layers for high boron doses (^ 10
ions/cm ) .
The authors acknowledge F. BAMOUENI for his help in the technological
steps, P.M. GAUNEAU and S. GODEFROY for SIMS measurements. They would like
to thank Dr F. ALEXANDRE and J. RIOU who furnished the heterostructures.
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ABSTRACT
Defects induced by ion implantation and subsequent annealing are found to either promote
or suppress layer intermixing in Ill-V compound semiconductor superlattices (SLs). We have
studied this intriguing relationship by examining how implantation and annealing conditions
affect defect creation and their relevance to intermixing. Layer intermixing has been induced
in SLs implanted with 220 keV Si + at doses > 1 x 10
ions/cm and annealed at 850°C for
3 hrs or 1050°C for 10 s. Upon furnace annealing, significant Si in-diffusion is observed
over the entire intermixed region, but with rapid thermal annealing layer intermixing is
accompanied by negligible Si movement. TEM showed that the totally intermixed layers are
centered around a buried band of secondary defects and below the Si peak position. In the nearsurface region layer intermixing is suppressed and is only partially completed at > 1 x 10
Si/cm 2 . This inhibition is correlated to a loss of the mobile implantation-induced defects,
which are responsible for intermixing.
INTRODUCTION
The presence of ion-implanted impurities can, after annealing, induce layer intermixing
in GaAs/AIGaAs superlattice (SL) structures [1, 2, 3]. The potential use of this technique to
modify the opto-electronic properties of Ill-V materials is of much interest for fabricating
devices such as heterostructure lasers [4]. By carefully selecting parameters such as the
implantation energy (keV or MeV), the ion dose (ranging from 1 x 10 1 4 to 1 x 10 1 7 /cm 2 ),
and annealing conditions (furnace annealing (FA) or rapid thermal annealing (RTA)), layer
intermixing can be induced at select depths below the surface and with varying widths [5, 6,
7]. However, the layer intermixed region does not necessarily increase with an increase in
impurity concentration or annealing times, and is especially true for the near-surface region
where the enhanced Al-Ga intermixing process appears inhibited [8, 9, 10]. Microstructural
investigation of the intermixed region has shown the presence of dislocation loops in the
vicinity of the intermixed layers but these defects bear no clear relationship to the mixed
region [11, 12]. While the enhanced Al-Ga intermixing has been attributed to impurity
diffusion [13], radiation damage [8, 14] and Fermi level effect [15], their relative
importance and the nature and concentration of defects on the enhancement as well as the
inhibition of the intermixing phenomenon remain unclear. We have studied the morphology of
the implantation damage, and in this paper we report the interplay and relevance of the
intermixed zone with ihe implanted impurities as well as with the lattice defects. In
particular we have investigated the microstructure in the near-surface region to probe for
possible features that can cause mixing inhibition.
EXPERIMENTAL
A 1.6 u.m thick SL, with the composition GaAs (200A) / AIQ 5 G a 0 5 As (200A), grown by
molecular beam epitaxy on undoped (100) GaAs wafer, was implanted 7° off-normal axis at
room temperature using 220 keV Si + . The dose ranged from 3 x 10 1 4 to 3 x 10 1 5 /cm 2 . In
order to reduce beam heating to the sample, the ion current was decreased to about 0.5
liA/cm 2 and the back of the sample was heat-sink glued to the holder. We have determined,
under similar implantation conditions, that the temperature of the sample does not rise more
than 20-30°C during irradiation. Subsequently, the samples were annealed either by RTA at
1050°C, 20 s (N2 ambient) or by FA at 850°C, 3 h (H2/Ar ambient) with the SL surface
placed face down on another GaAs substrate. The Si impurity depth profile and the extent of the

Al-Ga interlayer diffusion was monitored by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) using a
5.5 keV C>2+ beam for sputtering, while the microstructural morphology of the dislocation
loops and defects in the near-surface region were imaged by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) operated at 200 kV. Samples suitable for TEM observation were prepared
by mechanically polishing and dimpling the cross-section until it was about 20 u,m thick and
then Ar ion thinning the sample while it was cooled by liquid nitrogen to reduce ion milling
damage.
RESULTS
The cross-section impurity concentration and defect morphology profiles of the Si
implanted SLs have been examined, and significant compositional and structural differences,
associated with layer intermixing, are found to exist between RTA and FA processed samples.
With RTA, in the SLs containing a dose of 3 x 10 1 4 /cm 2 (Fig. 1(a)), the near-surface
region (layers 1 to 3 beneath the surface) was free of any secondary defects and contained
individual GaAs and AIGaAs layers with sharp interlayer boundaries. In the intermediate
region (layers 4 to 12) the SL layers are well resolved even though this region had a dense
network of interstitial dislocation loops. Beneath this region (layers 13 and deeper) the SL
appeared unaffected by implantation damage. At the higher dose of 1 x 10 1 5 /cm 2 (Fig 1(b)),
the dislocation-free near-surface region was wider (layers 1 to 6) and contained distinct
individual Ill-V layers although their layer boundaries appeared slightly diffuse. Dispersed in
the GaAs layers were small near-spherical defects (20-200 A in diameter) and they are
found as deep as the fifth and sixth SL layers. In the intermediate region (layers 7 to 13), the
GaAs and AIGaAs layers were still distinct although their boundaries have become more diffuse.
Dislocation loops (with sizes ranging from 150 to 450 A) are observed between layers 2 and
13. Further down, the layers appeared to be undamaged, and the sharpness of the layer
boundaries was similar to that found in the pristine SL. At the highest dose of 3 x 10 1 5 /cm 2 ,
the (200) dark field micrograph showed a near-surface region (layers 1 to 6) that contained
diffuse layer boundaries between the GaAs (dark contrast) and the AIGaAs (light contrast)
layers (Fig. 1(c)). Near-spherical defects (-200 A in diameter), primarily in GaAs layers,
were also visible down to the sixth SL layer. The intermediate region (layers 7 to 13) had a
uniform contrast, indicating a totally intermixed region. Interstitial dislocation loops, lying
in the (111) lattice planes, are observed between the surface and the fourteenth layer. Most
of these dislocation loops were large (..500 A in diameter) and showed signs of having
coalesced with nearby dislocation loops, presumably to reduce their surface strain energy
with the lattice. With further increase in depth, the SL layer boundaries became increasingly
sharp, and beyond the sixteenth layer, the SL layers appeared undamaged.
Layer intermixing can be directly correlated with the oscillation of the Al signal in SIMS
profile. The A! and Si signals for the SL implanted at 3 x 10 1 5 Si/cm 2 are shown in Fig.
1(d), which has the same depth scale as the TEM micrographs in Fig. 1(c). From the surface
down to the seventh layer, the Al signal oscillation rapidly dampened, indicating that the Al-Ga
interlayer diffusion is increasing with depth. Between the eighth and the twelfth layer, the
signal was flat, showing a totally mixed region, and beyond the thirteenth layer, the Al signai
quickly recovered to that seen in unimplanted SLs. The center of the totally mixed region is at
a depth of 0.43 \im beneath the surface, corresponding approximately to the tenth layer. The
Si concentration profile, upon RTA processing, showed no detectable impurity movement with
respect to the as-implanted SL [8]. Since the Rp position is located at 0.28 urn, the
completely intermixed zone is found below the Si peak position.
The extent of layer intermixing in the furnace-annealed SL, containing a dose of 3 x
1 0 1 5 Si/cm 2 , is seen in Fig. 2. The (200) dark field image showed that the near-surface
region (layers 1 to 6) is significantly intermixed wiih very diffuse layer boundaries.
Distinctly seen are the small near-spherical defects (~200 A in diameter), located
predominantly in the GaAs layers. Underneath, a totally intermixed region (with uniform
contrast) is found from the eighth to the twenty-fourth layer. In this sample, the interstitial
dislocation loops, lying in the (111) planes, are observed from the surface to a depth of 0.7
u.m (or approximately down to the seventeenth layer). Dislocation loops were large (~ 600 A)
and showed signs of having coalesced with each other. Non& was found near the lower boundary
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Fig. 2 Si implanted and furnace
annealed (850°C, 3 h) SLs.
(a) (200) dark field image of the SL
implanted with 3 x 10 1 5 S i / c m 2 ,
showing the position of the totally layer
intermixed region relative to the
spherical defects and dislocation loops.
(b) SIMS Si and Al profiles of the SL
implanted with 3 x 10 1 5 Si/cm 2 .
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Fig. 1 Si implanted and rapid thermally
annealed (1050°C, 20 s) SLs.
(a) TEM micrograph of the SL containing a dose
of 3 x 10 1 4 /cm 2 .
(b) Cross-section image of the SL containing a
dose of 1 x 1()15 /crrr showing the distribution
of dislocation loops and small spherical defecis.
In (a) and (b), superimposed on the bottom left
corners are (200) dark field images of the
near-surface region.
(c) (200) dark field image of the SL with a
dose of 3 x 1 0 1 5 / c m 2 , showing the position
of the totally layer intermixed region relative
to the spherical defects and dislocation loops.
(d) SIMS Si and Al profiles of the SL implanted
with 3 x 10 1 5 Si/cm 2 .

Fig. 3 High resolution image of a
spherical defect (in a GaAs layer) in the
near-surface region, showing its noncrystalline central region.

of the completely intermixed region. Beneath the mixed region (twenty-fifth layer and
deeper), the sharpness of the layer boundaries quickly recovered to the level found in the
pristine SL. In the corresponding SIMS profiles, Fig. 2{b), the oscillation in the Al signal
quickly dampened from the surface down to the seventh layer; became flat from the eighth to
the twenty-fourth layer; and beyond the twenty-fifth layer, the Al signal rapidly recovered to
that seen in unimplanted SL The center of the totally mixed region is at a depth of 0.6 \im
beneath the surface. The impurity concentration profile showed little Si diffusion from the
surface to the Rp position, but with increasing depth extensive Si in-diffusion took place {Fig.
2(b))
The small near-spherical defects, observed in the near-surface region for the SLs
implanted at doses > 1 x 1 0 ^ Si/cm 2 , were further characterized by TEM. Weak-beam
imaging using either the (111) or (200) diffracted beam revealed no fringes inside these
defects, and high resolution lattice imaging showed that these defects have a non-crystalline
central region (Fig. 3). Even though this image was formed from a SL region with very little
crystalline Ill-V lattice above and below the spherical defect, the presence of amorphous
surface contaminants makes it unclear whether these defects actually contain any amorphous
Ili-V material or are small cavities in the lattice. Unlike dislocation loops, these defects did
not induce significant strain on the surrounding Ill-V lattice and become observable only in
thin cross-section SL regions. (Based on thickness contour contrast, this value is estimated to
be less than 2000 A.)
DISCUSSION
The presence of small near-spherical defects containing a non-crystalline core region seen
in the implanted SL has not been reported, to the best of the authors' knowledge, in implanted
bulk GaAs. Our own observations in implanted and annealed GaAs (220 keV Si at a dose of 3 x
1 0 1 5 /cm 2 - processed at 850°C, 3 h), however, did show the presence of such defects [16].
While the cause of these defects is as yet unclear, several features have been noted.
We have attempted to analyze the composition of these non-crystalline defects by energy
dispersive spectroscopy, using a 100 A diameter focussed electron probe. But significant
beam spreading to the surrounding GaAs matrix prevented a conclusive determination of any
difference in composition between the defect and its surrounding. We have, however, found
that these defects are not necessarily Si-rich in composition. In the first place, our TEM
observations (Fig. 2(a)) showed that while these defects are formed at implantation doses > 1
x 10 1 5 Si/cm2, yet once formed, their distribution through the first six GaAs layers beneath
the surface did not follow the increasing Si concentration profile. Secondly, these defects are
distributed approximately equally in the near-surface GaAs layers which contained Si concentrations ranging between 0.6 to 10 x 10 9 Si/cm 3 (first to sixth GaAs layers in SLs
implanted at doses of 1 x 10 1 ^ and 3 x 10 1 5 /cm2). Lastly, in the absence of Si, we have also
observed these spherical defects in a SL implanted with 192 keV Al to a dose of 3 x
10^5 /cm 2 [17]. These results suggest the possibility that the spherical defects may be due
to annealing of the lattice damage formed in the near-surface region.
Aside from the lack of correlation to a specific dopant species, we have noted that these
lattice imperfections are non-crystalline, even after annealing at 1050°C (Fig. 3). This
points to their thermal stability and suggests that their local composition is not the
stoichiometric 1Ga:1As, since either epitaxial or twinned re-growth would have occurred, as
has been observed in the regrowth of implantation-arnorphized GaAs [12, 20]. Aside from
implanted SLs, Mei et al [21] recently reported spherically shaped defects, resembling those
observed here, in the near-surface region of a GaAs/AIGaAs SL containing a grown-in Si
concentration of 1 x 10 2 0 /cm 3 . They suggested that these defects may be Si-rich. While
further characterizations are needed to determine the composition of these defects, we have
noted that they are found near the surface in highly implanted or possibly in highly Si-doped
SLs [21]. This may point to the important role of the surface in terms of its contribution to
the annealing of defects in GaAs materials located close to the surface.
Layer intermixing inhibition can be seen in Figs. 1(c,d) and 2(a,b), primarily in the first
seven SL layers of the implanted and annealed GaAs/AIGaAs superlattices. In this region the Si
concentration profile showed little annealing-induced diffusion, and the dampening of the
oscillating Al signal did not follow the Si implantation profile. Inhibition is further

demonstrated by comparing the width and position of the totally intermixed region in the RTA
and FA processed SLs. At a dose of 3 x 10'° Si/cm , rapid thermal annealing induced total
layer intermixing over a region approximately 0.2 urn wide (seventh to twelfth layers, Fig
1(c,d)), while under FA conditions mixing extended about 0.6 u.m (eighth to twenty-fourth
layers, Fig 2(a,b)). This difference in width occurred primarily due to changes to the lower
boundary of the totally mixed region. Were it not due to surface mixing inhibition, the upper
boundary of the totally mixed region also would have been different between RTA and FA
processed SLs.
The near-spherical defects and intermixing inhibition have several characteristics in
common in the room-temperature implanted and annealed SLs. First, both are observed in the
near-surface region (extending approximately 0.3 u.m from the surface, Figs. 1(d) and
2(b)). Second, both are seen at similarly high concentrations of impurity (at implant doses >
1 x 10 1 5 Si/cm 2 ). Furthermore, it is of interest to note that layer intermixing and Si
diffusion near the surface was found to be more extensive in SLs implanted at a dose of 3 x
10 1 4 Si/cm2, and annealed with SiC>2 cap, than in SLs implanted at higher doses [6]. On the
other hand, in the absence of impurities or damages, layer intermixing, as observed in
variable depth single quantum well heterostructures [19], showed decreasing magnitude with
increasing distance away from the surface. Thirdly, mixing inhibition and the appearance of
defects are observed under both RTA and FA conditions (Figs. 1(c,d) and 2 (a,b)), as discussed
above. These correlations point to the possibility that the formation of these near-spherical
defects during annealing can affect the concentration of available Ga vacancies that are believed
to contribute to the observed enhanced Al-Ga interlayer diffusion [15]. If these defects are
actually cavities in the lattice, formed during annealing, then they are effectively similar to
open surfaces which can act as sinks for fast diffusing point defects so that in the vicinity of
the spherical defects, the concentration of vacancies (whether formed at the surface or from
the implantation process) becomes low resulting in the observed mixing inhibition in the
near-surface region. Further studies to correlate the presence of such defects with mixing
inhibition in SLs implanted at different temperatures are currently in progress.
The position of the observed dislocation loops relative to the depth and width of the layer
intermixed region, as a function of annealing conditions, suggests that these crystalline lattice
defects do not have a direct relevance to the enhanced Al-Ga diffusion. In the RTA processed SLs
containing a dose of 3 x 10 1 5 /cm 2 , dislocation loops are found from the surface down to a
depth of about 0.6 u.m while the totally mixed region is seen between 0.3 and 0.6 u.m (Fig.
1(c)). On the other hand, upon furnace annealing, dislocation loops are not found near the
lower boundary of the totally intermixed zone, which has extended down to about 0.9 \im
(Fig. 2(a)). We have recently found that upon implantation and rapid thermal annealing, the
depth distribution of dislocation loops, lying in the (111) lattice pianes, can be correlated to
the lattice damage caused by the momentum transfer of the implantation process [22]. The
lattice damage, manifested as dislocation loops after annealing, follows the nuclear energy loss
profile so that the defect peak density coincides approximately with the Rn position. Such a
distribution of these defects is, in fact, clearly observed in the SL containing a dose of 3 x
10^4 /cm 2 , Fig. 1(a), where the band of dislocation loops are seen between the fourth and
twelfth SL layers, and is centered around Rp. Previously, we have shown that in MeV Siimplanted SLs the dislocation loop bandwidth increases with an increase in ion dose as the
near-surface region becomes increasingly dislocation loop free [18]. By comparison, the
implantation damage at 220 keV is closer to the surface so that the annealing-induced
annihilation of the dislocation loops by the surface becomes more significant. This is
consistent with our observation that with an increase in implant dose (> 1 x 10 1 5 /cm2) the
defect bandwidth increased; the dislocation sizes also increased, together with a decrease in
defect density (due to the coalescing of dislocation loops, Fig. 1 (b.c)).
At a dose of 3 x 10 1 5 Si/cm2, our data also revealed that dislocation loops are found deeper
in FA than in RTA processed SLs, and this suggests that such defects can be formed in regions of
extensive dopant diffusion. This is consistent with the observations made in Si doped SL [21].
In summary, we have shown evidence that two types of lattice defects can form in ionimplanted and annealed GaAs/AIGaAs SLs. In the near-surface region, small near-spherical
defects, possibly cavities in the lattice, are dispersed primarily in GaAs layers at ion doses >
1 x 1 0 1 5 / c m 2 . These defects appear to correlate we!! with the observed inhibition of the
enhanced Al-Ga diffusion process in layer intermixing. On the other hand, the formation of

dislocation loops, caused by implantation damage or impurity diffusion, have no direct
relevance to layer intermixing.
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ABSTRACT
Previously, it was shown that superlattices implanted with Si at 77K,
exhibited more extensive damage and uniform compositional mixing upon
subsequent annealing than samples implanted at room temperature.[1,2] The
current work focuses on the damage in samples implanted with Si at 77K.
The study shows that for a given dose, the amount of damage depends upon
the layer thickness and the composition. Specimens of bulk GaAs,
Al.3Ga.7As, 7.5 nm GaAs - 10 nm Al.3Ga.7As superlattice (SL1), 5.5 nm GaAs
-3!5 nm AlAs superlattice (SL2), and 8.0 nm GaAs - 8.0 nm AlAs superlattice (SL3) were implanted at 77K with 100 KeV Si, with doses ranging from 3
X 1013 cm" 2 to 1 X 10*5 cm"2. The samples were examined by ion channelling
and cross sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEH). At 77K and a
dose of 1 X 10 1 4 cm"2, the GaAs and SL1 showed an amorphous layer, while no
damage peak was observed in SL2. The 77K amorphization thresholds of the
Al 3Ga.7As alloy, SL2, and SL3 were 2.5 X 10 1 4 cm"2, 4 X 10 1 4 cm"2, and 1 X
1015 cm" 2 respectively. The sharpness of the amorphization threshold
varied with the material.
INTRODUCTION
Impurity enhanced compositional disordering [1 - 6] is important as a
means of patterning a heterostructure without interrupting the single crystal structure with an interface, as caused by etching. Due to the control
in depth and lateral space [1,3,7], ion implantation is an important method
to introduce the impurities. Several authors have suggested an interaction
between the ion implant damage and the interdiffusion [1,2,5,6], while others have used the damage itself to induce the interdiffusion [7,8]. It is
important to understand the damage introduced by the implantation.
Previously we reported that superlattices implanted with Si at 77K
showed more extensive and uniform compositional disordering than those
implanted at room temperature.[1,2]
Because there is little dynamic
annealing at 77K, Williams and Austin [9] have shown that GaAs samples
develop amorphous layers at lower implant doses than at room. The low
dose, amorphous 77K implanted samples required lower annealing temperatures
to remove the implant damage than the room temperature equivalent samples
[9].
The present work focuses on lattice damage in the AlGaAs based superlattices resulting from ion implantation at 77K. K. Matsui et. al [10]
have shown that room temperature implanted superlattices exhibited less
damage than GaAs and the amount of damage was correlated to average alloy
composition. B. C. DeCooman et. al [6] reported that the implant damage
centered about the GaAs layers in GaAs -AlGaAs superlattices implanted with
Si at room temperature. In this work, we examine the evolution of damage
with implant dose in GaAs, an Al.3Ga.7As alloy, and superlattices of 7.5 nm
GaAs -10 nm Al.3Ga.7As, 5.5 nm GaAs -3.5 nm AlAs, and 8.0 nm GaAs -8.0 nm
AlAs. The present work shows that layer thickness and barrier composition
are also important in the damage behavior.
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The samples examined consisted of GaAs, Al.3Ga.7As, 10 nm Al.3Ga.7As
-7.5 nm GaAs superlattice (SL1), 5.5 nm GaAs - 3 . 5 nm AlAs superiattice
(SL2), and a 8 nm GaAs - 8 nm AlAs superiattice(SL3). All samples except
the bulk GaAs were grown by MBE. The samples were implanted with 100 KeV
Si 2 8 , o.7 pA/cnr2, with doses ranging from 3 X 10 1 3 /cm"2 to 1 X 10 1 5 / cm"2
at 77K. The sample holder consisted of a hollow Cu block that was filled
with liquid nitrogen, to which samples were attached with HUNG II heat
sinking compound. A summary of the samples, implant doses and RBS results,
discussed below, are given in Table I.
The implant damage profiles were measured with backseattered ion beam
channelling, about the (100) axis, using 2 HeV He t + , at a 168° scattering
angle, with detector resolution of 4 keV. Cross sectional samples for
transmission electron microscopy were made by mechanically thinning, followed by Ar ion milling at 77K.

RESULTS
TABLE I.

SUMMAKY OF RBS CHANNELL 1NU

Sample

Implant Dose
cm"2

GaAs

Unimplanted
3 X 1013
7 X 1013
i X 10 1 4
2.5 X 1 0 1 4
4 X 1014
1 X 1015

AlGaAs

SL1

SL2

SL3

Unimplanted
3 X 1013
7 X 1013
1 X 1014
2.5 X 1 0 1 4
Unimplanted
3 X 10 1 3
7 X 1013
1 X 1014
2.5 X 1 0 1 4
1 X 1015
Unimplanted
3 X 10 1 3
7 X 1013
1 X 10 1 4
2.5 X 1 0 1 4
4 X 1014
1 X 10 1 5
Unimplanted
3 X 10 1 3
7 X 10 1 3
1 X 10 1 4
2.5 X 1 0 1 4
4 X 10l4
1 X 10 1 5

X Damage Peak

KSSUIJTS

Minimum X

0 86
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.04
0.09
0.38
0.48
0.52
0.52
0.53

0.33
0.86
1.00

0.04
0.08
0.15
0.41
0.49

0.86
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.03
0.09
0.38
0.45
0.50
0.53

0.87
1.00
1.00

0.03
0.08
0 09
0.10
0.39
0.47
0.47

0.31
0.59
0.85
0.92
1.00

0.03
0.07
0.11
0.26
0,41
0.46
0.48

The RBS channelled and random orientation yield spectra of GaAs
implanted with different doses are shown in Figure 1. The GaAs is exemplary
of all the samples in that: the unimplanted sample exhibits a minimum X
(ratio of the channelled yield to the random orientation yield) of 0.04
and the spectrum of the sample implanted with a dose of 3 X 10*3 an" 2 shows
no damage peak. The minimum X of GaAs implanted with a dose of 3 X lO*3
cm" 2 was ~ 9%. GaAs exhibits a damage
peak,, with a X of 0.86,
mg p
, at a dose of
3
2
7 X 10^ cm" . The height of the damage peak, in GaAs reaches the random
yield at a dose of « 1 X 10*4 cm"2, indicating an amorphous region. The
width of the damage peak increases with higher doses of 2.5 X 10 1 4 cm"2 and
1 X 10 1 * cm"2.
There are significant differences in the damage in the materials. As
an example, the channelled and random yield spectra of SL2 are shown in
Figure 2. No damage is observed for doses as high as 1 X 10*4 cm"2, A
large damage peak with a X of 0.37 appears at a dose of 2.5 X 10^4 cm"2. A
dark field (200) TEH micrograph, shown in Figure 3, shows a highly damaged
region near the surface, which has retained sufficient crystallinity for
AlAs to diffract electrons. The damage peak reaches the random yield at a
dose of 4 X 10*4 cm" 2 and broadens as the dose increases to 1 X 1 0 ^ cm"2.
Summarized in Table 1, is the X value for the damage peak and the minimum X value for the region immediately beneath the damage region for each
sample and implant dose. The channelled spectra of SL1 is identical,
within experimental error, to that of GaAs for all doses. A. dark field
(200) TEM micrograph SL1, implanted at 2.5 X 10 1 4 era"2, shown in Figure 4,
shows an amorhous layer, characterized by the total absence of the (200)
reflection, of 150 nm width, at the surface of the sample, consistent with
the RBS. In the two GaAs layers beneath the amorphous region there is evidence of some damage.
The behavior of the damage peak in the different materials is shown in
Figure 5, where the X of the damage peak is plotted vs. implant dose for
the different samples. At a given dose prior to amorphization, the height
of the damage peak of the A l ^ G a ^ A s alloy, SL2, and SL3 is less than that
of GaAs. The Al.3Ga.7As alloy exhibits a lower amount of damage than
GaAs, but develops an amorphous layer at a dose of 2.5 X 1 0 ^ cm"2. SL2
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Figure 1. RBS spectra of GaAs samples inplanted with 100 KeV Si at 77K.
The channelled spectra about the (100) axis are shown for different implant
doses.
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Figure 2. RBS spectra of 3.5 nra GaAs - 5.5 nm AlAs superlattice implanted
with 100 KeV Si at 77X. The channelled spectra about the (100) axis are
shown for different implant doses.
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Figure 3. Dark field (200) TEH
micrograph of 5.5 nm GaAs - 3.5 nm
AlAs superlattice implanted with
100 KeV Si at 77K with a dose of
2.5 X 1 0 1 4 cm" 2 .

Figure 4. Dark field (200) TEH
micrograph of 7.5 nm GaAs - 10 nm
Al 36a 7AS superlattice implanted
with 100 KeV Si at 77K with dose of
2.5 X 10 1 * cm" 2 .

shows only the sudden appearance of a damage peak at a dose of 2.5 X
cm" 2 and the development of an amorphous layer at a dose of 4 X 1 0 1 4 cm"2.
At low doses the damage peak of SL3 follows that of the Al.3Ga.7As
alloy, but at higher doses SL3 dose not develop an amorphous region until a
dose of 1 X 1 0 1 5 cm" 2 is reached. Shown in Figure 6 is a dark field (200)
TEM micrograph of SL3 implanted with a dose of 2.5 X 1 0 1 4 cm" 2 . Although,
there is evidence of damage, there is still strong (200) reflection from

GC

"^ CD

1013

DOSE (cm "2)

Figure 5. Height of damage peak in
the channelled RBS spectra, normalized to the random yield vs. dose
for 100 KeV Si at 77K. The curves
connecting the data points are for
visual aid.

Figure 6. Dark field (200) TEH
micrograph of 5.5 nm GaAs - 3.5 nm
AlAs superlattice implanted with
100 KeV Si at 77K with a dose of
2.5 X 1 0 1 4 cm"2.

the AlAs layers, indicating a large degree of crystallinity. The GaAs
layers in the implanted region are darker (less (200) reflection) than
those beneath the implanted region. The width of the damage peak of SL3 is
always greater than that of SL2, even after SL2 has become amornous.
DISCUSSION
Since the scattering cross section of Al is less than that of Ga, one
would expect samples with a higher Al content to exhibit less damage. A
TRIM [11] simulation predicts only a 30 % variation in the average number
of displaced atoms per ion between GaAs and AlAs targets. The effects will
be much larger if secondary scattering cross sections (i. e. Ga - Ga vs. Ga
- Al or Al - Ga) are considered. However, the difference in elemental
scattering cross sections cannot entirely explain the data, since the
effects are not monotonic with average composition.
The TEH micrographs show some evidence that the GaAs layers in the super lattices damage more readily than the AlAs layers. Again, this does not
explain the evolution of damage in all of the superlattices. One would
expect the damage peak to reflect the amorphization thresholds of the two
different layers. In this case, the superlattices would exhibit a damage
peak at the same doses that produced a damage peak in GaAs. The damage
peak would be expected to grow, in proportion to the fraction of the SL
period, comprised of GaAs. However, the damage peak of the superlattices
would not be expected to reach the random yield until the amorphization
threshold of the Al x Ga^_ x As layer. Such an explanation may explain the
behavior of SL3, but not SL1 and SL2.
Since the differences in the materials for SL2 and SL3 are only layer
thickness, it appears that interfacial strain may also play an important
role, particularly at 77K. Hamdi et. al [12] have reported that lattice
strain in Al x Gai_ x As stabilized implant strain at room temperature. In
SL2, the damage of the GaAs layers is repressed as evidenced by the lack
of a damage peak, unless implanted at high doses.
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CONCLUSIONS
He have shown GaAs to have an amorphization threshold of 1 X 10* 4 cm" 2
with 100 KeV SI at 77K. The 77K amorphization thresholds of the Al oGa 7 As
alloy, SL1, SL2, and SL3 were 2.5 X 10 1 4 cm"2, 1 X 10 1 4 en" 2 , 4 X 10* 4
cn~ 2 , and 1 X 1 0 ^ en""2 respectively. The sharpness of the aaorphization
threshold varied with the Material. No dynamic annealing has been observed
at 77K. The effects may in part be due to a larger scattering cross section of Ga than Al. There is evidence that the GaAs layers damage more
readily than the Al x Ga^- x As layers. However, it neither of these explanations can describe the total behavior of all of the samples. Layer thickness and barrier composition also play an important role, suggesting interfacial strain.
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ABSTRACT
The interdiffusion of GaAs-AlGaAs interfaces has been shown to be enhanced following ion implantation and rapid thermal annealing at approximately 950°C. A model is presented which explains this phenomenon. It is based
on the solution of coupled diffusion equations involving the excess vacancy
and Al distributions following ion implantation. Both initial distributions
are obtained from the solution of a three-dimensional Monte Carlo simulation
of ion implantation into a heterostructure sample. The model is found to be
in excellent agreement with several sets of experimental data. More specifically, the model is shown to be valid for ions which do not diffuse appreciably in the time frame of the rapid thermal annealing and for as-implanted
vacancy concentrations below ~6 x 10
cm . Above that concentration, some
vacancies are hypothesized to coalesce, thus being unavailable to assist in
the enhanced interdiffusion process.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Integrated optoelectronics based on III-V technology is currently an
active area of research. As the complexity of optoelectronic devices grows,
it is important that the individual elements be simple to manufacture and
integrate. With the development of impurity-induced disordering of lasers
[l], it is possible to produce planar, laterally guided devices. The impurities are introduced either by diffusion from the sample surface or by ion
implantation. The intermixing is energized by multi-hour furnace annealing.
Recently, a number of groups [2-5] have shown experimentally that ion implantation followed by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) also causes intermixing of
GaAs-AlGaAs interfaces. Previously, a model [6] was introduced to explain
this phenomenon and it was shown to be in agreeement with the experimental
data [2,5]. In this paper, the model is compared with additional intermixing
data and used to show that the intermixing phenomenon weakens above an ion
dose which corresponds to a calculated vacancy concentration of approximately
6 x 1 0 1 9 cm" . For larger ion doses some vacancies are proposed to agglomerate in, for example, dislocation loops and, therefore, be unavailable to
assist in the Al-Ga interdiffusion.

II.

INTERMIXING MODEL

The model describing intermixing via ion implantation followed by RTA
consists of two parts. A Monte Carlo simulation is used to obtain the distributions of interstitials, vacancies, and occupied lattice sites following
ion implantation into a heterostructure sample. The RTA processing is modeled
by simultaneously solving the diffusion equations for the distributions of
lattice-site Al and vacancies.
The Monte Carlo program is a modified version [7] of TRIM85 [8], which
is capable of tracking the ions and the defects in three dimensions, handling
arbitrarily complicated sample structures, and following collision cascades.
Since this Monte Carlo simulation only produces the distributions of vacancies,
ions, and displaced target atoms, an additional Monte Carlo scheme was devised
to decide whether the displaced target atoms and ions remain on interstitial

sites or whether they recombine with the vacancies to become substitutional
atoms. Assuming negligible thermal diffusion during implantation, each vacancy
was allowed to recombine only with interstitials which were within 3 A of its
lattice position. Both the type of interstitial and the type of empty lattice
site were chosen using a Monte Carlo scheme. After applying this algorithm
to each vacancy, each defect atom (Ga, Al, As, and the ion) was assigned either
to a neighboring lattice site or remained as an interstitial in its original
position.
In Fig. 1, the above algorithms were used to calculate the atomic distributions resulting from the implantation of 220 keV Si + ions at a dose of
3 x 1 0 1 5 cm 2 into 50 periods of a 200 A GaAs-200 A A l 0 5 G a Q g As superlattice.
Figure la shows a plot of the distributions of Si atoms;"vacancies; interstitial Al; and the sum of the three (Al, Ga, and As) interstitial concentrations. The figure also shows a plot of the experimental ion distribution [5]
which was measured using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). In Fig. lb
the distributions of Ga, Al, and As on their respective lattice sites are
shown. The experimental and theoretical ion distributions are in good agreement for depths less than the projected range, R , but are somewhat different
deeper into the sample probably owing to the neglect of channeling effects in
the ion implantation program. However, the model will be compared quantitatively with the experimental data [2,3] only for depths less than R . Figure 1
also shows that both substitutional and interstitial Al atoms' are present in
the GaAs layers, which demonstrates that the ion implantation process alone
has caused some intermixing of the layers.
The distributions from the Monte Carlo simulations are used as inputs
for solving the coupled diffusion equations involving the Al lattice atoms
and the five point defects, namely, the Ga, Al, and As interstitials, the
vacancies, and the ions. Assuming that the diffusion of the Al is representative of the intermixing process, the diffusion and interaction of the Ga and
As lattice atoms are ignored. The equations involving the interstitial atoms
and the ions are eliminated based on the following approximations. It is
assumed that Ga, Al, As, and many implanted ions, for example. Si, diffuse
small distances via interstitial sites in the time frame of RTA, i.e., < 30
seconds. Evidence for this assumption for the case of the implanted ion being
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Fig. 1. Calculated results for
the atomic density distributions
following 220 keV ion implantation of Si at a dose of 3 x 1 0 1 5
-2
cm into a superlattice having
50 periods of 200 A of GaAs and
200 A of A l 0 5 G a 0 5 A s . (a) Point
defect distributions, (b) Distributions of atomic Ga, Al, and
As on their respective lattice
sites.

Si has been presented elsewhere [6]. Consequently, these types of atoms influence the Al interdiffusion process solely by recombining with the excess
vacancies. The interaction of the interstitial atoms was included in the
diffusion equation for the vacancies by adding to it a recombination term of
the form, (C v - C v
) / r, where C y is the transient vacancy distribution,
Cv
is the thermal equilibrium vacancy concentration at the annealing temperature , and T is a phenomenological time constant that describes the decay
of the transient vacancy distribution. C
has been determined both experimentally [9] and theoretically [10], while T was fit to one of the experimental RTA results [5]. The general form of the recombination term was used
to include the possibility of the decay of C v by other mechanisms, such as
gettering.
Using the above approximations, the initial set of eight coupled equations reduces to a coupled set between the vacancies and the lattice site Al.
This equation set can be writtten as

ac v

a

(

acv
— C*

ac A 1
at

,eJ / r

a , acA1>.
A1
ax v A1 ax

where D v is the vacancy thermal equilibrium diffusion coefficient, C A 1 is the
Al lattice site distribution, and the Al transient diffusion coefficient is
given by
D

A1

=D

Al,eq <Cv/CV,eq>'

<2>

where Dftl e q is the thermal equilibrium Al diffusion coefficient. Values for
Dv, C y
', and Dfll
can be found in the literature [11,9,12]. The two important assumptions made in eqs. (1-2) are that the transient enhancement of
the Al diffusion constant is given by eq. (2) and that thermal equilibrium
constants remain valid during the transient interdiffusion process. The latter assumption has been discussed in detail, elsewhere [13]. Note that eq. (2)
implies that the Al interdiffusion is proportional to the total vacancy concentration, and not just to the concentration of vacancies on type III lattice
sites. In this way the As vacancies can assist in the Al-Ga interdiffusion
by opening an unobstructed path between the Al and Ga sites. The boundary
conditions for eqs. (1-2) are that at the sample surface there is zero net
flux for both the time-dependent vacancy and Al concentrations, while deep
within the sample, both concentrations remain constant in time [13].
The important point to note is that there is only one parameter, T , the
vacancy decay constant, that is not known from available experimental data.
As discussed above, T is fit to one experimental RTA result and then held
constant for all other comparisons with experimental data, provided that the
annealing conditions are analogous.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The value of r was determined by comparing the results of the model with
the experimental intermixing data of Lee et al. [5]. The best fit to the
data was obtained with a value of r of 4 sec, with an uncertainty of 1 sec.
Keeping r fixed at 4s, the results of the model will be compared with a number
of different experimental results. The first comparison will be with the
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Fig. 2. (a) Time sequence of the calculated change in the Al composition surrounding the quantum well, (b) Energy shift as a function of time between the
first electron-heavy hole peak of the implanted and non-implanted areas following RTA. The circles and squares are the experimental data while the solid and
dashed lines are the corresponding theoretical results.

experimental data of Cibert et al. [2]. In their experiment they used an
80 A GaAs quantum well sandwiched between two A 1 Q 4 G a Q g As barrier layers.
The sample was implanted with 210 kev Ga + ions at'doses of 5 x 1 0 1 3 and 5 x
1 0 1 2 cm" 2 . This was followed by RTA for up to 130 s at 950°C. They used
cathodoluminescence (< 10 K) to measure the change in the first electron-heavy
hole peak following RTA. Instead of reporting the absolute peak values, they
plotted the peak shifts relative to an annealed but nonimplanted sample area.
Figure 2a shows the calculated time evolution of the Al composition for
a region which surrounds the 80 A GaAs quantum well. The figure shows that
interdiffusion begins rapidly, and then after ~20 s decays quickly to its
equilibrium value. This phenomenon is also borne out in Fig. 2b which compares the calculated shifts for both Ga doses with the experimental data. In
order to obtain electron-heavy hole peaks from the results given in Fig. 2a,
the Numerov process [14] is used to solve Schrodinger's equation numerically
for an arbitrary potential profile. The important feature about Fig. 2b is
that it shows that the model is in excellent agreement with the experimental
data for T = 4 S . (For r=3s, the calculated shifts would be 10% smaller.) This
agreement also gives some justification for the simple Monte Carlo
interstitial-vacancy annihilation scheme discussed above, the reason being
that if nearby vacancies and interstitials did not recombine, then the model
would p/.fcJ.iCt a much larger cathodoluminescence shift and, therefore, would
not be consistent with the experimental data.
Additional support for the model is presented in Fig. 3 which compares
the calculated results, squares, wi£h the experimental data, circles, of Kash
et al. [3]. Their sample was a 60 A GaAs quantum well embedded between two
A 1 Q 4 G a Q 6 As barrier layers. Figure 3 shows the peak shifts (relative to the
peaks in*the as-grown sample) for the quantum well after RTA annealing for
20 s at 925°C following the implantation of 75 keV A l + ions at doses of 2 x
1 0 1 3 , 1 x 1 0 1 4 , and 5 x 1 0 1 4 cm" 2 . For the two lower doses the model is in
very good agreement with the experimental results, while for the highest dose
the theoretical value is high by ~20 %. At the dose of 5 x 1 0 1 4 cm" 2 , the
as-implanted calculated vacancy concentration is -3 x 1 0 2 0 cm" 3 , while at the
dose of 1 x 1 0 1 4 cm" 2 , the calculated vacancy concentration is ~6 x 1 0 1 9 cm" 3 .
We postulate that at a vacancy concentration between these two values, some
vacancies begin to coalesce and might not be free to assist in the Al inter-
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Fig. 3. Energy shift as a function of dose between the first
electron-heavy hole peak of the
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The theoretical and experimental
results are squares and circles,
respectively.
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diffusion. Therefore, at this and larger vacancy concentrations, the model
overestimates the number of freely diffusing vacancies and, thus, would predict a greater degree of intermixing.
In order to verify this postulate of a transitional vacancy concentration,
an experiment similar to that of Kash et al. [3] was performed. A heterostructure sample was implanted with various doses of 390 JceV Ar. The sample
was composed of three GaAs quantum wells having thicknesses of 37, 55 and
111 A (QWl, QW2, and QW3, respectively), surrounded by barrier layers of
A1
0 36 G a 0 6 4 A s * T n e s a m P l e w f s capped with 250 A of GaAs, and QWl, QW2, and
QW3*were 750, 1687, and 2642 A from the surface, respectively. Following
implantation the samples were encapsulated with 1000 A of SiN and subjected
to RTA at 950°C for 30 s. PeaK". shifts were measured analogously to the method
of Kash et al. [3]. Figure 4 compares the theoretical shifts with the experimental values for Ar doses of 2 x 1 0 1 3 , 7 x 1 0 1 3 , and 1.4 x 1 0 1 4 cm" 2 . Results are not given for QW3 because of the large uncertainties associated
with small shifts. In Fig. 4 the model was applied with r = 3 s. This value
is within the uncertainty for r stated above. In the Ar dose experiment, a
SiN cap layer was used to prevent As out-diffusion instead of proximity annealing on a fresh GaAs surface [2-5]. This resulted in weaker thermal shifts of
the quantum wells, under no-implant conditions, compared with reported experimental values [12]. This difference is postulated to occur as a result of
some out-diffusion of As into the SiN cap layer and would produce a lower Ga
vacancy concentration in the near-surface region of the sample, resulting in
smaller D A 1
values. Instead of using a different 950°C value for D A l f e q
in eq. (2),'r was fit to the data for the dose of 2 x 10
cm" 2 . The good
agreement between the theoretical and experimental results (Fig. 4) for the
dose of 7 x 1 0 1 3 cm" 2 shows that this procedure appears to be reasonable.
The figure also shows that the model begins to overestimate the extent of
intermixing for the highest Ar dose, which corresponds to a calculated asimplanted vacancy concentration of ~ 1 0 2 0 cm" 3 . Therefore, Fig. 4 verifies
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Fig. 4. Energy shifts for QWl
(circles) and QW2 (squares) as a
function of dose. The theoretical and experimental results are
open and solid symbols, respectively.
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the results of Fig. 3 and narrows the proposed upper limit for free vacancy
movement to between 6 x 1 0 1 9 and 1 x 1 0 2 0 cm" 3 . Figure 4 also shows that
since the model overestimates the degree of intermixing for both QW1 and QW2
at the highest dose, the inhibition of intermixing is not dominated by surface
effects.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a model for the trausient-enhanced interdiffusion of Al at
GaAs-AlGaAs interfaces has been presented. The model is found to be in excellent agreement with three independent sets of interdiffusion data. Using
the results of the model, the vacancies are postulated to begin to coalesce
above an as-implanted concentration of 6 x 10
cm
and, therefore some are
unavailable to assist in the interdiffusion process.
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ABSTRACT
This work is part of a study to understand the process by which
energetic ion bombardment can be used to mix the chemical components of
AlGaAs and GaAs superlattice (S/L) layers of nominal 35 to 50K
thickness.
Data reported here involve the retention and build-up of
collision cascade damage in the S/L and its relationship to amorphization
and chemical mixing in these systems.
INTRODUCTION
As part of an investigation to use ion beam mixing as a process to
compositionally disorder superlattice layers in GaAs/AlGaAs, we have
studied the response of GaAs and A l Q ^ G a Q 65AS individually and as a
superlattice, to ion implantation (cascade) damage at room temperature.
Gallium ions at 890 and 960 keV were used in the fluence range of 10^3 to
10^5 ions/cm^.
These energies were chosen to correspond to implant
damage and mixing in 3000A and 4000A superlattice stacks where the mean
projected
ranges
(R p )
are 1500A and
2000A,
respectively.
The
periodicity of the superlattice was typically in the range of 35 to 50A.
We observed in these superlattices that the GaAs layers accumulate
damage more rapidly than the AlGaAs layers, a result consistent with
literature reports of others [1]. There is a need, therefore, to clarify
the damage production and retention processes occurring in these systems
and the extent to which it is a property of the superlattice or an
intrinsic property of the individual materials that make up the
superlattice. We demonstrate below that the preferential build up of
damage in GaAs is an intrinsic property of the GaAs compared to
^^0.35^a0.65^s» there being a distinct and radical difference between
the room temperature annealing characteristics of these two materials and,
therefore, a difference in the amount and the nature of the heavy ion
collision damage retained by each.
The intermixing of superlattices as a controllable and spatially
selectable
process
has
received
considerable
interest
in
the
literature [2]. This has been an outgrowth of the discovery that chemical
intermixing of superlattices can be achieved by the in-diffusion of certain
chemical species [3,4].
In the case of Al in GaAs/AlGaAs, it has been
found that Zn [3] or Si [4] act as disordering species. The chemical
disordering achieved in this way has also been produced by ion-implanting
these same diffusional species and then subjecting the system to a thermal
annealing cycle in order to re-distribute them [5]. In so doing, a
chemical intermixing of the superl.ittice occurs. Implantation damage has
been found to play some role in the compositional disordering during these
annealing cycles [6].
In
general,
the
superlattices
of interest will have periodicities
of <100A.
In
such
cases, it is
reasonable to expect
that cnscade intermixing of the AlGaAs with the GnAs layers can be
achieved. This should occur as a result of dynamic collision cascade
events where net transport of Al occurs thru dense sub-cascade atomic

intermixing which is known to occur across dimensions of <100fl. This
is especially true in highly miscible systems such as GaAs/AlGaAs. Our
interest in using this proposed mixing mechanism resulted in the research
being presented in this report.
EXPERIMENTAL
The superlattice (S/L) samples prepared for these experiments were
fabricated at North Carolina State University (Electrical Engineering
Department) using a Varian HBE system. The structure of the samples was
based on having an active GaAs quantum well (QW) approximately 300A thick
positioned above an AlGaAs buffer layer with a superlattice stack above the
QW and a top 500A capping layer of AlGaAs above the S/L. This design was
chosen for its relevance to a possible laser device that is being
considered for development. Figure 1 is a cross-sectional TEM micrograph of
such a sample showing the relative position of the various component layers.
The experiments being reported here involved the use of Ga +
implantation at relatively high energies (890 and 960 keV) in order to have
a heavy ion, capable of producing dense sub-cascades along its damage
track, and also sufficiently energetic to penetrate a S/L stack of 3000A
and 4000A, respectively. The choice of Ga as bombarding ions would also
be helpful in explaining the observed S/L intermixing as entirely due to
implantation mixing and not due to chemical effects. Implant fluence
levels
were chosen to produce damage that ranged from lightly dispersed
(10 213 cm" 2 ) to very dense and ultimately to saturated damage (10 1 5
cm" ). The dynamic progression of the system to an amorphous phase in
the high damage regime was of particular interest. Ga4" implantation
under Gthe
aforementioned conditions were also performed in pure GaAs and
A
1o.35 a O.65 A s substrates.
Sampies were analyzed by various techniques: RBS channeling (RBS-C),
cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (X-TEM), and sputter Auger
analysis.
Surface
AlGaAs 500A

Fig. l.
X-TEM Bright Field
Micrograph of a
Multi-Quantum
Well/Superlattice
(MQW/SL) Used in
Mixing Experiments

4000A S/L
GaAs/AlGaAs

GaAs 300A
RESULTS
Prior to evaluating compositional mixing from the collision cascade
process, it is instructive and sensible to determine the extent of damage
production in binary GaAs and the fluence levels needed, at these energies,
to produce multiple DPA (displacements per atom) events that will, in
addition to mixing, ultimately lead to amorphization of the crystalline

material. The
fluence levels normally used for ion beam mixing of such
layers (10 1 5 to 1 0 1 6 cm" 2 ) should produce amorphous conditions in
GaAs under room temperature bombardment. Figure 2 is an RBS channeling
spectrum for bulk GaAs material which was subjected to 960 keV Ga**
bombardment to fluence levels of 4xlO 13 , 7xlO'3, and ixlO 14 cm" 2 .
It is clear from these results that a fluence level of approximately
2xlO 14 cm" 2 will result in GaAs channeling spectrum with a yield
equivalent to the random yield representing an amorphous layer with maximum
damage and mixing in the range of 2000 to 4000A.
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Fig. 2. RBS-Channeling Spectra. 960 keV Implanted GaAs
Comparison of these channeling results for GaAs with that of our S/L
(Fig. 3) shows that in the S/L a fluence of 3.88x10™ cm" 2 results in
less than 50% total damage. Further comparison of Fig. 3 with the S/L
X-TEM results of Fig. 4 shows that the GaAs quantum well sustains more
damage than the AlGaAs portion of the S/L and that the AlGaAs capping layer
has retained very little observable damage. This is further supported by
the near surface crystal string channeling oscillations in the AlGaAs
capping layer.
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Additionally, examination of the X-TEM micrograph of Fig. 4 reveals
heavy black spot damage clusters in the GaAs quantum wells and the GaAs
portions of the S/L but very little clustered damage in the AlGaAs capping
layer and the AlGaAs portions of the S/L. In order to further understand
these effects, a bulk specimen of AlGaAs
was implanted with Ga at 890 keV
with fluences ranging from ixlO 13 cm"2 to ixlO 16 cm"2.
Figure 5
shows the RBS channeling spectra obtained from that sample. It is clear
from these results that the AlGaAs is building its damage level at a
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much lower rate than the GaAs. The spectra in Fig. 5 have the characteristic appearance of dechanneling spectra. These are typical results
normally seen for heavy ion damage in ionic crystals where amorphous damage
zones are not retained, but in their place is observed small clusters of
defects such as Frank loops embedded between the crystal planes of the host
lattice. This result argues in favor of a very rapid room temperature
annealing process that allows the material to retain its crystallinity with
the displacement damage accommodated in clustered interstital or vacancy
loops. This response to heavy ion damage is known to be very temperature
dependent for ionic crystals or for compound semiconductor material that
exhibits a high degree of ionic bonding. In fact, it is usually possible to
achieve some degree of amorphization by reducing the bombarding temperature
to the liquid nitrogen temperature range. The binary compound AlAs has been
shown to become amorphous under ion bombardment at 77°K [7], However, for
room temperature bombardment, it is clear from Fig. 5 (as well as from TEM
analysis) that the crystallinity of the AlGaAs material is retained.
Notwithstanding this effect, it is also clear that under heavy ion
bombardment, there will be a large DPA rate in effect and the aluminum
atoms in the AlGaAs will in fact be displaced many times and transported
distances on the order of 25, 50 or 100 A by the dynamic mixing effects
of the collision subcascades. In view of this, continued bombardment of the
S/L should result in eventual transport of aluminum out of the AlGaAs and
into the GaAs. Since the GaAs will become amorphous prior to extensive
mixing of the Al into it, a continued amorphous condition will be sustained
during and after Al intermixing into the original GaAs material. However,
as the Al is depleted from the AlGaAs, the high degree of ionic bonding
will be converted to the more co-valent bonding of the GaAs type material
and at some minimum critical concentration of Al, it too becomes amorphous
under RT bombardment.
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Fig. 5 RBS Channeling Spectra. 890 keV Ga Implanted AlGaAs
In order to confirm that the S/L could be driven into the amorphous
state, we continued with bombardment of the S/L up to 5xlO 14 cnr 2 Ga
ions. Figure 6 shows the RBS channeling spectra for this case and confirms
the above argument that a sufficient re-distribution of Al occurs across
the 35 to 50 A superlattice layer to achieve a uniform and
compositionally average aluminum concentration necessary for amorphization.
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The sample in Fig. 6 has in fact been shown to be compositionally mixed at
this level of bombardment by examining the 64 eV Al Auger line before and
after bombardment. The initial well-defined periodicity of the
Al signal
is found to be completely homogeneous after the 5x10™ cm"2 Ga implant
of Fig. 6. Thus, achieving amorphization in this system is a sufficient
condition for mixing.
CONCLUSION
From this investigation, it was seen that for 960 keV Ga ions a
fluence level of approximately 1.5xlO 14 cm"2 produced an amorphous
layer in GaAs. At a fluence level of twice that necessary to produce an
amorphous layer in GaAs, the S/L achieves less than 50% total damage, with
the GaAs quantum well sustaining more damage than the S/L region containing
AlGaAs.
Even though bulk AlGaAs does not become amorphous at a fluence of
^ cm"2, the aluminum atoms in the AlGaAs will be displaced several
times at high fluences. This displacement of Al atoms will allow mixing of
the GaAs/AlGaAs 14superlattices
as was shown by bombarding a S/L with a
fluence of 5xlO
cm"2 at 890 keV. After implantation of this S/L,
Auger analysis showed the Al concentration to be homogeneous and the X-TEM
analysis indicated the amorphization of the superlattice [8]. It is
determined that the production of bombardment induced amorphicity in
GaAs/AlGaAs is a sufficient condition for compositional mixing at room
temperature.
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EFFECTS OF HELIUM ION IMPLANTATION ON THE
OPTICAL AND CRYSTAL PROPERTIES OF GaAs
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P. A. Dafesh, D. D. Smith, M. H. Herman*, and I. D. Ward*
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ABSTRACT
The damage to GaAs crystals caused by helium ion implants has been monitored by
changes in the Raman scattering phonon modes, double-crystal x-ray diffraction rocking
curves, photoreflectance (PR), and electron beam electroreflectance (EBER) band edge
transitions. As the implanted helium ion dose was increased, the various techniques
revealed threshold damage behavior at very different levels. Although PR and EBER
were the most sensitive to the defects created at the lowest ion doses, all techniques
indicated substantial disorder for implants greater than 1014 ions/cm2.
INTRODUCTION
Moderate and high dosage multiple energy 4 He + ion implants will reduce the carrier
lifetime in GaAs and thus alter [1] the temporal response as well as the dark- and photocurrent-voltage characteristics of picosecond photoconductive switches fabricated from
this semiconductor. In order to understand the performance of these picosecond
switches, the density and distribution of the defects created by the 4 He + implants, and
perhaps their specific nature, needs to be determined. Although the general behavior of
ion implantation for GaAs has been extensively studied [2, 3], few results explicitly
correspond to the conditions used to prepare the picosecond switches [1]. Consequently,
several optical methods (e.g., Raman scattering, photoreflectance [PR], and electron
beam electroreflectance [EBER]) and double-crystal x-ray diffraction have been used to
examine the GaAs samples after the 4 He + ion implants. Although some effects were
noted in the PR and EBER spectra for total 4 He + doses below 1013 ions/cm2, changes
were most pronounced for the larger doses. The 4 He + implants lead to lattice strains,
whose magnitudes were directly proportional to the ion dose in a given volume, as well as
the eventual formation of amorphous regions. The present observations are generally
consistent with the behavior reported for other implanted ion species [2-6] in GaAs when
the influences of mass, implant energy, and dose are considered.
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SAMPLE DESCRIPTION AND IMPLANT CONDITIONS
Undoped and semi-insulating (100)-GaAs wafers from LEC grown crystals were
purchased from Sumitomo for these studies. The polished (100)-faces were oriented 2°
off-axis towards a (llO)-direction. 4 He + ions were implanted into the samples with the
beam currents sufficiently low (beam fluence < 0.22^ A/cm 2 ) to avoid extraneous heating
above room temperature. As summarized in Table I, four ion energies were used for
Table I. Summary of 4 He + Ion Implant Conditions
Sample
A
B
C
D
E

Implant Energy Order
from First to Last
Unimplanted
200/100/50/20 keV
200/100/50/20 keV
200/100/50/20 keV
200/100/50/20 keV

Dosages (cm'2)
at each Energy
None
1E12/2E12/2E12/2E12
1E13/2E13/2E13/2E13
1E14/2E14/2E14/2E14
1E15/2E15/2E15/2E15

Dose (cm"2)
Total
None
7E12
7E13
7E14
7E15
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Figure 1. (a) 4 He + concentration profile and (b) energy deposition profile from a TRIM
Monte Carlo simulation for the four energy (i.e., 20 keV, 50 keV, 100 keV, and 200 keV)
implants with a total dose of 7 x 1014 ions/cm2.
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Figure
2. X-ray rocking curves measured (i.e., solid lines) for the (400)-reflection from
He + implanted (100)-GaAs with four different total doses. The inserts show the strain
and disorder profiles used to obtain the fits given by the dashed rocking curves.
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each sample over the total range from 7 x 1012 ions/ cm2 to 7 x 1015 ions/cm2. This
combination of ion energies leads to an asymmetric deposition with a peak in the
implanted 4 He + content toward the surface. 14Figure2 l(a) gives the predicted 4 He +
distribution for the total ion dose of 7 x 10 cm" from a Monte Carlo computer
simulation [7] using the TRIM-88 code. Identical profiles (albeit with different
concentrations) are obtained for the other implant conditions. As shown in Figure l(b),
the maximum crystal damage (i.e., energy dissipated by the recoiling ions) occurs between
100 nm and 200 nm, but substantial disorder will occur to depths approaching a micron.
While, maximum energy deposited for the 7xlO14 4 He + /cm 2 dose is below the empirical
threshold [2] of»5.5 eV/atom for amorphization
from room temperature implants, the
maximum energy deposited for the 7xlO*5 4 He + /cm 2 dose is above this threshold to a
depth of greater than 600 nm.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Among the many techniques that are used to determine structural changes induced by
ion implantation, double-crystal x-ray diffraction can provide information [4] on the
magnitudes and profiles of the strain arising from atomic displacements. The rocking
curves from the GaAs samples covering the range of 4 He + implants in Table I were
recorded with Cu K^ * x-rays about the (400) Bragg reflection and are presented in Figure
2. Depth profiles of strain perpendicular to the sample surface and lattice disorder
parameter [4] were found by fitting the rocking curves with a kinematical model [4].
These profiles and calculated curves are also shown in Figure 2. However, no strain
component was discernable from the rocking curve for the 7 x 1012 cm"2 total dose
implant (which was identical to the rocking curve for an unimplanted sample). The
maximum strain increased substantially with the ion dose up to 0.39% for the 7x10" cm"2
total dose. Because multi-energy implants were used, the extracted profile shapes were
rather complicated, but they do correspond rather closely to the TRIM predictions for
the recoil energy distribution.
The effects of the 4 He + implants on the Raman scattering from the GaAs phonon
modes are shown in Figure 3. The measurements were performed at room temperature
in the conventional backscattering manner [6] with excitation by the 514.5 nm line of an
argon ion laser. The Raman spectra obtained with this source will probe unimplanted
GaAs to a depth of about 110 nm but much less deeply when the crystal is damaged [5,6].
Virtually no difference was found between the Raman spectra in unimplanted GaAs and
the lowest two 4 He + implants. The sharp dominant peak arises from the allowed zonecenter longitudinal optic (LO) phonon at 292.0 cm"1 while the symmetry forbidden
transverse optic (TO) mode may be caused by the slight misorientation of the crystal axis
from the (lOO)-direction. However, the two larger 4 H e + implant fluences produced
several well known [5, 6, 8] changes in the GaAs Raman spectra: (1) Intensity of the LOphonon is decreased; (2) the LO peak broadened significantly and it's peak position
shifted by -1.0 cm"1 and -3.5 cm"1 for the 7xlO14 cm"2 and 7xlO15 cm"2 total doses,
respectively; and (3) a very broad and weak peak centered around 260 cm"1 that has been
associated with an amorphous phase [5, 8] became apparent. Although Tiong, et al. [8]
have attributed the shifts and broadening in the LO phonon mode to confinement effects
of relatively undamaged crystalline regions surrounded by amorphous/disordered
volumes, Burns, et al. [5] proposed an entirely different mechanism for these changes
after ion implantation. Namely, local strain from isolated point defects (i.e., vacancies
and/or antisites) are primarily responsible for the shift in the LO phonon Raman line.
The correlation between the maximum strains from the x-ray rocking curves and the
negative shifts of the LO phonon frequencies are consistent with this latter viewpoint.
Although Raman indicates that the surface region of the heavily 4 He + implanted GaAs
does contain either very highly disordered or amorphous volumes, crystalline regions still
remain. From the TRIM simulations, it is unlikely that the 7xlO 1 * 4 He + /cm ? implant
would convert a layer of GaAs completely into the amorphous phase even at the peak of
the projected range (i.e., about 100 nm - 300 nm below the surface). Nevertheless, at
least partial conversion is expected for the 7xlO15 4 He + /cm 2 implant. Consequently,
contributions to the observed LO phonon shifts and broadening due to confinement
effects [5] cannot be separated from the effects of large quantities of point defects with
their associated strain contributions.
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Figure 3. Raman spectra for 4 He + implanted (100)-GaAs with four different total doses.
Peak energies of the LO phonons shift downwards with increasing dose.
Modulation techniques such as electroreflectance [9] and photoreflectance [6] have
provided useful insights on the effects of ion implants. A previously described [10] EBER
spectrometer system was used to observe optical transitions in the vicinity of the direct
bandgap EQ. Room temperature spectra are presented in Figure 4. The spectrum for the
unimplanted GaAs crystal exhibits several peaks which include an unspecified impurity
transition [11] at 1.389 eV, the exciton transition at 1.426 eV and the interband transition
at 1.443 eV with a linewidth of 15.2 meV. The 7 x 1012 cm*2 4 He + implants caused the
exciton transition to vanish and width of bulk interband transition at 1.43 eV to
substantially increase to about 30 meV. These changes must arise from the point defects
already created at this low dose which had no influence on the x-ray and Raman
measurements. Furthermore, the E o peak became barely detectable after the 7xlO13 cm"2
total dose and
the EBER measurements did not reveal any observable EQ transitions for
the larger 4 He + 4ion +fluences. Hence, EBER is extremely sensitive to the disorder
produced
by the He implants. As illustrated in Figure 5 for the unimplanted and
lowest 4 He + ion dose samples, very similar behavior is also apparent in the PR spectra
but with some differences in the relative phases for the various peaks. However, the
signal-to-noise ratios from the PR spectra are somewhat lower than were obtained in the
EBER measurements, which are mainly due to the higher electric field modulation
available in EBER. An explanation for the disappearance of the exciton component to
the EBER. and PR transitions can be based upon an extension of the mechanism for the
annihilation of excitons by free carriers [12]. Both free and impurity-bound excitons in

GaAs have binding energies of 5-8 meV which correspond to Bohr radii between 7-12 nm
;s3 of 1.2-7X1017 cm"3. Consequently,
implants which generate defects in excess
and densitie
1
of 10 ' cm" (i.e., fluences > 1012 cm"2 according to the TRIM simulations) should
annihilate free excitons in GaAs. In addition, lower defect densities would reduce the
lifetimes of the excitonic states which produces well-known [13] line broadening effects.
Hence, the EBER and PR spectra exhibit about the same sensitivity to implant disorder
as would be obtained by photoluminescence. Unfortunately, little direct information is
available from reflectance measurements on the microscopic identities of the responsible
defects.
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Figure 4. Room temperature electron beam electroreflectance (EBER) spectra for
unimplanted GaAs crystal and three lowest 4 H e + implant doses. The transition at 1.389
eV is attributed to an impurity while the change in the peaks above 1.40 eV are described
in the text.
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Figure 5. Room temperature photoreflectance (PR) spectra ffor unimplanted GaAs
crystal and after 4 H e + implants to a total dose of 7xlO12 ions/cm 2 .

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Even though 4 He + ions have low mass, substantial disorder and lattice strain are found
in (lOO)-GaAs after room temperature implants. The strain profiles deduced from the xray rocking curves correspond with the predicted damage distributions from Monte Carlo
calculations. Furthermore, the optical EBER and PR measurements are strongly
influenced by implant damage of ion fluences that give rise to little or no effect on the xray and Raman studies. These techniques allow a more complete
understanding of the
density and distribution of defects created in GaAs by these 4 He + ion implants, but yield
little information concerning their specific nature. Further measurements, e.g., XTEM,
DLTS, or EPR, may help ascertain the identities of these defects.
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NEW FEATURES OF DARK AND PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY RESPONSE OF LOW
ENERGY Ar+ ION BOMBARDED GaAs
A. VASEASHTA and L. C. BURTON
Bradley Department of Electrical Engineering
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, VA 24061
ABSTRACT
Photoconductivity measurements have been made on three SI GaAs sample
types: Ar+ ion etched at leV, 3keV, and unetched. Measurements were made
versus time, wavelength, and temperature. Photoquenching was done at 1.19
and 2.0eV energy.
Some distinct changes in photoconductive properties are caused by the ion
etch:
1) Increase in dark resistance;
2) presence of persistent
photoconductivity; 3) increased photosensitivity; 4) increase in quenching rate
under 2eV illumination; 5) destruction of the 0.47eV thermally activated
photoconductivity.
All
samples
exhibit
Shockley-Read
recombination
controlled
photoconductivity below a temperature of 125K, with the same apparent trap
location, at 0.26eV above Ep.
INTRODUCTION
Semi-insulating (SI) GaAs substrates are used for a variety of GaAs
applications, and are often processed in a low energy ion ambient. It is desired
that such substrates not be damaged during low energy ion processing steps.
However, near-surface damage does occur, and has been extensively reported,
both for GaAs [1-6] and other substrate materials [7-9].
Measurement
techniques reported in these studies include I-V, C-V, DLTS, Auger, XPS,
LEED, photoluminescence, Rutherford backscattering, photovoltaic response,
thermally stimulated current,
Raman spectroscopy,
optical absorption,
ellipsometry and Kelvin probe.
These techniques generally find substantial
changes within a few hundred Angstroms of the surface.
We would like to report on the use of photoconductivity, and its
temperature, spectral, and time dependence, as a way to probe near-surface
damage resulting from low energy ion processing.
Photoconductivity
measurements on SI GaAs have been reported, related to intentional and
unwanted doping effects, and the nature of other defects, such as EL2 [10-13].
We have, however, found no reports of the use of photoconductance as a probe
of low energy ion damage.

EXPERIMENTAL
SI GaAs pieces of
(100) orientation were etched in
8:1:1
H2SO4:H2O2:H2O and rinsed prior to Ar+ ion bombardment in a Perkin Elmer
5300 XPS system, at 1 and 3 keV energies and flux of 1016cm~2.
Four
Au-Ge-Ni stripe contacts were evaporated onto each sample, followed by anneal
(440°C, 2 min, forming gas) to provide ohmic contacts. The pieces were then
bonded to TO-8 headers and leads attached for measurement.
The optical characterization system used for the measurements has been
described in detail elsewhere [14].
For these measurements, photons were
provided by a Jarrell Ash Monospec 50 monochromator (for spectral response),
and a Gemini arc lamp with filters for quenching. Photocurrents (at constant

voltage) were measured by a Keithley 617 electrometer.
Sample temperatures
were cont.rol.lGcl between 77 and 400K in a liquid nitrogen cryostal.
All
measurements were automated using ASYST software and an IBM-AT PC [14],

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For all samples measured, photoconductive response depends strongly on
time, wavelength and temperature, as expected - these all being dependent on
the degree of ion etch (virgin, lkeV, 3keV). Time dependent characteristics
at 77K are shown in Figure 1; spectral responses at 77K in Figures 2 and 3;
and inverse temperature behavior in Figure 4.
The time dependent curves (Fig. 1) exhibit several interesting
characteristics:
a) The rather slow rise in photocnrrent at 1040nm (1.19eV
excitation), and the much more rapid increase for above band gap (600nm,
2.06eV) illumination, are strikingly similar to results reported by Desnica and
Santic [10]. The very sharp rise for the 600nm curves is attributed to the
rapid equilibrium of electron - hole pair generation.
The much slower time
response of the 1020nm curves can be attributed to the slower generation of
electrons and holes from EL2 levels, with subsequent electron trapping and
dominance of holes {10,15,16].
b) There is considerable persistent
photoconductance (PPC) evident for the ion etched samples, with none evident
for the virgin.
(PPC was reported by Kiminez et al. [13] for SI GaAs, but
not by Mita [12]. The samples in those reports would presumably correspond
to our virgin case). One possible mechanism for the PPC is the existence of
longer lifetime electron traps in the damaged and partly-amorphous near-surface
region, with the EL2 - generated hole current dominating for a much longer time
after the photons are turned off.
These could be the same traps which give
rise to the low frequency capacitive dispersion reported elsewhere for
ion-etched
Schottky
diodes
[6],
(Analagous
to
the
persistent
photoconductance, no significant dispersion was seen for diodes made on
un-etched material).
A second mechanism could be the photogeneration of
metastable states which have smaller capture cross sections for electrons [13].
For these samples, PPC is a clear signature of the ion-etch, with a memory
existing for a long period after illumination, c) The degree of photosensitivity
is increased by the ion etch. This could be due to the fact that the ion etch
causes an increase in the dark resistivity by several orders of magnitude, which
is to a large extent reduced at photon energies above 1.2eV.
Spectral response curves are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Several features
deserve note:
a) The un-quenched spectra are similar for ion-etched and
virgin samples, showing a rather narrow peak at O.75eV, a broad peak from
about 0.9 to 1.5eV, and a fairly flat region beyond 1.6eV.
b) The broad
central peak of the ion-etched samples can be totally quenched by flooding with
2eV photons for 30 min, whereas quenching of the central peak of the virgin
sample required more than 60 min. (Fig. 3). Since the central peak can be
restored by heating in the dark to above 140K, it is attributed to the EL2
center. This more rapid quenching of the central peak is another feature that
results from ion etching.
Dark and illuminated (1040nm, 1.19eV) temperature curves are shown in
Figure 4.
The most prominent features of these curves are:
a) The
photoconductivity increases exponentially with 1/T for all samples at
temperatures below about 125K, with the same activation energy.
This
indicates, according to Bube et al. [11, 16], that Shockley-Read recombination
is occurring at a center located about O.26eV above the Fermi level.
It is
interesting that this level is not influenced significantly by the ion etch, b)
There is evidence for three distinct segments on the virgin curve as
temperature decreases, with activation energies of 0.78, 0.47, and O.26eV.

The 0.47eV segment has been substantially reduced by the lkeV ion etch, and
totally eliminated by 3keV.
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Figure 1. Time dependence of photocurrent for virgin, lkeV
etched and 3keV etched samples (labelled V, 1, 3
respectively) at 77K for a) 1.19eV excitation, b) 2.06eV
excitation.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Ar+ ion etching in the l-3keV energy range causes significant changes
in the photoconductive behavior of SI GaAs. Some of the salient features a r e :
1.

A persistent photoconductivity that is not present for the virgin
(un-etched) sample;

2.

The degree of photosensitivity is increased;

3.

Ion etching increases the quenching rate of the large
photoconductivity peak under 2eV illumination;

4.

The 0.47eV thermal activation energy mechanism of conductivity
temperature is not present after 3keV ion etching.

0.9-1.5eV
-

All samples indicate the presence of similar Shockley-Read recombination
at temperatures below 125K. Additional studies to illucidate the nature of ion
etch caused changes are in progress, and will be reported.
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SHALLOW DOPING OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE BY RECOIL IMPLANTATION
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IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598.
*Permanent address: Instituto de Fssica, UFRGS, Porto Alegre, R.S.,
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ABSTRACT
Si +atoms were recoil-implanted into GaAs by bombarding neutral (As*) or dopant
(Si ) ions through a thin Si cap. The bombarded samples were subsequently
rapid thermally or furnace annealed at 815-1000°C in Ar or arsine ambient.
The presence of the recoiled Si in GaAs and resulting n*-doping was confirmed
by secondary ion mass spectrometry and Hall measurements. It was found that
sheet resistances of < 150 £!/• can be achieved by this method. Capless
furnace annealing in arsine ambient generally yielded better electrical
results (especially for shallow implants, i.e., < 100 nm. deep) compared to
those obtained by RTA in an inert ambient with a Si cap. In the latter case,
electrical activation deteriorated above 900°C due to high As loss and the
deterioration was pronounced for shallow implants. Significant Si
redistribution occurred during arsine annealing whenever the
Si concentration
(from recoil or direct implant) in GaAs exceeded lxlO"cm 3 and the annealing
temperature was > 850°C. Our present electrical data show that the recoil
implant method is a viable alternative to direct shallow implant for n*
doping of GaAs.
INTRODUCTION
Shallow dopant profiles (<0.2 //m) are essential for high performance GaAs
digital IC fabrication. Conventionally, such dopant profiles are obtained by
direct low energy ion implantation into the substrate or through a thin
dielectric film deposited onto the substrate. In this work we studied the
application of recoil implantation (1-4) to achieve \iery shallow n* dopant
profiles in GaAs. Recently, the same approach was used to counter dope the
surface region of the n-GaAs with acceptors to increase its Schottky barrier
height (5). To achieve ultra shallow doping by recoils alone, neutral ions
(preferentially Illrd or Vth group element) are implanted through a dopant
cap deposited on the III-V substrate. The doping efficiency can be enhanced
when bombarding neutral ions are replaced by dopant ions. There are two
components of doping in this case : (i)
doping via recoiled Si and (ii)
doping via partially introduced direct Z9Si. The recoil implant method has
the following advantages over conventional direct implant : (i) the surface
of the substrate is prevented from direct sputtering during high dose, low
energy (10 -20 keV) ion implant, (ii) the deposited layer acts as a mask for
the contaminants present in the implant chamber and (iii) ^ery shallow
profiles are readily attained using implantation energies (> 20 keV) for
which conventional implanters are designed.
The recoil method is also
advantageous over the through dielectric method because it avoids the
introduction of undesired chemical species from the dielectric cap during
implantation by the latter method.
EXPERIMENTAL
For n+ recoil-doping Si layers of 41-90 nm were sputter deposited onto undoped
GaAs wafers at room temperature. To achieve doping via recoils only, an As*
beam was either implanted through a 41 nm Si layer at 55 keV to a dose of

2
1.0xl016cm
. To achieve a combination of recoil and direct bombardment
29 f
doping, Si was implanted with 30, 50 or 60 keV to doses of 1 - 10xl0 H cm 2
through a 50 or 70 nm Si cap. Subsequent annealing of the recoil- implanted
samples was performed with the deposited Si at 900 - 1000°C in argon (RTA) or
without the Si in arsine ambient (2% AsH3, 90% Ar, 8% H2)(furnace anneal) at
815 - 900 °C. For capless studies the Si was removed by reactive ion etching
(RIE) in CF4:02 (9:1) plasma. The secondary ion mass spectrometry analysis
(SIMS) of Si from a control unimplanted sample that was subsequently annealed
at 850°C/20s showed Si concentrations of ^ 1017cm 3 at the surface indicating a
near-complete removal of Si by the etching. Cross-sectional transmission
electron microscopic examination of the above samples (not included) showed a
sharp Si/GaAs interface indicating the absence of any significant reaction
between Si and GaAs during the annealing. However, the implanted samples into
which recoil doping was performed, occasionally showed Si residues at the
surface of the GaAs after the RIE. In such cases, the SIMS analysis was
repeated until a reasonable agreement between the the Si distributions
obtained by SIMS and those obtained by computer simulations using a TRIM
program (6) was achieved in the surface region (0-50 nm). Sheet carrier
concentration and resistance from the recoiled samples were obtained by van
der Pauw/Hall measurements.

RECOIL DOPING : CAPLESS ARSINE ANNEALING
Figure 1 shows the recoil phenomenon in sample I. The SIMS profiles of the
recoiled Si prior to and after capless annealing in arsine ambient at 815°C
for 10 min are included in the figure. The peak of the As* distribution as
calculated by TRIM simulations was
located within the deposited layer, such
that only the tail end of the As + profile penetrated into the GaAs substrate.
This minimized the creation of damage in the near surface region of the GaAs.
It is evident from Fig.l that the introduction of Si recoils occurs in the
depth range 0-200 nm with an exponential distribution which is in agreement
with the theory (6,7). Only a minor redistribution of the recoiled Si
occurred in the annealed sample. The Hall measurements showed n*-type doping
in the implanted region with sheet resistance of 341 il/n and carrier
mobility of 1600 cm2/V.s. The sheet resistance increased to 514 il/n with a
carrier mobility comparable to the above when the annealing was performed at
900°C for nominal 0 min (rise time of 60 s from 45O°C and fall time of 40 s to
700°C). Such degradation in electrical activation with increasing annealing
temperature may be related to the As loss from the GaAs substrate during the
annealing and is discussed later in the text.
In order to further enhance surface doping of GaAs, 30-60 keV "Si 4 implants2
were conducted
through the Si(50, 70 or 90 nm)/GaAs to doses of 1.0xl0"cm
and 1.0xl015cnr2 . 2B
There were two components of doping in this case : 29(i)
doping via recoiled Si and (ii) doping via partially
introduced
direct Si
29
28
implant. This is illustrated in Fig. 2I5 which
shows
Si
and
Si
distributions
from the GaAs sample into which 1.0xl0 cm2 ?9Si+ was implanted through a 70 nm
Si cap. A significant redistribution occurred when the sample was
subsequently annealed in AsH3 at 850°C for 20 min and is shown in Fig.3. The
Hall measurements again showed n-type carriers in the implanted region with
sheet resistance of 125 il/n.
Both Figs 1 and 3 showed anomalous diffusion of Si during arsine annealing,
however, the diffusion was more pronounced in Fig. 3 because of higher
temperature/time employed here compared to that in Fig. 2. Comparison of
Figs 2 and 3 reveals that the Si (both 29 and 28 isotopes) in 0-50 nm depth
range remains almost pinned during the annealing whereas fast diffusion
occurs beyond 50 nm into GaAs. This is believed to occur by a combination of
the following two events : (i) enhanced Ga vacancies formation in the
near-surface region and (ii) the presence of trace amounts of oxygen in the
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Fig. 1 SIMS profile of 28Si recoiled during implantation of As + through 41 nm Si layer into GaAs; (a)
unannealed and (b) after caplcss furnace annealing
at 815°C for 10 min in AsH 3 . The Hall data from the
sample is inset. The Si layer was removed by RIU
prior to annealing.
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Fig. 2 SIMS profiles of implanted 2QSi and recoiled
"Si in the unanncalcd GaAs sample that received a
50 keV "Si 1 implantation (UlxlO'-'cm 2, room
temperature) through a 70 nm thick Si layer depositcd over it.
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rig. 3 SIMS profiles of the same sample as in Fig. 4 SIMS measured outdilfusion of As into the
Fig-3, but after the GaAs sample was caplcss Si cap (50 nm) from a GaAs substrate during RTA
annealed in AsII 3 at 850°C for 20 minutes. The Hall at 900nCfor 20 s.
data from the sample is inset. The deposited Si was
removed prior to annealing.

annealing ambient. The oxygen in the ambient interacts with high
concentrations of Si in the surface region to create Si-0 complexes which
presumably retard the Si diffusion near the surface. In the deeper regions,
the Si diffusion is probably aided by Ga vacancies being injected from the
surface during the arsine annealing.
RTA WITH A SILICON CAP
The electrical activation behavior of recoil implanted samples was also
studied after rapid thermal annealing (RTA) in Ar ambient at 9OO°C/2Os,
95O°C/lOs or 1000°C/3s. The annealing time was reduced at higher annealing
temperatures to reduce the As loss during annealing. The electrical
activation was found to deteriorate rapidly with increasing time for RTA
conducted at temperatures > 900°C. The Hall/sheet resistance data from 30 and
60 keV 29Si+ implants through 50nm Si/GaAs (doses of l.OxlO1* or 1.0xl0i5cm2 at
each energy) is listed in Table 1 below. In all these cases, the Si layer
used for recoil implant was also used as a cap during the subsequent RTA. The
lowest sheet resistance was always obtained after an 900°C/20s anneal and it
deteriorated with increasing RTA temperature.
For example, for a 30 keV,
1.0xl014cnr2 29Si+ implant, sheet resistances were 2250 Sl/'n, 20,000 il/D and
indeterminate for the 900, 950 and 1000°C anneals, respectively.
The
magnitude of the increase in the sheet resistance with RTA temperature was
higher for shallow implants irrespective of the their dose. For example, the
sheet resistance of a 30 keV, I.0xl015cm2 implant deteriorated more rapidly
than the 60 keV, 1.0xl0Hcm2 implant (Table 1) (the through-cap dose of the
former is almost an order of magnitude higher than the latter). This
indicates that As loss during the anneal may be governing the electrical
properties of the ultra shallow implants. Indeed, the SIMS analysis of the
Si cap from the annealed samples showed the As loss in excess of l,0xl0!6cm2
even after an 900°/20s anneal (Fig.4). The Ga loss into the Si cap was
<1015cnr2 for the 900°C (not shown in Fig.4). The reduced activation of Si by

TABLE 1: Van der Pauw/Hall results of samples implanted with ?9Si* after RTA
in Ar atmosphere. The Si cap (50 nm thickness) was removed by RIE
after the annealing.

ANNEAL

DOSE

ENERGY
(keV)

Rs
(fl/D)

(cm VV.s)

xl0'3cm

900/20
900/20
900/20
900/20

1
1
10
10

30
60
30
60

2251
259
330
169

1710
1875
1970
1747

0.16
1.28
0.96
2.12

950/10
950/10
950/10
950/10

1
1
10
10

30
60
30
60

>2xlO*
457
1027
214

425
1637
1350
1775

0.05
0.83
0.45
1.64

1000/3
1000/3
1000/3
1000/3

1
1
10
10

30
60
30
60

****
541
1545
249

1540
1215
1518

****
0.75
0.33
1.65

**** indeterminate

As loss can be explained either by considering the creation of high
concentration p-type point defects/complexes (As vacancies?) in the
near-surface region of GaAs and/or assuming increased occupancy of Si on As
sites in the presence of high concentration of As vacancies. Si on an As site
is expected to behave as an acceptor.
To reduce the As loss into the Si cap during subsequent annealing, the
overlying Si layer 16was ? saturated with As before the anneal by implanting As*
to a dose of 1.0xl0 cnr through 50 nm Si cap into GaAs at 80 keV. The peak of
the As distribution was thus in the vicinity of Si/GaAs interface. Subsequent
RTA even at 950°C/10s
in Ar (with the Si layer) gave sheet carrier
concentration of 6xl013cm 2 and sheet resistance of 136 42/D with the doping
depth of < 0.25 /an (SIMS data not included here).
This is despite the
extensive damage created during the As implant, a shallow Si profile and a
high temperature RTA treatment.
Presumably the presence of high
concentration of As in the Si layer reduced the As loss from the GaAs during
the RTA in this case.
SUMMARY
In conclusion the major findings of the present investigation are as follows:
1. The Si atoms recoiled by As + implants through a Si cap indeed provide
shallow n+-layers (0.2- 0.3 ^m) in GaAs the sheet resistance of which can
be adjusted by varying the As + dose. The lowest sheet resistance by As*
induced Si recoils was 136 I2/D.
2. The As loss during subsequent annealing apparently degrades the electrical
activation of Si in GaAs. With the increasing As loss the Si activation
deteriorates and becomes quite pronounced for shallow/low dose implants.
3. Capless furnace annealing in arsine ambient at 850°C typically yielded
better electrical activation compared to RTA in Ar ambient with a Si cap
at 900°C or above.
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MOLECULAR ION Sj AND SiF+ IMPLANTATIONS INTO GaAs
W.D. FAN AND W.Y. WANG
Shanghai Institute of Metallurgy, Acadenria Sinica
Shanghai 200050, China
ABSTRACT
Molecular ion S? and SiFp implantations into GaAs have been investigated to form very tnin active layers. After implantation, the transient
annealing (TA) and furnace annealing (FA) were used. The measurements of
activation efficiency, mobility, carrier concentration profiles and PL
spectra were carried out. The experiments show that after TA, the activation efficiency, mobility and carrier
distribution are almost the same
+
between
samples
implanted
with
S
at
an
energy of 50KeV to a dose of
3xl0 13 cm" 2 and sj at lOOKeV to 1.5xl013cm"2. It shows that the damage of
S2-implanted samples can be removed by TA, and a very thin active layer can
be formed by the implantation of So at 50KeV. For SiFn-implanted samples,
the activation efficiency and mobility, decrease with increase of the implanted ion mass. As + co-implantation into SiF-implanted samples has been
used to improve both activation efficiency and mobility. After comparison
with the properties of the SiFn implantation, s£ implantation is more
acceptable to form thin active layers.
INTRODUCTION
In order to meet the demand for fabricating GaAs ICs with high quality,
it is important to form very thin active layers with high carrier concentration by means of low-energy ion implantation. But the low-energy ion
implantation is not only limited by the apparatus, but also it has the ion
channeling effect which broadens the doping profile [1], brings about
the doping profile tail and changes the sheet carrier concentration L2j.
Molecular ion implantation can be used to reduce the implantation+ energy of
dopant ions. Recently, GaAs MESFETs have been fabricated by SiF L3j or
SiF£ [4j implantation. Properties of SiFn- and SFn-implanted samples were
reported L5j. However, the detail characteristics of molecular ion implantation are still not clear.
In this paper, s£ and SiFj^ implantations into GaAs have been investigated by measurements of activation efficiency, mobility, carrier concentration profiles and 20K PL spectra, and the effect of F atoms on active
layer properties is discussed.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Samples used in this work were undoped LEC SI [100] GaAs single
crystal wafers. Prior to implantation, the wafers were chemically cleaned
and etched in 3H2SO4."1^202:1^0 solution at 50 C for 5 min to remove
polishing damage. Ions+ were implanted at room temperature at 7 off the
[100 j crystal axis. S and
Sj? were implanted
at an energy of 50KeV or
13
13
2
lOOKeV to a dose
of
3*10
or
1.5X10
cm~
,
respectively.
The implanted
energy of Si + , SiF + , SiF| and SiF| was
43,
72,
100
and
128KeV
respec13
2
tively. The
dose
was
the
same,
2xl0
cm~
.
The
energy
was
chosen
to give
the same S + or Si + range from theoretical
consideration.
In
order
to
improve electrical
properties, As + and SiF + dual implantations were
used.
+
i2
2
After SiF
implantation,
As
ions
were
implanted
at
25KeV
to
5xl0
cm~
. F+
+
and Si dual implantations were also carried out to examine the effect of F

•-

01

atoms. For this purpose, F ions were implanted at13180KeV
to a various dose,
and then Si ions were implanted at 43KeV to l.BxlO cirr2. After implantation, the close-contact capless furnace annealing (FA) or transient annealing (TAJ L3J was performed.
The Hall effect and sheet resistivity measurements were made using the
Van der Pauw method to examine the activation efficiency and mobility of
the implanted wafers. Carrier concentration profiles were obtained by
Polaron automatic concentration profile meter. Also, 20K PL measurements
were carried out.
RESULTS
S?-implanted GaAs layer characteristics
Fig.l and 2 show the dependence of the activation efficiency and
mobility on TA temperature and TA time respectively. The optimum condition
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for annealing is at 1100 C for 12s. The properties of both samples after FA
at 9U0 C for 30 min are also shown in Fig.l. The activation efficiency and
mobility of the S-implanted samples are almost the same as those of the S2implanted samples after TA at 1100 C for 12 or 15s, but they are different
from each other after FA. 2Those
of the S2-implanted sample after TA at
1100°C are 43% and 2520cm V- 1 S~ 1 respectively, better than those of that
after FA.
The carrier concentration profiles of S- and Sg-implanted samples
after TA are shown in Fig.3. It can be seen that the profiles are similar
between the samples implanted with the same effective energy and dose, and
the S redistribution occurs during annealing after comparison with the LSS
theory. By reducing the implantation energy of s£ to 50KeV, a very thin
active layer is formed.
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Fig.4 Relation between activation
efficiency or mobility and SiFnimplanted mass or its energy

SiFn-impianted GaAs layer characteristics
After TA, the relation between the electrical properties and SiFnimplanted ion mass or its energy is shown in Fig.4. Also shown in Fig.4 is
the relation after FA at 800 C for 30 min. It indicates that even at the
same Si-implanted dose, the electrical parameters decrease with increase of
the implanted ion mass. For the Si- or SiF-implanted sample, the activation
efficiency and mobility are 60 or 38% and 2630 or Z S Q O C I T ^ V ^ S " 1 respectively
after TA at 1050°C for 6s, which is more better than that after FA at 800°C
for 30 min. The activation efficiency and mobility of the sample dually

implanted
with
A s + and SiF + and annealed at 1050 C for 6s are 44% and
2
1
1
2620cm V~ S~ respectively, which are better than those of the singly
SiF-implanted sample.
Fig.5 shows the carrier concentration profiles of Si- and SiFnimplanted samples after TA. All the samples have almost the same depth of
active layers, but the peak carrier concentration decreases with increase
of implanted ion mass or its implanted energy.
After TA for samples dually implanted with F + and Si + , the dependence
of the activation efficiency, mobility+ and normalized PL intensity
I(1.49eV)/I0(1.51eV) on the dose of F is shown in Fig.6. With increase
of the F-implanted dose, the electrical properties decrease obviously and
the normalized intensity increases. The normalized
intensity 13is 0.074
and
+
2
1.33 for
the
sample
implanted
with
single
S
i
(43KeV,
1.5xl0
cm~
)
and
13
dual F + (180KeV, 5xl0 12 cnr 2 ) +Si+ (43KeV, 1.5X10
crrT2), respectively.
But
+
it is 0.11 for the sample implanted with SiF (72KeV, 2xl0 13 cnr 2 , the data
is not shown in Fig.6).
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DISCUSSIONS
The range distribution of molecular ion implantation is a complex
problem due to the multiple-body interaction. The SIMS results of SiFp
implantation into GaAs by Tamura et al |_6j indicate that if the implanted
energy increases with the implanted mass, the Si or F ions have the same
distribution. They suggested that the implanted molecular ions (SiFpJ are
completely decomposed into Si and F atoms at the substrate surface.
In our
+
experiments,
after
annealing
for
samples
implanted
with
Sj
and
S
,
or
SiFp
and Si + , at the same effective energy, the carrier concentration profiles
are similar (Fig.3 and 5 ) , and their active layer depths are almost equal.
Even so, it is hardly said that the molecular ions are completely decomposed
at the surface. Considering implantation of SiFn" in our experiments, for
example, if the
molecular ions are completely decomposed, the projected
ranges of Si + and F + are 0.037 and 0.039UJII by LSS theory. It can be imagined that no matter where the molecular ions are decomposed, the pro-

jected range of Si+ is from 0.037 to 0.039UJII. For such a variation in Si
distribution, it is difficult to detect by SIMS or carrier concentration
profiles.
The molecular ion (SiFrJ) implantation produces heavier damage L7j. The
results of P£ and P + implantations into silicon by Fang et al i.8j indicate
the conclusion, too. In our experiments, the properties of S2-implanted
GaAs samples are inferior to those of S-implanted samples after FA (Fig.l).
The properties of SiFn-implanted samples are inferior to those of Siimplanted samples after FA or TA (Fig.4). Due to the fact that the molecular ion implantation produces heavior damage than the sinyle ion implantation even at the same effective energy and dose, we have to consider that
the implanted molecular ions are not completely decomposed at the surface.
But the questions how and when the decomposition happens need more studying
in the future.
The implanted F atoms affect the PL spectra of active layers (Fig.6).
But the+ normalized PL 12intensity
I(1.49eV)/I0(1.51eV)13of the
sample implanted
2
with F U80KeV, 5xl0 cnr 2 ) and Si + (43KeV, 1.5xl0
cnr
)
is
much higher
than that of the sample singly implanted+ with SiF + (72KeV, 2xl0 13 cnr 2 ). We
attribute it to the difference of the F ranges and the F out-diffusion.
The deeper F atoms may out-diffuse more difficultly. Therefore, we suggest
that part of F atoms in the SiF-implanted sample are out-diffused, and the
other F atoms make the properties
of the active layer inferior. The peak
at 1.49eV indicates that F + implantation produces the acceptor level.
CONCLUSION
The results on the activation efficiency, mobility, carrier concentration profiles
and 20K PL spectra for GaAs wafers implanted with S + and S2
+
or Si and SiF^ after TA or FA show that:
1. The properties for samples implanted with molecular ions after TA
are superior to those after FA.
1. A very thin active layer can be formed by low energy s£ implantation.
3. The F atoms in SiFn-implanted samples affect the activation efficiency and mobility of the active layers after TA or FA.
4. Comparison with SiFp" implantation, the S2 implantation may be more
acceptable.
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ABSTRACT
As implantation has been used to compensate the As loss during
annealing for Si- or S-implanted GaAs. The A s + 12implantation
was at an
energy range of 25-100KeV to a dose range of 10 -10 15 cm~ 2 . The Si 13or S 2+
implantation was at 150 or 50KeV respectively to the same dose, 2xl0 cm~ .
By using the measurements of the Hall effect and sheet resistivity, the +
activation efficiency and mobility of the dually implanted sample with Si
and A s + (25KeV, lxl013cm~2) after TA at 1050°C for 6s increase by 21 and
18% respectively over those of the singly Si-implanted sample after TA
at 1100 C for13 6s. 2 Those of the dually implanted sample with Si + and As +
(lOOKeV, lxio cnr ) increase by 63 and 30% respectively over those of the
singly Si-implanted sample after FA at 800 C for 30min. Also, the density
of Si/\s and Vg a determined by 20K PL spectra decreases of dually Si- and
As-implanted samples. The
activation efficiency and mobility of the dually
implanted sample with S + and A s + (40KeV, lxio 13 cnr 2 ) after TA at 1100°C
for 12s increase by 17 and 16% respectively over those
of the singly Simplanted sample. The annealing behaviour after A s + implantation is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The GaAs MESFET performances depend strongly on the electrical properties of active
layers. The layers with high quality are usually fabricated by Si + implantation into semi-insulating (SI) GaAs substrates. In
order to increase the activation efficiency and uniformity, and control As
evaporation during annealing, transient annealing (TA) [l»2j and annealing
at trimethylarsenic overpressure L3j were used. Recently, the improvements
of the activation efficiency and the vacancy
concentration ratio of As to
+
Ga were reported on
Si-implanted
GaAs
by
P
co-implantation
L4j. In the
present paper, As + implantation has been used to compensate the As loss
during annealing for Si- or S-implanted GaAs in order to obtain active
layers with high quality. The activation efficiency, mobility, carrier
concentration profiles+ and PL spectra of the active layers were measured,
and the effects of A s implantation are discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Samples used in this work were undoped LEC SI LlOOj GaAs single crystal
wafers. Prior to implantation, the wafers were chemically cleaned and
etched in 3H2SO4:1^02:1^0 solution at 50°C for 5 min to remove polishing
damage. Ions were+ implanted
at room temperature at 7 off the LlOOj
crystal axis. Si and S + were implanted
at an energy of 150 and 50KeV respectively to the same dose of 2xl0 13 cm~ 2 , and 1then
As ions were implanted
at an energy of 25-100KeV to a dose of lO^-lO 5 cnr 2 . The close-contact
capless furnace annealing (FA) or TA was performed |_1JAfter annealing, the Hall effect and sheet resistivity measurements
were made using the Van der Pauw method to examine the activation efficiency
and mobility of implanted wafers. Carrier concentration profiles were
obtained by Polaron automatic concentration profile meter. Also, 20K PL

measurements were carried out.
RESULTS
Layer characteristics of GaAs implanted with Si* and A s +
Fig.l shows that the activation efficiency and mobility for dually
implanted samples depend on the As-implanted dose and TA temperature.
The
data of the dually implanted samples with As dose of lxio 12 or lxlO 15 cm~ 2
are not shown in Fig.l. Generally speaking, both activation efficiency and
mobility of the dually implanted samples are higher than those of the singly
implanted samples after TA at any temperature, and the former
increases with
+
increase
of
the
temperature.
Samples
implanted
with
As
below
the dose of
lxio 13 cnr 2 and annealed at 10502 C1 have
high
activation
efficiency
and
mobility, about 60% and 3000cm V" S"1 respectively. When the temperature
further increases to 1100 C, the activation efficiency increases a little,
but the
mobility decreases. With increase of the As-implanted dose from
lxio 13 to lxl0 15 cnr 2 , the activation efficiency and mobility of the dually
implanted samples decrease after TA at 1050 C or higher.
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The dependence of activation efficiency and mobility on the FA temperature for dually and singly implanted + samples is shown
in
Fig.2. The data of
12
2
the dually implanted samples with As dose of lxl0
cm~
are not shown in
Fig.2. When the As-implanted dose is below lxio 13 cm" 2 and annealing temperature is 800 C, the activation efficiency
and mobility of dually implanted samples, about 60% and 2600cm2V-1S-1 respectively, are higher than

those of singly implanted+ samples. The increases
of those for the dually
13
2
implanted sample with As at lOOKeV to lxl0
cnr
are
63 and 30% respectively. For the sample co-implanted with A s + to ixlO^cm" 2 , both activation
efficiency and mobility are very low.
The activation efficiency and mobility of dually implanted samples are
shown in Fig.3 as a function of the As-implanted energy after TA or FA. In
general, with increase of the As-implanted energy, the activation efficiency decreases, but the mobility increases. The activation
efficiency
and mobility for the dually implanted sample with As + at 25KeV to lxl0 13 cm" 2
after TA at 1050 C for 6s iFig.3> increase by 21 and 18% resepctively over
those for the singly implanted sample after TA at 1100 C for 6s IFig.l).
The carrier concentration profiles after annealing are shown in Fig.4.
After TA or FA, the peak concentrations and active layers of the dually
implanted samples are higher and thinner respectively than those of the
singly implanted samples.
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Fig.5 shows the 20K PL spectra for dually and singly implanted samples
after FA. For the dually implanted samples, a peak at 1.48eV appears, and a
peak at 1.41eV is weaker than that for the singly implanted sample. The
peaks at 1.48 and 1.51eV are very weak for the sample co-implanted with A s +
to lO^crrr2. The peaks at 1.41, 1.48 and 1.51eV are attributed to complexes
t.SiAs~vAs) composed of Si atoms on As sites (Si/\s) and As vacancies
L5j, Si/\s L&J and band-to-band emission respectively.
Layer characteristics of implanted GaAs with S + and A s +
The dependence of activation efficiency and mobility on the TA temperature for samples implanted with dual S + and A s + or single S + is shown in
Fig.6. It can be seen that both properties of the dually implanted samples
are better than those of the singly implanted samples after TA at any temperature. After TA at 1100 C for 12s, the activation efficiency and
mobility for the dually S- and As-implanted sample increase by 17 and 16%
over those for the singly implanted sample respectively.
Shown in Fig.7 are electrical parameters as a function of the Asimplanted energy after TA. The As-implanted energy should be chosen between
40-60KeV in order to obtain the sample with high activation efficiency and
mobility.
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DISCUSSION
It is well-known that electrical parameters of GaAs implanted with ions
are associated with the As loss at the surface during annealing. Ten years
before, Stolte (7j used the A s + co-implantation to the dose of lxl0 13 cnr 2
to compensate the As loss for Si-implanted samples, and found that the
activation efficiency of dually Si- and As-implanted samples is lower than
that of singly Si-implanted samples. The difference from our results is
thought to be the different annealing method. Recently, Neida et al LIJ
carried out such dual implantations into GaAs with Si + at lOOKeV and A s + at
180KeV. Their results indicated that the activation efficiency increases

after A s + implantation only at the dose of lxio 13 cnr 2 , which is identical
with ours. They attributed the decrease of the activation
efficiency to the
+
increase of
the
damage
related
compensation
by
A
s
implantation
to the dose
over lxio 13 cm~ 2 . Here, we propose an additional interpretation.
It can be imagine that for dually Si- and As-implanted samples, the
high activation efficiency (Fig.l and 2) is obtained for the decrease of
the V^s density after As co-implantation since that is proportional to the
Sig a -V^ s density. But when As dose is over lxlO 14 cnr 2 , the following reaction may occur during annealing:
As

i + Si Ga = A s Ga + Si i
where As7- and SiQa represents the As interstitial sites and Si atoms on Ga
sites respectively. Therefore, the increase of As implants brings about the
decrease of the SiGa density, and low activation efficiency are obtained
(Fig.l and 2 ) . For As implants are partly compensated the As loss during
annealing, the mobility can be improved (Fig.l and 2 ) .
Similarly, the dually S- and As-implanted samples with higher activation efficiency and mobility are obtained due to the decrease of the complex
( s V )Ga
j
From the above discussion, the density of V/\s of dually Si- and Asimplanted samples is lower than that of singly Si-implanted samples. Since
the lower the vacancy density, the less is the diffusion of Si atoms L9j,
the active layers are thinner for the dually Si- and As-implanted samples
lFig.4).
CONCLUSION
The results on the activation efficiency, mobility, carrier concentration profiles
and+ PL spectra for GaAs wafers dually implanted with Si + and
+
As or S and A s after TA or FA show that:
1. When a proper As-implanted energy and dose are chosen, the dually
Si- and As- or S- and As-implanted samples with higher activation efficiency
and mobility, and thinner active "layers can be obtained than singly Si- or
S-implanted samples after TA or FA.
2. The higher activation efficiency and mobility and thinner active
layers of dually implanted samples can be explained by the increase of As^
and the recrystallization at an early stage of annealing.
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ABSTRACT
Annealing of Beryllium implantations into epitaxial InP/InGaAs heterostructures was investigated. Different ion energies were used to position the
profile maximum in the InP cap, at the hetero-interface, or in the underlying
InGaAs layer. By measuring the Be atom and carrier profiles, it is shown that
annealing conditions necessary for optimum Be activation in the InP cap layer
are compatible with good profile control for Be in InGaAs. There is a slight
transfer of Be across the interface during annealing, which is important, if
the pn-juntion is intended to be close to the hetero-interface.

INTRODUCTION
Advanced electronic and optoelectronic devices based upon III-V-compounds contain several epitaxial layers of different composition. The
behavior of dopants in such a multi-layered structure is complicated by
differences with respect to diffusion lengths and electrical activation.
Disordering of superlattices by diffusion or ion implantation is currently
investigated intensively. However, few reports concern doping of heterostructures consisting of thick (>O..l pn) layers. Ion implantation into
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures has been studied recently [1,2,3]. Few results
have been published on diffusion [4] and ion implantation [5] into InP/InGaAs
heterostructures.
This paper discusses the annealing of Beryllium ion implants in the
InP/InGaAs system.

EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND
The epitaxial layers were grown on InP:S or InP:Fe substrates by
metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and consisted of an InP buffer
layer, a lattice-matched InGaAs layer and an InP cap layer. Two basic
structures were investigated with the InP cap having a thickness of 0.3 jim or
0.95 pm. The InGaAs layer was about 2 pm thick. All epitaxial layers were not
intentionally doped having donor concentrations below 5*10
cm" .
Beryllium ions were implanted with energies of 20, 300 and 600 keV to a
maximum Be concentration exceeding 5*10
cm" . The low-energy implant was
accompanied by an additional P co-implant and confined the Be profile to the
top InP layer. The high-energy implants had their profile maximum either
right at the InP/InGaAs interface or deep in the InGaAs layer.
Annealing was performed in a rapid thermal annealing system in a PH 3 /H 2
atmosphere [6]. The annealing temperature of 850 °C, held up to 30 seconds,
was based on the optimum results obtained for Be-implanted InP [7,8].
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was used to measure the Be atom
profiles and the behavior of residual dopants, e.g. S and Fe. The SIMS data
were calibrated with unannealed ion-implanted InP and InGaAs samples to give
atomic concentrations. Measurements on different standards showed the
calibration for Be in InP to be accurate to within 10 X and that for Be in
InGaAs to be correct within 25 Z.

Carrier profiles were obtained by the electro-chemical capacitancevoltage (ECV) technique [9]. Since profiling through the InP/InGaAs interface
leads to erroneous results for n-type material [10], unimplanted samples were
measured twice, removing the InP cap layer chemically to determine the doping
level in the InGaAs layer. We estimate the ECV technique to be accurate to
within 20 Z.

RESULTS
1.

Redistribution of implanted Beryllium

la.

Implantation maximum in the top InP layer

Fig. la shows the Be atom profile of a shallow (20 keV) implant into the
InP cap layer before annealing. Since it has been established that Be outdiffusion occurs during annealing and can be avoided by co-implantation of
heavy ions [7,8], a P implant (60 keV) of equal dose was added. Fig. lb shows
the result after annealing at a temperature of 850 °C held for 6 seconds. The
SIMS profile in Fig. lb shows that there is an injection of Be from the InP
layer into the InGaAs layer during annealing leading to a discontinuity in
the Be profile. The Be concentration on the InGaAs side of the interface is
about five times higher than that on the InP side. The same behavior was
observed for a 50 keV Be implant into a thicker InP cap that needed no
additional P implant. Fig. lb shows the hole concentration profile to follow
the atomic profile. The pn-junction was determined to lie 0.2 pi below the
interface where p - n = 2*10 16 cm" 3 (see section 2 ) , This result shows that
it will be difficult to position the pn-junction in InP right in front of the
InGaAs interface.
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Fig. 1: Results of a 20 keV (+ 60 keV P) implant into InP/InGaAs.
a) SIMS profile of Be before annealing (dose: 7*10*^ cm~^)
b) Be atom and hole concentration profiles after annealing at 850 °C
for 6 seconds showing injection of Be into InGaAs.

lb.

Implantation maximum at the InP/InGaAs interface

Fig. 2 illustrates the redistribution of Be during annealing when the
profile maximum is positioned right at the interface. The SIMS profiles show
that upon annealing, the Be profile is split in two parts with the interface
sealing off the Be-containing InGaAs layer. The Be level in InP is reduced to
about 2*10
cm" by rapid out-diffusion, whereas Be in InGaAs shows a wellbehaved profile broadening due to diffusion even at 850 °C. The latter is in
contrast to Be redistribution in InGaAs annealed without an InP cap, where
substantial Be redistribution is observed for high doses at temperatures as
low as 600 °C [11,12]. The carrier profile closely follows the atomic profile
giving values of 50 Z and 100 Z for the electrical activation of Be in InP
and InGaAs, respectively.
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Fig. 2: Redistribution of a 300 keV Be implant (dose: l*10 15 cm" 2 ) into
InP/InGaAs occuring during annealing at 850 °C.
a) Be profiles of unimplanted sample and samples annealed for two
hold times (measured by SIMS).
b) Atomic and hole profile for a hold time of 26 seconds.

lc.

Implantation maximum buried in the InGaAs layer

Fig. 3 shows the Be redistribution during annealing for the case where
most of the Be is buried in the InGaAs layer, exhibiting a behavior similar
to that observed in Fig. 2. Again, the Be profile in the InP cap is flattened
during annealing. A step-like profile results, with a Be level of l*10 18 cm" 3
in InP and of 1*10
cm"3 in InGaAs, The Be diffusion front in InGaAs is very
sharp. Again, electrical activation of Be is 100 Z in InGaAs.
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3: Redistribution of a 600 keV Be implant (dose: l*10 15 cm" 2 ) into
InP/InGaAs occuring during annealing at 850 °C.
a) and b) same as in Fig. 2.

2.

Annealing of unimplanted InP/InGaAs heterostructures

There are some doubts as to the stability of the InP/InGaAs system with
respect to high temperature processing. In fact, the present study seems to
be the first subjecting InP/InGaAs heterostructures (grown at about 650 °C)
to temperatures of 850 °C. No detrimental influence of our anneals on the
surface quality of the samples is observed. X-ray rocking measurements on
annealed heterostructures showed that the lattice matching of the epitaxial
layers is not modified by the high temperature process [13]. Occasionally,
however, we observe a change in the background doping of the InGaAs layer to
a level of about 2*10 i6 cm"3, as is illustrated in Fig. 4. The increase in
doping level in the InGaAs layer has been observed for both Fe-doped and Sdoped substrates. Attempts to identify a residual impurity to account for
this increase have yet been unsuccessful.
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3.

Out-diffusion of Fe and S from the InP substrate

The SIMS investigation of implanted and annealed heterostructures grown
on InP:Fe shows no signs of Fe out-diffusion. The Fe level in the InGaAs and
InP layers stays below our SIMS detection limit of about l*10 15 cm" 3 and
rises sharply at the substrate interface (Fig. M . The peak at the surface
seen in Fig. 5 is most likely a SIMS a r t i f a c t 14] caused by mass
interference with a
(BeOP) molecule.
Heterostructures grown on S-doped InP exhibit no detectable (< 5*10 15
-3,
cm ) increase in S concentration in the epitaxial layers upon annealing.
We thus conclude that the dominant substrate impurities do not diffuse
into the epitaxial layers for our anneals at 850 °C.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Annealing of Be implantations into InP/InGaAs has been studied at a
temperature of 850 °C. The annealing behavior of Be in InP is identical to
that observed for Be implantation into InP substrates exhibiting a strong
tendency for out-diffusion. On the other hand, Be in InGaAs shows a rather
good-natured behavior with respect to redistribution. Although there is some
diffusion of Be in InGaAs, control of the depth of the pn-junction is
satisfactory. The hetero-interface shows a good blocking behavior with
respect to Be diffusion, if the Be concentration in the InGaAs is equal to or
higher than that in the InP layer. However, some Be diffusion across the
interface does occur, if there is more Be in InP than in InGaAs. This makes
it difficult to position a pn-junction in InP close to the interface. No
gettering of the acceptor at the InP/InGaAs interface is seen in contrast to
results reported for Zn diffusion [4].
Electrical activation of Be in InP is the same as that observed for
implantations into InP substrates. In InGaAs, electrical activation is
approximately 100 Z.
No diffusion of Fe and S from the substrate into the epitaxial layers is
observed.
In some samples, there is an increase in the doping level of the InGaAs
layer during annealing. The phenomenon is under investigation.
In conclusion, implantation of deeply penetrating Be ions appears to be
promising method for p-type doping of InP/InGaAs heterostructures encountered
in optoelectronic devices.
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OBSERVATION OF THE WURTZITE PHASE IN OMVPE GROWN ZnSe/GaAs:
EFFECT ON IMPLANTATION AND RAPID THERMAL ANNEALING
K.S. Jones, J. Yu, P.D. Lowen and D.Kisker*
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611
*AT&T Bell Laboratories, Crawfords Corner Road, Holmdel, NJ 07733

ABSTRACT
Transmission electron diffraction patterns of cross-sectional TEM samples of OMVPE ZnSe
on GaAs indicate the existence of the hexagonal wurtzite phase in the epitaxial layers. The
orientation relationship is (0002)//(111) ; (1120)//(220). Etching studies indicate the phase is
internal not ion milling induced. The average wurtzite particle size is 80A-120A. Because of
interplanar spacing matches it is easily overlooked. Electrical property measurements show a high
resistivity (1019Q/square) which drops by four orders of magnitude upon rapid thermal annealing
between 700°C and 900°C for 3 sec. Implantation of Li and N have little effect on the electrical
transport properties. The Li is shown to have a high diffusivity, a solid solubility of«1016/cm3 at
800°C and getters to the ZnSe/GaAs interface.
INTRODUCTION
Interest in ZnSe stems from its 2.7eV direct bandgap which makes it possible to fabricate a
blue electroluminescent device.The problem with realizing this potential is the inability to produce
stable p-type material. Ion implantation offers many potential advantages such as an extremely
pure dopant source and low temperature processing. Several groups have tried to achieve p-type
doping via implantation into ZnSe.1'2-3 However, as with doping during growth, attempts to
produce p-type ZnSe generally result in high resistivity films.
Before implantation or any other method of doping can be realized it appears the problem of
high resistivity arising from impurities or self compensation4 must be solved. Much work has
been done over the past 8-10 years to develop high purity ZnSe layers grown by OMVPE and
MBE. The resistivity can now be varied by adjusting the growth conditions. For example by
adjusting the growth temperature one can drop the resistivity from 107 Cl-cm to 1 H-cm resulting
in n-type material.5 The high resistivity of ZnSe has been attributed to the so-called self-activated
deep centers which compensate the films. These S-A peaks are believed to be associated with
impurity- V zn complexes.1
ZnSe has both a possible wurtzite and zincblende crystal structure and thus an inversion twin
can occur. Inversion twins as well as other stacking defects in bulk ZnSe crystals grown by
solid-solid reaction have been observed in high resolution TEM by Shiojiri et al.6 Because of the
nearly perfect match with the zincblende structure formation of the hexagonal phase is believed to
have a very low free energy of formation. It has also been proposed that stacking defects (e.g.
microtwins) can be electrically active either intrinsically (n-type, p-type or neutral)7 or
extrinsically based on aliovalent impurities lowering the electrostatic bonding energy of the
interface.8 The results of Shirojiri et al. indicate that the host ions themselves may behave as
aliovalent impurities and could thus possibly create atomic interstitials or vacancies. Thus it is
possible that planar defects such as the interface between wurtzite and zincblende regions may
give rise to Vzn and could contribute to the high resistivity observed.
Transmission electron diffraction results indicate, for the first time, the hexagonal wurtzite
phase can form during OMVPE growth of ZnSe/GaAs. Additional I-V resistance measurements
indicates the ZnSe has a high resistivity (>107i2-cm) until between 700° C and 900°C rapid
thermal anneciling.
EXPERIMENTAL
ZnSe epitaxial layers on GaAs were grown by OMVPE at AT&T Bell Laboratories using
either thermal decomposition or plasma assisted decomposition of the organometallic precursors.

The substrates were n-type (Si doped) for the thermal decomposition growth process and
undoped for the plasma assisted growth process. Diethylselenium and diethylzinc were used as
organometallic precursors. The growth temperature was 500°C for the thermal growth and 310°C
for the plasma assisted growth. The Se/Zn ratio was varied between 2 and 4.
Four crystal high resolution X-ray rocking curve analysis of the films was done prior to
implantation. The full width half maximum (004) was about 250 arc-seconds for both growth
techniques. There was a slight (<l/3°) tilt between the substrate and the film, which is consistent
with previously reported tilt values between ZnSe and Ge.9 Photoluminescence results using
either an argon ion laser (100mW/cm2) or a pulsed nitrogen dye laser showed good room
temperature band edge luminescence. Low temperature PL measurements are currently in
progress. Cross-sectional TEM sample preparation was conventional except it was concluded by
using reactive iodine ion milling. The milling conditions were 2.5 kV and 10-12° for 10-30
minutes to finish cleaning the surface. This dramatically reduced the ion milling damage in both
the ZnSe and the GaAs substrates.
RESULTS
Figure la shows a cross-sectional TEM micrograph of a ZnSe film after optimized iodine ion
milling. Bright field 2-beam (g22o) imaging conditions were used. It wili be discussed why this
reflection shows so many defects. Figure lb shows the same sample after etching in
Br/methanol to remove 1000-2000A of ZnSe. The sample showed a marked improvement in the
larger damage but the smaller points of contrast remained. Selected area diffraction of the etched
sample (Figure 2a) at the (111) pole showed the existence of an extra set of reflections which have
been indexed as the {1100} type reflections and the interplanar spacing matches exactly with the
wurtzite ZnSe phase. The orientation relationship between the zincblende (cubic) and the wurtzite
(hexagonal) phase is (0002)^ //(111) cubic and [ 11201/4220]. In addition, the interplanar
spacing dOOO2=3.25A and d m =3.27A therefore gooo2=Siii* Also d112O=1.997A and
d220=2.003 therefore gn2o=8220- Thus, the {0002} and {111} type reflections are
superimposed as are the {1120} and {220} reflections. Thus only the {1100} reflections are
seen. They appear as a faint spot surrounded by 3 spots. This may arise from multiple variants
of the hexagonal phase. This is being further investigated.
Figure 2b shows the (111) SADP from the GaAs substrate. No extra spots were observed.
Even upon heavily damaging the GaAs by Ar ion milling to the point where in the image there is a
large amount of ion milling damage in the image, no hexagonal phase is observed. Figure 3a is
the centered dark field from the (1100) reflection and shows a high concentration of the hexagonal
phase (even after etching). The average domain size is 80- I20A. In Figure 3b & 3c weak beam
dark field results also confirmed the orientation relationship described. For reflections gjlO a n ^
Sill bright areas were observed as predicted because of the hexagonal superposition whereas for
8040 there is no corresponding hexagonal reflection and nothing is observed.
The hexagonal phase was observed in both the thermally grown and plasma-assisted grown
films. This phase would not appear in normal x-ray rocking curves as the hexagonal plane closest
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Figure 1. Bright field XTEM micrographs (g22o) °f a ZnSe film after a) iodine ion milling and b)
etching in Br^methanol.

Figure 2. Selected area diffraction patterns at the (111) pole of the etched a) ZnSe thin film and
the b) GaAs substrate.
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Figure 3. Dark field (DF) XTEM micrographs of a ZnSe thin film a) centered DF g1Oio b)
weak-beam DF g22o c) weak beam DF gi 11 d) weak-beam DF

to being parallel with the surface ({2023}) is «3 degrees from the (004) reflection. The wurtzite
phase also would not be observed in the (100) or (110) TED patterns because of the
superposition. A Laue back reflection experiment is currently in progress to further study this
phase.
IMPLANTATION RESULTS
Three sets of implantations were done. 7Li+ was implanted at 30 keV to a dose of 1 x
10 /cm2 into all 3 samples (A, B, C). No further implantations were done to sample A. Sample
B was subsequently implanted with 14 N + at 70 keVand a dose of 5 x 1013/cm2 and sample C
was implanted with 14N+ at 70 keV with a dose of 5 x 10I4/cm2. Figure 4 shows cross-sectional
TEM micrographs of the implant damage and the corresponding TRIM '88 Monte Carlo
simulations for the ion concentration and distribution. For these ions (Li and N) at low doses,
14

as-implanted

annealed 800°C, 3 sec.

Total ion concentration
(X lE18/cm3)

Figure 4. Bright field XTEM micrographs of ZnSe films implanted with a) 30 keV Li+
to a dose of 1 x 1014/cm2 and b) an additional 70 keV N + to a 5 x 1014/cm2dose.
Also shown are the TRIM simulations of the impant profiles.
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amorphization of the ZnSe was not observed and thus the defects formed arc category I or sub
threshold defects.10 In Si the depth of these defects foMows the projected ion range (not the
damage density distribution). In ZnSe the defects appear to follow the damage density
distribution better as they are shallower than the ion distribution (or possibly the TRIM simulation
for ZnSe is inaccurate).
It is obvious that the concentration of implant damage is a strong function of dose
(characteristic of category I damage). Figure 4 also shows the defect annealing kinetics. Rapid
thermal annealing was used. The atmosphere was Ar as it was found that dry N2 had some
residual oxidizing effects. The sanple was enclosed in a graphite boat (proximity capping). The
sample was held at 250°C for 30 seconds prior to the higher temperature 3-second anneal in order
to reduce thermal shock. The Li implant damage has completely annealed out by 800°C whereas
the higher dose N2 damage has coalesced into layer dislocation loops. This coalescence has been
previously observed in ZnSe implanted with a higher dose of N+. 11 This threshold of category I
defect formation between 1x1014/cm2 and 5xlO14/cm2 also matches well with the threshold in
implanted Si of 2xlO14/cm2.
The SIMS results in Figure 5 show the effect of 800°C RTA on the lithium distribution. The
lithium has a very high diffusivity and getters quickly to the ZnSe/GaAs interface (presumably to
the misfit dislocation network). The solubility of the Li appears to be around 10 I6 /cm 3 at 800°C
which would definitely limit its ability to dope ZnSe. The transport properties of the ZnSe are
shown in Figure 6. I-V resistance was measured between two evaporated Au contacts on the
cleaned surface. Four point Van der Pauw measurements were used to determine the sheet
resistance. A close match was obtained to the I-V curve values as shown in figure 6. The sheet
resistance remains very high (*109 - 1010{Vsq.) (5um total film thickness) until between 700°C
and 900°C where the sample sheet resistance drops over four orders of magnitude. The high
resistivity was confirmed with In contacts. This high resistivity for undoped ZnSe may also be
associated with material that was grown "off stoichiometry.12
The I-V curve with the Au contacts was very linear at higher temperatures implying the
material might be p-type. Subsequent Hall effect measurements indicated the material was
inhomogeneous yielding both positive and negative Hall coefficient signs after a 900°C RTA. The
freeze-out slope of this inhomogeneous sample was «20meV or that of a donor. This drop in
resistivity is most likely associated with impuritites. The sample 880622-2A was Li + implanted
and showed no difference in electrical behavior from the unimplanted sample (22-2).
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Figure 5. SIMS profiles of Li (30 keV 1 x 1014/cm2) redistribution upon rapid thermal annealing.
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Figure 6. Transport properties of the ZnSe as a function of rapid thermal annealing temperature.
Sample 22-2A was implanted with Li; Samples 22-2, 22-1 and 23 were unimplanted.
CONCLUSIONS
The hexagonal wurtzite phase was observed for the first time in OMVPE ZnSe/GaAs. Based
on numerous etching results and studies of GaAs ion milling damage observation of this phase
does not appear to be associated with electron or ion beam damage. Its existence could help
explain the high resistivity of ZnSe. Implantation of ZnSe with Li and Li + N does not appear to
have a dramatic effect on the transport properties upon annealing, although further studies using
lower resistivity ZnSe are in progress. Li displays a low solubility and high diffusivity. 1 4 N +
implants alone would appear more promising as the compensating effects of interstitial Li donors
would be removed. Further studies on the wurtzite phase in epitaxial films by high resolution
x-ray diffraction are in progress.
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ABSTRACT
Si29 implants have been performed in InGaAs and InAlAs single layers as well as in
InGaAs/InAlAs heterostructures. Nearly 100% activation has been obtained in InGaAs after
conventional furnace annealing or rapid thermal annealing. On the other hand, a low
activation efficiency (30%) has been observed in InAlAs. A preliminary photoluminescence
measurements study shows that an appreciable fraction of Si exists in the form of complex
centers. Hall effect and specific contact resistivity maps carried out ,in the heterostructures
indicate a very good homogeneity of the electrical parameters over a 4 cm2 sample and give a
satisfactory value of the specific contact resistivity (10-7 Q.cm2).
INTRODUCTION
The high electron mobility of InGaAs and the large bandgap of InAlAs make the
InGaAs-InAlAs system lattice matched to InP substrates very attractive for high-speed
microwave devices as well as long wavelength photonic components. A number of transistors
and lasers based on this heterostructure have already been realized [1,6]. Using mesa type
structure on InAlAs/InGaAs/InP heterostructures, excellent device performances (a
transconductance of 200 ms/mm on devices with 1 urn gate length and an unilateral gain
cut-off frequency of 40 GHz) have been reported from our laboratory [1]. A further
improvement in the performances can be expected from a planar technology where the access
resistances for source and drain are particularly low. In this case, ion implantation is the most
suitable technique to realize well controlled selectively doped regions.
Eventhough some experimental results have been reported on n-type implants in
InGaAs [7,8], to our knowledge no results have been published on n-type implants in InAlAs.
This work is a part of a program towards the realization of planar type InAlAs/InGaAs
he teroj unction field effect transistors (HFET) and concerns the optimization of Si implants
and anneals to achieve low resistivity source and drain ohmic contacts.
In a first step, using both conventional furnace annealing (CFA) and rapid thermal
annealing (RTA) at different temperatures, we have investigated the Si implants and anneals
conditions in InAlAs and InGaAs single layers to achieve a high n-type doping level. Carrier
profiles have been compared with Si atomic distributions. In order to understand the low
electrical efficiency obtained in InAlAs, a preliminary study of photoluminescence (PL)
measurements has been carried out.
In a second step, we have investigated the Si implants in InAlAs/InGaAs
heterostructures. The electrical parameters (sheet resistance, sheet mobility, specific contact
resistivity) of these Si implanted heterostructures have been characterized by Hall effect and
specific contact resistivity maps.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The single layers and the heterostructures have been grown on Fe doped S.I. InP
substrates by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in a Riber 2300 system with computer control
[9,10]. The implants have been carried out at room temperature using a High Voltage
Engineering 400 kV accelerator. The samples were 7° off the incidence direction to minimize
channeling effects. To be compatible with the thickness of the different layers in the
heterostructures (see figure 5) an implantation energy of 90 keV has been chosen. The
implant dose was lxlO^Si^/cm2, which gave low specific contact resistivity as reported in Si
implanted InP [11]. In accordance with LSS theory these conditions lead to a peak
concentration of about lxlO19 era3 at 0.1 \xm. Two annealing methods have been utilized :
classical furnace anneals at 750°C for 15 min and rapid thermal anneals at 800° or 850°C for
10 s in an halogen lamps furnace [12] under flowing (Ar + 10% Hj) gas with the implanted
surface in close contact with a silicon substrate.
The carrier concentration profiles were recorded using an electrochemical C-V profiler
(Polaron PN4200). Atomic distributions of Si before and after anneal were obtained with a
Cameca IMS 3F ion microanalyser equipped with a cesium source. The PL measurements
were performed at 77 k using an argon-ion laser as an excitation source and a liquid nitrogen
cooled Ge photodetector. Hall effect and specific contact resistivity maps have been obtained
using a commercial instrument equipped with probe cards. The elementary test pattern
containing a clover-leaf (200 p.m x 200 |xm) and a line for transient line method (50 jimxlO
|im) was repeated each 2 mm in the X and Y directions. The sensitivity of the specific contact
resistivity measurements was better than lxlO 7 Q.cm2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Si implantation in InGaAs single layers
The thickness of the nominally undoped InGaAs layers used in this work ranged from
0.8 to 2 jam. Figure 1 shows the Si atomic distributions before and after anneals for a sample
implanted with lxlO14 Si^/cm2 at 90 keV. For comparison, the carrier profiles obtained after
anneal are also shown.
The excellent agreement between Si atomic
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distributions before and after anneal indicates
— atomic profile ) after anneal
no migration of Si (indiffusion or out
=ooocarrier
profile
(CFA
or
RTA
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diffusion). Besides, the carrier distributions
which are identical for the two annealing
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processes and for the different annealing
temperatures of RTA (800 or 850°C), follow
very closely the Si atomic distribution
indicating a total activation of implanted Si.
This result has been confirmed by Hall effect
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measurement
on a sample annealed at 750°C
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for 15 min, which gave 95% activation with a
sheet mobility of 2500 cmW.s. This value of
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those reported for Si implanted material [8] as
well as Si doped material by MBE [13].
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Fig. 1: Si atomic distributions before and after anneal,
carrier distributions after anneal obtained in Si*
implanted InGaAs (1x10" Si/cm', 90 keV) CFA : 750°C
-15 min.; RTA : 850 or 800°C -10s.
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Fig. 2 : Si atomic distributions before and after anneal, observations, typically 30% activation on
carrier distributions after anneal obtained in Si* CFA samples. This is not surprising
implanted InAlAs (1x10" Si/cm1, 90 keV) CFA : 750°C
considering the low Si activation reported in
-15 min.; RTA : 80O°C -10s.
GaAlAs[14].
It is clear from the above data that identical Si implants and anneals lead to total
activation in InGaAs but only to a partial activation in InAlAs. The non availability of any
published data on donor implants in InAlAs lead us to suspect one of the following reasons to
understand the low Si activation. Firstly a possible increase of the donor activation energy in
the presence of Al like in the case of the much studied GaAlAs, for example the formation of
deep donors. Secondly, because of its amphoteric nature, Si might take up arsenic sites (Si,J
and act as compensating acceptor. Lastly and most importantly, Si either on group III site
(Sifc.Si^) or group V site (Si^) might interact with residual implant induced defects to form
complex defect centers. Indeed, the latter hypothesis is often proposed to explain the low
activation of high Si dose implants in InP [15].
To verify either of the above hypothesis, low temperature PL measurements have been
carried out on Si implanted InAlAs samples.
atomic
atomic
carrier
carrier

profile
profile
profile
profile

before anneal
after anneal
after CFA 750°C
after RTA 800' c •
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PL measurements: Figure 3 shows the 77 k PL spectra recorded on virgin, Si implanted
and furnace annealed samples. Let us remind here that the 2 [im thick InAlAs layer employed
in this experiment is intentionally doped with 3xlO16 Si/cm3 and has a lattice mismatch Aa/a
of -4x1 fr3 suggesting a small excess in the Al content compared to the lattice matched
condition. This is reflected in the high energy emission at 1.549 eV in the spectrum of the
virgin sample. This emission contains unresolved band to band and donor to valence band
transitions. The next high energy emission at 1.504 eV which shows an increased intensity
after anneal possibly involves acceptor centers, for example voluntarily introduced Si (Si^).
This assignment is not inconsistent with SIMS data where higher Si atomic concentrations
compared to carrier concentrations have been measured on two samples with different MBE
doping level. Nevertheless it appears from curve c of figure 3 that the important consequence
of the Si implant and anneal is the emergence of a new broad emission at 1.34 eV with an
overall increase in the PL intensity.
A further confirmation of the involvement of Si in the 1.34 eV band is obtained from a
comparative study of similar P and Si implants and anneals as can be seen from figure 4. Let
us remind that the atomic masses of P and Si are similar and consequently they lead to the
same density of implant induced defects. It is evident from figure 4 that Si implants

alone ( 0 = lxlO13 ions.cnr2, 0 = lxlO14 ions.cm2) result in the emergence of the 1.34 eV
band whereas no major spectral evolution is observed for P implants. Besides, one can further
notice a dependance of the intensity of this emission on silicon dose.
In light of the above data on PL measurements the following can be ascertained: firstly
the possibility of incorporation of Si as acceptors and secondly an unambiguous participation
of Si in the 1.34 eV band. Also from the broad nature of this PL signal we think that the
center responsible for this emission involves implant induced defects in addition to Si atoms.
From this we presume that the existence of this center renders Si inactive and explains at least
partially low electrical activation of Si implants in InAlAs.
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Fig. 3 : 77 K PL spectra recorded on original (a),
furnace annealed (b), and Si* implanted (1x10"
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Fig. 4 : Comparison of77K PL spectra recorded on
samples implanted with Si* and P* and subjected to
identical annealings. Note the emergence of 134 eV
band only in Sr implanted samples.

Si implants in InAlAs/InGaAs heterostmctures
A

$

As is mejp^jrQned earlier in the introduction part, the principal aim of Si implants in
InAlAs/InGaAs is to contact the active InGaAs layer in HFET devices. Si implants similar to
those described previously (E = 90 keV, 0 = lxlO14 Si^/cm2) have been performed in several
heterostructures. A typical example of implant schedule is shown in figure 5 representing the
detail of an heterostructure together with the SIMS measured Si atomic distribution prior to
anneal.
,
It can be seen here that the peak of Si concentration is close to the upper heterointerface
of the active layer. This signifies that a large fraction of Si is present also in the active layer.
Such structures after anneal have been characterized by performing sheet Hall effect
measurements. Our typical results after CFA are a sheet resistance (RJ of 41.2 0/ , sheet
concentration (N,) of 4.1xlG13crrv2 and sheet mobility (fis) of 3600 cmW.s ; and after RTA
R, = 46.7 Ql 5N, = 3.8xlO13 cm 2 and |i, = 3850 cm2/V.s. Let us emphasize here that these
values are characteristic of the composite of InAlAs and InGaAs layers since Si distribution
is present in both layers. The homogeneity of these electrical parameters have been
characterised and specific contact resistivity maps using TLM have been performed over a
surface of 4 cm2. Our best results gave an average sheet resistivity (figure 6) of 41.75 fl/
with a standart deviation of 2.10 Q/ , i.e a variation of 5%. The average sheet mobility was
2800 cmW.s, and the sheet concentration 5xl013 cm2 Figure 7 shows that 98% of the
measured specific contact resistivities are lower or equal to lxlfr7 Qcm2.
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The contact resistance Rc measured is typically 0.1 Q over a distance of 50 [im which
corresponds to an access resistance of 5xl0 3 Clmm. For a typical HFET with an InGaAs
active layer of about 0.1 jim doped to 2xl017 Si/cm3 and a drain to source spacing of 1.5 Jim
the estimated resistance of the layer is about 1 £2mm. This shows that the Si implants
described in this paper can be satisfactorily employed to contact the active layer of
InAlAs/InGaAs devices.
CONCLUSION
We have shown in this work that Si implants (E = 90 keV, 0 = lxlO14 ions/cm2) lead to
nearly total activation in InGaAs single layers, but only to 30% activation in InAlAs.
By performing low temperature PL measurements we have unambiguously identified
that an appreciable fraction of Si implanted in InAlAs exists in the form of complex centers
even though its incorporation on As site cannot be totally neglected.
Finally, we have demonstrated that Si implants can be successfully employed for
contacting the InGaAs active layer in InAlAs/InGaAs HFET.
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ABSTRACT
The doping efficiencies obtained
in . phosphorus-implanted
cadmium telluride and copper indium disulfide annealed by pulse
electron beam were higher than those annealed by conventional
thermal method. To get insights into this phenomenon, electron
paramagnetic resonance measurements were performed for both
crystals at
various stages during the doping process. The results
indicated that the pulse electron beam annealing could effectively
eliminate the phosphorus interstitials in the implanted crystals but
the thermal annealing could not. This shows the significant effect of
melting crystals by pulse electron beam annealing to obtain high
doping efficiencies.

INTRODUCTION
To control the electrical conduction by extrinsic impurities is
basic in fabricating electronic devices. However, while the n-type
conduction is easily controlled in CdTe and CulnS2, the p-type
conduction control in these materials has been difficult. In
particular, the doping efficiency is not high. 1
In our previous work, high doping efficiencies were obtained in
CdTe and CulnS2 by using phosphorus implantation and pulse electron
beam (PEB) annealing. 2-3 Hole concentrations higher than 10 19 cnr 3
were reached in both materials, which could not be achieved by
conventional thermal annealing. In the present work, electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements were performed to get
more insights into this phenomenon.

EXPERIMENTAL
The CulnS2 single crystals were grown by the travelling heater
method (THM) 4 and the chemical vapor transport (CVT) method.5 The

CdTe single crystals were grown by THM. After polishing and surface
etching, phosphorus implantations were carried out at room
temperature, at an incident energy of 100 KeV and at various doses.
PEB annealing was performed as described in Ref.2. Some of the
implanted samples were subjected to thermal annealing at 300-400
°C for the time periods which range from tens of minutes up to about
one day and some others were subjected to PEB annealing. In the PEB
annealing, the electron beam current ranged between 1 and 60
micro-Amperes and an about 2000 A thick Ta2Os cap was deposited
on the sample by electron-gun evaporation to prevent the crystal
from dissociation during the annealing. It was found that the capless
CdTe showed no significant difference from the capped ones.
The EPR measurement was performed at room temperature
using a Bruker 200D 10/12 system with the microwave frequency in
the X-band. A sample holder was designed so as to allow the rotation
of samples in the cavity. Four kinds of samples(as-grown, P + implanted, P+-implanted and thermally annealed, as well as P+implanted and PEB annealed) were subjected to the EPR
measurement.
RESULTS
Cadmium Telluride
No EPR signals were detected for the as-grown and the PEB-annealed samples. For the other two kinds of samples, similar spectra
were obtained. Fig.1 shows the typical ones. With the magnetic field
in the (110) plane, a signal was detected with the g value ranging
only slightly around 2.20. The linewidth is about 125 G. The signal is
accompanied with the vague satellites.
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Fig.1 EPR spectra of CdTe single crystals, (a) phosphorus Implanted;
(b) phosphorus implanted and thermally annealed.
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It
is not
easy to detect EPR signals for undoped CdTe
6 7 8
crystals. - - Even at 4 K only a very small signal has been reported.
6
This may be due to the fact that most of the defects9 in undoped CdTe
crystals are not paramagnetic and/or to that paramagnetic centers
are of low concentrations or short-living.
From Fig.1, the lack of clear hyperfine interaction signals
indicates that the unpaired electron is not located near
phosphorus(100% natural abundance of i =1/2 atoms) and
cadmium(25% natural abundance of i =1/2 isotopes), but rather at
tellurium(8% natural abundance of i =1/2 isotopes). The shift of the
g value in CdTe has been discussed in Ref.8 and our observed positive
g shift coincides with the involvement of Te atoms. The broad
linewidth shows the interactions of the electron with the
surrounding atoms. By the self-consistent field calculation of the
atomic structures, the quantity < r -3 >p for the 5p orbitals of Te
atoms was estimated to be about 95 x 1024 cm-3 whjch corresponds
to the separation between the symmetric satellites. Along with the
vagueness of the satellites, which coincides with the small
abundance of i =1/2 Te isotopes, we conclude that the EPR signal
come from the electrons near Te atoms.
Copper Indium Disulfide
Both the THM and the CVT samples showed similar results. At
the as-grown stage, EPR signals were observed in some samples.
From our chemical analysis, 1 0 the existence of these signals was
seen not to depend on the composition of the crystals and thus they
were not due to the intrinsic defects. Transition metals, especially
Fe, are major contaminants in the as-grown 'ternary compounds and
their EPR signals have been studied for a long time. 11>12 Our signals
'
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Fig.2 The EPn signal In the as-P+-implanted CulnS2
single crgstol (the lower curue).The upper
curue is of the as-grown CulnS2.
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Fig.3 The EPF) signal In the P+-lmplanted and
thermally annealed Culn$2 single crystal.

were identified to belong to this category.
At the as-implanted stage, in addition to the signals appearing
at the as-grown stage, all the implanted crystals showed a singleline signal as shown in Fig.2. Since it appeared after the
implantation, its correlation with the implantation induced defects
is obvious. This signal is isotropic and has a g-value equal to 2.0011.
Its linewidth is only 15 Gauss wide. The extraordinary narrow
linewidth requires exchange effects, therefore high local defect
density, which just corresponds to the characteristics of the
implants distribution. The lack of any hyperfine structure indicates
that the unpaired electrons do not center at copper, phosphorus, and
indium atoms, but rather at sulfur atoms, and the isotropy as well
as the g-value indicate the s-orbital property. To be the source of
this signal, the sulfur 4s-orbital is the most probable candidate.
As to the annealed stages, the g=2.0011 signal remained in the
thermally annealed samples (as shown in Fig.3) but disappeared in
the PEB annealed ones.
DISCUSSION
During implantation, damages such as vacancies, substitutionals
and interstitials are produced in the target crystals. These
implantation-induced defects may play important roles in the
conduction of carriers. A procedure estimating the types and
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Fig.4 Distributions of the phosphorus and the
implantation induced defects in CdTe. (E=
100KeY,dose=1015cm~2).
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quantities of them in CdTe had been developed and the details were
described in Ref.13. Figs.4 and 5 show the typical results. It was
noted that the number of implanted phosphorus is about three orders
higher than those of displaced atoms, therefore, after implantation,
only about one out of a few thousands of phosphorus atoms has the

chance to occupy the normal lattice site, and the others are located
at interstices. To obtain good doping effects, it is necessary to
eliminate these phosphorus interstitials.
There are two types of interstices in CdTe single crystals: one
is surrounded by Cd atoms and the other by Te atoms. By the
electronegativity considerations, most phosphorus interstitials are
of the former type and are expected to be more thermally stable than
the other type. In this atom arrangement, because of the larger
electronegativity of phosphorus atoms, they would break the nearest
Cd-Te bonds and construct the bondings between them and the
nearest Cd atoms, thus leaving dangling bonds near tellurium atoms
which should give rise to EPR signals. Besides, the expected thermal
stability of these phosphorus interstitials should lead to the
observation of the same EPR signals in the thermally annealed CdTe
samples as in the as-implanted ones.
It is similar in the case of CulnS2. After the phosphorus implantation, the majority of the implants stop at the interstitials
each of which is surrounded by four nearest sulfur atoms. Because of
the large electronegativity of the sulfur atoms, the electrons tend
to be attracted from the copper, indium and phosphorus atoms to the
sulfur atoms. Part of the sulfur 4s-orbitals would be half filled due
to the extra electrons from the phosphorus interstitials and thus
should give rise to EPR signals.
All these reasonings are confirmed by our experiments. The
fact that the EPR signals at the as-implanted stage still showed up
in the thermally annealed samples indicates that the thermal
annealing could not effectively remove the phosphorus interstitials.
Besides, it is natural that those signals observed in the as-grown
CulnS2 existed at the as-implanted stage since the ion implantation
only affects the near surface region.
Either laser or electron pulses can be used for transient
annealing. The beams couple energies to the targets by different
mechanisms but they produce ultimately the same effect, heat, for
annealing samples. The samples may or may not be melted to certain
depths under different experimental conditions, and it was expected
that the melting of the targets plays an important role in
eliminating the implantation-induced damages. In our experiment,
good doping effects were obtained in the melted samples. The
melting depth was about 4 u.m which is deep enough to anneal the
implanted region. During the PEB annealing, the crystal surface is
melted and then recrystalises. Because of the fluidity and the
chemical nature, the phosphorus atoms have greater chance to
occupy the tellurium sites and the sulfur sites in CdTe and CulnS2
respectively. After the annealing, the amount of the phosphorus
interstitials should be small enough to make the EPR signals
showing up at the as-implanted stage disappear and the
substitutional phosphorus should act as acceptors. All these can also
be verified by our experiments as well as the good match between

the hole concentration profiles and the phosphorus redistribution
profiles. 1 3
As a conclusion, EPR experiments have been done on the
phosphorus-implanted CdTe and CulnS2 at different stages to reveal
the ineffectiveness of the thermal annealing and the significance of
the melting effect in the PEB annealing on eliminating the
phosphorus interstitials to achieve high p-type doping efficiencies.
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ABSTRACT
The structures and magnetic characteristics of multilayered
samples with alternatively deposited metal layers (Nd and Fe)
were studied for 80 keV: boron ion implantation to various doses.
Boron ion implantation induced amorphization in Nd/Fe multilayers
gradually with increasing irradiation dose. The hysteresis loops
of magnetization of the samples showed that a sunken curve appeared in the second and fourth quadrants of the loops for the deposited Nd/Fe films and disappeared when implantation dose was more
than 4*101° B+/cm2 . During ion irradiation, the coercive forces
of the films were decreased. The saturation magnetization and the
residual magnetization decreased first and then increased with
increasing ion dose, the squareness ratio S.R increased first and
then decreased. Discussion was carried out in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Rare earth-transition metal (Re-Tm) films have attracted considerable attention recently. This follows from the novel tapes
of random magnetism(i) and phase transition(2) induced by local
random anisotropy, and also because certain of these alloys in
thin-film form exhibit perpendicular magnetic anisotropy which
gives them potential as erasable magneto-optic storage media(3),
such as systems of Gd-Co, Gd-Fe, Tb-Fe and Sm-Co, etc.
Many experimental results shows that alloy elements make the
structures and the magnetization of Re-Tm film samples change,
such as B, Ti and Al, etc. Tsutsumi and Sugahara(4) have recently
reported that perpendicularly manetized films of Fe-Nd-Ti could
be prepared by RF sputtering. H. Chen has also reported that perpendicular magnetized films of Co-Cr-N alloy could be deposited
by magneto-sputtering introducing N2 gas into the chambertSWJd-Fe-B
based permanent magnets have been successfully sputtered in thin
film form with intrinsic coercive forces, iHc up to 16 k0e(6).
From the above results, it is noted that nonmagnetic elements
introduced into alloy films can induce changes of magnetic-anisotropy and magnetic-stability.
Ion implantation is a special technique in the investigation
of metallurgy. Many amorphous alloys(7), quasicrystalline phases
(8), and new magnetic alloys(9) have been formed by ion beam techniques. Amorphous Gd-Co was formed by ion beam mixing, giving a
polar kerr rotation of about 0.17 which was approximate to that
of alloy films formed by sputtering techniques(iO). Boron ion
implantation in pure Fe and Ni films showed that the magnetization
of the films decreased during ion irradiation(11). However, the
structures and magnetization of Nd-Fe alloy films with dfferent
concentrations of boron have not been reported recently.
The present work was motivated by the above considerations.
The structures and magnetic characteristics of Nd/Fe multilayers
were studied by boron ion implantation to various doses.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The Nd/Fe multilayers were prepared with a multiple-resistivity evaporating system after the system was pumped to a base
pressure of more than 10-5 Torr. A (111) Si wafer, on which
film with 250 nm thickness was deposited, acted as the substrate,
and two Nd films were inserted among three Fe films. The total
thickness of the multilayers was about 200 nm.
The composition of the Nd/Fe films was determined by means
of the Electron-Energy-Dispersive Spectrum (EDSj . The X-ray diffraction data of the alloy films were obtained using Cu radiation.
The magnetic data were obtained at room temperature using a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (MODEL-95OO) in field up 1000 Oe. The
magnetic field was parellel to the film plane. Ion implantation
was carried out to various doses.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The composition of Nd/Fe multilayers measured using the EDS
technique before boron ion implantation is shown in table I. From
table I, it can see that the designed composition of the sample
is near to the observed composition. The composition of irradiated
Nd/Fe multilayers are the same as that of deposited samples.
Table I. Comparison of composition of 1:7
Nd/Fe multilayered samples between designed
and observed by EDS technique.
ELEMENT
DESIGNED
COMPOSITION
OBSERVED
COMPOSITION

Nd(#at)

Fe(*at)

2

' ^
1??
lii#

*>'•->
°f'°

The Nd/Fe multilayers were irradiated with 80 keV boron ions
to dopes of 1*10 16 B + /cm 2 , 4*10 16 B + /cm 2 and 8*10 16 B + /cm 2 . The
boron concentrations in the irradiated multilayers were calculated
and are listed in table II. It is noted that different boron concentrations in Nd/Fe multilayers can be introduced by the boron
ion implantation to various doses, and that magnetic Nd-Fe-B can
be realized with an ion dose of 8*10 1b B + /cm 2 . This is to say
that Nd-Fe-B films can be prepared using ion beam techniques.
The X-ray diffraction patterns of the deposited and the irradiated Nd/Fe multilayers are showed in fig. 1. Fig. 1 indicates
that there are crystalline lines in the diffraction pattern of
the deposited multilayers. Checking with the available ASTM cards
and literature, some of the lines could not be indexed to any
known Nd-Fe intermetallic phase structures. This means that a new
Nd-Fe intermetallic phase has been formed at the interface of Nd
layers and Fe layers during evaporation. X-ray diffraction patterns
of the irradiated films showed that there were only diffuse peaks

3

O
^
^

which were diffraction peaks of amorphous phases. Other lines of
Table II. The composition of 80 keV B + ion
implantation with various doses in 1:7
Nd/Fe multilayered samples.
DOSE
(ions/cm )
COMPOSITION

Uat)

16

0.73

4*1Q

2.84

16

8*10 16

5.33

03

40
28(deg)

Fig.
of Nd/Fe
g 1. yX-ray diffraction patterns
p
dFe +
multilayered
pamples
a)
Virgin;
t>)
8*10'°
B +/cm
multilayered pamples. a) Virgin; t>) 8*10'° B
/cm

the new intermetallic phase disappeared during the ion irradiation.
According to the above results, boron ion implantation has gradually induced amorphization of Nd/Fe multilayers and Nd-Fe-B
amorphous alloy was formed at high dose irradiation.
The hystersis loops of deposited samples and irradiated multilayers to various doses measured parallel to the film plane are
shown in fig. 2. From fig. 2(a), it can be seen that a sunken
curve appeared in the second and the fourth quadrants of the loops
of the deposited Nd/Fe films. This mean that there are two ferromagnetic phases present in the films. This is consistent with the
X-ray diffraction patterns above. The two ferromagnetic phases
with different coercive forces induced the sunken curve in the
hystersis loops of the deposited Nd/Fe multilayers. After ion
processing to various doses, the sunken curve gradually disappeared
in the loops.
At the same time, the saturation magnetization ff, the ress
dual magnetization cc, and the coercive force H of the Nd/Fe multilayers also changed during ion implantation. The saturation
magnetization <j- decreased from 109.3 EUM/g to 98.2 EUM/g first
and then increased to 128.3 EUM/g with: increasing of boron ion
dose. There is a minimum value of saturation magnetization nr of
16 +
2
the films at a dose of 1*10 B /cm . The resdual magnetization <jr
also changed as the saturation magnetization q^ above during ion
irradiation. On the contrary, the squareness ratio S.R of the
films increased from 0.8165 to 0.8388 first and then decreased
quickly to 0.7686. There is a maximum value of the squareness
ratio at a dose of 1*10 B /cm . During boron ion implantation,
the coercive force H quickly decreased from 99.58 Oe to 55.96 Oe.
These results are contrary to that of 1:2 Nd/Fe multilayers(12)
and the pure metal films(i) irradiated with boron ion beam. The
magnetic data of the Nd/Fe multilayers are listed in table III.
Table III. The magnetic data of 1:7 Nd/Fe multilayered
samples irradiated with 80 keV boron ion to various doses
DOSE

(ions/cm )

(EUM/g)

(EUM/g)

VIRGIN

109.3
98.2
109.2
128.3

89.22
82.37
87.82
98.62

1*1O

16

4*10 1 6
8*10 1 6

S.R

0.8165
0.8388
0.8043
0.7686

HC:

(Oe;
99.58
79.66
60.40
55.96

Interaction between ions and atoms in solids can induce the
changes in materials structures and properties. Because energetic
ions gradually deposit energy and are stopped in the solid during
the collisions with atoms in the solid, there is a Gaussian's distribution of the ions in the solid. At the same time, the formation of a mixing layer is induced by collisions among ions and
atoms in the solid. The alloy phase in the mixing layer may be

i : i I i i i

50 Oe

I I I 1 i I i

Oe

<T
Fig. 2 . The h y s t e r s i s loops of Nd/Fe rnultilayered
samples measured by VSM. a) Virgin; b) 1*1016 B /cm ;
c) A*1O16 B + /cni 2 ; d) 8*10 16 B + /cm 2 .

amorphous or quasicrystal or new crystal or complex phases. For
the present work, fig. 1 indicats that magnetic Nd-Fe-B amorphous
was formed during boron ion implantation. This is due to the
formation of Nd-Fe mixing layers and the introduction boron which
is an element of alloy amorphization. The saturation magnetization
(j-f the residual magnetization cr and the coercive force He also
changed with the changing of structures of Nd/Fe multilayers during
ion implantation. Further research is planned for these systems.
CONCLUSIONS
Boron ion implantation induced the formation of magnetic
Nd-Fe-B amorphous in the 1:7 Nd/Fe multilayers. During ion irradiation, the coercive force He of the films gradually decreased.
The saturation magnetization <j- the residual magnetization ^7- of
Nd/Fe films decreased first and then increased. However, the
squareness ratio S.R increased first and then, decreased with
increasing of irradiation dose. There is a minimum value in the
saturation and the residual magnetization respectively, and a
maximum value for the squareness ratio at an irradiation dose of
1*10 16 B + /cm 2 .
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Part VII. IMPLANTATION IN
ELECTRONIC MATERIALS
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ABSTRACT
A key issue in modern ion implantation processing
is the requirement for dramatic improvements in the purity of
the incident ion beam and reductions in the deposition of
foreign materials onto the wafer surface. These deposited
materials include particles as well as sputtered and vapor
deposited metals and dopants. Physical mechanisms which
effect the elemental purity of atoms arriving at the surface of
ion implanted wafers and progress towards achieving
implantation purity levels of below 100 ppm of the implanted
dose for sputtered metal and dopant films are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The design and operation of ion beam processing
equipment, and ion implantation systems in particular, has been driven
by increases in process capability such as operation over a wider range
of energies and higher beam currents for efficient production at high
doses. Additional priorities include increases in system automation,
reliability and control of yield limiting effects, such as wafer charging [1].
Device yield and reliability requirements for ULSI point to a need for new
initiatives for control of the levels and purity of process materials which
are deposited on the wafer surface. The systematic approach to
reduction of particulate and sputtered film contamination as well as
improvements in ion beam purity, known as "ultra-pure processing", is a
parallel effort to recent advances in the state of understanding of the
need for dramatic improvements in the cleanliness of fabrication areas
and in the elemental purity of process materials [2]. The aim of this paper
is to review the process requirements, materials characterization issues
and recent progress towards those goals.

PARTICLES
Estimates of the total defect density budgets for high-density
IC devices indicate a need for levels of less than one critical defect per
process layer per 200mm wafer for cost effective manufacturing of 64 M
DRAMs [3]. A common working assumption is that, at the present time,
the majority of critical device defects are associated with particulate
contamination and that other source of defects, such as masking errors,
Si materials and other process-induced effects, are relatively minor
contributors. This assumption produces an underestimation of the real
requirements for particle control by the extent of the impact of these other
effects.
Particles are a defect risk for ion implantation as a blocking
mask for the incoming ions and as a potential source of elemental
contamination from outdiffusion during high temperature processing
steps subsequent to the implantation.
Fig. 1: A schematic
diagram of a particle
acting as a blocking mask
and an elemental
contaminant source.
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Particle contamination has been linked to direct yield loss
conditions such as emitter-base shorts, contact opens and oxide
degradation [4,5]. Identified sources of particles include resist abrasion
during wafer handling, dirty vent and pump valves, condensation of water
vapor and reaction products from ion sources [6,7].

Sensitivity to masking effects extends to particles as small as a few
hundred Angstroms because of the limited range of ions used in a typical
IC process. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where the critical particle size
is taken to be, D c r i t = <X>+2<AX>,where <X> and <AX> are the mean
projected range and straggle lengths. Note that particles as small as 0.1
nm are implant masks for As implants at energies typical of modern
CMOS source/drain implants (<50 keV).
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Fig. 2: Critical particle
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As, P and B implants.
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Recent advances in machine technology to meet paniculate
control requirements are aimed at systematic reductions and elimination
of particle generation and transport mechanisms. These advances
include increased sophistication in wafer handling and fixturing to
eliminate wafer abrasion and front-side contact, introduction of load lock
system architectures to isolate the implantation chamber from the clean
room atmosphere, controlled pumping and venting rates to avoid
turbulent flows and the use of polished process chamber surfaces to
enhance the effectiveness of cleaning procedures. Future progress will
likely involve the invention of techniques for active detection and removal
of particles from the process chamber.
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Fig 3 Particle learning curves showing estimated required levels for 0.5,
0.3 and 0.1 |im particles. Progress towards these goals is indicated for
the PI9000 implanter along with present and projected machine
technology advances.

SPUTTERED FILMS
Concern over the presence of sputtered films on implanted
surfaces predates the recent emphasis on particulate studies [8-10]. The
active mechanisms include direct sputtering of the wafer fixturing and
beamline component and "cross-contamination" by sputtering of
previously implanted elements from the parts of the implanter which are
exposed to the ion beam [11,12]. In addition, recoil implantation of atoms
in surface films and vaporization of volatile elements can be important
factors in special cases [13]. Even surfaces which are not directly
exposed to the ion beam, the backsides of accelerating electrodes for
example, can be sources of contaminant materials following sputtering
by atoms back-reflected at high energies from the implanted surface [10].
The general levels of sputtered film contaminants can range
as high as several percent of the primary implanted dose for
conventional implanter designs [11,12,14]. The principal sources of
sputtered contamination are the machine surfaces in the immediate
vicinity of the wafer during implantation, such as wafer clamps and
implanted surfaces on spinning disks [11,12]. Significantly lower levels
of contamination are seen with system designs which eliminate front-side
wafer clamps[14] and use "open form" wafer holders which minimize the
area of the spinning wheel which is exposed to the ion beam [15,16].
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Fig. 4 Measured elemental contamination levels for conventional and
new-generation (PI9000) implanters as a fraction of the primary
implanted dose.
The relatively high levels of Carbon shown in Figure 4 reflect
the significant contribution of hydrocarbon evolution from photoresist
coated wafers [5].

Dopants
High levels of dopant cross-contamination, of the order of a
few percent of the implanted dose, can result in surface layer junctions
(poor metal contacts) and lateral auto-doping of epi layers (intertransistor collector shorts). For high dose As and Sb junctions (at carrier
concentrations higher than »10 1 9 n/cm^), the most significant effect is
deep shifts in junction depths related to enhanced diffusion of
contaminants such as P [17]. This effect is illustrated in Figure 5 where
annealed As and Sb junctions show significant shifts after intentional
contamination with 25 keV P at doses as low as 10 1 2 ions/cm 2 [11,12],
For the case of the As junction, the onset (taken as a 5% shift) of
anomolous junction diffusion occurs at a P contamination level of 100
ppm of the As dose.

Fig. 5. Relative junction
depth shifts after
contamination with 25 kev
P implants for high dose
As and Sb junctions.
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Advances in machine technology to reduce levels of dopant
cross-contamination include elimination of the use of front-side wafer
clamping and use of "open structured" wafer scanning components
(spoked wheels with wafers held on extended arms rather than
imbedded in a solid disk), selectable mass resolving apertures and
reduction of the net sputtered flux from all surfaces exposed to the ion
beam by careful choice of materials and of beam incidence angles. The
status of progress towards attaining dopant cross-contamination levels
below 100 ppm of the primary ion dose is shown in Figure 6.

Metals
Detection of sputtered metal contamination in early
implantation systems [8] led to the additional of non-metallic beamline
liners and the substitution of Al for stainless steel as the material of
choice for construction of beamline and wafer transport and clamping
components. Significant amounts of recoil implanted Al have been
observed in implantation systems which utilize Al front-side clamps to
obtain sufficient thermal contact to wafers (see Figure 9). This Al
contamination is considered, at present, to be relatively innocuous,
however the electrically active components of Al alloys (Mg, Na, and K)
have been linked to oxide degradation and stacking fault formation.
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Fig. 6 Progress towards reduction of dopant cross-contamination levels.
The range of contamination levels associated with significant process
effects are indicated to the right.
The machine technology developments to reduce metals
contamination are related to those driven by concern for dopant crosscontamiantion. These include, in addition to the elimination of front-side
clamps, reduction in the area of metal surface exposed to the ion beam
(by surface cladding with C or Si and use of "open structure" wafer
scanning fixtures) and specialized structures in the beamline in the mass
analysis region to supress the migration of source metals (such as W
from the filament of a Freeman source) by sequential sputtering of the
beamliner walls.
BEAM PURITY
Molecular BF2 + has been in place as a routine method of
obtaining shallow B implants for so long that the two F atoms implanted
per B dopant are often not acknowledged as "contaminants". In older
process flows, anneal temperatures were high enough to allow
outgassing of F from the implanted junction For anneal temperatures
below 1000° C, substantial factions (25 to 100%) of the implanted F
atoms remain in the Si layer [18-20]. The trapped F contamination has
been linked to low B dopant activation [20], microbubbles in the junction
area [22], decoration and pinning of lattice defects [18,19], degradation
of oxide breakdown characterisitics [23], poor contact resistance and
reduced latch-up characteristics [24].
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Fig. 7 Progress towards reduction of metallic contamination levels. The
range of contamination levels associated with significant process effects
are indicated to the right.
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Fig. 8 Schematic summary of device effects associated with trapped F
atoms after implantation with B F 2 + .

Additional problems have been reported with metal contact
reliability with B F 2 + implanted junctions and the prevalence of "haze" in
p-channel areas (caused by F bubbles outgassed from the psource/drain channels during PSG reflow and trapped in the upper
layers of CVD-oxides). These effects are shown in a schematic fashion
in Figure 8.
An additional contaminant effect associated with
implants is the coincident implantation of M o + 2 ions (which have the
same mass to charge ratio) at twice the kinetic energy of the B F 2 + ions.
The source of the M o + 2 contaminant is sputtered surfaces in those
source arc chambers which use Mo as a structural material.

Deep

implanted Mo at peak levels of 10 3 ppm of the B F 2 + dose is shown in
Figure 9 for an implanter which contained a Mo arc chamber.

Fig. 9 SIMS profile of a 50
keV BF2 + implant
showing recoil implanted
Al surface contamination
from front-side wafer
clamps and 100 keV Mo
contamination from the J
source arc chamber
i
region.
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The machine technology advances to eliminate these forms
of contamination include use of alternative materials for ion source arc
chambers (such as graphite or Ta) and the production of high beam
currents at low-energy (10-20 keV) for elemental B + as a high-purity
alternative to BF2 + for shallow p-type junctions..

CONCLUSION
The process requirements for ULSl device fabrication place
stringent limits on the levels of particulate and elemental contamination
which can be tolerated during ion implantation processing. The levels of
particulate contamination are shifting from coverage of 0.1 particles/cm^
for particles larger than 1 u.m towards levels of 10"^ particles/cm 2 for
particles as small as 0.1 urn. The levels of sputtered metals and dopants
are shifting from several percent of the implanted dose towards process
sensitivity level of 100 ppm. In addition, beam purity requirements are
challenging many standard implant procedures, such as the use of B F 2 +
for shallow p-type junctions. These broad shifts over orders of magnitude
in contamination levels and critical particle size present a key challenge
to machine technology and operation as the systematic efforts to attain
ultra-pure processing within process tools join the efforts to provide ultraclean fab environments and process materials.
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ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF ION IMPLANTED POLYMER FILMS
R. E. Giedd, J. Shipman, and M. Murphy, Physics and Astronomy Dept., Southwest Missouri
State University, 901 South National Ave, Springfield, Mo. 65802.
ABSTRACT
We have implanted a number of insulating polymer (PET) thick films with fluences in the
range 1 x 10 13 to 5 x 1017 ions/cm 2 in order to induce electronic activity. Finite electrical
conductivities were obtained for fluences as low as 3 x 10 15 ions/cm 2 . The resistivity for
these implanted materials increases with decreasing temperature demonstrating highly disordered or semiconducting behavior. Hall effect measurements confirm this result and indicate
negatively charged carriers with a carrier density of 1.44 x 10 17 cm" 3 for an implant dose of
1 x 1 0 1 7 ions/cm 2 . The conductivities also seem to be dependent on the implanted ion species.
We believe this material will be useful as an accurate temperature sensor near room temperature.
INTRODUCTION
Ion implanted polymers have been the subject of a number of previous investigations! 1-6].
These materials are of interest from both a purely scientific and an applications point of view.
Ion implanted polymers have been widely known to display a very large increases in conductivity as a function of ion implant fluence[3]. These ion damaged polymers can increase
in conductivity as much as 14 orders of magnitude[3]. Very few physical parameters can vary
to this this extent in a single process. This large increase in conductivity seems to suggest a
percolative or super critical behavior as a function of fluence. Indeed percolation has been suggested for the conduction mechanism [7]. If these materials are exhibiting percolation behavior
at a microscopic scale they may be prime candidates for studying critical behavior in general
since the ion implant fluence can be controlled accurately.
Possible applications for ion implanted polymers include:
• Flexible resistor matrix material.
• Temperature sensors from 32OK to 100K.
• Infrared sensing material.
• Field effect semiconducting devices.
The implanted polymers can exhibit a large amount of deformation without an affect on the
conductivity. We observed that after deformation neither the surface morphology as observed
by optical microscopy or the conductivity changed.
Most implanted polymers have a large temperature coefficient of resistance, TCR, at room
temperature, making them ideal candidates for temperature sensors.
Infrared detection depends on emmisivity, heat capacity, and thermal isolation from a cooler
background. Since these materials are very thin and they are usually black, the requirements
of small heat capacity and emmisivity are met. The base polymer is usually a poor thermal
conductor making the implanted polymer films good candidates for infrared detectors.
Some previous work on testing the semiconducting behavior of implanted polymer films has
been done indicating hat they may be good candidates for low cost transistors[8J.
Of primary concern in these applications and others is characterization of the materials in
the following ways:

1. Obtain maximum electrical conductivity of the implanted polymers by adjusting parameters during processing including fluence and polymer temperature.
2. Further analyze electrical behavior of implanted material including high frequency response, charge carriers, magnetic and thermal effects.
3. Measure TCR and test thermal cycle behavior of materials with an intent to eliminate any
hysterisis.
This research in addition to previous work concentrates on items 1 and 2 above with some
attention directed to 3.
MATERIALS
The polymers chosen for ion implantation were 5 mill thick amorphous PET films. The
PET films were chosen because of their relatively simple structure along the polymer chain and
their high temperature performance ( Tg = 200 °C ) . There are polymers with much higher
temperature performance, e.g. polyimides and epoxies and these will be the subject of future
investigations, however we were also interested in the increase in electrical conductivity of PET
as the implantation temperature approached the glass temperature.
Two ion species, Ar, and B, were chosen for the implant ion in the PET films. We expected
that Ar would remain relatively inert in the structure and that B should increase the electrical
activity of the implanted film, revealing the materials sensitivity to chemical character of the
implant ion.
EXPERIMENTS
Resistivity
Resistivity measurements were made along the surface of the films by using a modified 4
point probe method. The method was modified to allow us to measure the surface boundary
resistance. Four Al strips were evaporated across the implanted side of the PET films. Spring
loaded contacts were then compressed against the 4 Al contacts. The boundary resistance could
then be measured between the Al contacts and the conducting mechanism in the implanted films.
We found that the contribution of contact resistance to the resistance of the implanted films was
less than 1%. This is not of consequence in our results, however it may be important in more
conductive polymer implanted
films.
The measurements were done in a vacuum since the resistance of the films could be as high
as 10 H Ohms and we wanted to prevent any moisture contribution to the measured resistance.
Typical values for the measured resistance were about 1 0 9 O h m s . Temperature dependence
measurements were performed by cooling the outer vacuum chamber with liquid nitrogen. T h e
sample temperature is monitored by a type K thermocouple attached t o the rear face (unimplanted side) of the polymer film. Data acquisition is done b y a fully automated computer controlled system.
Magnetoresistance
Magnetoresistance measurements were performed o n implanted films with higher conductivities. T h e applied external magnetic field strength was measured b y a Hall effect probe in the
vicinity of the sample. Magnetoresistance measurements were performed at room temperature
in magnetic fields u p to 1.6Tesla.
Contact to the samples was made with evaporated A l contacts similar t o that of the resistivity
measurement. Graphite paint was used to attach C u wires t o t h e A l contacts.
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Figure 1: Conductivity of Ar implanted PET thick films with electron flood off.
Hall effect
Hall effect measurements were also made on the implanted films with higher conductivities. A conventional Hall effect mask was evaporated on to the implanted side of the polymer
films. Contact to the Al mask was made with graphite paint and Cu wires. Measurements were
performed with the same magnetic field strength impinging normal and anti-normal into the implanted film to minimize any geometrical effects due to small errors in the mask. The external
magnetic field was provided by an electromagnet capable of generating fields up to 1.6Tesla.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Room temperature resistivity results.
Previous experiments[1-6] as well as our own observations show that the conductivity of
ion implanted polymer films is dramatically higher than the conductivity of the unimplanted
material. A typical conductivity verses fluence curve is shown in figure 1. It is not known
where in the implanted layer the electrical conduction occurs. Previous investigators calculate
the conductivity of the implanted material using Rp as the thickness of the conduction layer.
It should be noted that Rp as calculated by TRIM[9] or other ion depth calculations[3] is an
accurate representation of the ion penetration depth as measured in previous investigations^].
However the assumption that the conduction mechanism is unifonn from the surface of the film
to Rp seems an over simplification. It would seem very plausible to us that the conduction
process is not constant within the implanted layer.
For comparison purposes, however we include conductivities calculated using Rp as the
thickness of the conduction layer. Table 1 shows the results of these calculations for the energies
used and the two implant ions, B and Ar.
The room temperature conductivity of Ar implanted PET film is shown in figure I. These
results show behavior common to most ion implanted polymers. The conductivity increases
exponentially with fluence until a plateau is reached when the fluence is between 4 x 1016
and 10 17 . It has been observed that in the plateau region the conductivity can even decrease
as a function of fluence. The suggested mechanism for this plateau is a crossover from a "hopping" type process of charge transfer along a fractal network to a homogeneous region where
presumably the "hopping" mechanism is replaced by a continuous conduction mcchanisml7J.
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Table 1: Ion energies and penetration depth as calculated by TRIM[9].
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Figure 2: Conductivity of Ar implanted PET at a beam current density of 1.53 m A/cm 2 with
electron flood (dots). Cross represents an Ar implanted film ran with a beam current density
of 5.09 mA /cm 2 and no electron flood. Cross in circle represents an Ar implanted film ran at
5.09 mA /cm 2 and electron flood on.
Our results show a slightly different trend. The conductivity of the Ar implanted PET materials increases to the plateau occurring at a fluence of 7 x 10 16 ions/cm 2 then increases again
at 1.1 x 10 17 ions /cm 2 to another plateau at about 3 x 10 17 ions/cm 2 . These results were obtained at an ion beam current density of 1.53mA/cm 2 . Upon removing the films at the higher
fluences we observed a substantial static charge on the material. Although the materials have finite conductivity at the larger fluences, they build up a rather large static charge due to the small
conduction path to ground. Static charges on the surface of insulating ion implanted materials
is well known. Some ion implantation systems for Si have a mechanism of neutralization of the
surface charge to obtain accurate fluences. We believe this to be even more important in the case
of implanted polymers.
We installed an electron flood process to neutralize the static charge built up on the surface
of the polymers during the implantation. In this process a filament is installed in the sample
chamber and is used to balance the charge of the ion beam so that no net charge is transferred
to the sample. The fluence is then calculated from the electron current. Then using an identical
beam current density of 1.53mA/cm 2 we repeated the experiment in the above section. The
results for the electron experiment are shown in Figure 2. The results indicate a large increase
in conductivity over the results obtained without using electron flood. They also indicate an
elimination of both plateaus. The electron flood process increases the conductivty of the PET
film even more dramatically then the previous results at low fluences. It also appears that at
some much larger fluence the two processes will converge as one might expect. The other less
intuitive result is the lack of plateaus. We have no explanation for the lack of plateaus except to
note that the plateaus may be the result of excessive static charge on the surfaces of the polymers,
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Figure 3: Conductivity of B implanted PET films. Curve is the probable behavior based on the
accuracy of the measured values.
disturbing the measurement of the fluence.
We should note that our samples reach very high temperatures during the implant process.
This precluded us from using materials other than high temperature polymers. At beam current densities higher than 5.09mA /cm 2 the PET materials reach their glass point temperature,
300 °C, and thus do not yield usable materials. This may be part of the explanation as to why
our materials with electron flood do not match the results obtained by previous investigators.
Also in Figure 2 are the results for the high beam current density of 5.09mA/cm 2 . These
materials exhibited the highest conductivities obtained with Ar implanted PET film. At this current density the resulting conductivities of the implanted films are about 3 orders of magnitude
over the results obtained for the material processed at the same fluence with a beam current density of 1.53 mA /cm 2 . As can be seen from figure 2, electron flood on the higher beam current
density material makes about a factor of ten difference. This is smaller than the difference between electron flood and no electron flood at 1.53 mA /cm 2 presumably a result of the higher
overall conductivity of the material processed at higher current densities. Of primary interest to
us at this time is the unexpected increase in conductivity with beam current density at the same
fluence. Two possible explanations for this are:
1. Increases of the temperature of the sample material to close to glass point temperature
increases the efficiency of the mechanism that causes finite electrical conductivity due to
density changes.
2. Overall radiation damage to the material is greater for high current/short time than low
current/high time exposures, perhaps related to structural relaxation time constants in the
material. This may result in some pyrolysis of the material.
Boron results
The results for the room temperature resistivity of the Boron implanted PET films is shown
in figure 3. These samples were run with the electron flood process and a beam current density
of 1.53mA /cm 2 .
It was our hypothesis that Argon may remain inactive in the polymer structure, and that
Boron may donate free electrons negatively doping the material. This should result in an enhancement of the conductivity over the Argon implanted material This is apparently not the
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Figure 4: Exponential behavior of resistivity as a function of fluence.
case as at a fluence of 8 x 1016 ions/cm 2 the conductivity of PET implanted with B is about a
factor of 5 smaller than the conductivity of PET implanted with Ar. The primary reason for this
may be that the boron ions are less massive and penetrate deeper into the film than the argon
ions. This spreads the disorder over a larger volume, resulting in a smaller overall conductivity.
The conductivity curve as a function of fluence is much different than the argon curve. Boron
displays a much larger increase in conductivity in the range of fluences from 7 x 101S ions/cm 2
to 8 x 10 17 ions/cm 2 than the argon implanted PET. It may be that this is the percolation threshold for the structure in boron implanted PET. Presumably the percolation threshold for the argon
implanted PET lies at lower fluences than 5 x 10 15 ions/cm 2 . The implant ion may also contribute to the conduction mechanism since values for the conductivity still differ by factor of 2
for the two materials with the same number of ions per unit volume.
Although we could not quantify the result at this time, the materials implanted with Boron
show a remarkably different optical absorption coefficient from the materials implanted with
Argon with similar fluence.
Temperature dependence
The resistivity of an argon implanted PET film measured as a function of temperature is
shown in figure 4. The resistivity increases exponentially with decreasing temperature. To
emphasize this the data is plotted as log p verses 100/>/T where T is the temperature of the
sample. The fit to the curve is of the form

where A= 1.36ohm — cm a n d r o = 1.9 x 10 4 K. This is a common form for the temperature
dependence of ion implanted photoresists and other polymers[3,8]. The deviation from this
functional form may be significant and will be the subject of further research. Such a large
temperature coefficient of resistance implies a relatively small number of carriers in the material.
If we can control this small number of carriers, we should be able to make a useful device.

oo

From these results we can conclude that the number of carriers is very sensitive to the temperature of the implanted region. Small changes in this temperature (perhaps due to infrared
1
radiation) will produce a large change in resistance.
Magnetoresistance
We measured the magnetoresistance of two of the argon implanted PET thick films. The
fiuences of these materials were 3 x 1017 and 5 x 10 16 ions/cm 2 . We saw no change in the
resistance of the implanted materials up to 1.6 Tesla. This implies that the .carriers are not
sensitive to magnetic fields and that these materials may be useful in high magnetic fields as
temperature sensors. The two implanted films have similar conductivities as can be seen from
figure 2. It is possible that below the steep increase in conductivity the materials wouid be more
sensitive to magnetic fields.
Hall effect
Hall voltages were measured for an PET thick film with an argon implant of
1 x 10 17 ions/cm 2 . The results of these measurements can be summarized as follows.
• The sign of the carriers is negative implying electron conduction rather than hole or ion
conduction.
• The number of carriers per unit volume is 1.4 x 10 17 cm~ 3 .
Assuming the penetration depth of the argon ions to be 90nm, as in Table 1, the number of ions
per unit volume is 1.11 x lO^cm" 3 . This is an interesting result in two aspects; first a single
ion penetrating the material does not put a carrier into the conduction band through radiation
damage, second the ions themselves do not seem to be donating carriers to the material.
The number of carriers per unit volume of 1.4 x 1017cm ~3 compares favorably with silicon
implanted materials. For instance silicon doped with phosphorus to an amount 4.7 x 10 17
phosphorus atoms per cm" 3 has a carrier density of 4.0 x 10 17 cm~ 3 at 25 °C [10].
CONCLUSION
The conductivity of ion implanted PET is a function of ion beam current density. Larger
conductivities can be obtained by increasing the ion beam current density to the polymer and
using electron flood to prevent .static charge buildup on the polymer surface.
The TCR is relatively stable and does indicate possible use of materiel as an infrared detector
near room temperature. It also indicates a relatively small number of carriers in the material.
Hall effect measurements confirm this observation as well as indicate that electrons are most
likely the carriers.
Boundary resistance measurements of evaporated contacts to polymer implant suggest that
the conduction layer is at or near the surface.
There is little doubt that at high ion beam currents pyrolysis occurs in the material to some
extent. This will be at least one contribution to conduction at room temperature. However, as
can be seen from figures 2 and 3, we can control this process precisely with an ion implanter.
These materials have promise for use in many applications.
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SIMS DETERMINATION OF MG + AND A S + RANGE PROFILES IN PHOTORESIST
AND POLYIMIDE IMPLANT MASKS.
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GTE Laboratories, Incorporated, Waltham, MA
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ABSTRACT
The distribution of Mg + (a p-type dopant for GaAs) and
A s (an n-type dopant for Si) implanted into both photoresist
(PR) and polyimide (PI) have been determined experimentally.
Range data of Mg ions at 200 keV and 300 keV and As ions at 150
keV have been measured by Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy
(SIMS) .
SIMS values for the projected range Rp and the
standard deviation ARp were compared to range profile data
calculated using the Projected Range Algorithm (PRAL) of
Biersack [1] as well as the standard LSS theory [2]. While the
values for Rp calculated from the PRAL model generally agreed
within 10% of the SIMS values, the calculations underestimated
Rp for PR but were in good agreement for PI.
The LSS
calculations underestimated Rp in both materials.
+

INTRODUCTION
Both positive photoresist and polyimide are used as ion
implantation masks for GaAs and Si.
For high dose, high
energy, and high resolution implant conditions, polyimide has
superior thermal resistance enabling it to withstand the
temperature rise associated with these implant conditions that
are responsible for the degradation observed in photoresist.
Recent work has indicated that photoresist films subjected to
implantation doses greater than l x l O ^ ions/cm^ undergo
chemical changes into disordered graphite rendering them
extremely difficult to remove from the substrate [3] . In
particular, the thermal distortion or change in the photoresist
sidewall slope angle when the postbaking temperature exceeds
the thermal flow temperature reduces the thickness at the edge
of the photoresist feature.
This effectively reduces the
sharpness of the ion implantation mask as the thin resist edges
will only partially mask the doping ions, depending on the ion
implant parameters. For high energy, submicron feature size
(high resolution implants) this effect becomes more important
as the penetration depth of the ions increases. Polyimide has
also been shown to outgas less than positive photoresist during
ion implantation and to resist degradation and flow at high
implant doses.
In device fabrication, prior to implanting wafers, the
penetration depth of the ions in the polymer mask is normally
precalculated (i.e., the stopping power of a given mask
thickness for a set of implant conditions). However, published
literature would suggest that the common practice is to
correlate data for given implant conditions and species to that

of KTFR [4], or use values from Gibbons, Johnson and Mylroie
[5] . One such calculation for 150 keV As in AZ 111 negative
photoresist yields an Rp value of 0.34 |lm, a ARp of 0.0575 |im
which produces a stopping range of 0.59 \lm. These calculations
were based on the LSS program. Using these values applied to
the polymer film in this study, significant errors would
result.
This paper investigates the use of experimental SIMS
measurements to determine the actual range data for two polymer
films, then use these data to compare the effective use of two
similar computer programs to calculate these values.

EXPERIMENTAL
Positive novalac resin photoresist (Shipley's AZ 1450)
and polyimide (Ciba-Geigy's probrimide 200 series) with
thicknesses of 1-2 |lm were spin coated on silicon, substrates.
Some samples were patterned through steps of prebaking,
exposure, development and postbaking. Photoresist samples were
cured at a temperature of 120°C for 30 minutes.
Polyimide
samples were soft cured at a temperatures of 160°C for 30
minutes. The low temperature cured polyimide is removable in
organic solvents which do not attack the substrate. An 7 5^ s +
or 24^g+ o r 24^g++ ^ o n b e a m with energy between 150 and 300 keV
and a current density of 10 (XA/cm^ was implanted into the
polymer film at a dose of 8x10-^-^ ions/cm^ using an Eaton Nova
ion implanter. A solid source of Mg was used to generate the
singly (energies < 200 keV) or doubly (energies > 200 keV)
ionized Mg ions.
The SIMS analyses were performed on a VG SIMSLAB equipped
with a duoplasmatron ion gun using oxygen as the primary ion
source.
An ion current of 200 nA at 10 keV was employed
operating in a rastered RAS (reduced area scan) mode at a
magnification of 200x.
An electron flood gun was used to
eliminate surface charging. Secondary ions were collected and
channelled into the quadrupole mass spectrometer using an
HTO100 ion collection system.
The secondary ions were
electronically gated at 25% to minimize contributions from the
crater walls.
In order to optimize the counts, the implant
species were counted for 25 seconds/cycle, while the substrate
matrix ions (Si) were counted for 5 seconds/cycle. In the two
samples that were doubly implanted with both As and Mg, each
implant was analyzed in a separate analysis in order to
maintain the same counting statistics. All data acquisition
was performed using a DEC 11-73 computer with Framestore
capability. After calibration of the depth axis using several
techniques (Nanospec, Tencor a-step and Sloan Detak IIA), the
data were further reduced using a Compaq 286 PC and Enplot
plotting software.
This included a Spline curve fit and a
determination of the FWHM of the pseudo-gaussian peaks used in
the calculation of the Rp and ARp values. The PRAL program is
embodied in a package called SUSPRE [6] which is contained in
the VG software package.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results, both calculated and experimental/ are shown
in Tables I and II for photoresist and polyimide,-respectively.

Table I. PHOTORESIST DATA SUMMARY
(UNITS = A)
Rp

ARp

4.27*ARP+RP

Ma 200
LSS
PRAL
EXP.

4700
5300
5300
5400

980
980
1000
1100

8900
9200
9400
10000

LSS
PRAL
EXP.

6800
7900
8600

1200
1300
1400

12000
14000
15000

LSS
PRAL
EXP.

1400
1400
1800
1600

350

2900
2500
4600
3900

MG 300

AS 150
250
650

520

Table II. POLYIMIDE DATA SUMMARY

(Units = A)
Rp

ARp

4.27*ARP+RP

Ma 200

LSS
PRAL
EXP.

5100
5700
5500
5500

1100
1000
1200
1200

9600
10000
11000
11000

LSS
PRAL
EXP.

7400
8400
8300

1300
1300
1400

13000
14000
14000

LSS
PRAL
EXP.

1500
1500
1400
1700

380
270

3100
2600
3700
4300

MG 300

AS 150

540
600

Within experimental error, the Mg 200 keV implants gave
range profiles which were very similar to the PRAL calculated
values, consistent with duplicate runs and similar in each
polymer film. The experimental ARp's were slightly larger than
calculated, possibly due to cascade mixing by the SIMS primary
ion beam, and therefore some broadening of the implants might
be possible. The double implant in one sample for each polymer
made it possible to provide some information regarding the
reproducibility of the technique. The stopping powers for the
200 keV Mg implants were also found to be slightly higher than
the calculated values but similar to each other. The higher
energy Mg implant revealed a much deeper range profile possibly
related to the reported decomposition of the photoresist. This
was not observed in the case of the polyimide 300 keV Mg
implant. The most significant differences were found with the
As implant.
Although there was more scatter in the range
profile data, it is suggested that the experimentally
determined values are at a deeper level than would be expected
from the theoretical calculations.
This could be due to
limitations of the theoretical programs when applied to
polymers, since they were primarily designed .for simple
inorganic systems. Even with the errors involves, the ARp's
are as much as 65% higher for both materials. This also lead
to
significant
differences
in the
stopping
power.
Approximately 50% thicker films are required to effectively
prevent As from penetrating into the substrate than would be
expected based on calculations.
Overall, the data for
polyimide appears to be more consistent than the traditional
photoresist with regard to both range profiles and stopping
power when compared to theoretical calculations. These results
would support the theory that the polyimide is more stable
under these typical implant conditions [4].
There were several sources of possible errors which are worthy
of mention. First, it is difficult to determine with certainty
the exact interface between the polymer films and the
substrates in SIMS depth profile experiments. For consistency
in this work, the onset of the steep upward slope of the
silicon signal was used as the reference to calibrate the depth
axis. The thicknesses of the films were measured by several
techniques including measuring the profile crater of the SIMS
experiment, physical removal of the films followed by Detak
measurement, and a non-destructive optical technique. There
was a 10% reduction of photoresist film thickness after ion
implantation and 15% reduction in polyimide.
Other errors
included uncertainty regarding the actual compositions of the
polymers and their corresponding densities.
The Mg
determination was made difficult because its mass at 24 Daltons
was riding on top of a background signal of C2+, also at 24
Daltons from the polymer films. Due to the narrow peak and low
signal of As, too few data points were available for good curve
fitting which might have contributed to the scatter observed in
the determinations.

SUMMARY
For an effective stopping distance 4.27ARp+Rp (99.999%), the
SIMS results indicated that 200 keV Mg ions were effectively
stepped by 0.97 (im of PR and 1.1 Jim of PI, while 300 keV Mg
ions required 1.5 |lm of PR and 1.4 Jim of PI. As ions at 150
keV were stopped by 0.43 (im of PR and 0.4 |im of PI.
A
comparison between the two theoretical calculation programs
revealed that the PRAL program provided results which were
closer to the experimental values than the more often used LSS
program, and much better than the common practice of relating
any polymer film to the value determined for KTFR by LSS.
Except for As, the PRAL program can be used to satisfactorily
calculate the expected range profile and stopping power.
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ABSTRACT
We have used high-dose metal ion implantation to 'fine tune' the composition of Y-BaCu-O thin films. The films were prepared by either of two rf sputtering systems. One system
uses three modified Varian S-guns capable of sputtering various metal powder targets; the other
uses reactive rf magnetron sputtering from a single mixed-oxide stoichiometric solid target.
Film thickness was typically in the range 2000 - 5000 A. Substrates of magnesium oxide,
zirconia-buffered silicon, and strontium titanate have been used. Ion implantation was carried
out using a metal vapor vacuum arc (MEVVA) high current metal ion source. Beam energy
was 100 - 200 keV, average beam current about 1 mA, and dose up to about 10 17 ions/cm2.
Samples were annealed at 800 - 900*C in wet oxygen. Film composition was determined
using Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS), and the resistivity versus temperature
curves were obtained using a four-point probe method. We find that the zero-resistance
temperature can be greatly increased after implantation and reannealing, and that the ion beam
modification technique described here provides a powerful means for optimizing the thin film
superconducting properties.

INTRODUCTION
In this paper we describe the use of ion implantation to tailor the composition of
sputtered thin films of Y-Ba-Cu-O. Attaining the stoichiometric 1:2:3 ratio of Y:Ba:Cu is an
important step in forming films with good superconducting properties. Sputter deposition,
however, does not always transfer material congruently from target to film.
High temperature superconducting Y-Ba-Cu-O films have been produced by several
variations of the sputtering process. Cosputtering - simultaneous sputtering from three
sources [1-4] - offers the advantage of independent control over the flux of each metal
element. Sputtering from a single target, however, is better suited to large-area uniform
coating. Both stoichiometric targets [5-12] and targets compensated for film elemental
deficiencies [13-18] have been used.
A number of techniques have been used to achieve more congruent transfer of elements
from a stoichiometric or slightly compensated target, including the following: (1) sputtering at
high pressures [5, 7-9]; (2) sputtering in pure argon [6,10,12]; (3) sputtering at low substrate
temperature [8, 10-13]; (4) off-axis placement of the substrate [6-8J; (5) close source-tosubstrate distance [10]; (6) use of a spherical target [11]; (7) very long pre-sputter times 112].
Methods 1, 2 and 4 reduce preferential resputtering from the film caused by negative oxygen
ions, electrons, and sputtered neutrals; methods 1 and 3 reduce preferential reemission;
methods 1, 5 and 6 produce a more uniform spatial distribution among the sputtered elements;
and method 7 establishes steady-state conditions at the target surface. These methods,
however, do not give optimum deposition rates, material usage, or film properties. Another
option is to compensate the film by ion implantation during or after deposition.

Implantation is done in a broad beam mode with no mass analysis. The implantation
target (the Y-Ba-Cu-O sample) was positioned to face the source directly. At the target
location, the ion beam is several cm wide. The MEVVA ion beam is relatively pure - ie, it
contains ion species of only the cathode material - to better then 99%. The beam ions are in
general multiply charged, and the charge state distribution has been studied in detail 122). The
measured charge state spectrum for a Cu ion beam is shown in Figure 1. The presence of more
than a single charge state is an advantage in the present study, as it contributes to beam energy
spread and consequent flatter implantation depth profile.
RESULTS

We were able to produce improved
superconducting films using the stoichiometric
single solid target configuration. Films were
prepared on (100) SrTiO3 substrates to a thickness of about 5000 A in pure argon and with a
substrate temperature between 60 and 600*C.
After deposition the films were annealed in
flowing oxygen at 850*C for 1 hour.
The as-deposited film composition was
determined by RBS and was found to be
deficient in both Ba and Cu for an argon
pressue of 1 4 Pa. The Ba to Y ratio was about
1.8 and insensitive to substrate temperature.
The
Cu to Y ratio, however, decreased rapidly
Fig. 2 Charge state spectrum of
as
the
temperature was raised from 60 to
copper ion beam.
600°C. To demonstrate the implantation technique, we investigated two films: film A was
deposited at 125*C and had composition Ba:Y =1.8 and Cu:Y = 2.0; film B was deposited at
360°C and had composition Ba:Y = 1.8 and Cu:Y = 2.5. The films were implanted with Cu
with a mean beam energy of 100 keV to a dose of approximately 1 x 10 17 ions/cm^. The new
Cu concentrations are estimated to be Cu.Y = 2.2 for film A and Cu:Y = 2.8 for film B. After
implantation the films were reannealed.
The film resistance vs. temperature characteristic was measured using the four-point
probe method. Figures 3 and 4 show the resistivity curves for films A and B (respectively)
before and after implantation. For both films the resistance increases with decreasing
temperature until 75 *K, indicating the presence of a semiconducting phase in the normal state.
After implantation and reannealing, both films exhibit a metallic behavior in the normal state.
For film A, there is a feature at about 75*K that suggests the presence of a superconducting
phase but without sufficient connectivity for the film to exhibit complete superconductivity;
after implantation and reannealing, the film remains predominantly semiconducting at high
temperatures but at much lower resistance, and there is a broad transition to superconductivity
with an onset at 96*K and zero resistance at about 40*K. Film B shows better pre-implantation
resistance-temperature properties because the initial Cu content was higher; after implantation
and reannealing there is a change to more metallic behavior, and a superconducting transition
onset at 95 °K with zero resistance at 60° K.
Unfortunately, remnants of the silver paint used to attach the four point probe interfered
with the post-implantation set of RBS measurements, and so the before and after RBS data are
not available for this preliminary experiment. RBS data will be obtained in future work.
To eliminate the possibility that the effects we have observed could have been caused
simply by the second annealing step, we annealed similarly formed films twice, but without the
intermediate ion implantation. In these cases the zero resistance temperature of the films
decreased by a few degrees only. Thus the improved film properties are due to the change in
composition brought about by ion implantation.
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